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Preface

In spite of the increasing efforts in designing preventive security measures, new

attack types arise on a regular basis. The reasons for these include: programming

errors, design flaws, insider threats, and the inadequate security tools being used by

organizations. Additionally, attackers keep evolving attack strategies, resulting in

new attack variations being undetected at a system’s real-time execution. There-

fore, academic efforts with supporting material are needed to advance the existing

attack prediction models, recognize the threats and vulnerabilities in the existing

techniques, and learn how to create new intrusion detection systems in the future.

To this end, Internet communications and distributed networked environments

have become rich media for electronic data transfer. Due to a huge amount of data

transmission, it becomes vital to build effective security policies and threat detec-

tion systems that are capable of analyzing network data. As such, providing

appropriate protection mechanisms and techniques is significant to combat cyber-

threats and to preserve information systems’ integrity, confidentiality, and avail-

ability. This book discusses several trending topics in the area of information

security. Since there is an increase in the volume of malicious cyber-attacks

which demands a collaborative effort between security professionals and

researchers to design and utilize cyber-defense systems, the first part of this book

discusses the recent attack prediction techniques that infuse one or more aspects of

information to create attack prediction models. The second part is dedicated to new

trends on cybersecurity such as graph data analytics for cybersecurity, unwanted

traffic detection and control based on trust management software-defined networks,

security in wireless sensor networks and their applications, and emerging trends in

security system design using the concept of social behavioral biometric.

v



By creating this book, from the perspective of information-based security

systems, we hope to close the gap in most of the existing systems which mainly

focus on low-level data analytics to predict attacks. In addition, we hope to make

readers gain a clear understanding of recent techniques in cybersecurity.

San Antonio, TX, USA Izzat M. Alsmadi

Baltimore, MD, USA George Karabatis

Irbid, Jordan Ahmed AlEroud
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Chapter 1

Using Contextual Information to Identify
Cyber-Attacks

Ahmed AlEroud and George Karabatis

“An important challenge in cyber-attack detection is to
develop learning methods that can integrate and fuse a much
broader array of contextual information. Traditional
statistical methods break down, because the broader the
array of information, the more training examples are
required to achieve good performance. We need to develop
methods for breaking the learning problem up into modules
that can be learned separately and then combined.”

Thomas G. Dietterich

Abstract A recent trend is toward utilizing knowledge-based intrusion detection

systems (IDSs). Knowledge-based IDSs store knowledge about cyber-attacks and

possible vulnerabilities and use this knowledge to guide the process of attack

prediction. Since an IDS contains information about these vulnerabilities, it can

discover attempts to exploit them. One significant limitation of knowledge-based

IDSs is the lack of contextual information used to detect attacks. Contextual

information is not only information about the configuration on the targeted systems

and their vulnerabilities. It also covers any relevant preconditions the attacks

require to proceed successfully and the possible contextual semantic relationships

between the activities of attackers in terms of time of these activities and the

targeted locations. To overcome these limitations, we introduce a novel contextual

framework which consists of several attack prediction models that can be utilized in

conjunction with IDSs to detect cyber-attacks. We utilized extractable contextual

elements from network data to create several knowledge-based, context-aware

prediction models that are applied in conjunction with other intrusion detection

techniques to assist in identifying known and unknown attacks. The created pre-

diction models are utilized for several tasks including (1) expanding the predictions
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of other intrusion detection techniques using pre-identified contextual relationships

between attacker activities, (2) filtering the nonrelevant predictions based on the

situation of the hosts targeted by attacks, and (3) predicting the occurrence of

unknown attacks. Our framework focuses on the significant dimensions in data;

thus, it can be utilized to detect cyber-attacks while keeping the computational

overhead as low as possible.

1.1 Significance of the Problem

Providing appropriate protection techniques is significant to combat cyber threats

and preserve the integrity, confidentiality, and availability of information systems.

The increasing volume of malicious cyber-attacks demands a collaborative effort

between security professionals and researchers to design and develop effective

cyber-defense systems. Cyber-attacks continue to rise worldwide in a manner that

costs companies millions of dollars each year and leads to loss or misuse of

information assets. Therefore, companies are under pressure to avoid the occur-

rence of these attacks or decrease the damage they cause to cyber systems.

There are various types of cyber-attacks, including infected Web pages, viruses,

worms, spam botnets, and other unauthorized use of computer systems to modify or

access data. Any computer system that does not have a proper security infrastruc-

ture can be compromised. Therefore, the cybersecurity authorities aim to design

defensive security techniques to protect these systems. However, in spite of the

increasing efforts in creating security countermeasures, new attack types arise on a

regular basis. The reasons for these include programming errors, design flaws,

insider threats, and inadequate security tools. Additionally, attackers keep evolving

attack strategies, resulting in new attack variations being undetected at real time.

While it is theoretically possible to combat all types of cyber-attacks, most of the

existing techniques provide reactive rather than proactive solutions to these attacks.

The proactive techniques aim to eliminate the vulnerabilities in computer systems;

however, avoiding all types of vulnerabilities is not possible in practice. Over the

past decades, intrusion detection systems (IDSs) have been employed as one of the

major reactive techniques against computer attacks. IDSs are an important compo-

nent of defensive measures for protecting computer systems and networks from

abuse. IDSs utilize logic operations, statistical techniques, and machine learning

approaches to discern between different types of network activities.

Although modern IDSs are definitely useful and they keep on improving, they

still generate a high amount of false alarms, fail to identify unknown attacks, and

exhibit a low degree of reliability. Most of the existing IDSs depend on data

analytics techniques that work on raw network data at a very low abstraction

level to detect cyber-attacks.

2 A. AlEroud and G. Karabatis



1.1.1 Background

Safeguarding computer systems against attacks is one of the most challenging tasks

that cannot be easily measured. Most security mechanisms can be breached due to

unknown system vulnerabilities that exist and novel hacks applied by attackers to

initiate an intrusion. The latter has been defined as any action the user of an

information system takes when he/she is not legally allowed to [1]. Powell

et al. have also defined an intrusion as a malicious, externally induced fault

resulting from a successful attack [2]. Halme et al. have referred to an intrusion

attempt as a sequence of actions by means of which an intruder attempts to gain

control of a system [3]. The intrusion detection as a process involves determining

that an intrusion has been attempted to gain unauthorized access to a system. Krugel

et al. consider responding to malicious actions that targeted computing and network

resources as part of intrusion detection process [4].

Systems with the capability of detecting intrusions are called intrusion detection

systems (IDSs). The role of IDSs is to differentiate between intrusions and normal

system execution. The existing intrusion detection techniques combat cyber-attacks

at two levels of protection, the network level and the host level. The network-based

IDSs monitor the features of network connections in order to detect cyber-attacks.

Conversely, host-based IDSs monitor the status of workstations and the internals of

a computing system using intrusion detection techniques to discover possible

attacks at the host level. There have been also other classifications of IDSs [5–7]

from several perspectives, such as the data the system analyzes (log file data,

network data), the time of analysis (online, offline), and the distribution mode

utilized in the analysis process (centralized, distributed). Machine learning

researchers classify IDSs into three major categories: signature-based, anomaly-

based, and hybrid-based IDSs. A signature-based IDS measures the similarity

between the events under analysis and the patterns of known attacks. Alarms are

generated if previously known patterns are detected. For instance, the Snort IDS [8]

is one of the most well-known signature-based intrusion detection systems. Snort

performs real-time traffic analysis, content searching, and content matching to

discover attacks using pre-identified attack signatures. While these systems are

accurate in identifying known attacks, they cannot recognize new types of attacks.

In anomaly-based IDSs, normal profiles are created and used by an anomaly

detection technique to detect anomaly patterns that deviate from such profiles.

The anomaly-based IDSs rely on statistical techniques to create normal profiles.

Overall, the main advantage of these systems is their ability to detect unknown

attacks that do not have existing signatures; however, their major limitation is the

difficulty of accurately defining normal profiles. Intuitively, activities that deviate

from normal profiles are not necessarily attacks. Failure to identify the boundaries

of normal activity in network data leads to incorrect prediction of normal activities

as attacks; thus, a high false positive rate is very possible. The hybrid-based IDSs

combine signature-based and anomaly-based detection techniques to discover

attacks. The major disadvantage of hybrid-based approaches is the computational
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overhead of using both signature matching and anomaly detection to analyze

incoming network connections. Although IDSs have shown a good level of success

in detecting intrusion attempts to networks, they show a visible deficiency in their

effectiveness. Yet again, intrusion detection technologies have several research

challenges that need to be addressed:

First, lack of information about relationships between entities at the predic-

tion time. The existing IDSs do not have the capability to analyze information in a

relational manner. Primarily, the information about an entity relationship with other

entities is not available at the prediction time. Integrating the relationships the

entity has with other entities in the intrusion detection process is very significant to

identify relevant events that occur in specific context. In general, the events that

target the system are not independent. Although the behavior of attackers is not

predictable, the sequence of events is initiated by them to reach to a specific

objective; therefore, it is very likely to discover several forms of relationships

between such events. Detecting these relationships helps in predicting cyber-attacks

at their early stages.

Second, lack of awareness of the current situation. Awareness of existing

conditions is a prerequisite knowledge for an IDS to filter out nonrelevant pre-

dictions. For example, specific contextual environments inherently are not condu-

cive to certain types of attacks (i.e., when a computer system is patched against a

certain attack); therefore, it is safe not to search for these attacks, saving time and

resources. Additionally, IDSs have no knowledge about how situations evolve.

They usually work as sensors that cannot recognize multistep attacks; instead

they can only identify individual suspicious behaviors. Moreover, they cannot

determine the impact of the current situation on the targeted hosts.

Third, analyzing data at low abstraction level is not sufficient. Current

intrusion detection techniques do not fully acquire the high level of abstraction

required to discover attacks. In particular, the analysis is performed without incor-

porating the contextual factors that affect the analysis results. For instance, intru-

sion detection based on per-packet inspection is a time-consuming task. A recent

trend is to analyze IP flows instead of packet-based analysis. All packets with the

same source/destination IP address, source/destination ports, protocol interface, and

class of service are grouped into a flow, and then packets and bytes are tallied.

Flow-based intrusion detection is still performed at a relative low level leading to

high false alarm rates; therefore, one needs to consider the contextual factors that

connect one flow to another such as their source and targets along with the time they

occur. Analysis performed solely on raw data is clearly insufficient. In order to

identify cyber-attacks, data needs to be analyzed at several abstraction layers. The

data analyzed at the lower layer does not only overburden cybersecurity systems but

also overwhelm human decision-makers. Furthermore, data analyzed at the lower

level might not contain certain evidence about the intentions and the objectives of

an attacker. Therefore, one must provide means to derive higher-level contexts

from lower-level sensors. In attack prediction process, high-level context is the

contextual information that is further processed to create context-aware attack

prediction models.

4 A. AlEroud and G. Karabatis



Fourth, existing intrusion detection approaches lack semantic inference

needed to identify cyber-attacks. The alerts generated by the current IDSs are

too elementary. Therefore, it is a tedious and time-consuming task for the security

operators to analyze semantic relationships between alerts. Recent trends focus on

alert correlation and causality analysis to discover these relationships. However,

these techniques work at the syntactic not the semantic level. New approaches are

needed to convert raw alerts into knowledge with appropriate evidence from which

decisions can be taken. Furthermore, when the amount of alerts to be analyzed is

very large, semantic reasoning approaches are expected to discover indirect rela-

tionships between alerts produced by IDSs. Consequently, utilizing semantic-based

approaches for context reasoning helps domain experts make accurate decisions

about security threats.

Fifth, analyzing unknown events. Uncertainty in the network data may lead to

incorrect decisions. While signature-based IDSs are designed to detect known

attacks using rule-based signatures [9], simple modifications on attack signatures

can lead to unknown attacks that cannot be identified by the existing systems.

Detection of unknown attacks in computer networks is a long-standing issue on the

wish list of security specialists. In reality, analyzing unknown situations is consid-

ered as a crucial challenge for all types of IDSs [10]. Identifying vulnerability paths

that lead to these attacks is yet another challenge.

There have been attempts to address the problem of detecting unknown attacks

using machine learning and anomaly detection techniques; however, the existing

approaches have no capability to effectively capture all normal activities in order to

declare other activities as unknown attacks. Although anomaly detection techniques

have the capability to identify unknown attack patterns, they produce large and

unmanageable amounts of false alarms [11].

Failure to differentiate among unknown attacks and normal activity is a major

reason of such a high false alarm rate. In order to identify unknown attacks, it is

significant to allow IDSs to maintain the understanding about the evolution of

known attacks, so that they can maintain a holistic view in a bigger context. To

achieve this objective, links need to be created between known attacks to generate

possible paths of unknown attack. The latter represent combinations of known and

unknown steps that might be carried out by attackers to initiate unknown attacks.

Based on these challenges, IDSs need to integrate situation-based and event-

based information to cover several aspects of a particular situation, such as

(1) information about semantic relationships between events that are relevant to

that situation, (2) information about the characteristics of the targeted systems in

order to exclude some predictions of IDSs that are not applicable in that situation,

(3) information about the activities that target that system, (4) relationships between

such activities in regard to their sources and time of occurrence, and (5) information

to enable an IDS to have better knowledge about how attackers evolve a set of

activities to generate unknown attacks. In summary, an IDS must be “context

aware” and empowered with automated techniques for capturing and utilizing

contextual information to effectively detect cyber-attacks.

1 Using Contextual Information to Identify Cyber-Attacks 5



1.1.2 Contextual Information Fusion in IDSs

Context has been utilized in different computing areas where it is vital to be aware

of the current situation. Generally, the purpose of creating context-aware IDSs is to

decrease the dependency on human experts who perform correlation between

runtime activities to determine the current situation and react accordingly.

According to several studies, elements for the description of context information

fall into five categories individuality, activity, location, time, and relations [12, 13]
as shown in Fig. 1.1. The activity predominantly defines the relevance of context

elements in specific situations, and it covers all tasks the entity may be involved

in. The location and time primarily drive the creation of relations between activities

that target that entity. The individuality category contains properties and attributes

describing the entity itself. The relations category represents information about any

possible relationship between activities that target such entity. Based on these

categories, the aspects of contextual information create a situation that consists of

several circumstances that can lead to/avoid a completion of a specific task.

In order for an IDS to be aware of context, infusion of these five context aspects

in the intrusion detection process is essential. First, location information reveals

the physical or virtual information about location. The IDS has to be aware of the

location of victims and attackers. This is very significant to identify relationships

between activities that target the system based on the source location of such

activities.

Furthermore, semantic correlation with respect to source and target location is

necessary to discover multistep attacks.

Second, the IDS has to be aware of time information which refers to the time of

events that target a particular entity. For instance, the occurrence of two activities in

Contextual 
Information  

Time

Location 

Individuality Activity

Relation

Fig. 1.1 Contextual

information categories
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several time intervals indicates a possible relationship between them. Moreover, the

current situation of an entity is also part of time context. The configuration of

computer systems changes from time to time; it is essential to capture this change in

order to identify the dynamic properties of the system from time to time. For

instance, when a specific workstation is updated to fix security vulnerabilities, the

time of such an update should be added to that workstation’s profile. This makes it

easier for an IDS to be aware of the current configuration on the target systems and

the relevancy of activities based on their time of occurrence.

Third, activity information describes events that are applicable to the system.

This category of contextual information is the major element in the intrusion

detection process. The information in this category covers all events that occur

during the system execution time. The set of activities that target the system can

lead to one or more cyber-attacks. In general, the activity element of context is

important to create event- and/or situation-based prediction models to detect these

cyber-attacks.

For event-based prediction models, the activity aspect of context needs to be

profiled and used to predict future attacks based on their history of occurrence. For

situation-based prediction models, activity contextual features are needed to iden-

tify relationships between suspicious events, given a specific situation.

Fourth, the relations category of contextual information is significant to identify

dependency between multiple events. The relation aspect of context is identified

over other categories of contextual information such as time, location, and activity.

It is very important to capture contextual relationships and use them in attack

prediction. As part of demonstrating the relation aspect of context, if two alerts

are related in terms of time of occurrence, targeted locations, and activities that lead

to them, such a relation needs to be captured using a specific modeling approach

(e.g., a graph with node and edges). In intrusion detection process, contextual

relationships are significant to analyze situations rather than just single events.

Fifth, the environmental characteristics of computing entities are captured

through the individuality aspect of context. For instance, the current characteristics

of computer systems, their applications, and the patches applied are considered

significant to realize the impact of the activities in progress on the targeted system.

Some suspicious events are deemed as nonrelevant when the system is patched

against them.

Utilizing context is of utmost importance in improving the effectiveness of the

intrusion detection process. As part of this work, we propose a substantial change in

approaching these challenges by taking advantage of these categories of contextual

information to create a framework which intelligently assists intrusion detection

techniques to predict related suspicious activities, identify their actual impact on the

targeted system based on the current situation, filter out nonrelevant threats based

on the current situation, and be able to detect modifications the attacker can make

on a set of known activities to initiate unknown attacks. While we devise an

approach that would be classified as research in data mining, databases, statistics,

and machine learning, our methodology significantly enhances these techniques

through working situations rather than single events using relational databases as

1 Using Contextual Information to Identify Cyber-Attacks 7



evidenced by our recent research, which has revealed encouraging results attributed

to the use of context [14–20]. We will use the following attack scenario to explain

some motivations of utilizing contextual information in the intrusion detection

process.

Attack Scenario 1.1

This attack scenario describes an attempt by an attacker to overflow a buffer and

then proceed to execute arbitrary code on a host running Microsoft Internet

Information Server (IIS).

The attacker may be trying to overflow a buffer via exploiting vulnerabilities in

nsiislog.dll and idq.dll files. The vulnerability arises when requests for “Server Side

Includes” are not properly checked by the Web server or when IIS is vulnerable to a

buffer overflow when handling ISAPI (Internet Server Application Programming

Interface) extensions. An unchecked buffer in the code that handles idq.dll ISAPI

extensions in the indexing service for IIS allows a remote attacker to overflow a

buffer and execute code by sending a specially crafted indexing service request. An

attacker could exploit this vulnerability to gain complete control over the affected

server. The alerts that could be raised by an IDS which are identified by their

identification number (Alert ID) are shown in Table 1.1. The log shows that some

activities that targeted a specific host with IP (154.241.88.201) at a specific time

lead to three alerts. The first one “bare byte encoding” with ID [119:4:1] is raised by

an IDS in response to an attacker attempt to encode a Web request using a

nonstandard format. Microsoft IIS servers are able to use non-ASCII characters

as values when decoding UTF-8 values. This is a nonstandard behavior for a Web

server, and it violates RFC (Request for Comments) recommendations. All non-

ASCII values should be encoded with a %. Usually, bad encoding is an indication of

initial steps in a buffer-overflow attack against a Web server. The IDS also raises

another two alerts to indicate a suspicious attempt to compromise WEB-IIS isapi.

idq ([1:2229:5]) and WEB-IIS nsiislog.dll ([1:2129:13) files. The role of an IDS

stops at this point. It is then the responsibility of domain experts to investigate and

analyze this set of security alerts in search of possible intrusions. First, how are

these alerts related given their time of occurrence, the source, target locations, and

the set of activities that lead to them? Second, the domain expert needs to

Table 1.1 IDS alert log: attack scenario 1.1

Alert ID Alert description

[119:4:1] [**] (http_inspect) bare byte unicode encoding [**]
[Priority: 3]
11/08-13:01:52.972141 10.2.190.254:50559->
154.241.88.201:80

[1:2229:5] [**]WEB-IIS isapi.idq attempt [**]
11/08-13:01:58.165085 10.2.190.254:36887 ->
154.241.88.201:80

[1:2129:13] [**]] WEB-IIS nsiislog.dll access [**]
11/08-13:05:08.477276 10.2.190.254:55772 ->
154.241.88.201:80
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investigate if these alerts are relevant to the target host according to the current

configuration on that host and if one (or more) of these alerts is (are) false positive

(s). Intuitively, in order to identify the relationships between these alerts, the

domain expert needs to investigate their description and correlate the activities

that lead to them, the time of these alerts, and the locations targeted. In other words,

a domain expert needs to identify the context under which these alerts occur. The

identification of relationships is significant in order to infer if these alerts co-occur

on a regular basis. Since these relationships cannot be identified manually due to

large amounts of alerts contrasted with the attack scenario above, one solution is to

automatically find the similarity between alerts. A feature-based similarity metric

can be used to identify the relationship between these alerts. A quick look at the

description feature of these alerts in Table 1.1 along with their time of occurrence

indicates low or no similarity between the bad encoding (bare byte encoding) alert

and the buffer-overflow attempt against WEB-IIS nsiislog.dll (see Fig. 1.2). The

source of low similarity is the difference in their signatures. This difference is

clearly observed from the description of both alerts.

Now let us consider the alerts about bad encoding (bare byte encoding) and the

buffer overflow against WEB-IIS isapi.idq. Although their signatures are dissimilar,

they occur close to each other in terms of time of occurrence; thus, from the time

aspect of context, they are similar. Let this similarity be denoted by sim1. On the

contrary, we expect some similarity between buffer-overflow WEB-IIS isapi.idq

and WEB-IIS nsiislog.dll alerts based on their description. Therefore, the set of

activities that lead to these two alerts are also related. Let this similarity be denoted

by sim2. The following graph depicts the alerts (represented as nodes) along with

the similarity values assigned on edges that connect alerts.

While there is no direct relationship between the bad encoding (bare byte

encoding) and the buffer-overflow (WEB-IIS nsiislog.dll) alerts, based on this

similarity-based graph, an inference mechanism can detect an indirect relationship

between these two alerts through the buffer-overflow (WEB-IIS ISAPI.idq) alert.

Therefore, based on such an inference mechanism, bare byte encoding and

WEB-IIS nsiislog.dll are semantically related, and they can be observed together

in similar or close context. Using this relationship, when an IDS raises an alert

about bare byte encoding, it needs to consider the contextual relationship with other

buffer-overflow attempts so that all three alerts can be predicted together as a

possible attack scenario. The produced contextual relationships can be utilized to

generate unknown attack paths an attacker might follow to create unknown varia-

tions of this buffer-overflow attempt (more details will be given later). One last

question is whether the discovered alerts are false positives according to the

bare byte
encoding

WEB-IIS
nsiislog.dll access

WEB-IIS isapi.idq
attempt Sim1Sim2

Fig. 1.2 Relationships between alerts based on attack scenario 1.1
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contextual situation on the target host. Based on the current configuration or the

individuality-based characteristics shown in Table 1.2, assume that the target host

has been recently patched against the vulnerability causes WEB-IIS nsiislog.dll

buffer-overflow attempt. This can be used to infer that the buffer-overflow

(WEB-IIS ISAPI nsiislog.dll) alert is a false positive. Therefore, it must be filtered

out. While an IDS should be aware of the individuality-based contextual informa-

tion or the current configuration on the targeted hosts, it is only aware of what is

known about the targeted host. For instance, based on the attack scenario described

above, the IDS has no idea if patches are applied against bad encoding and

WEB-IIS ISAPI.idq buffer-overflow attempts; therefore, the target host is consid-

ered incorrectly vulnerable to this type of alerts.

1.2 Statement of the Problem and Research Questions

We can clearly see from the discussion and the examples above that contextual

information is a critical part of the current state awareness during the attack

prediction process. Thus, we need to utilize contextual information to address

several problems in the area of intrusion detection. The goal of this work is

therefore motivated by finding solutions to each of these problems guided by the

following research questions.

• Given a large amount of intrusion detection data, how important are the discov-

ered contextual relationships between suspicious activities to accurately predict

contextually related cyber-attacks? Creating techniques that automatically dis-

cover contextual relationships between suspicious activities is a critical factor in

the attack detection process. The techniques we utilize to discover such relation-

ships aim to address several significant challenges including the early detection

of cyber-attacks, discovering attacks that occur in several steps, and lowering the

possibility of false negatives (i.e., predicting attacks as benign activities).

• Using the information extracted about one or more aspects of context, is it

effective to implement a multi-evidence intrusion detection process? Instead

of relying on a single signature-based intrusion detection technique, we used the

categories of contextual information described earlier to build a coherent

Table 1.2 Information on the targeted host: attack scenario 1.1

Target host OS Alert Description Category Patch

154.241.88.201 Windows WEB-IIS
nsiislog.
dll
access

This event is gen-

erated when an

attempt is made to

access nsiislog.dll

on a host running

Microsoft Internet

Information Server

(IIS)

Web appli-

cation

attack

MS03-

022
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analysis of evidence to recognize attacks. Therefore, more informative and

comprehensive decisions are taken based on context. It is important to notice

that context-aware IDSs need to utilize multiple dimensions of contextual

information as opposed to current attack graphs and anomaly detection tech-

niques. Information extracted about each dimension is supposed to contribute to

the final decision about suspicious activities. Using multiple dimensions of

contextual information during attack prediction process addresses one of the

key problems in the existing rule-based IDSs, which only rely on signature

matching to discover attacks without being aware of the surrounding context.

• Using contextual information, can we predict how the attacker exploits the

relationships between two known attacks to initiate an unknown one?

Addressing this challenge means ultimately discovering how situations evolve

using contextual relationships between known attacks; as such, we can use the

discovered relationships to create prediction models that have the capability of

discovering unknown attacks. We do not only rely on the observed anomalous

behavior as in anomaly detection techniques but also on the combination of steps

the attackers utilize from two or more known attacks to initiate an unknown

attack.

• How significant is the contextual information available about the target domain

in creating effective attack prediction models? Additionally, is it possible to

effectively use the partial information about the target domain, such as infor-

mation about the current configuration on the targeted host, to decrease the rate

of false positives and achieve a high true positive rate? We, therefore, focus on

using proper context modeling techniques to fuse and use such information to

improve the detection rate of attacks and decrease false positives. For instance,

these days a substantial amount of security-based contextual information is

organized in ontologies or taxonomies. Extracting such a background knowledge

and fusing it in the intrusion detection systems is one of the objectives of this

work. Since we are utilizing multiple categories of contextual information, this

not an easy task. The major challenge is to utilize the best combination of

contextual models to use such information in a coherent, unified, and context-

sensitive attack prediction process.

1.3 Approach Summary

The approach followed in this work focuses on utilizing the five elements of

contextual information—activity, individuality, time, location, and relations—to

improve the detection rate of cyber-attacks while decreasing the false alarms. We

formulate the problem of cyber-attack detection so that it benefits from meta-

content represented through several knowledge-based prediction models. Our pre-

diction models are created as part of one framework using information about one or

more of the contextual aspects discussed earlier. The produced models are

implemented in a layered manner on top of machine learning-based intrusion
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techniques, and their effectiveness is measured. Since our framework is supposed to

work on top of IDSs, the low-level, event-based analysis performed by such

systems is still needed. By contrast, a major advantage of the prediction models

we created is to analyze situations rather than individual events.

The relation aspect of context is modeled as graphs on which we identify

contextual relationship between different types of suspicious and benign activities

extracted from labeled intrusion detection datasets. Semantic reasoning is

performed on these graphs to create semantic link networks (SLNs) with nodes

representing cyber-attacks or benign activities and edges representing the strength

(weight) of semantic relationships between them. The stronger the relationship

between nodes, the higher the possibility they co-occur under a particular context.

Consequently, identifying one suspicious node can help to proactively avoid

another. The initial relationships between nodes are formed in terms of similarity

between activities that cause them, and/or their source, target and time of occur-

rence. Therefore, SLNs are created by utilizing activity, time, or location contextual

features or combinations of them. The semantic inference is performed to identify

the most feasible relationships between nodes. Since SLNs are created solely based

on data extracted from intrusion detection datasets, one needs to adapt them using

domain knowledge about nodes mainly to improve the quality of the resulting

semantic relationships. Such knowledge has been extracted from taxonomies of

attacks. An SLN takes an initial prediction produced by a particular machine

learning-based detection technique. It then retrieves other relevant nodes using

the pre-identified relationships.

The activity contextual information is utilized to create activity-based profiles

which are feature-based attack profiles that we utilize to distinguish among known

attacks, unknown attacks, and benign activities. Attack profiles are utilized to

decrease uncertainty about the predictions produced by SLNs; thus, they are applied

to filter out some predictions of SLNs. A novel technique is utilized to create attack

profiles using the features extracted from suspicious network connections. This

technique takes into account the contextual relationships between known attacks to

generate their corresponding profiles. It is an entropy-based technique which pro-

jects future possible actions/activities of an adversary and the unknown paths the

adversary may take.

The time and location contextual information is utilized to form time- and

location-based relationships between nodes on SLNs. Consequently, we created

two types of SLNs: the first one is created with time and location information, and

the second is created with such information. The effectiveness of both forms of

SLNs in terms of attack detection and false positive rates is then measured.

The individuality contextual information is utilized to create host profiles. Host

profiles are used to check if the predictions produced by other prediction layers are

relevant based on the current configuration on the target hosts. Some of these

predictions can lead to real damage or unauthorized access to user data if the target

system is not patched. Other predictions need to be filtered out if they are not

relevant based on the current situation on the targeted hosts.
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Validation: To validate our framework, we relied on two criteria, first to

conceptualize the problem and thus validate that our solution is theoretically

valid and second to experimentally validate the effectiveness of our framework.

Theoretically, we show several theoretical properties in our framework using graph,

probability, and information theories. We validate the viability of infusing contex-

tual information in creating semantic links between cyber-attacks and the role of

such information for detecting events that are close to each other in context; we then

mathematically demonstrate that using conditional entropy to create attack profiles

results in identifying known attacks. Using conditional entropy to create contextual

relationships between known attacks, we also demonstrate the validity for using

attack profiles to detect unknown attacks as variants of known attacks.

Experimentally, we performed an extensive validation on our framework using

benchmark intrusion detection datasets. The purpose of our validation is to dem-

onstrate the usefulness of contextual information in creating attack prediction

models that can be applied in conjunction with the intrusion detection techniques.

Our approach has been evaluated mainly on two datasets. The first dataset

consists of network connections; each connection consists of all activities

performed during sessions of particular duration. The features of each connection

include the data portion of network packets. Each connection is classified as a

benign activity or an attack with specific type. The second dataset consists of IP

flows which only aggregate traffic-based activities and their time and location

without any content features. Each flow is classified as benign or suspicious of a

specific type.

During the validation phase, numerous experiments are conducted to measure

the effectiveness of the prediction models in our framework. The experiments focus

on measuring the detection rate of known and unknown cyber-attacks when our

prediction models are applied on top of other machine learning-based intrusion

detection techniques.

Initially, our experiments emphasize on measuring the detection rate of known

cyber-attacks using SLNs, attack profiles, and host profiles. We then compare our

experimental results with several machine learning techniques.

Moreover, we focus on measuring the detection rate of unknown attacks using

combinations of several prediction models in our framework. New connections/

flows with unknown attack signatures are added during the validation phase to

demonstrate the effectiveness of our framework in terms of identifying unknown

attacks. We compare the prediction models we created to detect unknown attacks

with several semi-supervised anomaly detection techniques.

Several metrics are utilized to measure the effectiveness of our prediction

models, including precision, recall, true positive and false positive rates, and

ROC curve. In addition, our framework has also been tested from other perspectives

such as its efficiency when applied at runtime.
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1.4 Contributions

The framework introduced in this work makes significant contributions to several

research problems:

First, we produce a substantial enhancement in detecting cyber-attacks using

contextual semantic relationships. As opposed to other statistical intrusion detec-

tion models, the creation and reasoning of semantically augmented network of

related security attacks using contextual information leads to improvements in the

detection rate of cyber-attacks.

Second, we improve the detection rate of unknown (zero-day) attacks by

utilizing activity and relation aspects of contextual information to discover such

attacks as variations of known attacks. A novel technique is utilized in creating

attack profiles based on activity features extracted from network traffic. The

technique to create attack profiles utilizes the contextual relationships between

known attacks; therefore, it assists in predicting unknown attacks by projecting

future possible actions/activities of an adversary and the paths the adversary

might take.

Third, we decrease the false positive rate in detecting cyber-attacks by utilizing
multiple categories of contextual information to create intelligent prediction models

and apply them in a layered manner. Contextual semantic relationships are

represented as SLNs that are used to expand the predictions of other intrusion

detection techniques. Then activity and individuality contextual information is

utilized to create context profiles that are applied as filters to the predictions of

SLNs. Attack profiles are created by taking into account both the activity and

relation contextual information, and they are used to restrict the predictions pro-

duced by SLNs to improve the precision of predicting real attacks. Host profiles

decrease false positives by utilizing individuality contextual information. Host

profiles provide an awareness of a situation on the targeted hosts up to the point

the decision to generate an alert is about to be made. They consist of information

such as the current configuration on the targeted host and the patches applied. Host

profiles are applied on top of SLNS to remove some predictions generated by SLNs

if they are not relevant to the targeted hosts.

Fourth, we automate the manual and daunting process of human decisions about

the possible semantic relationships between security incidents by utilizing a hybrid

approach that considers the contextual patterns in the data and the domain

knowledge-based approach to automate the generation of these relationships. The

quality of the produced relationships cannot be produced neither by simple data

mining techniques nor by manual investigation performed by domain experts. The

produced relationships assist in gaining better understanding of the possible

impacts of events that target computer networks.

Fifth, we demonstrate the effectiveness of utilizing contextual information in

increasing true positive (TP) and decreasing false positive (FP) rates when network

data at different granularity level is analyzed using the prediction models in our

framework. We show that contextual information can be still applied to identify
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cyber-attacks from IP flows which lack the data portion of network packets which is

usually needed to discover attacks by the existing IDSs.

Sixth, we reduce the uncertainty in the process of discovering unknown attacks

using a combined approach that utilizes attack profiles with semi-supervised anom-

aly detection techniques. We also create a semiautomatic tuning mechanism to

adjust the relative importance a domain expert gives to TPs and FPs during the

investigation for unknown attacks from network data.

Seventh, we empirically prove the feasibility of utilizing time and location

aspects of context in creating better-quality semantic relationships which are used

to detect activities that are part of multistep attacks. In flow-based detection mode

in our framework, time and location aspects of context discovered several forms of

semantic relationships among suspicious activities that cannot be discovered by

utilizing similarity over other activity features.

Eighth, we improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the detection of unknown

attacks using dimensionality reduction and linear data transformation techniques.

The linear data transformation technique is applied in a way that preserves the

contextual relationships between known attacks. In particular, attack profiles are

re-created as linear discriminant functions and utilized in detecting unknown

attacks in a reduced dimensional space.

Ninth, we validate the effectiveness and efficiency of our framework on bench-

mark intrusion datasets and demonstrate that it achieves better effectiveness com-

pared to other data mining (signature and anomaly-based attack detection)

techniques. The prediction models of our framework significantly enhance the

intelligence of cybersecurity systems to gain more situation awareness so that

they become less dependent on humans to take decisions about security incidents.
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Chapter 2

A Framework for Contextual Information
Fusion to Detect Cyber-Attacks

Ahmed AlEroud and George Karabatis

Abstract The focus of this research is a novel contextual approach that will be

used in detecting zero-day cyber-attacks, generating possible zero-day attack sig-

natures, and automatically measuring their risk on specific software components. In

general, zero-day attacks exploit a software vulnerability that has not been discov-

ered, and it is called zero-day vulnerability. This work proposes an approach to

identify both zero-day attacks (in real time) and also zero-day vulnerabilities by

examining known software vulnerabilities.

The proposed work is an innovative approach, which automatically and effi-

ciently extracts, processes, and takes advantage of contextual information to iden-

tify zero-day attacks and vulnerabilities. Contextual information (time, location,

etc.) identifies the context that can be used to infer relations between entities, such

as cyber-attacks. These relations are called contextual relations. We propose

methods to generate zero-day attack signatures using graph-based contextual rela-

tions between (1) known attacks and (2) vulnerable software components. These are

certainly hard problems to solve, and we doubt that incremental improvements in

IDSs will result in a significant solution that drastically improves their effective-

ness. Consequently, we propose a substantially different and novel approach:

contextual relations, if used intelligently, can reduce the search space in IDSs so

that zero-day attacks can be identified in realistic and practical amount of time.

There are several reasons that led us to investigate the use of contextual relations to

detect zero-day attacks. First, the traditional data mining and pattern recognition

techniques lack the desirable effectiveness since they focus on analyzing the data

without the use of context. To better identify suspicious activities, direct and

indirect contextual paths need to be identified among these activities. These are

usually identified manually by domain experts (e.g., identifying relations between

cyber-attacks). However, it is quite daunting and challenging to identify all possible
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relations via manual investigation. Second, there are several contextual relations

that need to be identified among vulnerabilities to predict which ones can lead to

zero-day attacks and the software modules they are located, thus, empowering us to

generate possible signatures for these attacks.

2.1 Limitations of the Current Research

The current intrusion detection techniques, which utilize some context aspects to

detect known and zero-day attacks, have significant limitations. These limitations

fall in three major categories as follows:

1. Lack of semantic relations when context is applied to detect attacks
The intrusion detection approaches, which have been discussed in Chap. 2,

consider some contextual information in their operations. However, such

approaches struggle when it comes to apply semantic relations with context.

Utilizing semantic relations in a specific context is quite significant for

predicting cyber-attacks. The attack graph approaches utilized by Noel

et al. [1–4] consider the relationships between machines with vulnerabilities,

where an attack graph of machines which have vulnerabilities is constructed

before the events occur. An alert is raised at runtime if its corresponding events

are mapped to adjacent vulnerabilities in the attack graph. While the attack

graphs incorporate some contextual information such as the relationships

between the vulnerabilities of machines, their major limitations are threefold.

First, an attack graph requires to be traversed at runtime in order to create

possible attack scenarios. However, an attack graph contains in general too

many paths. Traversing all paths to discover possible attack scenarios makes

the detection process not efficient at runtime.

Second, the attack graph is only aware of known vulnerabilities; thus, it cannot

be used to detect unknown or zero-day attacks.

Third, updating such graphs, with new knowledge about the domain (e.g.,

information about machine vulnerabilities), in a real-time manner is not feasible.

As new vulnerabilities are added, the paths, in these graphs between different

vulnerabilities, need to be updated in order to add new attack scenarios. Due to

these limitations, attack graph approaches might result in high false alarm rate,

specifically if machines are recently patched against the exploits in attack graph.

Attack scenarios need to be precomputed and well defined by incorporating

semantic relations between contextually related attack scenarios. We believe

that it is more feasible to pre-calculate the contextual semantic relationships

between possible attacks by (1) finding the similarity between these attack

features, (2) pre-calculating the possible paths that connect these attacks, and

(3) automatically augmenting such relations using domain expertise.

Few studies have investigated the issue of incorporating semantic information in

the process of detecting cyber-attacks. Mathew et al. [5] address the third

limitation of attack graphs. They present a strategy for a real-time situation
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awareness of multistage cyber-attacks. They adopt a practical correlation

approach that considers high-level multistage attack semantics of heterogeneous

sensor events without delving into vulnerability level details. Attack models

called guidance templates are used to guide this correlation approach and

produce dynamic attack hypotheses that are relevant to an evolving situation.

However, there are two limitations in this approach. First, it does not maintain

any statistical models to discover relationships between attacks, such as the

similarity between attack features. While defining guidance template is defi-

nitely useful to capture relations between attacks, identifying such relations in a

manual manner is not effective to capture all possible relations between attacks.

Second, this approach completely ignores the information about the target

environment, such as information about host vulnerabilities. Thus, this approach

would result in a higher false alarm rate, if the hosts were patched against these

vulnerabilities, but the IDS was not aware about it.

2. Overlooking the similarity with known attack contextual profiles to discover
potential zero-day attacks
A zero-day attack is an attack, which utilizes the previously unknown vulnera-

bility in a computer application. A zero-day attack occurs on day zero of

awareness of the vulnerability that causes it. The developers have no knowledge

about zero day to address and patch such vulnerability. Since approaches that

utilize vulnerability databases fail to detect zero-day attacks, there have been

few studies addressing zero-day attack detection problem using machine learn-

ing techniques such as unsupervised anomaly detection techniques [6, 7], sup-

port vector machines (SVM) [8], and clustering approaches [7, 9].

The main assumptions in these approaches are twofold: first, to assume any

instance (e.g., connection) that does not conform to a well-defined notion of
normal activity as a zero-day attack and, second, to assume any instance that
does not match the known attack signatures as a normal activity. However, there
are two main shortcomings in these assumptions; for the first assumption, it is

not always possible to generate well-defined normal profiles. For the second

assumption, it ignores the fact that in general, the zero-day attacks have some

degree of similarity with one or more known attack signatures. The previous

approaches, however, look at the problem as semi-supervised anomaly detection

one, focusing only on discovering zero-day attacks as anomalies that deviate

from normal profiles. Since it is not easy to define normal profiles because there

are too many of normal patterns, utilizing only semi-supervised anomaly detec-

tion techniques to detect zero-day attacks might lead to a high false positive rate.

As reported by Leung [6], considering semi-supervised anomaly detection, such

as one-class SVM (using the inner product technique), leads to more than 48%

of false positives (normal activities predicted as zero-day attacks).

Figure 2.1 gives an example of the problem that existing approaches have in

detecting zero-day attacks. The figure shows several normal profiles as one

cluster. These profiles can be created using machine learning techniques, and

they describe normal signatures; thus, it can be used to match incoming connec-

tions at runtime. The figure also shows another two clusters of known attack
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profiles. For simplicity, we assume that a specific IDS has knowledge about

these two attacks only. Each attack cluster consists of several profiles for the

same attack.

Let us also assume that there are two network connections C1 and C2 that target a

system which utilizes a semi-supervised anomaly-based ID technique to detect

attacks. While the network connection C1 is far from both attack 1 and attack

2 profiles, it may be predicted, by the semi-supervised anomaly techniques, as a

zero-day attack because it is relatively far from normal profiles. However, since

C1 is not similar to any attack profiles, it is very possible that it is a new pattern

of normal activities. Thus, the typical prediction, by the anomaly detection

technique, would be most likely a false positive. On the other hand, if C1

similarity with attack 1 and attack 2 is considered, it may be deemed as a normal

activity because it is not similar to any attack profile.

Additionally if the similarity between connection C2 features and both attack

profiles is considered, C2 may be declared as zero-day attack, since (1) it is far

normal profiles, and thus it can be declared as an anomaly, and (2) it is also

similar to attack 1 profiles. Thus, for C2 connection we have two evidences that it

could be a zero-day attack. Considering similarity with profiles of known attacks

can be significant to avoid a large amount of false positives. Thus, we aim to

combine both semi-supervised anomaly detection techniques and similarity with

known attack profiles in order to detect zero-day attacks. We want to examine if

such a combination would result in improving the zero-day attack detection rate,

minimizing the false positive rate, and improving the computational efficiency

in the detection process.

Normal profile

Attack1 profiles

Attack 2 Profiles

C1

C2

Zero-day attack

Fig. 2.1 The limitation of

detecting zero-day attack

using anomaly detection
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3. Existing attack detection techniques are not computationally feasible
The network data, which has to be analyzed by IDS, contains too many numer-

ical and categorical attributes. Thus, the dimensionality of this data is relatively

high. When such data is analyzed at system runtime to detect possible intrusions,

the computational time of the detection process is definitely high. In anomaly

detection approaches, this problem is more noticeable. These techniques need to

compare the incoming connections with too many normal profiles in order to

discover zero-day intrusions, and thus these techniques are not computationally

efficient.

There are several approaches that have been applied to reduce the dimensional-

ity of ID data, such as principal component analysis (PCA) [10–12], singular

value decomposition (SVD) [10], local linear embedding (LLE) [13], and linear

discriminant analysis (LDA) [14]. However, the existing approaches apply the

dimensionality reduction process on the entire distribution of the dataset.

Regardless of how effective these approaches are, the dimensionality reduction

techniques have not been utilized to discover the local context where a particular
attack occurs, that is, the dimensionality reduction techniques have not been

performed, by considering only the instances of that attack in the ID data. The

local context, such as the activities which identify the context in which a

particular attack happens, is very important to investigate for zero-day attacks.

As mentioned earlier, such attacks have a similarity with known attack profiles.

Thus, the ability to accurately identify the local contexts of attacks (i.e., their

context profiles) has two benefits in the reduced dimensional space. First, it
minimizes the computational time of the detection process as the incoming

connections need to be compared with few attack profiles described in the

reduced dimensional space. Second, it can be used to detect zero-day attacks

that occur in a similar context of particular known attack.

As a conclusion of our discussion, there is a need for an approach that provides

the following functionalities to effectively detect known and zero-day attacks:

• To apply semantic relations with context in the process of intrusion detection

• To consider the characteristics of an environment (e.g., the patches on hosts) in

detecting known and zero-day attacks

• To consider both anomaly detection and similarity with known attack context

profiles in detecting zero-day attacks

• To apply dimensionality reduction and other transformation techniques, within a

particular context, not on the entire distribution of data

• To consider other contextual aspects in data such as location and time in

detecting known and zero-day attacks

In order to address the limitations discussed above, we propose a framework,

which will be utilized to extract, model, and use contextual information in detecting

both known and unknown attacks.
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To address the first limitation, the proposed framework applies semantic net-

works of attacks and several types of context profile, which describe specific

environment, to detect known attacks.

To address the second limitation, the proposed framework considers semi-

supervised anomaly detection and attack profile similarity to detect zero-day

attacks.

To address the third limitation, the proposed framework utilizes data transfor-

mations through linear discriminant analysis, which can efficiently handle numer-

ical features in a reduced dimensional space.

In this chapter, we describe our proposed contextual framework to detect known

and zero-day attacks. The proposed framework will be validated through a series of

experiments, conducted on an intrusion detection dataset.

The chapter is organized as follows: In Sect. 2.1, we discuss the limitations of the

existing research approaches, which utilize context in their operation and have been

utilized to detect known and zero-day attacks. Next, in Sect. 2.2, we describe the

components of the proposed contextual infusion framework, which will be used to

detect known and zero-day attacks. The proposed framework aims to address the

limitations of the existing approaches. The next section describes the components

of the proposed framework in details.

2.2 A Framework for Contextual Information Fusion
to Detect Known and Zero-Day Attacks

In this section, we present our framework, which consists of several contextual

models that utilize different contextual information categories for the detection of

known and zero-day attacks. Figure 2.2 shows a high-level architecture of our

framework.

The process of creating, using, and evaluating this framework consists of three

phases:

I. Static phase: during which ID data are being used to generate contextual

models ahead of time that will be used to detect known and zero-day attack

at runtime phase. The static phase consists of data preprocessing, contextual
information extraction, and the contextual information modeling subphases as

outlined below:

• Data preprocessing phase: during this phase, several data preprocessing

techniques are applied on ID data. Data preprocessing is needed to facilitate

extracting contextual information, which will be used in creating contextual

models (e.g., semantic networks) that have the capability to detect attacks.

• Contextual information extraction: during this phase, several categories of

contextual information (e.g., the similarity between attacks to identify
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relation context) are extracted and identified. The extracted contextual infor-

mation is then used to create contextual models as profiles.

• Contextual information modeling: during this phase, the contextual informa-

tion extracted in the previous phase is modeled using several context model-

ing techniques. The contextual models are utilized at runtime to detect

known and zero-day attack.

II. Detection (runtime) phase: during this phase, contextual model

implementations are utilized to analyze an incoming connection and determine

whether it is a known, a zero-day attack, or a normal activity. The runtime

phase contains a contextual information usage subphase, which utilizes differ-

ent types of profiles to discover attacks.

III. System evaluation phase: during this phase, a series of experiments have been

conducted to validate the effectiveness and efficiency of the contextual models

we utilized to detect known and zero-day attack. We use several measures

during the evaluation phase, such as precision, recall, F-measure, true positive

(TP) and false positive (FP) rates, detection accuracy (AC), and the ROC

curves. The evaluation process is discussed in the experiment chapter.
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It should be emphasized that the phases above have been applied to create

contextual models to detect either known or zero-day attacks. The phases of

creating these models are therefore customized based on the detection mode,

which can be either a known attack (signature-based) detection mode or zero-day
attack detection mode.

We next provide a high-level description of the ID data used as input, the

detection modes, and phases utilized in creating the contextual models for each

mode:

(a) The network connection repository: The system takes its input data from this

repository, which serves as a database that stores data about connections that

target computer networks. This data is collected by network sensors (e.g.,

IDSs), and it can be represented as features, which describe individual charac-

teristics of the connection, such as connection protocol, connection duration,
services requested, packet flow statistics, etc. The data is presented in a high-

level format called connection records. Each connection consists of 41 features
(38 numerical and 3 categorical). The connections are labeled as normal or

attacks, where the attacks are categorized in one of the following four catego-

ries: user to root (U2R), remote to local (R2L), denial of service (DoS), and

probe. The connections are divided into two parts:

1. The training part: these connections have been utilized during the static

phase to create the contextual models we utilize to detect known and zero-

day attacks.

2. The evaluation part: these are treated as incoming connections, which are

used during runtime phase, to evaluate the rate of attack detection and also to

measure how efficient the contextual models are.

(b) System detection modes
The framework is designed to detect attacks in two modes: the known attack
(signature-based) detection mode, during which the known attacks are identi-

fied, and the zero-day attack detection mode, during which zero-day or

unknown attacks are identified. We now provide a high-level description of

both known and zero-day attack detection modes and the phases utilized in

creating and using the contextual models for both modes:

1. The known attack (signature-based) detection mode: The contextual models

in this mode are used to detect known attacks, whose signatures can be

detected within a specific context. The models in this mode are created

through the following phases:

I. Data preprocessing: During this phase, discretization is used to convert
the numerical features into bins. Feature selection has been also utilized

to identify features that best describe attacks and normal contexts

hidden in training connections. The outcomes of feature selection and

discretization processes are used to extract contextual information.

II. Contextual information extraction: During this phase, contextual infor-

mation is identified and extracted after data preprocessing is carried out
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on training connections. The extracted information is used later to

create contextual models that are eventually utilized during runtime to

detect known attacks. During this phase, the following extraction pro-

cedures are carried out:

• Attack and normal probability extraction: The conditional and joint

probabilities of attacks and normal activities are extracted, based on

the occurrence of particular features (activities) in the training con-

nections. The probability information extracted during this phase is

used to model the activity context, which describes the conditions of

occurrence of attacks and normal activities as Bayesian network-

based context profiles.

• Attack similarity calculation: Several similarity coefficients are uti-

lized to calculate the pairwise similarity between different types of

attacks extracted from training connections. The similarity between

attacks is used to model the relation context information as semantic
networks.

• Attack conditional entropy calculation: The training connection

records are used to calculate the conditional entropy of attacks

given particular features. The features, which result in low condi-

tional entropy values, are used to model the activity context as attack
context profiles. These profiles are used to describe the preconditions

of attack occurrence. Such profiles are used at runtime to predict the

occurrence of different types of attacks.

• Host information extraction: Information about the environment of

hosts, such as the recent patches, operating systems, applications,

application versions, etc., is extracted from the host info

DB. Automatic vulnerability scanners might be aware of collecting

information about the computing environment. The information

about hosts and their environment is used to model the individuality
context information about hosts as host profiles.

III. Contextual information modeling: During this phase, the contextual

information extracted during contextual information extraction phase

is modeled using the following types of profiles:

• Bayesian network-based profiles: The extracted attacks and normal

probability information are used to create these types of profiles.

These profiles consist of different attack types, normal activities,

connection feature values, and the probability of specific attack/nor-

mal activity given these feature values.

• Semantic networks: The attack similarity values calculated earlier are

used to create semantic networks, which are graphs with nodes

representing attacks and edges representing relationships between

them. Domain knowledge about attacks is also added to these net-

works to further improve the quality of semantic relations between
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attacks. The semantic relationships among attacks are used to expand

predictions at runtime.

• Attack context profiles: The conditional entropy of attacks given

feature values is used to create attack context profiles. These profiles

consist of several known attack signatures. Each profile consists of an

attack name and the connection features which minimize the uncer-

tainty about the occurrence of that attack (i.e., the features which

minimize conditional entropy of that attack). These profiles are used

at runtime to detect attacks when the signatures described in their

context profiles are triggered.

• Host context profiles: The information extracted about hosts is used to

create host context profiles. These profiles incorporate contextual

information about hosts and their environment and are used to filter

out potential attacks that are out of host’s current context.

IV. Contextual information usage: During this phase, the contextual models

created during the previous phase are utilized to analyze runtime

connection and examine if they are possible known attacks or normal

activities. The types of predictions, which are carried out by contextual

models at runtime, are:

• Bayesian network profile predictions: This type of prediction is

performed as follows: the runtime connection features are analyzed.

Then, the probabilities of each attack and the normal activity are

calculated. The prediction with the maximum probability is consid-

ered the correct prediction. This prediction can also be passed to

semantic networks, which will be used to expand the prediction

made by Bayesian network profiles.

• Semantic network predictions: The initial prediction made by Bayes-

ian network is selected as a starting node to search in semantic

network for additional relevant attacks. Based on the strengths of

that node’s relation with other nodes in the semantic network, some of

these nodes are added to the initial prediction. This expansion process

helps in predicting these attacks ahead of time, especially if the initial

attack is a step in a multistage attack.

• Semantic network and context profile predictions: Expanding the

initial predictions may be helpful to include some semantically

related attacks to the initial one; nevertheless, this expansion would

result in adding some attacks which are not relevant to the current

context. Thus, context profiles are used to filter out (discard) some

semantic network predictions, which are not relevant to the current

context. The process of discarding the nonrelevant semantic network

predictions is done based on the activity context, that is, the flow of

activities (feature values) in the corresponding incoming connection,

on which the predictions are made. The feature values of these

connections might not match the context profiles of attacks predicted
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by semantic networks. Therefore, these predictions need to be filtered

out using attack context profiles. Host context profiles are used to

filter out the predictions, which are not relevant to the current status of

host targeted by the connection. Each host is supposed to have a

specific context. For instance, the host could be patched against

specific vulnerability if such vulnerability is related to a particular

attack that has been predicted by a semantic network; this attack

needs to be discarded since it is not relevant to that host’s individu-
ality context.

2. The zero-day attack detection mode: In this mode, several contextual models

are used to detect zero-day attacks given an incoming connection, which

does not conform to a well-defined notion of normal activity or a known

attack context profile. In this detection mode of our system, the connections

used at runtime are not passed to Bayesian networks or to semantic networks

because these models are specific to detect known attacks. The only part we

reuse, from known attack detection models to discover zero-day attacks, is

attack context profiles. The contextual models in the zero-day attack detec-

tion mode are created and used through the following phases:

I. Contextual information extraction: During this phase, contextual infor-

mation about normal and attack connections is identified and used to

create specific contextual models that can be used to discover zero-day

attacks. The following extraction procedures are carried out during this

phase:

• Normal activity sampling: This process is carried out to select repre-

sentative normal training connections, which are used as part of an

anomaly-based zero-day attack detection technique. These connec-

tions are represented as normal activity profiles, and they are used to

examine runtime connection records for possible zero-day attacks.

• Linear data transformation: The linear data transformation process

utilizes linear discriminant analysis (LDA) technique on the training

connections to create several discriminant functions that linearly

separate normal activities from attack activities. The extracted linear

discriminant functions are used to create several profiles, which are

used at runtime, to estimate the probability of zero-day attack given

the incoming connection record features as inputs.

II. Contextual information modeling: During this phase, the contextual

information extracted during contextual information extraction phase

is modeled using the following types of profiles:

• Normal activity profiles: The representative normal connections are

stored as normal activity profiles. These profiles are used at runtime to

detect zero-day attacks using a semi-supervised anomaly detection

technique. A dimensionality reduction process has been carried out on
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these profiles to improve the efficiency of the detection process. These

normal profiles are then stored in a reduced dimensional space, by

utilizing only the most significant eigenvectors to describe their

characteristics.

• Discriminant function-based profiles: Each of these profiles consists

of discriminant functions, which linearly describe attacks and normal

activity patterns. The purpose of generating discriminant function-

based profiles is to use them at runtime to estimate the probability of

zero-day attack, given an incoming connection that does not match

known attack context profiles.

III. Contextual information usage: During this phase, the profiles which are
created during contextual information modeling phase are utilized at

runtime to detect possible zero-day attacks. The suspicious incoming

connections, which have no matching known attack context profiles, are

processed using one or more of the techniques outlined below:

• Similarity with known attack context profiles: During which, the

incoming connection features are matched with several known attack

context profile features to calculate the similarity between connection

record and these known attack profiles. The output of such matching

is the maximum similarity value. The higher this value is, the greater

the possibilities that the incoming connection record could be a zero-

day attack, while we do not claim that all attacks detected using

similarity with attack profiles are zero-day attacks as some of them

might be known attacks. However, we focus mainly on the success

rate of our approach in detecting zero-day attacks which are unknown

to our framework components as we show in our experiments.

• One-class NN anomaly detection using normal activity profiles: The
deviation of incoming connection features from normal activity pro-

files is calculated. An anomaly score is assigned to each connection,

where the high anomaly score indicates that the incoming connection

could be a zero-day attack.

• Estimated probability calculation discriminant function (DF)-based
profiles: The connection records are passed to several linear discrim-

inant functions to estimate the probability of attack labels given the

features of connections. Once the estimated probabilities are calcu-

lated using the corresponding discriminant functions, the highest

estimated probability value is selected and used as a zero-day score.

This score is used to declare a possible zero-day attack.

We next describe in detail the process of creating contextual models and use

their implementation to detect attacks in known and zero-day attack detection

modes.
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2.2.1 The Known Attack (Signature-Based) Detection Mode

In this section, we describe the details of the contextual model we create and use

during this mode.

Figure 2.3 illustrates the major components and processes, which are created and

used during this mode. The static phase consists of several pre-calculated contex-

tual models that are being used at runtime. Let us describe in detail the input data

utilized and the contextual model which are created.

2.2.1.1 Network Connection Repository

This is the standard NSL-KDD database [15, 16] which is used to create and

evaluate the effectiveness of contextual model implementations in terms of

known attack detection rate in this mode. The database consists of connection

records each of which represents a time window of two seconds of interaction

between specific source and target hosts. Each record in the dataset is labeled with

the name of an actual attack or “normal” if there is no attack.

Table 2.1 shows a sample of the connections with some connection features. For

instance, the duration describes the duration of the connection; src_bytes and
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dst_bytes are bytes exchanged by source and destination and vice versa. Flag
describes the status flag of the connection. Protocol is the connection protocol

(e.g., TCP, UDP, etc.). Service is the destination service (e.g., telnet, Ftp, etc.).

Count describes the number of connections to the same host as the current connec-

tion in the past 2 s. The last column, label, represents the actual attack, if any, this
connection led to. Some connections are normal activities. We use this attribute to

evaluate the correctness of attacks predicted by our system. The data in this

repository is divided into two parts, the connections, which have been used to

create the contextual models to detect known attacks (or the training connections),

and the connections which have been used to evaluate these contextual models in

detecting these attacks (the evaluation connections). Some preprocessing steps are

required to create the contextual models. Next, we describe these data

preprocessing steps.

2.2.1.2 Data Preprocessing

The data preprocessing in this mode, as shown in Fig. 2.4, consists of two processes,

discretization and feature selection. Most of the features in the dataset are numer-

ical. Continuity in these feature values makes it more challenging to apply data

mining concepts to the dataset. We discretized the continuous features in the

training connections. Bins are automatically created based on the label values

present in the dataset using a supervised binning approach.

The dataset has 41 columns (including the label). This means that each label is

described by 40 features. In order to minimize the computational complexity, we

carried out feature selection using the correlation-based feature selection method

proposed by Hall et al. [17] on this dataset to yield the highly ranked features shown

in Table 2.2. Previous work done on this dataset utilizes most of these features in

their experiments. The preprocessed data is used to create several contextual

models to detect zero-day attacks. Let us start with one of these models, which

are Bayesian network-based profiles.

Table 2.1 A sample of connection records with selected features

Connection_id Duration Protocol Service Flag

src_

bytes

dst_

bytes Count Label

82755 0 TCP IRC REJ 0 0 477 Satan

82970 0 TCP bgp REJ 0 0 324 Satan

101057 0 TCP Courier SH 0 0 1 Nmap

220670 0 TCP Domain SH 0 0 1 Nmap

9 0 UDP domain_u SF 29 0 2 Normal

76 0 UDP domain_u SF 44 115 1 Normal

13632 5 ICMP eco_i SF 18 0 1 Ipsweep

13638 0 ICMP eco_i SF 18 0 1 Ipsweep
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2.2.1.3 Using Bayesian Networks (BN) for Known Attack Detection

Bayesian networks are directed acyclic graphs that have been used to infer causal

relationships based on conditional probability of a node given its parent. We use a

simplified version of Bayesian network called simple Bayesian network, which

consists of one parent node and many children leaf nodes. The parent node

represents the label to be predicted, which can be a specific attack or a normal

activity; the child nodes represent some connection features which are the obser-

vations that will be used to calculate attack probability. The processes of creating

and using Bayesian networks to detect attacks in known attack detection mode

consist of the following phases:

Contextual information extraction (attack and normal probabilities info extrac-
tion): Information about probabilities of attacks and normal activities, given spe-

cific observation in the dataset, are calculated. In BN, each prediction can be an

attack or normal activity, and it represents an unobserved parent node (i.e., the

label) to be predicted. Initially, the training connections are used to calculate the

probability of each feature value given a specific attack or a normal activity. Once

the conditional probabilities of features given specific attacks or normal patterns are

generated, they can be stored in Bayesian network-based profiles.

The training
connections

Supervised binning
(discretization)

Feature selection
Pre-processed Data

Data Preprocessing

Fig. 2.4 The data preprocessing steps

Table 2.2 Correlation-based feature selection method on NSL-KDD dataset

Feature Description

Duration Duration of the connection

Land 1 if connection if from/to the same host/port, 0 otherwise

Protocol Connection protocol (e.g., TCP, UDP)

same_srv_rate % of the connections to the same service

Flag Status flag of the service

dst_bytes Bytes sent from destination to the source

Count Number of connections to the same host as the current

connection in past two seconds

diff_srv_rate % of connections to different services

dst_host_diff_srv_rate % of different services on the current host

Hot Number of “hot” indicators

dst_host_same_src_port_rate % of connections to the current host having the same src port

wrong_fragment Number of wrong fragments

src_bytes Bytes sent from source to destination

Service Destination service (e.g., telnet, Ftp)
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Contextual information modeling (Bayesian network-based profiles): The probabilities
extracted in the previous phase are modeled as Bayesian network-based profiles.

Table 2.3 shows the structure of Bayesian network-based profiles. Each profile repre-

sents the activity context of a specific attack. We also created a separate profile for

normal activities. The attack name represents the name of the attack for which the

profile is created. The feature name represents the name of the feature used in creating

Bayesian network-based profiles. In the case of numerical values, lower bound repre-

sents the smallest value of the bin for numerical features that have been discretized. The

upper bound represents the highest value of the bin for the numerical features which

have been discretized. The categorical feature value represents the value of features

which are nominal. It should be noted that the Bayesian network-based attack context

profiles consist of all selected feature values, alongwith the probability of success of an

attack over the given feature value; thus, Table 2.3 shows only a few features in each

profile.

Contextual information usage (Bayesian network profile prediction at runtime):
The BN-based profiles are used to examine runtime connections to find the prob-

abilities of different attacks/normal activities. The combined probability of any

label ai, which can be either an attack or normal activity, is calculated as follows:

P aijFð Þ ¼ P f 1jaið Þ ∙P f 2jaið Þ . . . ,P f njaið Þ ∙P aið Þð Þ=P Fð Þ ð2:1Þ

where P aijFð Þ is the probability of label ai given the connection feature vector F,
which consists of connection features f 1, . . . , f nf g, under the assumption that the

features are conditionally independent. The probability P f ijaið Þ reveals how often

each feature value f i occurs with ai in the dataset; this value is retrieved from the

corresponding Bayesian network-based profile. The basis for retrieval is the feature

values possessed by this connection record. For numerical value attributes, the

corresponding interval is looked upon in the Bayesian network-based profiles, and

the probability associated with this feature interval is recorded. For categorical

features, it is matched with the corresponding value in BN-based profiles, and the

Table 2.3 The structure of Bayesian network-based context profiles

Attack name

Feature

name

Lower

bound

Upper

bound

Categorical feature

value Probability

Rootkit src_bytes 2347.51 5678.765 0.01639

Portsweep src_bytes 2347.51 5678.765 0.00149

Neptune src_bytes 2347.51 5678.765 0.00756

Normal src_bytes 2347.51 5678.765 0.00500

Smurf src_bytes 2347.51 5678.765 0.00136

Smurf Protocol TCP 0.96825

Loadmodule Protocol TCP 0.90476

Perl Protocol TCP 0.77777

Guess_Password Protocol TCP 0.98165

. . ... . . ... . . ... . . ... . . ... . . ...
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associated conditional probability is recorded. P aið Þ is the prior probability of ai
occurrence, whose value is extracted from training connections. Finally P Fð Þ is the
probability of occurrence of the feature vector F. The system calculates the

probability of each label (attack, normal activity), given the connection record

features, to identify the label with maximum probability, which is passed as an

initial prediction to the semantic network.

2.2.1.4 Using Semantic Networks (SN) for Detection of Known Attacks

A semantic network or net is a graphic notation for representing knowledge in

patterns of interconnected nodes and arcs. Computer implementations of semantic

networks were first developed for artificial intelligence and machine translation, but

earlier versions have long been used in philosophy, psychology, and linguistics.

Sowa gives a descriptive outline on the types and use of semantic networks in

different disciplines [18, 19]. We used semantic networks to model the relation
aspect of context. We created semantic networks as graphs where nodes represent

attacks and edges model semantic relationships between such attacks. We used

semantic networks to infer relevant attacks that are semantically related to the

initial prediction produced by Bayesian networks, utilizing relationships which

cannot be captured by simple classification techniques. A semantic network is

created at the static phase, and each one of its nodes represents one of the 22 attacks

in the dataset. Normal activity is also treated as a node in the semantic network. To

avoid the intricate task of manually constructing and maintaining the semantic

network, we adopt an automatic approach which consists of two phases. In the first

phase, we created a similarity-based semantic network (i.e., the first mode net-

work). In the second phase, we created a rule-enforced semantic network (i.e., the

second mode network). The similarity-based or first mode network is a graph which

identifies the degree of relevancy among attacks based on similarity values to

connect such attacks using edges. The second mode network modifies the first

mode and adjusts it by adding domain expertise; let us explain first how similarities

between attack features are utilized to extract the contextual relationship among

them to construct the first mode semantic networks.

Contextual information extraction (attack similarity calculation): Let

A ¼ a1, . . . , anf g be the set of network attacks, where each ap2A is associated

with a set of characterizing features forming an attack feature vector

Vap ¼ f ap1 . . . , f apm

D E
where f apj is the normalized frequency of feature j occurring

with attack ap. The feature values may have numerical and/or categorical values;

hence, prior to creating an attack feature vector, we apply binning to convert the

numerical features into bins. This is necessary since some similarity measures

utilized in creating semantic networks require categorical values to calculate

similarity among attacks. A sample of attack feature vectors is shown in Table 2.4.

We determine the similarity between attacks as follows: first, we generate a single

universal feature vector V (the first column in Table 2.4), which is the union of all
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features extracted from attack feature vectors. The universal feature vectorV is used

to calculate the similarity between attack feature vectors Va1 , . . . , Van . We utilize

several similarity coefficients to calculate the similarity among attacks. These

coefficients serve as an effective tool for measuring the similarity among vectors.

Lewis and Janeja [20] surveyed 35 different coefficients that can be used to find the

similarity between vectors Vap and Vaq. The inputs to similarity coefficient

measures utilized in this work are binary vectors of zeros and ones; thus, we convert

each attack feature vector Vai into a binary vector of zeros and ones by applying the

absolute cutoff data transformation technique [21] using 0.5 as a cutoff point. We

found experimentally that smaller cutoff points result in high similarity between

attacks that belong to dissimilar categories.

To avoid the intricate task of manually constructing and maintaining the SLNs,

we adopt an automatic approach which consists of two phases similarly to the

process followed in Karabatis et al. [22]. In the first phase, we create similarity-

based SLNs (first mode networks). In the second phase, we create rule-enforced

SLNs (second mode networks). The similarity-based or the first mode SLN is a

graph which identifies the degree of relevancy between nodes based on direct or

indirect similarity relationship among them. The second mode SLN modifies the

degree of relevancy in the first mode by applying domain knowledge in creating the

relationships between nodes.

Domain-specific example: Let us consider an initial SLN (see Fig. 2.5) to explain

how to generate relevance scores among its nodes. The nodes in the SLN represent

some attacks in the DARPA dataset [23] which contains suspicious and benign

connections. Suppose that the objective is to calculate the relevance score

rs0 Warezclient!Ftp writeð Þ between the nodes representing the Warezclient and

Ftp_Write attacks.

Table 2.4 Universal and attack feature vectors

Universal feature vector

Attack feature vector

Guess_Password Imap . . .

Dst_host_srv_serro_1 0.924528302 0. 83333333

Dst_host_srv_serro_2 0.037735849 0.043333333

Dst_host_srv_serro_3 0.38867925 0.5

Dst_host_srv_serro_4 0 0.166666667

Dst_host_srv_serro_5 0. 18867925 0.166666667

Duration_1 1 1

Duration_2 0 0

Duration_3 0 0

Duration_4 0 0

REJ 0 0

Rsto 0.849056604 0

Rstos0 0 0

. . .
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Figure 2.5 shows the six attacks in the SLN and the transition probabilities

between them. The relevance score rs Warezclient!Ftp writeð Þ should be the maximum

relevance score over all possible paths connecting Ftp_Write to Warezclient. After

two reasoning steps, the resulting rs ¼ 0.5, however, the direct path

t1 Warezclient!Ftp writeð Þ with length¼ 1 results in rs¼ 0.65; thus, the final relevance

score rs warezclient!Ftp writeð Þ is the maximum of these two rss which is 0.65.

Now let us adjust the rs from Warezclient to Ftp_Write to generate a second

mode SLN. We will use the DARPA dataset attack taxonomy to perform this

adjustment. This taxonomy classifies some cyber-attacks in four categories as

shown in Table 2.5. It has been created by security specialists who state most of

the attacks which belong to the same category have stronger semantic relationships

between them, compared to those that belong to different categories.

Since Ftp_Write and Warezclient attacks belong to the same category ( i:e:,

β ni, njð Þ � rs ni, njð Þ > 0), the new adjusted relevance score rs0 warezclient!Ftp writeð Þ is

0.65þ (j1� 0.65j � 0.66)� 0.88. It is noteworthy to mention that domain knowl-

edge stored in taxonomies is an important aspect in adjusting the values of rs.
However, creating SLNs using taxonomies only is not sufficient to discover all

relationships between nodes. Therefore, the SBSLNs are still needed, in particular to
discover relationships that cannot be revealed using taxonomies (e.g., nodes in

different categories). SLNs receive as input (starting node) the most probable node

Warezclient

Ftp write

Rootkit

Buffer
Overflow

Perl

IP Sweep

0.65

0.35

0.57

0.68

0.44

0.55

0.51

0.45

0.56

0.32

0.43

0.49

Fig. 2.5 An initial SLN

example for some attacks in

DARPA dataset

Table 2.5 DARPA dataset attack taxonomy

Attack category Attack name

Denial of service (DoS) Smurf, Neptune, Back, Teardrop, Pod, Land

Remote to local (R2L) Warezclient, Guess_Password, Warezmaster, Imap, Ftp_Write,

Multihop, Phf, Spy

User to root (U2R) Buffer_Overflow, Rootkit, Loadmodule, Perl

Probe Satan, Ipsweep, Portsweep, Nmap
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that corresponds to a specific connection as predicted by the BN. This “initial

predicted node” serves as the starting node in searching for other semantically

related nodes based on a user-defined threshold (tr0 threshold).

2.2.1.5 Attack Profiles (APs) to Discard Inaccurate Predictions

The SLNs include benign activity nodes that might be included in the predictions

made to a specific connection based on the value of rs0 threshold. Therefore, we may

have a scenario where the set of predictions made to a specific connection includes

both attacks and benign activities. It is then necessary to apply context-based

filtering to avoid such scenario and filter out nonrelevant predictions. Therefore,

we created attack profiles as a second prediction model; they consist of precondi-

tions represented as features to trigger the occurrence of specific attacks, and they

work as filters on the predictions of SLNs to discard a predicted attack ni when the

features of an incoming connection do not match the profile of attack ni. When the

connection is a benign activity, APs are supposed to remove all attack predictions

made to such a connection. When the connection is an attack, the APsmust remove

all nodes that correspond to benign activities from the prediction list. Another

purpose of APs is to identify attacks that are relevant to a particular context and

to filter out some predictions made by SLNs that are “out of context,” thus reducing

the amount of inaccurate predictions.

This work proposes a novel technique in which we utilize conditional entropy to

create APs. The technique assumes that there could be several attacks that co-occur

in similar contexts, and therefore it is fairly significant to predict them together. In

addition, the proposed technique preserves the contextual relationship produced by

SLNs. When APs are applied to the predictions produced by SLNs, they remove

only the nonrelevant attacks. Lastly, the technique we proposed to create APs does
not only help in filtering nonrelevant predictions but also identifying unknown

attacks as we shall elaborate shortly. APs are initially created by measuring the

conditional entropy of attacks based on the occurrence of each feature observed in a

labeled dataset that consists of TCP connections. The APs denoted by APni for each

attack ni are created using the features that decrease the conditional entropy, thus

decreasing the uncertainty about the occurrence of ni. Conditional entropy in this

context is the amount of information needed to infer the degree of uncertainty about

ni based on the occurrence of feature f . The conditional entropy for each single

attack ni on the condition of occurrence of f is

H nijfð Þ ¼ �
Xv
j¼1

P ni, f j

� �
log2P nijf j

� �
ð2:2Þ

where P ni, f j

� �
is the joint probability of ni and f j (one possible value of f ) and

P nijf j
� �

is the conditional probability of ni given f j. In the context of attack
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prediction from TCP connections, we utilize the features of labeled connections to

find the conditional entropy for each attack ni on the condition of occurrence of

different values of feature f .
The sum of conditional entropy for ni conditioned on all values of f is a measure

of the local conditional entropy. Local conditional entropy measures the contribu-

tion of a particular feature to the occurrence of a particular attack. The lower the

value of local conditional entropy of attack ni given f , the better the feature f can
predict the occurrence of attack ni. Since SLNs predict several related attacks, our

objective is to preserve the relation aspect of context, namely, the majority of the

predictions produced by SLNs. We create APs by considering the fact that there

could be several attacks co-occurring in similar contexts (e.g., both attacks have a

goal to get root access). To be aware of such relationships between attacks, features

that predict related attacks are considered in creating APs. If one has a partial

knowledge about the target domain (e.g., the group of attacks that might co-occur

together from a taxonomy of attacks or a domain expert knowledge), the condi-

tional entropy for each group of related attacks (given such taxonomy of attacks)

when conditioned on f can be calculated. This value indicates the global entropy

which measures the importance of a feature for predicting the occurrence of each

group of related attacks. The lower the value of global conditional entropy, the

better the discrimination between different contexts. Let Gni denote the set of

features which gave the lowest global conditional entropy values with the set

N0 ¼ n1; . . . ; nkf g of related attacks (e.g., attacks that belong to similar category).

Let Lni denotes the set of features which gave the lowest local conditional entropy

values when conditioned on a specific attack ni
��ni2N0. The features in Gni andLni

convey better quality information; consequently, they are used in creating AP. The
resultingAPs are supposed to identify the combination of features that lead to one or

more related attacks. Therefore some APs can be similar so that the corresponding

attacks can be triggered together. The set of attacks which are semantically relevant

is not supposed to be discarded by attack profiles. Accordingly, APs for semanti-

cally related attacks need to have similar content, i.e., an overlap between APs of
related attacks is expected.

Domain-specific example: In this example, we demonstrate the process of

creating attack profiles for the attacks in the DARPA intrusion detection dataset.

Based on the domain expert categorization of the attacks shown in Table 2.5, the

features in the setGni with low global entropy values are formulated for each attack

category as shown in Table 2.6. The number of features for each attack category is

chosen according to a domain expert analysis conducted by Gupta et al. [24] who

selected the most important features for each category based on attack semantics.

Similarly, we select a new set of features Lni for each attack ni. Table 2.7 shows

some related attacks in the R2L attack category and the set of features Gni \ Lnið Þ
for each attack (e.g., service, number of shells, number of files accessed, flags, is hot
login, logged in for Warezclient attack).

The value column ([V]) lists some values of these features. The occurrence of

each feature with the corresponding attack is expressed as a conditional probability
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in the column [P]. As shown in the table, the shaded feature values have been

selected to create the attack profile entries for the corresponding attack. For

instance, the final AP for Warezclient and Ftp_Write attacks is expressed as a set

of feature value pairs:

Table 2.6 Important features in Gni for attacks in DARPA data/per category

Feature name

Attack category

GnProbe GnDoS GnR2L GnU2R

Duration √ √ √

protocol_type √ √
Service √ √ √ √
Flag √ √ √
src_bytes √ √ √

wrong_fragment √
Hot √
num_failed_logins √ √
logged_in √

num_compromised √
root_shell √
num_root √ √
num_file_creations √ √

num_shells √ √
num_access_files √ √
is_hot_login √ √
is_guest_login √

Count

dst_host_same_srv_rate √
dst_host_serror_rate √
dst_host_srv_serror_rate √
dst_host_rerror_rate √

Number of features 6 9 14 8

Table 2.7 Sample attacks in R2L category and the corresponding features Gni \ Lnið Þ

Feature

attack

Service

Number of

shells

Number

of

files

accessed Flag

Is hot

login

Logged

in

[V] [P] [V] [P] [V] [P] [V] [P] [V] [P] [V] [P]

Warezclient Ftp_data 0.91 0 1 0 1 SF 1 0 0.96 1 0.98

Ftp 0.09 1 0 1 0 – 0 1 0.04 0 0.02

Ftp_Write 0 1 SF 1 0 0.95 1 0.90

1 0 – 0 1 0.05 0 0.10

Imap Imap4 1 0 1 0 1 0 0.98 0 0.92

– 0 1 0 1 0 1 0.02 1 0.08
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Serviceis Ftpdatað Þ, No of Shell 0ð Þ, No of files accessed 0ð Þ, flag 0SF0ð Þ, is hot login 0ð Þ�

logged in 1ð Þ ! warezcliente
No of Shell 0ð Þ, flag 0SF0ð Þ, is hot login 0ð Þ, logged in 1ð Þ ! f tp writed e

Based on the similarity of their profiles, Warezclient and Ftp_Write are contex-

tually related. By looking at their profiles, the set of features which are selected to

create APf tp write is a subset of features used to create APwarezclient ; consequently,

there is a high probability that these two attacks are initiated under similar circum-

stances. APs are used to discard some predictions made by SLNs. The features of a

connection c (for which a set of predictions N0 are produced by SLNs) are matched

with attack profiles. When the features of c do not match the profileAPni

��ni2N0, the
attack ni is discarded fromN0. As such, the final objective is to keep attacks that are
relevant and contextually related. For instance, if the set of final predictions

contains Warezclient attack as a prediction, there is a high probability that the

same set contains Ftp Write as a prediction as well. Incoming connections passing

through SLNs but do not match any APs are deemed as benign activities.

2.2.1.6 Host Profiles (HPs) to Discard Inaccurate Predictions

The attack profiles do not convey any contextual features about the targeted hosts

such as the patches applied against some attacks; thus, the domain experts must

make assumptions about the missing information (e.g., the patches applied to the

targeted) which may lead to incorrect predictions, namely, false positives. This

situation needs to be addressed by gathering contextual features about the network

hosts to filter out potential attacks that are not relevant, based on the current state on

the target host. The information gathered represents the individuality features about

the target hosts. This information can be collected using a patch management

system or host monitoring tools. In our framework such information is represented

as host profiles.

A host profile (HP) for a particular host hd consists of logic facts about that host;
each fact belongs to a specific type t. Example fact types are patches applied in

response to the discovered vulnerabilities, applications on such host, its operating

system, services running, etc. HPs are utilized in a process called individuality-

based filtering through which these profiles are applied to filter out nonrelevant

predictions produced by SLNs and APs.
As part of host-based filtering, our framework is aware of the existing facts about

known attacks. An attack ni is said to be out of context of host hd, when all facts

about such an attack that have a particular type t contradict with all host facts of the
same type t. In other words, there is at least one requirement of the attack that is not

satisfied on the targeted host. Once a context mismatch (described in Chap. 3) is

detected, the attack is considered as nonrelevant and it is filtered out. Context

mismatch is detected as follows: first, all facts f 1 nið Þ:::f m nið Þ of type t about a
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specific predicted attack ni are retrieved. The context mismatch between the facts

about a specific attackni and those of hosthd occurs when for all facts of type t about
the attack ni, there is no relevant fact of the same type on the host hd (e.g., the target
host is patched against all known vulnerabilities that cause the attack). If the attack

ni is out of context of the host hd, it needs to be discarded from the predictions. It is

noteworthy to mention that the filtering extent of HPs depends mainly on the

amount of information collected about the targeted hosts; therefore, there is no

assumption about the completeness of such profiles. Individuality-based informa-

tion is considered complete if all details about hosts are profiled in real-time

manner; however, there are several reasons that lead to incomplete HPs. First,
not all information is documented about each host, since this might lead to more

overhead during the detection process. Second, even a small organization with a

single server can expect to spend time reviewing a handful of critical patches per

month. Therefore, if information about particular host is not available (e.g., patches

against a specific attack ni), our framework considers that hd is vulnerable to the

attack ni, and therefore a context match is triggered if such an attack is in the

prediction list. We create a synthetic individuality-based setting to generate HPs
and use them to discard nonrelevant attacks. The details are discussed in the

experiment chapter. The following attack scenario illustrates the applicability of H
Ps on top of SLNs and AP.

Attack Scenario 3.2: The Perl attack is a user to root (U2R) type of attack where

attackers set the user ID to root in a Perl script and create a root shell. Usually the

intention of an attacker is to perform other types of L2R such as DoS and buffer

overflow attacks, specifically, on systems with the Apache server installed. One

form of this attack allows local attackers to launch a symlink using an e-command

to overwrite arbitrary files on the targeted hosts that have Red Hat Linux operating
system. This attack is initiated when the attacker exploits the -e option vulnerability

with reference CVE-1999-1386. If the same system has an Apache server, the

“sioux” vulnerability (CVE-1999-1199) allows remote attackers to establish a

denial of service back attack using GET requests containing a bulky number of

“\” characters. Suppose that the target host hd has Red Hat Linux version 5.0
operating system and an Apache server version 1.3.1 installed on it. Suppose that

there is no information available about patches against Perl on the target host. Let

connection c � hs � hd be established between an attacker host hs and a target host
hd at a particular time interval. The following facts are derived about the target host

hd at the time of connection: hasOS (redhat linux5.0)
V

hasApplication(Apache
server 1.3.1)

V
Patched(CVE-1999-1199)

V
Patched(CVE-1999-0513). Addition-

ally, the following facts are known about the Perl attack (existOS(Redhat linux5.0)
and CausedByVulnerability(CVE-1999-1386)), the DoS Back attack (exist Appli-
cation (Apache server 1.3.1)

V
CausedByVulnerability(CVE-1999-1199)), and the

DoS Smurf attack (CausedByVulnerability (CVE-1999-0513)). Smurf attack is a

method by which an attacker can send a moderate amount of traffic and cause a

virtual explosion of traffic at the target host. Since we do not have any facts on the
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victim host hd about the patches applied against vulnerability CVE-1999-1386, hd is
considered vulnerable to Perl attack.

Table 2.8 shows the predictions that correspond to the connection c after the

initial prediction is made (column 1); other relevant nodes are retrieved by SLN

(column 2), and after attack/host profiles are applied to filter out the nonrelevant

predictions (columns 4 and 5). The SLNs predicted several relevant attacks based

on 0.4 rs’ threshold. Such attacks are deemed relevant to “Rootkit” (i.e., the starting

node in SLN) which is a U2R attack.

Out of these, only two attacks (Buffer_Overflow and Perl) are kept since their

corresponding APs match the features of connection c. Back attack is filtered out

since hd is patched against this attack. Smurf attack is filtered out since its AP does

not match the features of connection c. Buffer_Overflow attack is kept in the final

prediction list since there are no sufficient evidences based on information in the

profile ofhd that patches have been applied against this attack. The next chapter will
discuss the creation of our prediction models using time and location features in a

network environment with network flows.

2.3 Experiments and Analysis

In this set of experiments, we present the results of the experiments that have been

conducted to test the effectiveness of our framework.

2.3.1 Experiments on Discovering Known Attacks in TCP
Connections

In this section we describe the results of several experiments that measure the

effectiveness of the prediction models when applied to identify known attacks from

TCP connections. SLNs and context profiles are applied in a layered manner to

identify semantically related attacks that occur in similar contexts. We first provide

some preliminary details about the implementation of our prediction models, the

setting under which the experiments are conducted, the datasets utilized for eval-

uation, the evaluation metrics used, and the types of experiments performed.

Table 2.8 SLNs and context profile prediction for connection on host hd

Initial prediction Predictions of SLNs rs’ Rootkit! nj

APni

match

HPhd

match Possible attack?

Rootkit Buffer_Overflow 0.80 Y Y Y

Back 0.56 Y N N

Perl 0.74 Y Y Y

Smurf 0.45 N N N
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Implementation, dataset, and experiment settings: We developed a prototype

system which includes the implementation of our prediction models using an

Oracle database. Several data mining tools are used to perform the preprocessing

steps in our approaches. In particular, we used Weka [25] and KNIME [26] data

mining tools to perform preprocessing tasks such as feature selection along with

extracting the probabilities of attacks and benign activities to create the BN-based

classifier. We utilized PL/SQL to implement several other preprocessing steps such

as the creation of feature vectors and similarity coefficients. For this set of exper-

iments, we used the DARPA intrusion detection dataset [27], which is considered as

a benchmark on which different methodologies can be evaluated. The DARPA

dataset was created based on a simulation of a military network consisting of three

“target” machines running various operating systems and services. Another three

machines were then used to spoof different IP addresses to generate network traffic.

Finally, there was a sniffer that recorded all network traffic using the TCP dump

format. The dataset includes a wide variety of intrusions simulated in a military

network environment. It also contains normal traffic. The TCP dump format of this

dataset is summarized into connection sessions. Specifically, a connection is a

sequence of TCP packets starting and ending at some well-defined times. A review

that has been published in 2009 by Chih et al. [28] shows that the majority of

intrusion detection approaches utilized this dataset as a benchmark to validate their

methods. Due to privacy reasons, the same review demonstrates that very few

research approaches use nonpublic datasets to validate their intrusion detection

methods.

In this set of experiments, we utilize a pre-identified subset of 976,067 connec-

tions from this data, out of which 544,000 connections are used during the training

phase to create our prediction models and 432,067 connections are used during the

evaluation (runtime) phase. The training data contains 22 types of attacks, and each

connection in the training date is labeled as either an attack or a benign activity.

Connections that contain attacks belong to one of the four attack categories: DoS,

R2L, U2R, or probing. Denial of service (DoS) attacks occur when the attacker tries

to prevent legitimate users from using a service. Remote to local (R2L) attacks

occur when the attacker does not have an account on the victim machine and tries to

gain access. User to root (U2R) attacks occur when the attacker has local access to

the victim machine and tries to gain a super user privileges. Probe attacks occur

when the attacker tries to gain information about the target host. The connections in

the evaluation part are also labeled as benign activities or attacks. The distribution

of connections utilized during the training and evaluation phases is shown in

Table 2.9.

The data preprocessing steps consist of two processes, discretization (binning)

and feature selection. Most of the features in this dataset are numerical. Continuity

in these feature values makes it harder to apply some data mining techniques.

Therefore, the continuous features are automatically discretized using equal width

binning approach [25]. The dataset has 41 features (including the label). This means

that each connection is described by 40 features. In order to decrease the compu-

tations during evaluation time, we carried out feature selection using the
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correlation-based feature selection method proposed by Hall [17] to yield the highly

ranked features. The preprocessed data is used to create the prediction models

described earlier. A BN classifier is created by extracting information to generate

the probability of each attack and benign activity given the features extracted from

the dataset. In BN, each prediction can be an attack or a benign activity, and it

represents an unobserved parent node (i.e., the label) to be predicted at runtime.

Once the conditional probabilities of nodes based on the occurrence of specific

features are generated, they are stored as profiles and used to predict attacks/benign

activities based on matching features of incoming connections.

Similarity-based SLNs (SBSLNs) are created based on the similarity information

extracted from the dataset. Each node in the SBSLN represents one of the 22 attacks

found in the dataset. Benign activity is also treated as a node in the SLNs. Our

experiments were performed on a server with Intel Pentium D Dual Core 3.4 GHz

CPU with 8 GB RAM running 64-bit Windows. Several types of experiments are

conducted as part of this set of our experiments.

Precision, recall, and F-measure are used as evaluation metrics, as defined below:

P ¼ TP

TPþ FP
ð2:3Þ

R ¼ TP

TPþ FN
ð2:4Þ

F ¼ 1þ β2
� �� PR� DR

β2 � PRþ DRð Þ β2 ¼ 1 ð2:5Þ

TP, FP, and FN represent the true positives, false positives, and false negatives,

respectively. A TP occurs when a specific incoming connection is correctly recog-

nized by the prediction model as an attack. TPs for a connection labeled as an attack

are expected to be the actual attack (the label) and the attacks that are contextually

related to it (e.g., both attacks targeted Ftp application). The latter are identified

based on many real-world attack scenarios described in the common vulnerability

exposure (CVE) database [29]. A FP occurs when a specific connection under

evaluation is incorrectly recognized as an attack. A FN occurs when a specific

incoming connection is incorrectly recognized by the system as a benign activity,

but in reality it is an actual attack.

Table 2.9 Connections used in experiments from DARPA intrusion detection dataset

Category

Connections to create the prediction

models

Connections to evaluate the prediction

models

Benign 147,250 110,620

Probe 4,112 4,171

DoS 391,458 300,853

R2L 1130 16,354

U2R 50 69

Total 544,000 432,067
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2.3.2 Applying SLNs and Context Profiles (CPs)

In this set of experiments, we measure the effectiveness of context profiles (both

attack profiles (APs) and host profiles (HPs)) when they are applied as filters to

remove potential incorrect predictions produced by SLNs. Some nodes retrieved by

SLNs can be false positives, that is, the connection itself is a benign activity but

predicted as an attack. This scenario occurs when the set of predictions that

correspond to a specific connection contains both attacks and benign predictions.

In addition, a prediction is incorrect when the set of predictions generated by SLNs

contains an attack that is not relevant based on the profiles of the targeted hosts. One

main issue in this experiment is the creation of HPs. Different hosts have different
sets of patches, application types, operating systems, etc. Host vulnerabilities and

the required patches can be discovered using vulnerability management tools.

Additionally, various tools can be used to create organizational maps. However,

this task is beyond the scope of this work. Instead, we created a testbed environment

that resembles a realistic organization based on information extracted from the

connections in the dataset we experimented on. There are some metadata features in

each connection that indicate facts or evidences that we utilized to create host

profiles. We utilize the connection features (service, flags, and protocol type) to

create host profiles (HPs) given the constraint that no knowledge is available about

the type (label) of such a connection. First, we randomly assign each target host hd
an identifier which is its IP address. Second, we extract the metadata features from

connections destined for host hd, and we identify all possible attacks that may

contain these features. The possible attacks are selected from each attack category

to make sure that the host profile that corresponds to hd contains facts about attacks
in all categories. Third, we utilize the common vulnerability exposure (CVE)

database to query about all possible configurations that pertain to these attacks.

The collected data is used to generate attack facts and host facts. The host facts

include patches against some attacks in each attack category. Given that our

framework has no knowledge about the type of an incoming connection, the HPs
might discard any prediction generated by SLNs, including some relevant pre-

dictions. Note that the majority of the remaining predictions, after APs are applied,

are expected to be relevant based on context. Additionally, few predictions are

expected to be irrelevant but have not been discarded by APs. Since the probability
of removing a relevant or a nonrelevant prediction byHPs is the same, and there are

more relevant predictions at this point, there is a higher probability not to discard

them byHPs (given that such profiles contain partial information about the targeted

hosts). The advantage of using this method is to create hypothetical yet realistic

host contexts that can be used to filter out some predictions based on what is known

about the targeted hosts. For this reason we used HPs as a complementary layer to

validate our detection approach. We created 100 different HPs based on the data

collected using the protocol, service, and flag features. Given an incoming connec-

tion that targets hd, HPs discard attack predictions made by SLNs if the required

patches have already been applied to that host. The attack predictions about which
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the host profile has no knowledge are kept in the final prediction list, and they are

considered true positives. The best performing 2nd mode SLNs created using

Anderberg (AD) similarity coefficient are used in this experiment with one or

both types of context profiles. In particular, we evaluate (1) SLNs without any

context profiles, (2) APs when applied as filters on the predictions of SLNs (SLNþ
APs), (3) HPs when applied to the predictions of SLNs (SLNþ HPs), and (4) APs
and HPs when applied in a compound fashion to the predictions of SLNs (SLNsþ
CPs). We added the following constraint whenHPs are applied on top of SLNs and
APs: if the incoming connection does not match any AP, the connection is deemed

as a benign activity and we skip the HPs. Finally, the predictions of SLNs, which
still remain after APs and HPs are applied, are the ones that characterize the

incoming connection; as a result the target host hd is deemed vulnerable to them.

Figures 2.6 and 2.7 show the average precision and recall results in this set of

experiments. Figure 2.6 illustrates that utilizing APs on top of SLNs improves

precision.APsare quite efficient in differentiating between the context of suspicious
and benign activities. The improvement achieved when APs are applied to the

predictions made by SLNs is explained by the reduction achieved in false positive

rate. As noticed from the results shown in Fig. 2.6, theHPswithoutAPs are not very

Fig. 2.6 Average precision

for 2nd mode SLNs and

context profiles

Fig. 2.7 Average recall for

2nd mode SLNs and context

profiles
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effective when applied to the predictions made by SLNs, resulting in an average

precision of 0.63. This is interpreted by predicting some benign connections as

attacks (i.e., false positives). The reasons for this result are twofold: (1) these

connections were incorrectly predicted as attacks by SLNs, and (2) the context of

the targeted hosts also matches some of these predictions. In the end, these incorrect

predictions made by SLNs are not discarded by HPs. This situation explains the

benefits of utilizing AP profiles to recognize false positives before HPs are applied.
When all layers are used together, the SLNs and both context profiles (shown as

SLNsþ CPs line in figures), the precision is almost 0.98 at the 0.7 tr’ threshold
compared to 0.62 when SLNs are used without any context profiles and 0.63 when

only HPs are applied on top of SLNs.

Figure 2.7 shows the average recall in this experiment. SLNs without any

profiles have a slightly higher recall value at small tr ’ threshold; however, the
difference is not very high compared to using SLNs with context profiles. The SLNs

have an average recall of 1 at 0.1 and 0.2 thresholds. As observed, the recall of

SLNs and other context profiles starts to decline after 0.7 level of tr’ threshold. This
decline indicates that the SLNs start missing some relevant predictions beyond the

0.7 threshold (they become too selective). The recall for SLNs is 0.76 at 0.7

threshold compared to 0.71 when SLNs are used with HPs and 0.86 when both

context profiles are utilized on top of SLNs. The relatively higher recall of CPs at

higher threshold values (0.5–0.8) can be interpreted by the layered filtering mode

(applying first APs, followed by HPs), making them more effective in handling

connections that represent benign activities versus SLNs without any context pro-

files. Overall, the layered filtering mode achieves good precision and recall values.

Figure 2.8 shows the results of F-measure values, when context profiles are used on

top of SLNs. The best F-measure value when APs are applied on top of SLNs is 0.8,
and it is achieved at 0.7 tr’ threshold. By contrast, this value is approximately 0.68

when SLNs are used without any context profiles. Overall, when both context

profiles are applied in a layered manner on top of SLN, the F-measure value is

approximately 0.92, and it is obtained at the 0.7 tr’ threshold. As observed in
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Fig. 2.8, the F-value obtained by applying the HPs on the results of SLNs is about

0.66 at 0.7 threshold which is lower than whenAPs is applied. In summary, the HPs
show some limitations in handling benign connections when no APs are used. When
both context profiles are used together, a higher precision is achieved resulting in
higher F-measure values.

2.3.3 Factors Affecting the Effectiveness of APs

The effectiveness of APs which are utilized to filter out nonrelevant predictions

might be affected by several factors. First, the effectiveness ofAPsmight be affected

by the distribution of attacks and benign activities in the training data used to create

them. In particular, the proportion of attacks to benign activities in the training data

used to createAPsmight affect the capability of the resulting profiles to discriminate

between the context of cyber-attacks and benign activities at runtime. Second, the
effectiveness ofAPsmight be affected by the number of features utilized in creating

them. This section demonstrates the results of two experiments that we conducted to

compare the effectiveness of APs when changing these two factors. In the first

experiment, two training subsets with different distribution of attacks to benign

activity are utilized to create APs. The resulting APs from each subset are then

applied to the predictions of SLNs, and their effectiveness is compared. In the

second experiment, we focus on varying the number of features to create APs, and
we then measure the effect of such changes on the effectiveness of these profiles. Let

us give more details about the creation of APs before demonstrating the settings of

both experiments. In general, our objective during the creation of APs is to decrease
the overlap between profiles that correspond to attacks which occur in different

contexts. An observation by Gupta et al. [24] on the same dataset reveals that attacks

which belong to different categories occur under different preconditions. Thus, they

presumably must have different attack profiles. As a second observation, we notice

some attacks belonging to the same category but having different features. Thus,

although some attacks belong to the same category, they do not necessarily occur

under identical circumstances.

The methodology we utilize to create APs using the DARPA intrusion detection

dataset takes these two observations into consideration. Besides the features that

have high weights (low global entropy) in each attack category, we focus on

features that characterize the context in which a specific attack occurs (i.e., features

that have low entropy with each attack).

The first observation has been partially considered by Gupta et al. [24] where the

authors utilize a local (per attack category) feature selection method which itera-

tively constructs feature conjunctions to increase the conditional log-likelihood

when added to a conditional random field attack prediction model. The direction

in Gupta et al. work is to select a specific set of features for each attack category to

create an attack prediction model that differentiates between different contexts.

Similarly, for the creation of APs, we select the features from each attack category
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so that the resulting APs of attacks in different categories are dissimilar. Prior to

running the first experiment, we utilize a new subset S2 of connections from the

DARPA intrusion detection data in addition to the main subset S1 utilized earlier in
our previous experiments. The majority of connections in S2 are benign activities

and a few attack connections that belong to the three categories shown in Table 2.10.

This subset has been extracted from the TCP dump format of DARPA dataset by

Perona et al. [30], and it consists of attacks in the categories DoS, R2L, andU2R.
There are no flooding (probe) attacks in this subset. The connections in S2 are

divided into training and evaluation parts. The training part is used to create

AD-based SLNs and APs. To create APs, the connections which contain attacks

are divided into disjoint categories
�
c1 ¼ Probe, c2 ¼ DoS, c3 ¼ R2L, c4 ¼ U2R for

the connections in the first subset S1) and (c1 ¼ DoS, c2 ¼ R2L, c3 ¼ U2R for the

second subset S2 ). For each category ci, we created the set Gci ¼ f 1, . . . :, f mf g
which contains the features that give the lowest global conditional entropy given

the attacks in that category. For each category, we selected about the same number

of features to those selected by Gupta et al. [24] (see Sect. 4.5). The features which

contribute to the occurrence of a specific attackni are also considered in the creation
of attack profiles. Therefore, we selected a new set of features Lni ¼ f 1, . . . :, f nf g
which have the lowest local conditional entropy for a specific attack ni . We then

start creating APni for each attack using the features in Gci \ Lni. For the first

experiment, the incoming connections selected fromS1 andS2 are initially processed
by a BN classifier, and then they are passed to SLNs to retrieve additional relevant

predictions and APs to filter out the nonrelevant ones.

The values of precision, recall, and F-measures are reported in Figs. 2.9, 2.10, and

2.11. The figures clearly illustrate better effectiveness of APs when more attack

connections are used to create the profiles (SLNsþAPs_S1). The average precision,

recall, and F-values are better when the subset S1 is used in this experiment. The

reason we observe relatively lower precision and recall results with S2 is related to

the strength of relationships between benign and attack nodes in the SLNs created

using fewer attack connections (using the subset S2). In these networks, attacks and
benign activity nodes are not well separated.While the 2ndmode SLNs are expected

to lower the probability of this problem by adjusting relationships between nodes,

some false positives are still expected resulting in lower precision values.

Table 2.10 A subset S2 of connections selected from DARPA dataset

Attack

category Attack type

Number of

connections

Remote to

local (R2L)

dict, dict_simple, Ftp_Write, guest, Multihop, Phf, Spy,

warez, Warezclient, Warezmaster

2723

Denial of ser-

vice (DoS)

Land, syslog, Teardrop 1124

User to root

(U2R)

Eject, eject-fail, ffb, ffb_clear, format_fail, format_clear,

format, imap, load_clear, load_clear, Loadmodule,

perl_clear, perlmagic, Rootkit

81

Benign – 174,873
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The primary reason is related, however, to the quality of features utilized in

creating APs. When fewer connections from each attack category are utilized in

creating APs, the boundaries between contexts become less. With this limitation,

the selected features become less discriminatory across different contexts, thus,

affecting the overall detection rate. The second experiment measures the effect of

the number of features selected for each attack (the number of features in the setLni)
to create its profile on F-values. We experimented with a range of 4–14 features.

The experiment is conducted on both subsets of connections S1 and S2. Figure 2.12
shows the effectiveness of SLNs and APs in terms of F-values when changing the

number of features to create APs. It can be observed that utilizing six to eight

features from the set Lni produces relatively better results. For computational

efficiency, we only utilize the six highly ranked features from Lni to create APs
for attacks in S1 and seven features to create APs for attacks in S2. Several profiles
are found similar when the connections in the subsets S1 and S2 are used to create

APs. In the end, each attack is identified using one profile.

Fig. 2.9 Average precision

for AD-based 2nd mode

SLNs and APs using S1 and

S2

Fig. 2.10 Average recall

for AD-based 2nd mode

SLNs and APs using S1 and

S2
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Chapter 3

Detecting Unknown Attacks Using Context
Similarity

Ahmed AlEroud and George Karabatis

Abstract The security risk of unknown attacks has been considered something that

security specialists cannot measure. Contrary to hardware faults, software flaws

cannot be easily identified. While it is not easy to identify unknown vulnerabilities

in software systems, unknown attacks can be detected at the network level as

variations of known attacks. This chapter introduces novel techniques that mainly

focus on utilizing attack profiles created earlier to identify unknown attacks as a

variation of known attacks.

3.1 Importance of Contextual Relations to Identify
Unknown Attacks

Figure 3.1 illustrates some shortcomings of most existing unknown attack detection

techniques. The figure shows a benign activity profile as a set of normal activities

(e.g., features of a network connection). Such a profile can be created using

machine learning techniques that utilize the features of prior benign activities.

The features of incoming network connections (e.g., C1) are compared with the

features stored in such a profile to detect anomalies. The figure also shows another

two profiles of known attacks; each one consists of several known features. For

simplicity, we assume that a specific IDS has knowledge about these two attacks

only. Let us also assume that there are two network connections C1, C2 that target a

particular host. While the network connection C1 is far from the profiles of attacks

1 and 2 (if a distance-based measure is used), it may be predicted by a semi-

supervised anomaly technique as an unknown attack because it is relatively far from

the profile of benign activity as well. Since C1 consists of activities that are not

similar to any attack profile, it is possible that it is a new pattern of benign activities;
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nevertheless, there is a high probability that C1 will be classified as an anomaly by a

supervised anomaly detection technique since it is not similar to the profile of

benign activity. Such a prediction is considered a false positive. Instead, if the

similarity between C1 and both attack profiles is calculated, it may be deemed as a

benign activity since it is not similar to any of these two profiles. As opposed to C1,

if the similarity between the features of connection C2 and both attack profiles is

considered, C2 may be declared as an unknown attack since (1) it is far from the

benign activity profile, and thus can be declared as an anomaly, and (2) it is partially

similar (in terms of its features) to attack 1 and 2 profiles. Thus, for connection C2,

we have evidence that it could be an unknown attack.

The previous scenario points to the importance of using a hybrid (signature-

anomaly-based) approach to detect unknown attacks. However, such an approach

still has some limitations and is not guaranteed to detect the majority of unknown

attacks. One major issue in utilizing similarity with attack profiles to detect

unknown attacks is the assumption that these profiles are contextually independent.

In general, there could be several types of contextual relationships between the

attacks for which such profiles are created. These relationships include but not

limited to causal relationships, sequential relationships, hierarchical relationships,

etc. Moreover, the final objective of related attacks is usually similar. One question

is whether identifying such relationships is important to detect unknown attacks.

Let us consider again the scenario shown in Fig. 3.1. Suppose that there is a

contextual relationship between attack 1 and attack 2. Such a relationship if

identified “in a systematic way” would definitely affect the features that would be

selected to create the profiles of both attacks. Based on the strength of the contex-

tual relationship between the two attacks, these features can be selected so that one

profile complements the other or, at a minimum, both profiles have some similarity.

As shown in Fig. 3.1, and due to the assumed contextual relationships between

attack 1 and attack 2, the set of features used in creating the profile of attack 2 is a

subset of the features used in creating the profile of attack 1. Consequently, the

profile of attack 2 contains a subset of activities that initiate attack 1. If all possible

contextual relationships between attack 1 and other known attacks are considered,

several similar (sub)-profiles of the profile of attack 1 will be created. To this end,

an attacker exploiting a zero-day vulnerability to initiate an unknown attack

modifies the activities that lead to attack 1 to initiate a zero-day attack. Usually,

Benign activity profile

Attack 2 profile
Attack1 profile

C2

C1

Sim1

Unknown attack

Sim2 f1
f2

f3f1
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anomaly detection

techniques to detect
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the scope of modification the attacker made on the signature of attack 1 to initiate

his unknown attempt might not be identified easily by an existing security mech-

anism such as an IDS.

Based on the scope of such a modification, the similarity between the activities

initiated by an attacker and the profile of attack 1 might be very low due to

attacker’s intention to mislead the IDS so that the zero-day attack attempt can

succeed. Therefore, it is highly possible that a signature-based IDS will classify the

attacker attempt as a benign activity if only the similarity with the profile of attack

1 is utilized. However, if the similarity with other sub-profiles of attack 1 is

considered, there is a higher probability that a subset of attacker activities matches

one of these profiles. Since such profiles contain fewer features that can lead to

attack 1, their contribution to its occurrence is not very high. They mainly capture

attacker sub-steps to initiate a zero-day attempt as a variation of attack 1. Conse-

quently, if such a variation is captured, there is a higher probability to detect

attacker attempt.

Based on Fig. 3.1 above, suppose thatC2 contains a sequence of features ( f1, f2, f3).
Suppose that the similarity between the features of such a connection and the features

in attack profiles is used as a metric to identify unknown attacks. If such a similarity is

calculated, the similarity value “sim2” (between the features of C2 and the profile of

attack 2—having one featuremismatch)will be higher than the similarity value “sim1”

(between the features of C2 with the activities in the profile of attack 1—having two

featuremismatches). Increased featuremismatches betweenC2 and profile 1 lower the

probability of detecting C2 as an unknown attack. Such a mismatch is less betweenC2

and the features in the profile of attack 2. While the profile of attack 2 has fewer

features than those in the profile of attack 1, both attacks are still related in regard to the

context in which they occur. This observation has a significant implication: If the

contextual relationships between attack 1 and other attacks are utilized in creating

attack profiles, the context in which attack 1 occurs can still be partially captured even

if the attackermodifies the signature of attack 1. The utilization of contextual relation-

ships leads to one or more sub-profiles of attack 1 with fewer number of features.

These profiles are supposed to be less sensitive to changes the attackers make on the

sequence of activities that lead to attack 1 to initiate an unknown attack attempt.

Compared to matching with the profile of attack 1, matching the features of incoming

connections with these sub-profiles results in higher similarity values on which one

relies to declare unknown attacks based on specific certainty level. The use of

contextual relationship helps in creating several variants of the same profile. This

can be a significant factor to avoid a large amount of false positives and negatives. In

summary, we want to examine if utilizing contextual relationships in creating attack

profiles would result in improving the detection rate of unknown attacks and decreas-

ing false positives. The detection of unknown attacks by analyzing network traffic has

been mainly addressed using some machine learning approaches such as support

vector machines (SVMs) [1, 2], clustering [3, 4], and signature generation [5]. None

of these techniques focus on utilizing contextual relationships between known attacks

to generate new attack signatures to successively identify unknown attacks.We utilize

information entropy and linear data transformation techniques to generate feature-

based and linear function-based attack profiles and use them to identify unknown
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attacks. The proposed techniques systematically utilize contextual relationships

between known attacks to generate attack profiles that capture the combinations of

activities attackers exploit to initiate unknown attacks. Our approach utilizes similar-

ity with these profiles to identify unknown attacks. A semi-supervised anomaly

detection technique is utilized on top of these profiles to decrease the uncertainty in

the process of identifying unknown attacks. The following attack scenario demon-

strates the importance of context similarity to identify unknown attacks.

Attack Scenario 3.1:

Suppose that a host h1 provides a secure shell (ssh) service. An attacker on an

external host h0 initiating ssh connection exploits several vulnerabilities in ssh

service to gain root privileges on host h1 (e.g., by exploiting vulnerability

CVE-2007-5616 on the target server). CVE-2007-2063 is another vulnerability

which if exploited can cause arbitrary processes to be stopped. It may enable an

attacker to create files with insecure permissions. Several mitigation strategies can

be applied to avoid such an attack, specifically, configuring ssh server to use

nonstandard ports and restricting access to ssh servers. Suppose that an attacker is

using the following sequence of activities to gain root privileges on h1:

Attack 1: Step1:
ssh conn h0! h1 by exploiting CVE-2007-5616

Step2:

ssh conn h0! h1 by exploiting CVE-2007-2063

Since these steps are known to IDSs, they might be detected. Additionally, they

might be nonrelevant if the target host is patched against the corresponding

vulnerabilities. Now suppose that the ssh service running on host h1 has a zero-

day vulnerability. If the system is vulnerable to CVE-2007-2063, an attacker will be

able to exploit both vulnerabilities (the zero-day vulnerability and CVE-2007-

2063) to gain root access on the target host h1 as follows:

Attack 2: Step1

ssh conn h0! h1 by exploiting the zero-day vulnerability

Step2

ssh conn h0! h1 by exploiting CVE-2007-2063

Therefore, attack 2 becomes a zero-day (unknown) attack that cannot be dis-

covered directly by a signature-based security mechanism (e.g., IDS). However,

based on our example, there is an overlap in the contextual preconditions under

which attacks 1 and 2 occur. Although the two attacks are different, the final

objective is the same, that is, to gain root access. Therefore, the zero-day attack

2 can be considered as a modified sequence or a variant of the known attack 1, and it

is possible to discover attack 2 if a mechanism exists to detect zero-day attacks as

variations of known attacks.

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 describes the usage of attack

profiles to identify unknown attacks. In Sect. 3.3 we utilize a semi-supervised

anomaly detection technique to improve the effectiveness of attack profiles to

detect unknown attacks. In Sect. 3.4 attack profiles are re-created and used as linear

discriminant functions to detect unknown attacks.
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3.2 Using APs to Detect Unknown Attacks

One major advantage of the technique we previously utilized to create attack

profiles is the fusion of contextual relationships between known attacks to create

their corresponding profiles. Consequently, the attack profiles for related attacks are

created as potential combinations of steps that can lead to a major attack ni with
specific objective (e.g., gain access to root). In general, when an attacker attempts to

modify the signature of that attack by exploiting a zero-day vulnerability, the new

signature n
0
i might have some common characteristics or an overlap with one or

more features in the corresponding profiles of ni. Unknown attacks can be discov-

ered based on such a high overlap between the features of n
0
i and the profiles of ni.

As a general rule, the connections which correspond to unknown attacks will be

recognized as benign activities according to the existing settings in our framework.

Therefore, examining some connections to recognize unknown attacks occurs after

such connections are examined by the classification model m, the SLNs, and the

attack profiles and inaccurately classified as benign activities. The majority of

predictions that correspond to these connections are false negatives which are

unknown attacks but predicted as benign activities. As a result, our focus is to

create a prediction model that has the capability to recognize such connections as

unknown attacks. Therefore, we utilize partial similarity with attack profiles as a

measure to detect unknown attacks. A high similarity between the features of a

connection c and the features of a specific attack profile APni is an indicator of a

possible unknown attack pattern in such a connection.

The new attack patterns may be similar but not identical to the attack ni. This
clue is used to discover potential attacks that are unknown to the prediction models

utilized earlier. We capture such a similarity using Anderberg (AD) similarity

measure. Initially, the similarity values SIM(APni , c),. . ., SIM APnp ; c
� �

between

each profile APni of a known attack and the incoming connection c are calculated.

The similarity is calculated between the features of the profile APni which can be

represented as a binary feature vector vni and the corresponding features of the

incoming connection record c which can be represented as another binary vector vc.
Calculating profile similarity scoreSIM APni ; cð Þbetween vectorsvni andvc is carried
out by finding the number of matches and mismatches between feature vectors

(as described in Sect. 4.3). The maximum similarity score MaxS from the set�
SIM APni ; cð Þ,. . ., SIM APnp ; c

� �
is selected to determine if the incoming connec-

tion c is an unknown attack (i.e., a zero-day attack). If such a score is very low, it

might indicate that the connection is possibly a benign activity. Instead, if it is

relatively high, it indicates a potential unknown attack. A user-defined similarity

threshold ZPS is used to decide whether the incoming connection is an unknown

attack or a benign activity.

Algorithm 3.1 summarizes the steps needed to examine connections to identify

possible unknown (zero-day) using profile similarity. Lines (1–9) summarize the

process of calculating the similarity between cj and attack profiles as well as
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selecting the MaxS (the closest attack profile). Lines (10–16) summarize the steps

needed to label cj as an unknown attack or a benign activity based on the values of

MaxS and the ZPS threshold. The complexity in the process of discovering unknown

attacks is O(N�P) where N is the number of connections under analysis and P is

the number of attack profiles.

Algorithm 3.1 Similarity with APs to detect unknown attacks

Input: a set of connections conn¼ {c1, . . ., cn}

APs ¼ APni ; . . . ;APnp
� �

a profile similarity threshold ZPS
Output: Rcj E {ZdayA, bengin}
1. Begin
2. MaxS¼ 0

3. For j¼ 1 to n
4. For i¼ 1 to p do

5. Find SIM(APni , cj)
6. If SIM(APni , cj)>MaxS then

7. MaxS¼ SIM(APni , cj)
8. End if
9. End For
10. IF MaxS> ZPS
11. Rcj¼ ZdayA
12. Else
13. Rcj¼ bengin

14. End if
15. Retrieve Rcj
16. End for
17. End

3.3 Using One-Class Nearest Neighbor (1CNN) on Top
of APs to Detect Unknown Attacks

The connections which partially match attack profiles might expose unknown

attacks that do not conform to a well-defined notation of the benign behavior;

however, the use of profile similarity score (MaxS) as the only indicator to discover
unknown attacks may not be sufficient to discover all false positives. If the

boundary of the context in which the majority of benign activities occur is well

defined and c is found similar to the connections observed in that context, then the

connection c predicted as an unknown attack is possibly a benign activity; there-

fore, a scheme to decrease the uncertainty about the predictions produced by attack

profiles is needed. Primarily, the context of benign activities needs to be considered

in the process of predicting unknown attacks in order to decrease the number of

false positives. While it is challenging to determine the context boundaries for

benign activities, anomaly detection techniques can be used to identify such

context. Semi-supervised anomaly detection techniques have been utilized to
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identify the context of benign activities when data that contains labels for benign

activities is available [6]. Such techniques create a model that identifies the context

boundaries for benign activities and use it to identify anomalies. Semi-supervised

anomaly detection techniques presume that benign activities usually occur in dense

regions, while anomalies occur far from their closest neighbors in such regions.

Semi-supervised anomaly detection techniques utilize density measures to estimate

the anomalous behavior for each data instance. Data instances which are located in

a neighborhood with low density can be declared as anomalies. Conversely,

instances which are located in a dense neighborhood are declared as benign

activities. We propose to use one of these techniques—the one-class nearest
neighbor (1CNN)—to decrease the uncertainty in the process predicting unknown

attacks. The 1CNN anomaly detection algorithm [7] models the contextual pre-

conditions that characterize benign activities as normal activity profiles (NPs) that

can be represented as raw features or projected in a subspace. 1CNN has been

initially proposed to detect anomalies that might expose suspicious activities.

Generally, nearest neighbor-based anomaly detection techniques require distance

or similarity functions (such as Euclidean distance) to be defined between features).

The (1CNN) method accepts a specific connection c as an unknown attack (i.e.,

rejects it as benign activity) when its local density is less than the local density of its

nearest neighbor—selected from the normal activity profiles (NPs). Usually, the

first nearest neighbor is used for local density estimation. The following is the

acceptance criteria that are used to calculate the anomaly score AS for an incoming

connection c and compare it to a user-defined threshold ZAS:

AS cð Þ ¼ c� NNNP cð Þ�� ��
NNNP cð Þ � NNNP NNNP cð Þ� �� ��� �� > ZAS ð3:1Þ

The equation above is used to compare the distance from a connection c to its

nearest neighbor NNNP(c) selected from the set of normal activity profile NPs; let us

call this distance d1. The distance from this nearest neighbor NNNP(c) to its nearest
neighbor NNNP(NNNP(c)) is called d2. The connection c is accepted as an unknown
(zero-day) attack based on the ratio between d1 and d2 as shown on Fig. 3.2.

Since NPs are supposed to be preselected, the nearest neighbor for each profile

can be identified prior to prediction time. Thus, the calculation of the expression

(NNNP(NNNP(c))) at run-time can be avoided.

The 1CNN algorithm has several predefined thresholds such as the acceptance

threshold ZAS (default¼ 1) and the number of nearest neighbors k to consider

(default¼ 1). The parameter ZAS can be changed to smaller or larger values.

Additionally, increasing the number of neighbors k decreases the local sensitivity

of the method and therefore reduces its sensitivity to noise. We show the effect of

tuning these threshold values in the experiments chapter.

To identify unknown attacks using 1CNN, we mainly focus on the scenario in

which 1CNN is applied on top of attack profiles to decrease the uncertainty in the

process of detecting unknown attacks. Let us describe this scenario further: Once
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the incoming connection partially matches some attack profiles, the MaxS is

calculated to find the closest attack profile to the connection c. If the MaxS score

is less than the threshold ZPS, the connection is deemed as benign (see Algorithm

3.1). Usually, if the MaxS score which corresponds to connection c is low (e.g.,

�0), it may be more reasonable to deem such a connection as a benign activity, and

therefore it needs not to be processed by the 1CNN which requires more density-

based computation. On the other hand, if the MaxS is higher than ZPS, the connec-
tion needs to be further processed using 1CNN anomaly detection technique. The

anomaly score AS(c) is used to classify the connection as an unknown attack or a

benign activity. If AS(c)> ZAS, the connection is accepted as an unknown attack;

otherwise it will be recognized as a benign activity.

The complexity of discovering unknown attacks using 1CNN is O(N�P�D),
where N is the number of connections under analysis, P is the number of NPs, and

D is the number of dimensions for each NPs.

3.4 APs as Discriminant Function Profiles (DFPs) to Detect
Unknown Attacks

The effectiveness of the feature-value model of the attack profiles APs can be

affected by the type and number of features used to create such profiles. The

majority of features in network traffic data are numerical. Due to discretization of

numerical features, the feature-value model used to create APs can lead to infor-

mation loss which has negative effects on prediction accuracy of attacks. Overall,

there is a high possibility of feature mismatches between incoming connections and

APs which usually lead to incorrect predictions. In summary, the representation

model of attack profiles might have an effect on the detection rate of unknown

attacks. To decrease the effect of feature discretization, we re-create attack profiles

using numerical features in a transformed subspace. There are several data trans-

formation techniques; however, we need a technique that can discriminate between

suspicious and benign activities in the transformed space. A transformation tech-

nique called linear discriminant analysis (LDA) serves this objective. LDA has the
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Fig. 3.2 The description of

one-class nearest neighbor

(1CNN)
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advantage of creating prediction models on datasets with too many numerical

features [8]. Even more, linear discriminant analysis preserves the linear relation-

ships between variables to maximize the discrimination between classes. Thus, the

correlation among them would be unchanged after such transformation. Discrimi-

nant analysis techniques take the advantage of aggregate statistics (e.g., the mean of

numerical features and their covariance in the original space) to produce a few sets

of discriminant functions that describe different types of nodes (e.g., attack and

benign activity) in a transformed space. As shown in [9], LDA utilizes a single

discrimination function to classify new instances in binary classification problems

(i.e., when the number of categories is two). Since the benign activities and attack

types cannot be easily identified using a single classification function, the original

LDA classification technique is not very effective for intrusion detection tasks. To

handle this limitation, a recent approach is proposed to use LDA in conjunction

with other techniques, such as decision trees (DT) to produce multiple classification

rules [9]; however, such an approach focuses on identifying known attacks. We

applied LDA through a data transformation process to re-create attack profiles as

linear functions that can be used to identify unknown attacks. Each function defines

one or more types of attacks and is created using pre-identified sets of connections.

Each set of connections used in creating DFPs consists of a sample of benign

connections and all connections pertaining to attack types that have similar attack

profiles. In particular, LDA is utilized in the following manner to re-create the

attack profiles as DFs:

1. Bi-class sampling: This step is carried out by selecting many sets of connections;

each one contains two types of connection benign activities and attacks. The

purpose of creating these sets of connections is to define linear discriminant

functions for each type of attacks. Each connection set C contains n1 connections
pertaining to attacks with similar APs. Additionally, it consists of n2 connections

of specific benign activity type.

2. Pooled covariance matrix creation: The covariance matrices are created to

extract sufficient yet representative statistics about the correlation between

features. In order to define the correlations between the features for each set of

connections selected in step 1, a matrix called pooled covariance matrix is

required. Using the number of connections n1, n2 in each set of connections C,
the pooled covariance matrix is created. To illustrate this, let us assume that the

data contains only two numerical features f1, f2. The number of bytes transmitted

from source to destination is one example of numerical features. Let r1,r2 denote
covariance matrices for benign activities and attack connections in C. The
pooled covariance matrix R is then defined by

R ¼ n1 � 1ð Þr1 þ n2 � 1ð Þr2
n1 þ n2 � 2ð Þ ð3:2Þ

3. Discriminant function definition: Given c1, c2 that denote the mean vectors of

n1, n2 connections in C and the pooled covariance matrix R, we define two linear
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discriminant functions (since each connection set contains two types of connec-

tions: benign and attack). Each discriminant function consists of two linear

coefficients (based on our scenario with two features) and a function constant.

The constant for each function is calculated as follows:

temp1 ¼ c1ð ÞR�1 ð3:3Þ
temp2 ¼ c2ð ÞR�1 ð3:4Þ

cons1 ¼ �0:5: temp1: c2
T þ log n1=nð Þ ð3:5Þ

cons2 ¼ �0:5: temp2: c2
T þ log n2=nð Þ ð3:6Þ

Where R�1 is the inverse of the pooled covariance matrix calculated in Eq. (6.2)

and log(ni/n) is the prior probability of each class (i.e., benign and attack classes).

�0.5 is a predetermined number (based on Anderson rule [9]) that is used to assign

a connection c to class one (i.e., benign) if

c1 � c2ð ÞTR�1c > 1=2 c1�c2ð ÞTR�1 c1þc2ð ÞTþlog
n2=n1ð Þ

or to class two (attack) otherwise. The results are stored in vectors W1 and W2 as

follows:

• W1 is the discriminant function coefficients for benign connections in C and a

function constant [cons1temp1].

• W2 is the discriminant function coefficients for attack connections in C and a

function constant [cons2temp2].

The result of applying the previous steps is linear functions that are represented

as profiles. Let each of these profiles be denoted by DFPni . Each profile describes

the contextual preconditions that lead to a specific attack ni as a linear function.

Such functions are used to estimate the possibility of unknown attacks given the

features of incoming connection. For any connection c with numerical features,

e.g., ( f1, f2) delivered to DFPni , a linear score LS(c,DFPni ) is calculated.
The linear score is supposed to indicate the probability of a connection being an

unknown attack. The linear score is not a normalized probability and may even

take negative values. To obtain an estimated normalized probability of unknown

attacks (zero-day), we apply softmax transformation [10] on linear scores to

generate these probabilities. The outcome of the previous step is several estimated

probabilities of attacks (one from each discriminant function); the one with the

maximum value MaxEP is selected. The selected value is compared to a tunable

user-defined zero-day estimated probability threshold ZEP. The ZEP is used to

declare the incoming connection as a new unknown attack if its estimated proba-

bility MaxEP value> ZEP; otherwise, it is declared as a benign activity. Algorithm

3.2 summarizes the steps performed to identify unknown attacks from a set of

incoming connections c1,. . .,cn. Lines (1–10) summarize the steps needed to calcu-

late the MaxEP of each connection. Lines (11–18) summarize the steps needed to
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decide if cj is an unknown attack when MaxEP is greater than the user-defined

threshold ZEP. The complexity s of discovering unknown attacks using the algo-

rithm above is O(N�P�D) where N is the number of connections under analysis,

P is the number of DFPs and D is the number of coefficients in each function. The

following example explains the process of detection of unknown attacks using

linear discriminant functions.

Algorithm 3.2 DFPs profiles to detect unknown attacks

Input: A set of connections conn¼ {c1,. . ., cn}

DFPs ¼ DFPni ; . . . ;DFPnp
� �

ZEP a zero-day estimated probability threshold

Output: RcJ E {ZdayA, bengin}
1. Begin
2. MaxEP¼ 0

3. For j¼ 1 to n do
4. For i¼ 1 to p do
5. Find LS(cj, DFPni )

6. EP cj, DFPni
� � ¼ softmax transformation LS cj, DFPni

� �� �
7. If EP cj, DFPni

� �
>MaxEP then

8. MaxEP¼EP cj, DFPni
� �

9. End if
10. End for
11. If MaxEP>ZEP then
12. Rcj¼ ZdayA
13. Else
14. Rcj¼ benign

15. End if
16. Retrieve Rcj
17. End for
18. End

Domain-Specific Example: Table 3.1 shows a sample of five connections.

The first two are unknown attacks (in this context, the signature of these two

attacks is assumed to be absent from the training data), and the last three are benign

activities. Suppose that these connections have been predicted as benign by other

prediction models (e.g., SLNs +APs).

The linear discrimination space in this example consists of the following

pre-calculated pooled covariance matrix R for a particular set of connections that

consists of many instances of an attack ni and benign activities:

R ¼ 3:2539 �0:2235
�0:2235 0:6015

� �

Let also assume that the data in our example consists of two numerical features

duration and source bytes. The discriminant function coefficient matrixW is shown

below (the first column contains function constants; the second and third are the

coefficients). For simplicity, we consider only one set of discriminant functions that
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identifies the profile of a specific attack ni and a benign activity type (rows 1 and

2 in W ):

W ¼ �18:82 0:0676 0:0152
� 7:443 0:0352 0:010

� �

Using R andW, the linear score LS of the attack ni and the benign activity for the
connections in Table 3.1 are calculated as follows. First is formulating the connec-

tion matrix P using the connections in Table 3.1. The matrix P consists of the

duration and source byte columns and another column with “1” entry. This column

needs to be added to P and it is multiplied by function constants. It is very important

to note that the addition of such a column has no effect on the estimated probability

values, since the values in this column are the ones multiplied by the function

constants. Second is multiplying P by WT to find the linear scores (LSs) for the

attack ni and benign activity. Lastly, the estimated probabilities EP for the attack ni
(ZerodEP) and benign activity (Normal EP) are calculated by applying softmax

transformation on LSs. The final EP values for the connections are as follows:

EP ¼

Connection Zerod EP NormalEP

C1 0:0884 0:116
C2 0:849 0:151
C3 0:002 0:998
C4 0:043 0:957
C5 0:318 0:681

2
666664

3
777775

Assuming that the ZEP threshold is 0.6, then C1 and C2 are declared as unknown

attacks based on the corresponding EP values, while C3, C4, C5 are labeled as

benign activities. More details on tuning the zero-day threshold ZEP are discussed in
the experiment chapter.

Table 3.1 Unknown attacks and benign connections with labels

CID Duration Source bytes SLNs +APs prediction Actual label

C1 302 700 Benign Unknown sql attack

C2 151 1587 Benign Unknown xterm attack

C3 20 900 Benign Benign

C4 16 1500 Benign Benign

C5 200 800 Benign Benign
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3.5 Experiments on Prediction Models to Discover
Unknown Attacks

The technique utilized to create APs identifies relationships between attacks at the

feature level based on context. Finding such relationships leads to several variants

of the same attack. The objective of the experiments illustrated in this section is to

examine if such variants can assist in predicting the steps performed by adversaries

to initiate unknown attacks by measuring the effectiveness of APs and discriminant

function profiles (DFPs) in detecting unknown attacks as variants of known attacks.

More experiments are also conducted to compare the effectiveness of APs and

1CNN anomaly detection techniques in terms of their capability to detect unknown

attacks.

This set of experiments is conducted on DARPA intrusion detection dataset

which contains 14 types of unknown attacks in its testing part that do not exist in the

training dataset. Table 3.2 shows details on these attacks. Most of the connections

that contain such types of unknown attacks are predicted by the prediction models

in our framework as benign activities (since they are unknown). Generally, the

classification models we utilized earlier to discover known attacks do not have the

ability to predict unknown attacks since they do not have the corresponding

signatures. Since the prediction models we utilized earlier predict correctly most

of the benign connections in the testing data (i.e., they have a high TN rate), we

added new benign connections as shown in Table 3.2 to test if the APs we used to

detect unknown attacks would correctly identify these connections as benign

activities. The same set of the training connections—we utilized to create predic-

tion models to identify known attack—is also utilized to create the prediction

models of unknown attacks.

About 10% of the benign connections in the training data are used to generate

normal profiles (NPs). The latter are needed by the 1CNN anomaly detection

technique. Three experiments are conducted to measure the detection rate of

unknown attacks by analyzing incoming connections that partially match APs. In

the first experiment, we measure the effectiveness of each prediction model indi-

vidually. In the second experiment, we utilize the 1CNN anomaly detection tech-

nique on top of APs to examine if we can lower the FP rate by combining both

Table 3.2 Unknown types of attacks in DARPA intrusion detection dataset

Category Unknown attack type

Number of

connections

Denial of service (DoS) Mailbomb, Processtable, Udpstorm 5115

Remote to local (R2L) Httptunnel, named, Snmpgetattack, Snmpguess,

Worm, Xlock, Xsnoop0

10,776

User to root (U2R) Sqlattack, Xterm 8

Probe Mscan, Saint 516

Benign – 20,233

Total 36,648
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prediction models in a layered manner. The third experiment focuses on the

run-time efficiency for the prediction models of unknown attacks. The last part of

this section demonstrates a comparison between the prediction models for unknown

attacks in our framework versus other existing techniques.

According to several previous works, TP and FP rates are the major metrics that

are commonly used to evaluate intrusion detection techniques [11, 12]. Therefore,

we measure the effectiveness of unknown attack detection techniques in terms of

both TP and FP rates. The true-positive (TP) rate refers to the probability that the

prediction model produces an unknown attack when there is an actual attack. The

false-positive (FP) rate is the probability that the prediction model produces an

unknown attack when there is no attack. We also utilize the ROC curve (receiver

operating characteristics) to compare between the prediction models in terms of

both TP and FP rates. Since the experiments in the previous sections focus on the

detection rate of known attacks, the main focus of the subsequent set of experiments

is the detection rate of unknown attacks.

3.5.1 Using 1CNN, APs, and DFPs to Detect Unknown
Attacks

The first experiment is conducted using (1) one-class nearest neighbor (1CNN)

anomaly detection technique to detect unknown attacks as anomalies, (2) attack

profiles (APs) to identify unknown attacks using profile similarity, and (3) discrim-

inant function profiles (DFPs) to estimate zero-day attack probability. We utilize

the anomaly score AS to discover potential unknown attacks in connections that do

not fully match any APs. In the setting of this experiment, we used the ZAS
threshold values in the range from 0.5 to 2 to measure the changes in the TP and

FP rates. Originally, the algorithm uses the value 1 as a default threshold. We ran

this experiment using the top six dimensions of the NPs (normal activity profiles)

extracted in a dimensionality reduction process performed using singular value

decomposition (SVD). Similarly, the connections under evaluation are transformed

to the same subspace through a projection process.

Figure 3.3 shows the results of this part of our experiment. Using the anomaly

score AS as a threshold to identify unknown attacks, we observe high TP and FP

rates at low values of ZAS threshold. At higher values of ZAS threshold, the FP rate

has been diminished. One of the best combinations of TP and FP rates, 0.8 and 0.17,

respectively, is attained at 1.7 level of ZAS. Since the relative importance of TP and

FP is to be identified by domain experts, we utilize two parameters α, β 0 <j α, β < 1

to find the best threshold value that achieves the domain expert expectation. The

parameters α and β express the relative importance the domain expert assigns to TP

and FP. If the domain expert is concerned more about detecting unknown attacks

while expecting some false positives, β needs to be greater than α.
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Table 3.3 shows a scenario in which a domain expert gives higher weight (0.7) to

β. Based on the assigned weights, 1.7 is the threshold value that leads to the highest
rate of detecting unknown attacks. The corresponding TP and FP rates (from

Fig. 3.3) are 0.80 and 0.17, respectively. If the domain expert expects to see less

false positives (e.g., α¼ 0.6, β¼ 0.4), the value of the best threshold will go higher

(1.9). As a second step in this experiment, we measure the detection rate of

unknown attacks using similarity with APs which are created as feature-based

profiles to discover potential unknown attacks. This part of the experiments is

carried out by varying the values of profile similarity threshold ZPS from 0.1 to

0.9. For any connection C, if its profile similarity score is greater than ZPS, it is
labeled as an unknown attack; otherwise the connection is labeled as benign.

Figure 3.4 illustrates the results of this experiment. The TP rate is higher at small

values of ZPS; when ZPS is 0.1, the TP rate is about 0.98. The FP rate is also high at

low values of ZPS. As the values of ZPS increase, a decrease in the values of FPs is

observed, though we start missing some true positives (i.e., attacks) as well.

Similarity with APs as a prediction metric for unknown attacks achieves satisfac-

tory TP rates at small values of ZPS. At 0.8 ZPS threshold, the TP rate is
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Table 3.3 Optimizing the

detection rate of unknown

attacks (1CNN)

ZAS α β α. (1–FP) þ β. TP

0.5 0.3 0.7 0.686

0.7 0.3 0.7 0.701

0.9 0.3 0.7 0.724

1.1 0.3 0.7 0.749

1.3 0.3 0.7 0.739

1.5 0.3 0.7 0.782

1.7 0.3 0.7 0.807

1.9 0.3 0.7 0.707

2 0.3 0.7 0.532
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approximately 0.67, and the FP rate is 0.22. The results of this experiment show that

the TP rate is lower when only the similarity score with APs is utilized to discover

unknown attacks, in particular, at high values of ZPS threshold. The main reason is

related to numerical features utilized in creating APs. Unknown attacks have

several unique characteristics, and matching the features of incoming connections

with the discretized numerical features in APs becomes an ineffective approach for

similarity calculation. This leads to a high mismatch rate between the features of

incoming connections and the features in APs, resulting in a low similarity between

the incoming connections that include unknown attacks and the APs. Therefore, we

re-create APs as discriminant function profiles (DFPs) and examine their effect on

detecting unknown attacks. For each set of attacks with similar APs, their

corresponding DFPs are created using the numerical features in the dataset. The

highly ranked ten features used to create DFPs are selected using correlation-based

feature selection technique proposed by Hall et al. [13]. The high EP (see Chap. 6)

value calculated on a specific incoming connection indicates that such a connection

is similar but not identical to a specific known attack. Therefore, such a connection

has not been discovered as a known attack using APs. Connections which do not

match any APs are passed to the DFPs. Once the connections are processed by

DFPs, the maximum estimated probability EP calculated for each connection is

compared to a user-tunable threshold (ZEP). Alerts about unknown attacks are

raised if the estimated probability for a specific connection is greater than ZEP.
Figure 3.5 shows the results of this experiment. The values of ZEP are in the

range 0.1–0.9. When the ZEP threshold has small values (<0.6), both TP and FP

rates are high; however, at higher values of ZEP threshold, the FP rates are

diminished. For instance, at 0.8 value of ZEP, the FP rate is approximately 0.1 and

the TP rate is 0.83. We also observe that few true positives are missed when ZEP is
greater than 0.5. We compare between the prediction models utilized to identify

unknown attacks in terms of both TP and FP. We used ROC curve to perform this

comparison as shown on Fig. 3.6.
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The effectiveness of each prediction model is shown on a line that connects

several discrete operating points. These points correspond to specific values of

thresholds ZPS, ZAS, ZEP utilized earlier. The figure indicates that the DFPs achieve

better detection rate in terms of both TP and FP rates, and they can be explained by

two reasons:

First, DFPs show better handling of the numerical features in network data

compared to other prediction models.

Second, while DFPs are created in a transformed space, they are based on the

similarities and relationships discovered between APs. As such we still need APs

initially to create DFPs. The latter are however more effective than APs in terms of

projecting possible actions/activities of attackers and the paths they might take as

linear functions.
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3.5.2 Using 1CNN on Top of APs and DFPs to Detect
Unknown Attacks

The second experiment focuses on measuring the effect of utilizing 1CNN on top of

APs and DFPs to identify unknown attacks. This experiment is conducted in two

phases as follows:

Applying 1CNN on Top of APs. We selected a profile similarity threshold ZPS based
on which the connections predicted as benign activities by APs are further

processed by 1CNN anomaly detection technique. The connection for which the

similarity score with APs is less than ZPS threshold is deemed as benign activity,

and it is not processed further by 1CNN. The connection for which the similarity

with APs is greater than ZPS is processed further using 1CNN. Such a connection is
declared as an unknown attack if its anomaly score AS is also greater than a specific

value of the ZAS threshold. We selected 0.5 as a profile similarity (ZPS) threshold.
We also selected five ZAS operational points (the ZAS values [1.3, 1.5, 1.7, 1.9, and
2]) to conduct this experiment. We then compare the predictions made by 1CNN

only, with the predictions made when 1CNN is applied on top of APS. It should be

noted that the purpose of this phase in our experiment is not to select the combi-

nations of ZAS and ZPS thresholds that give the highest FP and TP rates, but our

purpose is to examine if anomaly detection techniques such as 1CNN, when applied

to refine the predictions made by APs, decrease the FPs generated when utilizing

profile similarity score

Applying 1CNN on Top of DFPs. We selected specific value for ZEP threshold based
on which the connections are further processed by 1CNN. Each connection for

which the EP value is less than ZEP is deemed as benign connection, and it is not

further processed by 1CNN. The connection for which the EP value calculated

using discriminant functions is greater than ZEP threshold is processed further using
1CNN. Such a connection is declared as an unknown attack if its anomaly score AS

is also greater than a specific ZAS threshold. We selected 0.5 as (ZEP) cutoff point to
further process connections using 1CNN. We also selected five ZAS operational

points (the ZAS values [1.3, 1.5, 1.7, 1.9, and 2]) to run this experiment. We then

compared the predictions made by 1CNN only with the predictions produced when

1CNN is applied on top of DFPs.

Figure 3.7 shows the results of this experiment. Each line connects several

discrete operating points. These points represent the threshold values of ZAS. The
figure shows that utilizing 1CNN on top of attack profiles results in relatively lower

FP rate and higher TP rate, specifically when 1CNN is applied on top of DFPS.

Applying 1CNN on top of other prediction models leads to less uncertainty about

the predictions made by DFPs and APs. Thus, there is no need to analyze these

connections using 1CNN. To conclude, the experiments demonstrate that applying
an approach which combines prediction models that captures contextual relation-
ships between attacks with an appropriate anomaly detection technique leads to
lower FP and higher TP rate in the process of detecting unknown attacks.
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3.5.3 Time-Based Efficiency for Identifying Unknown
Attacks

We conducted a third experiment to measure the time efficiency of the prediction

models utilized to discover unknown attacks in terms of time needed to examine

incoming connections at run-time. The elapsed time in seconds during the evalu-

ation (testing) phase is measured and used as a metric for comparison under the

following settings:

• Changing the number of dimensions used to calculate the anomaly score (AS),

the profile similarity score (SIM), and the estimated probability (EP). The

incoming connections are transformed to a reduced k-dimensional space where

k refers to the number of dimensions of NPs used by 1CNN, the number of linear

coefficients of DFPs, or the number of features used to calculate similarity

with APs.

• Using small set of benign connections to create NPs that are used by 1CNN

anomaly detection technique to discover unknown attacks. The larger the num-

ber of benign connections to create NPs, the more the computational time the

1CNN requires to calculate the anomaly score. To make our comparison con-

sistent among the prediction models of unknown attacks, the number of the NPs

that we selected to run this experiment is small and equals the number of attack

profiles in APs and DFPs.

Figure 3.8 shows the results of this comparison. The time it takes to examine

incoming connection that does not match APs is 47 s when ten dimensions are

utilized to identify unknown attacks using similarity with APs. In contrast, the

figure shows that the time the 1CNN anomaly detection algorithm takes is approx-

imately 60 s to process incoming connections. This computational difference is due

to the overhead needed to find the two nearest neighbors. Now, let us consider

Fig. 3.7 ROC curve for

detecting unknown attacks

using 1CNN and APs,

1CNN and DFPs
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Fig. 3.9 on the right. The figure compares the effectiveness of APs and 1CNN when

the number of NPs utilized to detect anomalies using 1CNN equals the number of

APs, that is, when very few NPs are utilized to detect anomalies using 1CNN. The

figure shows that the effectiveness (measured using TP and FP rates) of APs when

seven ZPS operation points in the range (0.1–0.7) are used is better than that of

1CNN using seven ZAS operation points in the range 0.5–1.7. This part of our

experiments indicates that the effectiveness of 1CNN depends on the number of

benign patterns used to identify unknown attacks as anomalies. Overall, density-

based anomaly detection techniques (such as 1CNN) attain good detection rate of

unknown attacks when they are trained using sufficient patterns of benign activities;

however, this requires a large number of normal activity signatures which increase

the computation time. In contrast, one can notice that by capturing contextual

relationships between known attacks, such as in the case of APs, fewer patterns

are needed to identify unknown attacks with relatively less computational time.

Fig. 3.8 Time-based

efficiency of unknown

attack detection techniques

Fig. 3.9 TP and FP rates

for detecting unknown

attacks using APs and

1CNN (with few NPs)
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3.5.4 A Comparison with Existing Unknown Attack
Detection Techniques

We compared the prediction models that we created to detect unknown attacks with

those of existing ones. In particular, we compared several anomaly detection

approaches such as one-class SVM [1] (see Sect. 2.5.1.4) and payload-based

anomaly detector that has been utilized by Bolzoni et al. [14]. The latter models

the normal application payload of network traffic in an unsupervised fashion.

During the training phase, a profile byte frequency distribution and their standard

deviation of the application payload flowing to a single host and port are calculated;

then Mahalanobis distance is used during the detection phase to calculate the

similarity of new data against the precomputed profiles. The detector compares

this measure against a threshold and generates an alert when the distance of the new

input exceeds this threshold. Since we performed dimensionality reduction during

the detection process, we compared our prediction models with the PCASOM

(principal component analysis and self-organizing map) approach [15]. PCASOM

is a modified unsupervised neural network learning algorithm to perform PCA and

use the resulting model to detect unknown attacks as anomalies.

We also compared our prediction models with other local-density-based anom-

aly detection techniques such as density-based local outliers which have been

utilized in Lazarevic et al. [16] to assign to each data example a degree of being

outlier. This degree is called the local outlier factor (LOF) a data example. The

technique computes local reachability density of data connection c as inverse of the

average reachability distance based on the minimum number of data example

nearest neighbors of data connection c.

We also compared the prediction models in our framework with other probabi-

listic techniques such as Bayes estimator [17] and Gaussian field [18]. The Bayes

estimator technique mainly estimates the prior and posterior probabilities of

unknown attacks based on pre-identified knowledge about known attacks. The

authors construct a naive Bayes classifier to classify the instances into normal

instances, known attacks, and unknown attacks. The authors state that the advan-

tage of pseudo-Bayes estimators is that no knowledge about new attacks is needed

since the estimated prior and posterior probabilities of new attacks are derived from

the information about normal instances and known attacks. In the Gaussian field

approach, the problem is formulated on a graph, where the mean of the field is

characterized in terms of harmonic functions. It can be viewed as having a quadratic

loss function with infinity weight, so that the labeled data are clamped (fixed at

given label values).

Table 3.4 summarizes the results of our comparison. All of the approaches under

comparison conducted their experiments using the same dataset. Our comparison

with these approaches is conducted using threshold values 0.8 for ZEP, 0.8 for ZPS,
and 1.7 for ZAS. Some of the existing approaches achieve good true-positive rates

such as Bayes estimators and PCASOM. Bayes estimators also show a low false

alarm rate. Compared to other approaches, the one-class SVM is not very effective
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as it leads to almost 0.48 of false alarms. The best TP is attained by DFPs with TP

rate of 0.83. When DFPs are combined with 1CNN anomaly detection algorithm,

the FP rate becomes less than 0.07. The comparison we performed in this section

indicates that DFPs when combined with 1CNN are quite effective in detecting

unknown attacks, particularly, compared to other classifiers such as neural net-

works (NN).
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Chapter 4

Unwanted Traffic Detection and Control
Based on Trust Management

Zheng Yan, Raimo Kantola, Lifang Zhang, and Yutan Ma

Abstract Networks such as the Internet, mobile cellular networks, and self-

organized ad hoc networks have dramatically changed our daily life and brought

tremendous benefits to us. However, they are also bogged down by unwanted

traffic, which is malicious, harmful, or unexpected for its receivers. In order to

control the unwanted traffic over the networks, especially the mobile Internet, we

propose a generic scheme named TruCon for unwanted traffic detection and control

based on trust management in this chapter. It can control unwanted traffic from its

source to destinations in a personalized manner according to trust evaluation at a

global trust operator, traffic and behavior analysis at hosts, and traffic observation at

network service providers. Thus, the proposed scheme can conduct unwanted traffic

detection and control by integrating distributed and centralized functions and

supporting both defensive and offensive approaches of unwanted traffic control.

We successfully applied the scheme to control SMS spam and unwanted contents in

pervasive social networking and implemented it under the infrastructure of

software-defined networking (SDN). System implementation and evaluation

showed that the scheme is effective with regard to accuracy and efficiency for

intrusion detection and unwanted traffic control. It is also robust against a number

of internal misleading system attacks, such as hide evidence attack, bad-mouthing

attack, and on-off attack, playing in conjunction with traffic intrusions. Meanwhile,
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the scheme can provide personalized unwanted traffic control based on unwanted

traffic detection behaviors.

4.1 Introduction

Networks such as the Internet, mobile cellular networks, and self-organized ad hoc

networks have dramatically changed our daily life and brought tremendous benefits

to us. The Internet is the backbone of remote communications, networking, and

computing. It carries a vast range of information resources and services, bringing

unprecedented convenience to our daily life. Mobile cellular networks coupled with

local connection technologies connect billions of mobile devices to the Internet and

thus enable them to access the services and applications of the Internet, such as

mobile email, short message service (SMS), mobile commerce, multimedia com-

munications, andmobile social networking.Mobile cellular networks have therefore

become a global platform for the provision of various applications and services.

Mobile ad hoc network (MANET) can provide us exceptional social experience by

satisfying our instant social networking needs, especially for familiar strangers in

vicinity. Thus, MANET has a good prospect of becoming a practical platform for

pervasive social networking and computing. In short, the Internet, mobile cellular

networks, and self-organized ad hoc networks are indispensable in our modern life.

However, when we enjoy great convenience brought by networks, we also

receive unwanted, unexpected, and even malicious contents. Normally, such

unwanted contents are distributed by botnets and include malware, viruses, spam,

intrusions, and unsolicited commercial advertisements. They could intrude user

devices, occupy device memory, and irritate the user. Moreover, they burden

network service providers by adding extra load into the network, which greatly

increases the possibility of normal traffic congestion. Most importantly, the

receivers have to pay for such unwanted contents in the form of wasting time,

investing into and operating spam filtering, installing firewalls, virus scanning,

malware and intrusion detection, and cleaning up after infection. Thus, developing

a systematic method to control the unwanted contents in the networks has become a

crucial task that brooks no delay.

Controlling unwanted traffic is difficult due to many technical and social rea-

sons. First, unwanted traffic is a subjective opinion of a user in that some traffic

might be viewed as unwanted by one user, while another treats it as useful. Second,

the subjective notion of unwanted traffic and various types of Internet traffic make it

difficult to develop a generic solution. Third, any unwanted traffic control (UTC)

system could be the target of hackers. This fact requests that the designed system

should be robust against various attacks. On the other hand, we note that security

issues are difficult for ordinary users to comprehend, which leads to low security

awareness. This implies that it is preferred to have an automatic and intelligent

solution personalized for each user and with minimum involvement of the user.

Trust management-based mechanism represents one of the effective methods to

detect and control unwanted traffic through trust and reputation evaluation. Thus, a

number of trust and reputation mechanisms have been proposed in the literature to
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control spam [1–8], SPIM (i.e., instant messaging spam [9]), SPIT (Spam over

Internet Telephony [10]), and web page spam [11–14]. However, the aforemen-

tioned work lacks a generic, trustworthy, and personalized solution that can over-

come all the above challenges.

In this chapter, we propose a generic scheme named TruCon for unwanted traffic

detection and control based on trust management [44]. It can control unwanted

traffic from its source to destinations in a personalized manner according to trust

evaluation at a global trust operator (GTO), traffic and behavior analysis at hosts,

and traffic observation at network service providers (NSPs). The trust of an entity

contains two parts: the global trust that indicates the probability and nature of

unwanted traffic sourced from the entity and the detection trust that specifies the

previous detection performance of the entity. The detection trust is introduced

herein to indicate the quality and credibility of a detection report. The motivation

to analyze it in our system is to fight against unqualified reports, such as reports

from intruded system entities, reports being intentionally framed, and reports

detected with broken and poor detection tools. Our system hinders such unqualified

reports by scaling up detection reports from an entity with a high detection trust

value while scaling down detection reports from entities with a low detection trust

value when calculating the global trust. In this way, we make sure that the global

trust is calculated mainly from trusted reports and thus improve our system effec-

tiveness. We assume that system effectiveness and feasibility follows from three

characteristics: accuracy, efficiency, and robustness. Accuracy means that the

(global) trust value of an entity must reflect the share of unwanted traffic that is

sent by hosts subscribed or belonging to the entity. A 100% accuracy implies that

there are no false positives. Efficiency means that malicious senders are spotted

quickly and that the share of false negatives is as low as it can be. Robustness means

that the system will continue performing its task accurately and efficiently under

any feasible attack strategies of internal misleading entities that do not conform to

the unwanted traffic monitoring and reporting process in the system.

Concretely, we evaluate the global trust of each involved system entity in order

to figure out if the traffic from it should be controlled for a receiver. The system

entity can be a host, a corporate network, or an NSP. The evaluation is based on

both unwanted traffic detection reports sent from the hosts and traffic monitoring

and checking at NSPs. The system controls unwanted traffic with a combination of

distributed and centralized functions. The host itself is capable of blocking traffic

targeting on it based on local traffic and behavior analysis. We define that a

counterapproach to unwanted traffic is defensive if it focuses on protecting hosts

and networks from unwanted traffic intrusion using traffic and content analysis and

blocking it based on local knowledge. The approach is offensive if it seeks to make

the business of unwanted traffic less successful and profitable, for example, by

punishing misleading or indifferent behaviors and encouraging good behaviors. Our

proposed system filters unwanted traffic at each host in a defensive way and

automatically controls traffic from a distrusted source in an offensive manner

through trust management. In order to overcome potential attacks, we apply both

the global trust and detection trust to validate the reports from the hosts and SPs and

make use of reporting correlation to provide personalized UTC. Our design aims to
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provide a generic solution for various types of unwanted traffic over the networks,

which is efficient in controlling unwanted traffic based on personal preferences and

robust against various system attacks.

We successfully applied the scheme to control SMS spam and unwanted contents

in pervasive social networking (PSN) and implemented it under the infrastructure of

software-defined networking (SDN). System implementation and evaluation

showed that the scheme is effective with regard to accuracy and efficiency for

intrusion detection and unwanted traffic control. It is also robust against a number

of internal misleading system attacks, such as hide evidence attack, bad-mouthing

attack, and on-off attack, playing in conjunction with traffic intrusions. Meanwhile,

the scheme can provide personalized unwanted traffic control based on unwanted

traffic detection behaviors. In addition, the system acceptance by the network

entities (NSPs and hosts) is further investigated based on game theory.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 4.2 gives a brief overview

of related work. Section 4.3 introduces the system and threat models and our design

goals. Then we describe the implementation and performance evaluation of apply-

ing TruCon to detect and control SMS spam in Sect. 4.4. Section 4.5 demonstrates

implementation and performance analysis of TruCon in the context of PSN,

followed by the implementation of TruCon based on SDN infrastructure in

Sect. 4.6. Finally, conclusion is summarized in the last section.

4.2 Related Work Overview

4.2.1 Unwanted Traffic Detection Technology

A number of anti-spam techniques and applications have been proposed in the

literature. Examples of existing solutions are whitelists/blacklists, header/content

checks and rule-based filtering (e.g., SpamAssassin [15]), Bayesian analysis (e.g.,

SpamBayes [16]), sender authentication (e.g., Sender Policy Framework [17],

Yahoo DomainKeys [18], etc.), challenge/response, Blackhole listing (e.g.,

SORBS, Kelkea MAPS), and distributed checksums (e.g., [19]). A problem of

whitelists and blacklists is that they leave a sizable set of senders in the middle of

the spectrum that are not classified. We also note that spam filters, intrusion

detection systems, and firewalls are defensive tools, by defending against malware

and intrusion attacks. They are good at collecting the evidence of suspect behaviors.

An offensive tool would set the goal of winning the war against the shady and

criminal ecosystem by making it or at least as many of its businesses as possible

unprofitable. Firewalls may reside in routers and separate boxes and on hosts. A

network-based firewall for battery-powered mobile devices can be efficient, while

on the device a firewall is not practical; attacks or unwanted traffic could deplete the

battery. Thus, a network-based offensive solution is preferred for the mobile

Internet.
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Meanwhile, a personalized solution for UTC is expected in practice. Obviously,

whether the traffic is perceived as unwanted is subjective. Some traffic, classified as

unwanted by a host, could be expected by others. A network-based or cloud-based

solution controlled by a policy dynamically personalized for different individual

hosts looks like an attractive option. The reports of various detection tools executed

at a host can play as valuable inputs to the personalized control of unwanted traffic.

4.2.2 Unwanted Traffic Control Through Trust Management

Trust management has been applied to control unwanted traffic. It concerns eval-

uating, establishing, controlling, enhancing, and ensuring trust [20, 21]. In terms of

UTC, trust management aims to control or filter traffic automatically based on the

trust relationship between a traffic source and its receiver. A number of solutions

were proposed to control unwanted traffic via trust and reputation mechanisms.

Most of them target on email spam.

Most existing spam control solutions cannot provide personalized traffic control

and overcome internal misleading attacks on the proposed system. A distributed

architecture and protocol for establishing and maintaining trust between mail

servers was proposed in [1]. The architecture is a closed-loop control system that

can be used to adaptively improve spam filtering by automatically using trust

information to tune the threshold of such filters. A layered trust management

framework was proposed in order to help email receivers eliminate their unwitting

trust and provide them with accountability support [5]. In Zhang et al. [6], the

IPGroupRep clusters the senders into different groups based on their IP addresses

and computes the reputation value of each group according to the feedback of email

receivers. The reputation value can be used to indicate whether an incoming

message is spam or not. However, the above solutions cannot provide personalized

control and overcome attacks raised by malicious feedback.

Other spam control solutions adopt a different system structure or mechanisms

from our solution, although some features are similar to ours. MailTrust filters out

dishonest feedbacks to obtain an accurate trust value of each mail server [8]. The

credibility-based reputation generation is similar to the detection trust in our

solution. But MailTrust is a distributed reputation system, while ours is based on

GTO, but also defends against distributed intrusions. A predictive approach based

on static statistical analysis on the behavior of email senders was proposed in Tang

et al. [3]. But this solution cannot be applied into an UTC system at runtime, like

ours. It is not efficient to control fast spreading botnets. A multilevel reputation-

based greylisting solution was proposed to improve the efficiency of traditional

greylisting anti-spam methods by significantly reducing the transfer delay of

messages caused by the additional greylisting level [2]. Comparing with the

above work, the trust evaluation in our solution is not only based on the detection

reports from hosts, the traffic, and behavior analysis at hosts but also the monitored
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behavior of unwanted traffic sources at NSP. Particularly, the control can be

personalized according to the correlation of past detection reporting behaviors.

Highly related to our work, a reporter-based reputation system for spam filtering

was proposed to filter spam [4]. The system uses the reports of highly reputable

reporters for spam removal, while in our solution the traffic control is fine-grained

by counting all collected reports with the detection trust as a discount and in a

personalized manner. This work did not evaluate the system performance under

various attacks, such as bad-mouthing attack. It did not discuss its applicability on

other types of unwanted traffic. Further study and analysis are needed to make a

generic solution that is applicable and effective to control various types of

unwanted traffic and robust against system attacks.

A number of solutions attempted to overcome web page spam [7, 11–14], VoIP

spam calls (SPIT [10]), and spam of instant messaging (SPIM [9]). These solutions

are only applicable for a specific type of spam, not generic and suitable for

controlling other types. But these methods can play as specific detection tools for

detecting different types of unwanted traffic in our proposed solution. Literature

still lacks a generic solution, which is efficient, accurate, and robust to control

various unwanted traffic in a personalized manner.

4.2.3 SMS Spam Control

There are mainly two types of techniques currently applied to filter SMS spam:

black- and whitelist and text classification [22]. Black- and whitelist allows mobile

users to make a blacklist and a whitelist that contain the phone numbers or

keywords used by an SMS spam filtering system. Thereby, every SMS coming

from those phone numbers or containing the keywords in the blacklist will be put

into a spam folder. One way in this approach is to filter SMS spam by comparing the

words in SMS messages with the keywords saved in the blacklist. This technique

has been practically deployed in mobile phones, e.g., an SMS Spam Manager

running in Nokia Symbian phones and a Spam SMS Blocker running in Android

phones. However, this technique does not perform very well in many situations

because it depends on the keywords listed in the blacklist. Obviously, accuracy of

SMS spam filtering and control is an issue. Some useful SMS messages could be

filtered, and some real SMS spam cannot be controlled if the corresponding

keywords are not listed in the blacklist. On the other hand, text classification

distinguishes SMS spam from other messages based on message content. It can

be applied at a mobile cellular operator to block SMS spam or on a smartphone to

filter SMS spam. Text classification relies on the patterns of SMS spam. Some

examples of patterns are word occurrences, length, and frequency of words in

messages. Text classification uses pattern recognition algorithms such as naı̈ve

Bayes, support vector machine (SVM), artificial neural network (ANN), decision

tree, k-nearest neighbor (kNN), and hidden Markov model (HMM) for SMS spam

filtering. Deng and Peng proposed a method to filter Chinese SMS spam with a
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naı̈ve Bayesian classification algorithm by introducing such attributes as the length

of the SMS and rules found by statistics into an attribute set [23].

Although there are a number of existing anti-SMS-spam solutions as described

above, they may not be very effective in practice. This is due to the nature of SMS

messages. For example, the SMS messages have significantly less characters than

emails. A standard SMSmessage can only contain 160 characters. So people tend to

use nonstandard words in their messages, such as “how r u (how are you)” and “asap

(as soon as possible),” which make it difficult for the abovementioned methods

based on words or semantic contents of messages to accurately filter SMS spam.

However, a trust management-based solution, such as TruCon, can overcome such

a shortcoming because user-subjective feedback plays an essential role in the trust

evaluation on SMS sources. In addition, the anti-SMS-spam toolkit installed in the

mobile devices (as described above) can greatly help TruCon automatically gener-

ate detection reports.

4.2.4 Pervasive Social Networking and Its Unwanted Content
Control

In both academia and industry, social activities supported by MANET were widely

explored. Stanford MobiSocial Group developed Junction, a mobile ad hoc and

multiparty platform for MANET applications [24]. ETHz Systems Group devel-

oped a pervasive social communication platform, named AdSocial [25]. In a

floating content system, contents are only shared within an anchor zone in a best-

effort manner [26]. In industry, quite a number of companies, such as Microsoft,

Nokia, and Intel, conducted research in the area of PSN. For example, Microsoft

Research Asia developed EZSetup system in order to let a mobile user find services

provided by his/her neighbors [27]. The Nokia Instant Community offered an

instant social networking platform to allow people in vicinity to communicate,

get to know, and share information with each other [28]. Intel Berkeley Lab ran a

project named Familiar Stranger based on mobile devices to extend social experi-

ences with strangers that we regularly observe but do not interact with in public

places [29]. However, the issue on unwanted traffic control was not considered in

these systems.

Most existing research focused on the security issues in the network layer of

PSN, but seldom paid attention to the unwanted content control issue in its

application layer. Many solutions have been proposed to secure MANET, which

mainly aim to ensure the security in MANET link layer (e.g., secure MAC protocols

such as IEEE 802.11 series) and network layer, such as secure ad hoc routing

protocols and packet forwarding solutions [30, 31]. Trust evaluation and manage-

ment were also applied to ensure MANET security as a supplement to crypto-

graphic measures for malicious node detection, information quality assessment, and

node authentication [32].
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4.3 TruCon: Unwanted Traffic Detection and Control
Based on Trust Management

4.3.1 System Model, Assumptions, and Design Goals

4.3.1.1 System Model and Assumptions

We consider a trust management system for UTC in the networks, as illustrated in

Fig. 4.1: The host tracks its own behaviors on unwanted traffic handling, monitors

inbound traffic to detect potential intrusions, analyzes the collected data, detects

different kinds of unwanted traffic, and reports the detection results to its NSP; the

NSP monitors the traffic sourced from a local host or another NSP, if triggered by

GTO or when the aggregated detection result is positive, collects detection

reports, and cooperates with GTO to conduct UTC; the GTO, which is an

authorized trusted party, collects trust evidence from NSPs to do trust evaluation,

judge unwanted traffic sources (UTSs), and instruct personalized UTC by

cooperating with NSPs.

Our research holds a number of assumptions based on our previous work

(Routing Edge-to-Edge and Through Ethernets [33]).

Identity assumption. A source of unwanted traffic and its receiver in most cases can

be identified with the accuracy of an IP address of the host or a network address

translation (NAT) outbound IP address when a NAT hides the source host. The

identity of the sender’s NSP can be extracted from any of these addresses. Mean-

while, each traffic flow (i.e., a sequence of packets from a source to a destination)

can be identified based on its hash code.

Tracking assumption. Normally, the UTS can be tracked by analyzing traffic logs

and applying a traffic identification solution.

Fig. 4.1 A system model
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GTO assumption. A GTO behaves as an authorized trusted party to collect trust

evidence and conduct global trust evaluation on different system entities. We

assume that a secure and dependable communication channel is applied in the

system for unwanted traffic reporting and controlling. Multiple GTOs could exist

in the system, each supporting their own alliance of NSPs. The GTOs can collab-

orate together to exchange trust information and instruct UTC by applying a

trustworthy collaboration protocol [34]. In this chapter, we treat all GTOs as one

authorized trusted party and simplify it as one GTO in our presentation.

Traffic assumption. We assume that the unwanted traffic is sourced from a host and

targets other hosts via other entities (e.g., NSPs) in the network.

4.3.1.2 Challenges in Identification in the Internet

When traffic over the Internet is carried using TCP, source identification is based on

source address. Unfortunately, that address can be dynamically allocated, and the

same address in the next session can actually belong to another host. The same is

true for NAT outbound addresses. Prior to TCP session establishment or when UDP

is used, it is often possible to spoof the source address.

In a line of work [33, 45], we propose cooperative firewalls as the edge nodes or

the gateways through which all hosts would be connected to the Internet. These

edge nodes would impose some rules of communication over the Internet, such as

the following: (a) each host would have a stable host name that would be used for

trust management as well as negotiation of the conditions for flow admission; (b) all

flows would be admitted based on receiver and sender policies defined by the user;

and (c) hosts have either just a private address or a globally unique address, and the

interoperation is provided either by the cooperative firewalls or a realm gateway

that makes servers in private addresses reachable to legacy Internet hosts.

The cooperative firewalls of a network share evidence of misbehavior and can

make use of trust information (grey- and blacklists of entities) created by the GTO.

Due to suitable policies, they can block spoofing and either block or slow down

denial of service flows. Normally, we assume that the cooperative firewall is a

network-based device, so it will apply its policy prior to the traffic that reaches the

air interface of a wireless host saving the host’s battery as well as the air interface

capacity.

4.3.1.3 Threat Models

Three external unwanted traffic intrusion models commonly appear in the network:

• Botnet infection: a number of hosts are infected by unwanted traffic in the

Internet; thus, they further send unwanted traffic to other hosts.
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• DDoS via reflectors [35]: unwanted traffic could intrude a victim host from a

number of attacked innocent hosts (reflectors). The unwanted traffic from

different reflectors could be the same or different.

• DDoS attack using spoofed source IP addresses: for this type of attack, tracking
the UTS is hard in today’s network.

Moreover, internal misleading hosts and NSPs could also attack the trust man-

agement system as described below:

• Internal misleading attacks by a host: a misleading or indifferent host may report

the unwanted traffic by applying a pattern, e.g., (1) hide evidence attack (indif-

ferent hosts hide detection evidence and do not report to their NSP), (2) -

bad-mouthing attack (misleading hosts intentionally frame a good traffic as

unwanted), (3) on-off bad-mouthing attack (misleading hosts behave well or

frame a good traffic alternatively, hoping that they can remain undetected while

causing damage), and (4) on-off hide evidence and bad-mouthing attack (mis-

leading hosts behave well or hide evidence/frame good traffic alternatively).

• Internal misleading attacks by an NSP: a NSP could maliciously perform an

attack on the designed system. It behaves well to get a high trust value and then

turns its resources against the system. The misleading NSP could perform a hide

evidence attack by blocking all detection reports of its hosts or a bad-mouthing

attack by framing a good traffic source.

4.3.1.4 Design Goals

We recognize the key desirable properties of the trust management system for UTC

as below:

• Timely/efficient and accurate defense against unwanted traffic intrusion at hosts.

• Efficient recognition of UTSs during traffic intrusions, such as botnet intrusion

and DDoS intrusion.

• Automatic maintenance of trust for each system entity.

• Robustness against attacks raised by misleading hosts and NSPs.

• Personalized control of unwanted traffic.

4.3.2 Notations

We propose a number of algorithms to implement UTC. For ease of reference,

Table 4.1 summarizes the notations used in this section.
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Table 4.1 Notions

Symbol Description

f(x) The Sigmoid function f xð Þ ¼ 1
1þ e�x; used to normalize a value into (0, 1)

Uk The system entity, it can be either an NSP or a host

trink (t) The inbound traffic flow of host Uk at time t

φk The ith content received by host Uk

eki The ith content received by host c

rit The receiving time of eki at Uk

dit The discarding time of eki at Uk

τi The unwanted traffic indicator contributed by the process behaviors of unwanted

traffic of a host regarding the ith content

T The time window used to normalize the unwanted traffic process time

vik(t) The probability of eki being an unwanted content indicated by Uk at time t, the
unwanted traffic intrusion indicator

ski (t) The unwanted traffic detection result at time t by Uk about e
k
i

Si(t) The unwanted traffic detection result at time t about eki
sim_inki The similarity of inbound traffic correlated to eki
sim_ink The similarity of Uk inbound traffic by considering all similar traffic received by Uk

θ(I ) The Rayleigh cumulative distribution function θ Ið Þ ¼ 1� exp �I2

2σ2

� �n o
to model the

impact of an integer number I, σ ¼ 100 in our simulation

trok(t) The outbound traffic flow of Uk at time t

uttk The global trust of Uk at time t

thr The threshold of the host to report to NSP

thr0 The threshold to trigger traffic monitoring at local NSP

thr1 The threshold of NSP to report to GTO

φk
sp

The unwanted traffic indicator contributed by the NSP traffic monitoring on Uk

sim_outki The similarity of outbound traffic of Uk correlated to eki
sim_outk The traffic similarity of Uk by considering all similar traffic sent by Uk

spnk(t) The unwanted traffic detection value about host Uk provided by the nth NSP SPn at

time t

rt t
k
0 The contribution of reports from the hosts to the evaluation of U

k
0 ’s global trust at

time t

mt t
k
0 The contribution of reports from the NSPs to the evaluation of U

k
0 ’s global trust at

time t

dttk The detection trust value of Uk at time t

y The detection performance indicator

δ The parameter to control the adjustment of dttk
γ The warning flag to record the number of bad detections

μ The parameter to control bad detection punishment

thr2 The threshold to put an entity into the greylist at GTO

thr3 The threshold to determine on-off or conflict behavior attack

thr4 The threshold to determine dishonest NSP

f ii
0

k
0 The filtering indicator for U

k
0 regarding traffic i0 from a host in the greylist
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4.3.3 The Proposed Scheme

UTC is implemented in the proposed scheme on the basis of the unwanted traffic

detection at hosts, which triggers traffic monitoring at NSPs. According to trust

evaluation at GTO based on collected detection reports from hosts and monitoring

reports from NSPs, GTO authorizes NSPs to perform traffic filtering and control for

specific hosts. The proposed scheme is a user-driven method. In European Union

and based on its privacy law, NSP cannot act concrete monitoring on some host’s
traffic without sufficient evidence. NSP can also perform traffic monitoring and

later on traffic control if needed, but the cost could be high and this approach wastes

a lot of resources. Due to the above reasons, we propose initiating unwanted traffic

detection from hosts.

4.3.3.1 Unwanted Traffic Detection at Host

Local traffic monitoring. The purpose of monitoring the inbound traffic of a host

Uk k ¼ 1, . . . , Kð Þ is to detect if the host has been intruded. The increase of

inbound traffic of a node indicates the possibility of being intruded. An unwanted

traffic indicator φk contributed by the local traffic monitoring can be described as

below by using the sigmoid function to normalize the traffic deviation into the

interval of (0, 1):

φk ¼ 1� 2f dt tr
in
k tð Þ� �� ��� �� ð4:1Þ

The bigger φk is, the more probably Uk is intruded.

The subjective implication of receiving traffic. The behaviors of a node in

processing the received traffic imply its wants or dislikes. This information can

be applied to indicate whether the traffic is wanted subjective to personal needs. If

the receiving time of a content eki is r
i
t and its discarding time (e.g., the time to move

it to a spam folder or specify it as unwanted) is dit, the interval between rit and dit
implies user need. The unwanted traffic indicator τi contributed by the node content
processing behavior can be described as

τi ¼ 1� d i
t � r it

.
T, when d i

t � r it < T; ð4:2Þ

where T is the time window used to normalize the content process time. The bigger

τi is the more possible eki is unwanted by Uk. Note that if d
i
t � r it � T, τi will not be

counted.

Similarity check. In most network intrusions, similar contents could be sent many

times to the same hosts. Therefore, we further check the similarity of contents

received by Uk if φk � thr1. For similar sized contents,
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Ek ¼ eki
� �

i ¼ 1, . . . , If gby Ukwithin a time window (w ¼ t� T=2, tþ T=2�
h

), we

calculate their similarity as

sim in k
i ¼ θ Ið Þ	

I
� I

XI

i
0 6¼i

1� eki
�� � ek

i
0

���� �
; ð4:3Þ

where eki
�� � ek

i
0

��� is the difference between eki and eki0 . It can be calculated based on a
semantic relevance measure [36]. Obviously, Uk could receive multiple sets of

similar traffic intrusion. The similarity of Uk inbound traffic by considering all

similar contents is

sim ink ¼ 1

M
0

X
M

0

θ Ið Þ	
I
� I

XI

i
0 6¼i

1� eki
�� � ek

i
0

���� �2
4

3
5

0
@

1
A; ð4:4Þ

where M0 is the number of the sets of similar contents. We note that the bigger the

number of similar contents I in a set I, the more possible it is that the similar content

is unwanted. Thus, in Formulae (4.3) and (4.4), we consider the influence of integer

I using the Rayleigh cumulative distribution function θ(I).

Unwanted traffic reporting. A host could complain about unwanted traffic to its

local NSP. The complaint is based on the host behavior in the content process and

local traffic auto-monitoring, as well as traffic similarity check. Thereby, we

describe the unwanted traffic detection value vik(t) at time t by Uk about traffic e
k
i as:

v ik tð Þ ¼ sim ink � φk � τi: ð4:5Þ

The detection reports are aggregated at NSP in order to decide whether traffic

monitoring and check at NSP is needed for a local traffic source. Aggregation is

also conducted at GTO for a remote traffic source in order to decide whether traffic

monitoring and check at its NSP is needed. The aggregation is based on Formula

(4.6) by applying the global trust and detection trust of the host as the credibility of

its complaint:

si tð Þ ¼
Σkv ik tð Þ � ut tk � dt tk

.
Σkut

t
k
� dt t

k

: ð4:6Þ

An unwanted traffic detection report containing vik(t) is automatically sent to the

local NSP of the host if v ik tð Þ � thr.
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4.3.3.2 Traffic Monitoring and Controlling at NSP

The purpose of monitoring a hostUks’ traffic at its local NSP is to find the sources of

unwanted traffic with such credibility that the NSP can either take administrative

action or impose contractual penalties on the sources. This traffic monitoring is

triggered by a condition si tð Þ � thr0 in order to save the running cost of the NSP.

Particularly, it can detect an infected host that has become a source of unwanted

traffic due to infection.Uk can be any entity that links to the NSP; thus, its traffic can

be monitored by the NSP. It is efficient for the NSP to monitor its own subscribers

because it sees all traffic sourced from them, while other NSP subscribers are

numerous and the NSP can only see a fraction of their traffic. Therefore, for

scalability, monitoring of other NSP subscribers should be very selective. Similar

to Formula (4.1), an unwanted traffic indicator contributed by the NSP traffic

monitoring on the outbound traffic of Uk is

φ k
sp tð Þ ¼ 1� 2f dt tr

o
k tð Þ� �� ��� ��: ð4:7Þ

Similar to Formula (4.4), the similarity of multiple M different unwanted

contents sent from Uk can be designed as

sim outk ¼ 1

M

X
M

θ Ið Þ	
I
� I

XI

i
0 6¼i

1� eki
�� � ek

i
0

���� �2
4

3
5: ð4:8Þ

We calculate the unwanted traffic detection value about Uk provided by the nth
NSP at time t according to Formula (4.9) by monitoring the increase of outbound

traffic and checking content similarity:

sp n
k tð Þ ¼ φ k

sp tð Þ � sim outk: ð4:9Þ

NSP reports spnk(t) to GTO if sp n
k ðtÞ � thr1.

4.3.3.3 Detection Trust: The Credibility of Detection

The credibility of detection reporting should be analyzed against misleading behav-

iors of reporters because of many reasons. For example, the complainer may be

intruded; the host or NSP intentionally frames other hosts; the detection tools

installed in the host are broken; the detection tools are poor and the detection is

not qualified. Therefore, we apply the detection trust to indicate the quality of the

reports since we can’t ensure that the unwanted traffic detection is trustworthy. The
detection trust is generated at GTO. If the detection reported by Uk doesn’t match

the final evaluation result, y ¼ � 1, and γ þþ; if the detection matches the fact,

y ¼ 1, and γ; if not changed. If no traffic detection report is provided, y ¼ 0 and γ is
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not changed. Good detection performance will cause an increase of dttk; otherwise,
dttk will be decreased. The detection trust dttk of Uk at time t is

dt tk ¼
dt tk þ δy γ < thr3ð Þ

dt tk þ δy� μγ γ � thr3ð Þ



¼ 1 dt tk > 1
� �

0 dt tk < 0
� �


ð4:10Þ

where δ > 0 is a parameter to control the change of dttk. In order to detect on-off and
conflict behavior of attackers [37], we further introduce a warning flag g to record

the number of bad detections. The initial value of g is 0. It is increased by 1 each

time when a bad detection happens. Parameter thr3 is a threshold to indicate the

on-off and conflict behavior attacks, and μ > 0 is a parameter to control bad

detection punishment. In [37], we have proved that this design is effective in trust

evaluation against a number of internal misleading behaviors [38].

4.3.3.4 Trust Evaluation at GTO

The GTO evaluates the trust of each entity based on the collected reports

from the hosts and NSPs in order to find the sources of unwanted traffic. Obviously,

Uk k ¼ 1, . . . , K1ð Þ could report many times at different time t. Considering the

time influence and potential on-off and ballot stuffing attacks, we pay more

attention to the recent reports [37].

We use e
� t� tp
�� ��2.τ

to decay vik(t), while tp is the trust evaluation time, and τ is
a parameter to control the time decaying. We aggregate the reports vik(t) from K1
hosts who blamed Uk by considering both the global trust and detection trust, as

well as time decaying as below:

rt
tp

k
0 ¼

XK1
K¼1

dt
tp
k � ut

tp
k � v ik tð Þ � e

� t� tp
�� ��2.τ.XK1

K¼1

dt
tp
k � ut

tp
k � e

� t� tp
�� ��2.τ

:

ð4:11Þ

We further aggregate the reports from NSPs to calculate their contributions on

the global trust evaluation of Uk. Since NSP reporting will trigger the trust evalu-

ation at the GTO, we do not apply time decaying in Formula (4.12):

mt
tp

k
0 ¼

XN
n¼1

dttpn � uttpn � spn
k
0 tp
� �

=
XN
n¼1

dttpn � uttpn : ð4:12Þ

The global trust value of the blamed entity k0 can be calculated by deducting the

original ut
tp

k
0 withmt

tp

k
0 and rt

tp

k
0 . Meanwhile, we also consider the number of reporters

by modeling its influence with the Rayleigh cumulative distribution function. Thus,

the formula to update ut
tp

k
0 is designed as Formula (4.13):
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ut
tp

k
0 ¼ ut

tp

k
0 � θ K1ð Þ � rt

tp

k
0 � θ Nð Þ � mt

tp

k
0 : ð4:13Þ

4.3.3.5 Personalized Unwanted Traffic Filtering

The UTC can be personalized based on the correlation of detection reports. The

previous reporting behavior of a host implies its preference on received contents. In

order to decide whether to control a traffic flow i0 sourced from an entity in greylist

for Uk, we consider the previous reporting correlation between U
k
0 and

Uk k ¼ 1, . . . , K1ð Þ who reported i0 as unwanted. We set a personalized filtering

indicator f ii
0

k
0 for Uk as below for i0 according to the previous detection reports

provided by both U
k
0 and Uk:

f ii
0

k
0 ¼

XK1

k¼1vi
0

k tð Þ
,

K1
� K1

XK1
k¼1

1� 1=I
0XI0
i¼1

v ik tð Þ � v i
k
0 tð Þ

��� ���
0
@

1
A ð4:14Þ

where I0 is the total number of traffic flows reported by both U
k
0 and Uk. v

i
k tð Þ �

v i
k
0 tð Þ denotes the deviation of the detection reports between Uk and Uk

0 . Algorithm

4 is used to provide personalized UTC.

This personalized filtering mechanism is a countermeasure against the system

vulnerability caused by misleading reporting behaviors that could make extra

intrusions and unexpected filtering. For example, a misleading host u could report

differently from other hosts; thus, the unwanted traffic reported by these hosts may

not be filtered for u due to the diverse behaviors. On the other hand, a good traffic

flow reported as unwanted by other misleading hosts (collaborative bad-mouthing

users) could not be filtered for u. Thus, applying this mechanism can encourage

good reporting behaviors and fight against collaborative bad-mouthing attack. The

proposed scheme can require a user’s awareness of the nature of traffic to its host

especially if they are required to delete it/report it as described in the traffic process

step. Thus, it is possible that users can distinguish between “unknown and harmful

traffic,” “unknown but not harmful traffic,” “unwanted and irrelevant traffic,”

“unwanted but relevant traffic,” etc.

4.3.4 Game Theoretical Analysis on TruCon’s Social
Acceptance

The acceptance of TruCon by NSPs and hosts is crucial to its practical deployment

and final success. In this section, we investigate the acceptance conditions of the

TruCon system using game theory [43].
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As mentioned earlier, TruCon system conducts unwanted traffic control based

on the cooperation of NSPs and hosts. But there exists a social dilemma that a cost

suffered by cooperative entities that adopt TruCon would generate a benefit shared

by all, so entities involved would prefer to take a free ride (i.e., not adopt TruCon)

as long as their utilities could be maximized. But this selfish behavior will make

everyone worse off and finally degrade the performance of the TruCon system. To

mitigate the dilemma, we propose a public goods-based TruCon game in

network N, with the quality of the network environment treated as public goods.

Since there exist two types of cooperation relationships in the TruCon system, we

discuss respectively the game among the hosts and among the NSPs by considering

their cooperation with GTO.

Games among hosts. A cooperative host sends effective reports, while

uncooperative host sends no report or false reports or hides detection reports,

degrading the performance of our TruCon system. We design a detection trust-

based punishment mechanism to encourage hosts to behave in a cooperative

manner. Concretely, we introduce a compromised device cleaning fee which is

charged according to its detection trust value and should be included into the

network access expense. When the detection trust value drops, the cleaning fee

rises, providing the hosts incentive to cooperate.

Games among NSPs. NSPs are operating for profits and their strategies are directly

correlated to the utilities they could obtain. Hosts, no matter cooperative or

uncooperative, are all subscribers that can bring income to NSPs. If a NSP can

still benefit when its subscribers are not cooperative, selfish/uncooperative NSPs

would prefer not to punish them in order to prevent the loss of them and win the

selection of potential customers who could switch from other NSPs. In contrast, a

cooperative NSP suffers a potential loss of subscribed hosts (uncooperative ones).

Thus, under such a condition, uncooperative NSPs can take a free ride of the

contribution of cooperative NSPs. However, if all NSPs refuse to contribute, the

TruCon system will be invalid, and the whole network will suffer from unwanted

traffic sent from malicious, selfish, and compromised entities. According to our

TruCon scheme, if a NSP cooperates, its detection trust value increases. Thus, we

employ a detection trust-based punishment mechanism to provide motivation for

NSPs to act cooperatively. Concretely, the traffic transit fee of NSP i decreases
when its detection trust increases. With this punishment mechanism, NSP’s moti-

vation of being uncooperative will be greatly restrained.

We also strongly suggest NSPs developing cooperation with anti-spam vendors.

Namely, we recommend that NSPs offer free antivirus toolkits to their subscribers

to encourage their hosts to be cooperative. In this way, NSPs can earn good

reputation due to qualified services and thus gain customers (hosts) and profits.

Moreover, since transit charge should follow the rules of a country or a region, it

could be difficult to apply the above punishment mechanisms in practice in a

worldwide setting. Thus, in this case, the cooperation of NSPs with anti-spam

vendors becomes crucial for applying TruCon in practice.
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Naturally, it is also possible that the regulator imposes incident reporting

obligations to certain types of customer networks as well as NSPs.

4.4 TruSMS: SMS Spam Detection and Control
with TruCon

4.4.1 System Implementation

We implemented TruCon for the purpose of controlling SMS spam and evaluating

its performance in the context of mobile networks [42]. We adopted Android

phones as mobile devices that can send or receive SMS spam. Samsung S5690

and ZTE U985 were selected in our prototype. NSPs and GTO each were

implemented as a server in desktop computers that communicate with mobile

phones via mobile Internet through a WiFi connection. NSP and GTO servers

were implemented in Windows 7 Professional operating systems. The prototype

system was developed using Java language. The system applies SQLite as an

example database, which is lightweight and both energy and memory efficient,

thus suitable for applying to embedded devices, such as mobile phones.

4.4.2 Performance Evaluation

4.4.2.1 Evaluation Settings

In our prototype system, we have a total of K ¼ 1800 devices subscribed to the

same NSP. This is achieved by using a virtual machine technology. We set the

initial global trust value of each system entity as 1 and the initial detection trust

value of each entity as 0.5. We selected SMS spam distribution speed as 1 piece/

100 ms, 1 piece/200 ms, 1 piece/300 ms, or 1 piece/400 ms. Normal SMS and SMS

spam are extracted from the device database. For each SMS spam from a device, we

apply the same SMS spam content for distribution.

We adopt commonly used metrics in information retrieval, recall (R) precision
(P) and F measure (F) to describe the performance of TruCon. The bigger the

F value, the better the detection result. F. Measure equals to 1 indicates all spam

sources are detected. We denote the number of entities that are the sources of

unwanted SMS messages (SUM) and are indeed detected as SUM as x; the number

of entities that are not SUM but are thought as SUM as y; the number of entities that

are SUM but are not detected as SUM as z. With these data we do a precision-recall

evaluation. We define
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R ¼ x=xþzð Þ ð4:15Þ
P ¼ x=xþ yð Þ ð4:16Þ

F ¼ 2PR
	

PþRð Þ; ð4:17Þ

where R,P,F 2 0; 1½ �. R indicates the performance of false-negative detection (i.e.,

SMS spam goes unnoticed). P indicates the performance of false-positive detection

(i.e., the blaming of innocent devices). Good system performance requests both

high recall R and high precision P. Thus, we make use of the F measure to indicate

system performance. Obviously, a high P value is desirable for good performance

of the system.

4.4.2.2 Accuracy and Efficiency of SMS Spam Detection

We tested the accuracy of our system under the situation that there are 60, 70,

80, or 90 SMS spam sources (i.e., up to 5% spam sources in the system) and all

the rest of the devices are good ones that report detection results in an honest and

timely way. We generate spam in the spam source device and send it to all the rest

of the hosts. In this test, we set SMS spam dissemination with different speeds

(i.e., 1 piece per 100, 200, 300, or 400 ms). Applying 1 piece/100 ms speed option

means that the SMS spam source sends ten SMS spam messages in 1 s. The

evaluation result in Fig. 4.2 shows that our implemented system can detect all

Fig. 4.2 Accuracy of SMS spam source detection with different SMS spam dissemination speeds:

(a) 1 piece/100 ms; (b) 1 piece/200 ms, (c)1 piece/300 ms, and (d) 1 piece/400 ms
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SMS spam sources accurately within 300 s in different spam distribution speeds.

We observe that the lesser the number of spam sources, the faster the detection. In

addition, the faster the spam dissemination speed, the quicker the detection. This

result is easy to understand since the system can collect sufficient evidence for

spam detection within a shorter period of time if the spam dissemination is faster.

Efficiency is an important system quality attribute. It can be measured by the

detection speed, i.e., how fast the system can detect the sources of SMS spam. The

F measure can also be used to test the efficiency in the following attack model:

every time 10% (20, 30, and 40%) SMS spam destination devices are infected and

super-distribute the same SMS spam to all the good devices, and this procedure

continues until the system detects all SMS spam sources. We set spam dissemina-

tion speed option as “1 piece/100 ms” in this experiment. The result in Fig. 4.3

shows that our system can efficiently detect the SMS spam sources (F reaches

1 within 23 time periods, i.e., 1150 s), even when 40% destination hosts are

infected when the original SMS spam sources occupy no more than 5% of the

system devices.

Fig. 4.3 Accuracy and efficiency of SMS spam source detection with different infection rates: (a)
10%, (b) 20%, (c) 30%, and (d) 40%
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4.4.2.3 Robustness of SMS Spam Control

We tested the robustness of our system under the following four internal misleading

system attacks: hide evidence attack, bad-mouthing attack, on-off bad-mouthing

attack, and on-off hide evidence or bad-mouthing attack. In this experiment, there

are L ¼ 60, 70, 80, or 90 (i.e., up to 5% of the total) original independent SMS

spam sources and a number of misleading devices (up to 40% of the total) that do

not report detection results in a good way:

(a) Hide evidence attack: misleading devices hide detection evidence by not

reporting to their NSP. We respectively set 10, 20, 30, and 40% of the total

devices as misleading ones and tested system performance with spam dissem-

ination speed of “1 piece /400 ms.” The results in Fig. 4.4 show that our system

performs well against the hide evidence attack. The F measure can generally

reach one within 410 s in the situation that the SMS spam sources occupy no

more than 5% of the system devices.

(b) Bad-mouthing attack: misleading devices intentionally frame a good SMS as

unwanted or unwanted SMS as a good one. We tested the situation that 10, 20,

30, and 40% of the total devices are misleading ones. In this test, there are ten

good SMS sources and L ¼ 60, 70, 80, 90ð Þ SMS spam sources. Figure 4.5

shows the experimental results with spam dissemination speed of

Fig. 4.4 Robustness of SMS spam source detection with hide evidence attack at a dissemination

speed of 1 piece/400 ms: (a) 10% hide evidence devices, (b) 20% hide evidence devices, (c) 30%
hide evidence devices, and (d) 40% hide evidence devices
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1 piece/400 ms. The result shows that our system performs well against the

bad-mouthing attack. The F measure can generally reach one within 440 s in

the situation that the SMS spam sources occupy no more than 5% of the

system devices.

(c) On-off bad-mouthing attack: misleading devices behave well or frame a good

traffic alternatively, hoping that they can remain undetected while causing

damage. We simulate some good traffic in the system and test the situations

that the proportion of on-off bad-mouthing devices is 10, 20, 30, and 40% of

the total, respectively. In this test, there are ten good SMS sources and L
¼ 60, 70, 80, 90ð Þ SMS spam sources. The experimental results in Fig. 4.6

show that our system performs well against the on-off bad-mouthing attack.

The F measure can generally reach 1 within 420 s with spam dissemination

speed of “1 piece/400 ms” in the situation that the SMS spam sources occupy

no more than 5% of the system hosts. Comparing these results to those in

Fig. 4.8, we find that TruCon performs better under on-off bad-mouthing

attack than pure bad-mouthing attack. This is because it can collect sufficient

good evidence for spam detection in a shorter period in the first situation than

in the second situation.

(d) On-off hide evidence or bad-mouthing attack (conflict behavior attack): mis-

leading devices behave well or hide evidence/frame a good traffic alterna-

tively. We simulate some good traffic in the system and test the situations that

the proportion of on-off hide evidence or bad-mouthing devices is 10, 20,

Fig. 4.5 Robustness of SMS spam source detection with bad-mouthing attack at a speed of

1 piece/400 ms: (a) 10% hide evidence devices, (b) 20% hide evidence devices, (c) 30% hide

evidence devices, and (d) 40% hide evidence devices
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30, and 40% of the total, respectively. In this test, there are ten good SMS

sources and L ¼ 60, 70, 80, 90ð Þ SMS spam sources. We applied a flag for

each misleading device to indicate its behavior model. If the flag is 0, the

device adopts normal behavior model to report spam detection in a good way.

If the flag is 1, the device performs hide evidence attack, and if the flag is 2, the

device conducts bad-mouthing attack. The flag is updated based on the counter

of received spam messages, which is set as 30 in our test. Concretely, the flag

was initialized as 0. After the device receives 30 SMS spam messages, it turns

to 1 and the system resets the counter to 0. After further receiving 30 new SMS

spam messages, the flag was updated to 2. This flag updates from 0 to 1 and

then 2 and back to 0 in a circulating way based on the counterchange. The test

results in Fig. 4.7 show that our system performs well against this kind of

conflict behavior attack. The F measure can generally reach 1 within 410 s

with spam dissemination speed of “1 piece/300 ms” and 420 s in the situation

that the SMS spam sources occupy no more than 5% of the system hosts in the

evaluation environment. The results show that TruCon can afford hybrid and

integrated attacks well.

Fig. 4.6 Robustness of SMS spam source detection with on-off bad-mouthing attack at a speed of

1 piece/400 ms: (a) 10% on-off bad-mouthing devices, (b) 20% on-off bad-mouthing devices, (c)
30% on-off bad-mouthing devices, and (d) 40% on-off bad-mouthing devices
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4.5 PSN Controller: Unwanted Content Control
in Pervasive Social Networking with TruCon

4.5.1 System Implementation

We implemented TruCon in a pervasive social chatting scenario based on MANET

which represents a typical application of PSN [41]. It is developed in Android

phones using Java language. The system applies SQLite as an example database.

4.5.2 Performance Evaluation

4.5.2.1 Evaluation Settings

Since PSN supports instant social communications among a limited number of

nodes in vicinity, we set a total of K ¼ 100 node devices in PSN for performance

evaluation. In each test, there were L sources of unwanted contents. Each unwanted

content source randomly selects a number of good devices to intrude. The initial

device trust value is set to 1; the initial detection trust value of each device is 0.5.

Based on our previous evaluation through MATLAB simulations [39, 40], we

Fig. 4.7 Robustness of SMS spam source detection with on-off hide evidence or bad-mouthing

attack at a speed of 1 piece/400 ms: (a) 10% on-off hide evidence or bad-mouthing devices, (b)
20% on-off hide evidence or bad-mouthing devices, (c) 30% on-off hide evidence or

bad-mouthing devices, and (d) 40% on-off hide evidence or bad-mouthing devices
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found the settings shown in Table 4.2 are the most proper for achieving good system

performance. w is the threshold to decide a bad detection and is newly introduced in

the context of PSN (refer to [41] for more detail). Thus, we used the same settings of

system parameters in the following tests. We assume the process of content deletion

takes one time slot if the content is unwanted in our tests. Similarly, we adopt

commonly used metrics in information retrieval, R, P, and F to indicate the

performance of unwanted content detection.

4.5.2.2 Accuracy of Unwanted Content Intrusion Detection at a Device

We tested the accuracy of unwanted content intrusion detection in a PSN device. In

this test, the devices did not provide subjective rates on contents. We evaluated the

system performance under the situation that there are L ¼ 2, 6, 10, or 20

unwanted content sources and all the rest of the devices are good ones. We

conducted the evaluation under different distribution speeds of unwanted contents.

The evaluation result is shown in Fig. 4.8. We observed that TruCon can detect all

unwanted content sources accurately within 100 s when the unwanted content

distribution speed is faster than 1 piece/400 ms. This implies that TruCon can

quickly detect all the unwanted content sources in the context of PSN. We also

found that the faster the distribution speed of unwanted contents, the more efficient

the detection is. It took longer time for TruCon to detect all unwanted content

sources if L is bigger no matter the distribution speed of unwanted contents.

4.5.2.3 Efficiency Against DDoS Intrusion at a Device

In this test, we evaluated whether a device can defend against DDoS intrusion when

L ¼ 40 sources of unwanted contents intrude together on one good device under

different distribution speeds of unwanted contents. In this evaluation, PSN users did

not handle the unwanted contents and provide subjective rating. Figure 4.9 shows

the detection result. We observed that the TruCon system can quickly detect the

intrusion under the experimental condition. It can defend against DDoS intrusion

very well. The faster the speed of DDoS intrusion, the quicker the detection is.

Table 4.2 Settings of system

parameters
Symbol Settings Symbol Settings

thr 0.8 σ 5

thr3 5 τ 2

thr2 0.1 δ 0.05

T 10 time slots μ 0.1

d i
t � r it 1 time slot w 0.1
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Robustness of Unwanted Content Control

We tested the robustness of TruCon in PSN under the following two internal

misleading system attacks: hide evidence attack and bad-mouthing attack. The

F measure is used to indicate the robustness of unwanted content detection and

control:

(a) Hide evidence attack. We tested whether the devices can detect unwanted

content intrusion when there were L ¼ 5, 10, 20, or 40ð Þ sources of

unwanted contents. In order to test the robustness of TruCon in an accurate

way, we selected the slowest speed (i.e., 1 piece/400 ms) in the offered list

because the faster the distribution of unwanted contents, the more efficient for

TruCon to detect the unwanted content sources. Each unwanted content source

randomly selected a number of users in PSN to intrude. A number ofM selfish

or indifferent users (M ¼ 10, 20, 30, or 40 ) didn’t broadcast complaints

even though they detect intrusion. The good users complained the unwanted

Fig. 4.8 Accuracy of unwanted content detection at a device with different transmission speeds:

(a) 1 piece/100 ms, (b) 1 piece/200 ms, (c) 1 piece/300 ms, and (d) 1 piece/400 ms
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traffic sources honestly and timely without subjective rating. Figure 4.10

shows the experimental result. We observed that our system performs well

against the hide evidence attack. The F measure generally reaches 1 within

110 s in this test. This implies that TruCon can quickly detect all the unwanted

content sources under the hide evidence attack. We also found that the bigger

the value of M, the slower the detection is. It took longer time for TruCon to

detect all unwanted content sources if the number of L is bigger no matter the

value of M is.

(b) Bad-mouthing attack. In this evaluation, we tested whether the nodes

can detect unwanted content intrusion in the following conditions: there

were L ¼ 6, 10, 16, 20, or 30 sources of unwanted contents and the same

number of good content sources. Each content source randomly selected a

number of nodes to send contents. Some misleading devices (M ¼ 10, 20,

30, or 40) framed good content sources by broadcasting complaints on them in

PSN. The speed of sending unwanted contents is 1 piece/400 ms, and the speed

of sending normal contents is 1 piece/600 ms. In addition, we made a good

node to rate an unwanted content as “very ugly” or “spam” if its local detection

is positive. We investigated the performance of TruCon in this situation. The

result is shown in Fig. 4.11.

We observed that whenL � 20, the Fmeasure reaches 1 quickly within 170 s. In

this situation, TruCon performs well against the bad-mouthing attack. The difficulty

of detection relates to the values of M and L. The smaller the value of M or L, the
faster the detection is. But when L ¼ 20 and M > 10, TruCon cannot detect all

unwanted content sources. This is because there are too many misleading devices in

PSN. When the number of content receivers in PSN is too small, the normal content

sources mostly selected misleading devices to send contents and were framed as

unwanted ones by them. In this case, the detection trust of the misleading devices

DDoS Intrusion Detection
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could increase, making the normal source devices being treated as bad ones, which

causes that the unwanted content sources could not be detected correctly. An

extreme case is a total of 40 devices receive contents from 30 good sources and

30 unwanted content sources. When the number of bad-mouthing users is 40, there

are no any good users receiving contents in PSN, F becomes 0 always. Based on our

additional tests, we found that TruCon can work effectively when the number of

bad-mouthing misleading devices is less than 60% of the total number of content

receivers.

4.6 TruCon Implementation in SDN Infrastructure

We also implemented TruCon in SDN infrastructure, which is a current trend in

communication networks due to its several advantages such as flexibility, high

performance and efficiency, and ease of implementation and administration. We set
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Fig. 4.10 Robustness of unwanted content source detection under hide evidence attack: (a)
M¼ 10, (b) M¼ 20, (c) M¼ 30, and (d) M¼ 40
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up a SDN virtual platform in Ubuntu 14.04 and choose Mininet 1.0 as our exper-

imental platform and Floodlight as external controller. Figure 4.12 shows the

network topology in our implementation. As shown in Fig. 4.12, NSP and GTO

are embedded in the controller as a virtualized network function. We have done

some preliminary tests based on our SDN implementation. In these tests, we set the

number of HostSe that is used to distribute traffic as 5 and the number of HostRe

used to receive traffic as 1.

Accuracy. We assume HostRe reports unwanted traffic sources honestly and set the

unwanted traffic sending speed as 1 piece/100 ms. Figure 4.13a shows the result of

five HostSe sending unwanted traffic to HostRe. As shown in Fig. 4.13a, TruCon

can detect all the unwanted traffic sources timely and accurately.

Efficiency. We tested the efficiency of TruCon under SDN with four different

sending speeds, namely, 1p/100 ms, 1p/200 ms, 1p/300 ms, and 1p/400 ms, when

all of the five HostSe send unwanted content to HostRe. As shown in Fig. 4.13,
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Fig. 4.11 Robustness against bad-mouthing attack: (a) L¼ 6, (b) L¼ 10, (c) L¼ 16, and (d)
L¼ 20
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TruCon can detect unwanted sources efficiently in the context of SDN, and it takes

shorter time to detect unwanted traffic sources when the sending speed is faster.

In addition, we implemented the cooperative firewall and the realm gateway in

the SDN manner: the control plane is a virtual function, while the policy enforce-

ment takes place using an OpenFlow switch [45]. In an SDN-controlled network, it

is easy to direct all traffic from an infected host to a proxy that lets the user upgrade

the host software but prevents it from doing any harm to other hosts.

4.7 Conclusions

This chapter proposed a generic and comprehensive UTC solution based on trust

management by evaluating trust of each system entity at GTO and analyzing traffic

and behaviors at hosts and NSPs. We successfully implemented the solution

Fig. 4.12 Network topology of TruCon in SDN

Fig. 4.13 The result of five HostSe sending unwanted traffic to HostRe
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under mobile networks, PSN, and SDN and evaluated its performance under a

variety of intrusions and attacks based on real datasets. The evaluation results verify

that our scheme is accurate, robust, and effective on unwanted traffic control in a

generic way.
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Chapter 5

Characterization of Evolving Networks
for Cybersecurity

Josephine M. Namayanja and Vandana P. Janeja

5.1 Introduction

Computer networks are vulnerable to varying cyber attacks that alter the structure

and activity of the network. Hence, in order to define and understand the vulnera-

bilities associated to the network, one must have an understanding of the overall

structure and nature of communication patterns within the network as well as the

potential points of vulnerability. Network analytics provides the basis for how

network structures are modeled, measured, and compared such that a network is

modeled as a graph, which describes a collection of nodes or vertices and the

communications between them, indicated by edges.

This chapter discusses approaches to change detection where the objective is

studying how the network evolves over time and how these changes can be

attributed to potential cyber attacks. Techniques such as change detection play a

role in network characterization mainly because they detect shifts in network

behavior over time. Changes in network behavior can be defined as sudden down-

time of key points, for example, servers on the network during peak hours,

existence of new or unidentified connections to the network, and specific time

periods associated with shifts in network behavior. Such shifts in network behavior

may come as a result of a cyber threat. This chapter discusses graph theory concepts

to model network behavior and then utilizing analytics to understand the dynamics
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of the network. Cyber attacks are becoming increasingly sophisticated. One of the

key challenges is knowing whether there is even an attack on the network in the first

place. Let us consider the following scenario:

5.1.1 Cyber Attacks Are Unrelenting

Large computer networks comprised of tens of thousands of machines generate
terabytes of network traffic each day. This traffic typically consists of hundreds of
millions of connection records and poses a big data problem. Such significant
volume and diversity traffic presents a daunting challenge in the detection of
cyber attacks, particularly when it comes to small amounts of malicious activity.
Additionally, attacks are increasingly becoming sophisticated and are designed to
be undetectable. The behavior of such cyber attacks is extremely dynamic and thus
changes over time. Furthermore, the continuous evolution of network structures
such as the Web creates complexity in the efficient analysis of computing
environments.

In an effort to establish a state of continuous awareness of network behavior, the
Supercomputing Enabled Transformational Analytics Capability (SETAC) project
at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory aims to increase the ability to detect,
characterize, and combat malicious attacks on large computer networks [1].

Several major incidents of cyber attacks have reported delayed detection of

attacks. This delay can take from months to even years before the threat on the

network is discovered. In 2014, it took organizations a median of 205 days to detect

attackers in their network environments [2]. Such delays in attack detection can be

due to the complexity of networks both in scale and dynamism which makes it

difficult to keep track of what is taking place. From a graph perspective, networks

are comprised of multiple dimensions, which include, nodes, edges, and time,

where such dimensionality poses a challenge in identifying a vulnerability,

detecting an attack, and potentially preventing an attack. Certain attacks are usually

targeted to specific points in the network and are used in conjunction with advanced

persistent threats. Such targeted attacks are designed to exploit and cause harm on

the network.

The process of characterizing networks through change detection can be poten-

tially useful to understand and control the dynamics of the network [3]. This chapter

discusses state-of-the-art techniques in change detection that may be geared toward

modeling network behavior and detecting patterns, which can indicate potential

cyber threats such as the onset of a massive cyber attack which changes the way a

network appears.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: Sect. 5.2 presents a detailed

background on concepts in graph theory. Section 5.3 discusses fundamental con-

cepts in network evolution. Section 5.4 presents an extensive overview on the

fundamentals of change detection in temporally evolving networks. Section 5.5

discusses key applications for change detection. Lastly, Sect. 5.6 presents conclu-

sions and future work.
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5.2 Graph Theory Concepts

Each network presents specific topological features that characterize a network and

its connectivity. Several different network measures can be calculated from a given

graph. Network measures can be calculated for the entire graph or for each

individual node. Node-level measures in the form of node centrality enable model-

ing the network to determining the role of a node in a network which can be useful

in threat detection [4]. According to [5], an assessment of network vulnerabilities

indicates that an attacker is likely to exploit the weak points such as critical nodes

whose corruption greatly affects network performance. Additionally, graph-level

measures such as density and diameter provide an overall picture of the impact on

threats on individual nodes to the entire network. Let us consider the fundamental

concepts in graph theory as they are utilized in network analytics for cybersecurity.

5.2.1 Graph

A graph is made up of nodes or vertices and edges that connect them. It is defined

as:

A graph G¼ (n, e), where n¼ {n1. . .nv} is a set of nodes and e¼ {e1. . .ew} is a
set of edges, such that (ni, nj) is an edge between nodes ni and nj.

A graph can be directed or undirected. A directed graph G identifies the direction

of the edge between the source and destination nodes, respectively. For example,

ni! nj indicates ni as a source node and nj as the destination node as shown in

Fig. 5.1a. On the other hand, an undirected graph G does not identify the direction

of the edge between the nodes as shown in Fig. 5.1b.

This chapter discusses concepts that are applicable to both directed and undi-

rected networks.

Fig. 5.1 Directed versus undirected graph
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5.2.2 Node Centrality

The centrality of a node in a network determines a node’s individual connectivity
on the network. Here, we discuss selected centrality measures, namely, degree

centrality [6] which is relative to the node, betweenness centrality [6], PageRank

centrality [7], and eigenvector centrality [8, 9], which are individual node based but

still relative to the rest of the network. Other measures include closeness centrality

and Katz centrality to mention a few. These measures are applicable to both

directed and undirected networks.

5.2.2.1 Degree Centrality

The degree of a node ni is the number of edges incident on it. The degree centrality

[6] is the most basic of all measures, and it counts how many times a node is

involved in an interaction. It is defined, for a node ni, as the number of edges that are

incident on it.

Given x number of nodes in the network, the connectivity aij¼ 1 if nodes i and j
are connected by an edge and aij¼ 0 otherwise. Hence, the degree di of node ni is
the sum of all aij. The connectivity between nodes is represented through a v*v
adjacency matrix A, where v is the number of nodes.

If a node ni is connected to a node nj, then there exists an edge (ni, nj) between
nodes ni and nj. We provide an example of an adjacency matrix in Fig. 5.2.

In Fig. 5.2, we see that if two nodes are adjacent or connected, then the row and

column intersection is 1, else 0. For example, nodes n1 and n2 are connected and

Fig. 5.2 An adjacency matrix representing an undirected computer network
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nodes n2 and n3. Using this adjacency matrix, one can determine the degree

centrality of nodes in a network. For example, the degree centrality of node n1 is
4 based on the sum of connectivity aij, for n2 the degree centrality is 4, for n3 is
3, and so on.

5.2.2.2 Betweenness Centrality

Betweenness centrality [6] is a measure of how often a node lies along the shortest

path or geodesic path between the two other nodes for all nodes in a graph.

Given x nodes, gjk is the number of geodesic paths between nodes nj and nk; the
betweenness of node ni is defined as gjk(i) which is the number of geodesic paths that
pass through ni among gjk.

5.2.2.3 Eigenvector Centrality

The eigenvector centrality [8, 9] can be understood as a refined version of the

degree centrality in the sense that it recursively takes into account how neighboring

nodes are connected.

Given λ as the largest eigenvalue, the eigenvector centrality ei for a node ni is the
ith component of the eigenvector associated with the largest eigenvalue λ of the
network and is proportional to the sum of the eigenvector centrality of the nodes it
is connected to. λ assures the centrality is nonnegative.

While the eigenvector centrality of a network can be calculated via the standard

method using the adjacency matrix representation of the network, it can be also

computed by an iterative degree calculation [10].

5.2.2.4 PageRank Centrality

PageRank [7] is used to measure the relative importance of nodes on the network by

computing a ranking for every node based on the connectivity on the network.

Let A be a square matrix with the rows and column corresponding to nodes. Let

Au,v¼ 1/Nu if there is an edge from u to v and Au,v¼ 0 if not. If we treat R as a vector

over nodes, then we have R¼ cAR. So R is an eigenvector of Awith eigenvalue c. In
fact, we want the dominant eigenvector of A. It may be computed by repeatedly

applying A to any nondegenerate start vector.

Overall, metrics for node centrality are considered individual or local network

measures. However, these can also be translated into graph-level measures by

averaging them out over the count of nodes in the graph [11–13].
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5.2.3 Graph-Level Measures

Graph-level measures account for connections in the entire network and not just

individual nodes in a network.

5.2.3.1 Density

A network is called dense if its number of edges is roughly quadratic to its number

of nodes.

Density of the network is defined as the proportion of the actual number of edges
to the potential number of edges.

Network structures with high density are well connected internally. This may

work well for information sharing; however, as the size of the network increases, a

high-density measure may be undesirable because the corresponding high number

of links for each node could lead to information overload. According to [14, 15],

networks densify over time. This means that the number of edges is increasing

superlinearly with the number of nodes. This superlinear increase in the number of

edges can be measured through an increase in the average degree of nodes in a

network over time. Therefore, as the average degree increases over time, then a

network is said to obey the densification power law. Densification power law is

defined as a relation e(t)/ n(t)a where e(t) is number of edges at time t and n(t) is
the number of nodes at time t, while a is the densification exponent [14, 15]. When

a¼ 1, then the average degree of nodes is constant over time, whereas if a¼ 2, then

average degree is increasing over time; hence, the network is becoming denser with

time [14, 15].

5.2.3.2 Diameter

The diameter of a graphG is the shortest maximum distance between any two nodes

in G. In order to find the diameter of a computer network, we first determine all

possible paths p in G where p¼ {p1. . .pn}. A path pi¼ (npi, epi), where npi¼ {n0,
n1,. . .,nk} and e

pi¼ {n0n1, n1n2,. . .,nk�1nk} such that nodes no to nk are linked by pi,
and the number of edges in pi or |pi| is the length of pi. Thus, pi is a simple graph

whose nodes can be arranged in a linear sequence in such a way that two nodes are

adjacent if they are consecutive in the sequence and nonadjacent if otherwise. We

show an example of a path between nodes in Fig. 5.3.

In Fig. 5.3, we show a path pi from nodes n6 to n9 in a computer network

represented as pi (n6, n9). The length of pi (n6, n9) represented as jpi (n6, n9)jequals
to 4 based on the total number of edges between n6 and n9. Paths are used to

determine the distance between nodes on the network defined as:
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For any path pi where jpij ¼minj(npi, epi)j, then pi is shortest path between each
pair of nodes ni and nj, and pi is also referred to as distance d where d is the
distance distG(ni,nj) between ni and nj.

This distance d is measured in terms of the number of edges between the nodes in

question. In Fig. 5.3, the number of edges from nodes n6 to n9 is 4 such that d¼ 4.

Hence, this is the shortest path between these two nodes and is thus the distance

between these nodes. It should be noted that a computer network can have multiple

distances since it is based on the shortest path between each pair of nodes on the

network. However, the network can only have one diameter defined as:

For any path pi where jpij ¼min(maxj(npi, epi)j), then pi is the diameter h of G
represented as diam(G).

In order to determine the diameter of the network, we need to first determine all

the shortest paths or distances d between each pair of nodes. The shortest maximum

distance value between any pair of nodes is the diameter h of the overall network.

According to Fig. 5.2, the distance between n6 and n9 is the shortest maximum

distance between any pair of nodes in the network which makes it the diameter h of
the network. The diameter of a network can be used to determine how dense or

sparse a network is. Thus, if a network has a small diameter, then it is said to be well

connected. On the other hand, if a network has a large diameter, then it is said to be

sparse.

Both node centrality and graph-level metrics can be utilized to characterize how

a network evolves over time.

5.3 Network Evolution

5.3.1 Node Evolution

The study of node evolution involves observing connections in a graph. From this,

top central or influential nodes such as high-degree nodes as well as less popular

nodes such as low-degree nodes can be identified [17–22], observed, and compared

Fig. 5.3 Path between nodes
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over time. Node evolution can also be observed in relation to neighborhoods as

discussed in [23]. A certain set of numerical features of the neighborhood can be

established for each node such as the number of neighbors (degree of a node) and

the edges of the neighborhood, among others. Here it is possible that during

network evolution, node centrality changes over time and that some nodes may

disappear after sometime, or their centrality levels go higher and drop after a while

for some, and that some nodes appear after a while and remain constantly present

and maintain a high centrality level [19–22]. An example of changing node

centrality is shown in Fig. 5.4.

5.3.2 Community Evolution

In order to detect community changes, [24–26] identify communities of nodes or

communication patterns in the network and study how they evolve over time. For

example, [25] study time-evolving networks where they analyze the evolution of

network clusters through time to identify splits, merges, appearances, and disap-

pearances of communities. On the other hand, [26] model the evolution of com-

munities in heterogeneous networks where they study the size of communities to

determine how they increase or decrease with time.

Centrality Increases

Centrality Decreases

Degree of n = 6

Degree of n = 3

Degree of n = 3

Degree of n = 6

Time t

Time t

Time t + 1

Time t + 1

n
n

nn

a

b

Fig. 5.4 (a) Centrality of a node increases over time. (b) Centrality of a node decreases over time
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5.3.3 Graph Evolution

In graph evolution, [16–18, 27] observe key fundamental network properties to

determine how networks grow and evolve over time. Particularly, such fundamental

properties include densification power law, power-law degree, power-law eigenvector

and eigenvalue distribution, edge-by-edge evolution, shrinking diameter, diameter,

and radius. These properties are observed in relation to the degree of nodes.

For instance, [14, 15] clearly demonstrate that networks obey the densification

power law where edges grow faster than nodes. First, the graph over time maintains

a power-law degree distribution with a constant power law degree distribution

exponent γ. If γ< 2 and is constant over time, then the graph is said to densify.

An illustration is provided in Figs. 5.5, 5.6, and 5.7 for undirected and directed

networks based on key subgraphs selected from network traffic data by the Center

for Applied Internet Data Analysis (CAIDA) for the duration of December 2008 to

January 2010 [37–39].

Fig. 5.5 (a) Example of a

degree distribution in an

undirected network. (b)
Example of a degree

exponent over time in an

undirected network
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Overall, Figs. 5.5, 5.6, and 5.7 show that the degree distribution has a long tailed

distribution and thus follows a power-law distribution. Additionally, the power law

degree distribution exponent γ< 1 in all cases and is constant over time. These

[14, 15] also show that the diameter of the network shrinks over time such that as

the network grows, the distances between nodes slowly decrease.

According to [15], in a temporally evolving graph, if the power law degree

distribution exponent γ is constant over time, the densification exponent α is a

function of γ such that α¼ 1 if> 2, α¼ 2/γ if 1< γ< 2, and then α¼ 2 if γ< 1.

These properties can be used to clearly demonstrate how graphs densify over time.

5.4 Scientific Fundamentals for Change Detection

The study of network structures calls for an understanding of network structural

features and fundamental network properties as described in graph concepts and

network evolution, respectively. Such features and properties provide a basis for

Fig. 5.6 (a) Example of an

in-degree distribution in a

directed network. (b)
Example of an in-degree

exponent over time in a

directed network
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analysis of network behavior associated to identifying patterns such as changes in

the network over time. This section presents an overview on the concept of change

detection in evolving networks. Here the focus of change lies on evaluating network

behavior based on node features, network-level properties, or both. This chapter

therefore discusses change detection in network structures from two perspectives:

(1) uni-level change detection which focuses on detecting changes in either node-

level behavior or network-level behavior, respectively, and (2) multilevel change

detection which combines aspects of the network by observing both node-level and

network-level behavior. A detailed description on each approach follows.

5.4.1 Uni-Level Change Detection

Uni-level change detection refers to the detection of change in a single network

dimension where a single dimension is considered to be network level or node level,

Fig. 5.7 (a) Example of an

out-degree distribution in a

directed network. (b)
Example of an out-degree

exponent over time in a

directed network
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respectively. The analysis of macroscopic behavior in network structures has been

widely applied in detecting changes at the network level based on structural

differences in network-level properties such as density, diameter, average degree,

as well as other node centrality measures by translating them into network-level

metrics [3, 11–13, 22, 28–30] study techniques to detect a change or disorder in the

state of a time process, usually from normal to abnormal [24] propose GraphScope,

an approach to discover communities of graphs and identify any changes in the

community structure over time. Their approach identifies new graph segments

which mark an abrupt change in the community structure and are thus considered

to be discontinuities in time.

The concept of change detection has been explored in network analysis in

relation to the application of Statistical Process Control (SPC) using techniques

such as sequential probability ratio test (SPRT), the cumulative sum (CUSUM)

chart, the exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA), and the Shiryaev–

Roberts (SR) procedure [11, 29, 30]. However, SPC operates on the assumption that

the data is sequential or time sequenced [31]. Additionally, such techniques may not

be suitable to identify changes in non-sequential data such as variations between

graph elements such as nodes within the same time period. Furthermore, there are

differences between change-point analysis and control charting where the latter is

generally better at detecting isolated abnormal points and at detecting a major

change quickly, while change-point analysis can detect subtle changes frequently

missed by control charts. Interestingly, the two methods can be used in a comple-

mentary fashion [32] given that changes usually cause shifts, minor or major, that

can be viewed as abnormal. On the other hand, pattern recognition techniques,

spectral theory, and mean/median of graphs have been discussed in graph change

detection for macroscopic analysis [3]. Also, distance measures such as Hamming

distance and Euclidean distance have been applied in change detection, although

they do not provide the statistical distribution of the data and are suitable for static

networks [11, 12].

5.4.2 Multilevel Change Detection

Multilevel change detection identifies multiple dimensions of change defined as

micro- and macro-level changes in evolving networks. Here micro-level changes

refer to changes with respect to structural characteristics in the behavior of nodes

[20, 21] such as the centrality of nodes in the network, and macro-level changes

refer to changes with respect to structural characteristics in the behavior of network-

level properties such as density, average degree, and diameter [22]. Detection of

multidimensional changes presents unique benefits to challenges associated to big

data and dynamism of large complex network structures. As such, it can be used to

detect phenomena that may not be evident from a single perspective, such as only

micro level or macro level, respectively. More so, multilevel change detection can

be used to identify correlated network behavior that may prove useful in detecting
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cyber threats [22]. For example, changes at the macro level such as the diameter of

the network may be associated to micro-level shifts in the behavior of key compo-

nents within the network such as changes in the centrality level of nodes. Alterna-

tively, changes in the centrality level of nodes such as a decrease in degree

centrality indicates decrease in network connectivity which may thus lead to an

increase in network diameter. In both micro- and macro-level changes, identifying

time when such changes occurred indicates time points of change especially if they

exist in a novel pattern [20–22].

Therefore, the studies described in [20–22] present a novel approach to charac-

terizing large evolving networks and detecting changes in such evolving networks,

which includes the following steps:

(a) Selection of central nodes and subgraphs: This utilizes a hybrid methodol-

ogy that combines sampling, clustering, and stratified binning to select central

nodes and key subgraphs associated to the central nodes from a network over

time. This provides a selective analysis of large networks to reduce on the size

and dimensionality. Most importantly, graph properties of selected subgraphs

should emulate the established graph properties in the full graph. These

properties as outlined by [15] specify that the networks are becoming denser

over time and the average degree is increasing; hence densification follows a

power-law distribution, and the diameter decreases as the network decreases in

many cases.

(b) Micro-level change detection: For micro-level shifts in the network, the

presence and centrality levels of the central nodes is observed to identify

Consistent and Inconsistent (CoIn) central nodes where inconsistency marks

changes in the presence and centrality of central nodes, respectively. Addi-

tionally, times associated to the changes in behavior of these central nodes are

detected which are also referred to as CoIn Time Periods of Change (CoIn-

TPC). A node-level analysis drills down into the network and provides

specifics on network activity that may be invisible on a larger scale.

(c) Macro-level change detection: Given that micro-level characteristics of the

network do not relay information about the bigger picture in the overall

network, the key subgraphs associated with the central nodes are used to

identify times when the fundamental structural or network-level properties,

particularly when significant changes in density, diameter, and average degree

occur as a result of changes in the behavior of central nodes. These macro-

level changes are referred to as Network Level CoIn (NL-CoIn) Change

Points. Additionally, a correlation between CoIn central nodes and NL-CoIn

is used to determine the impact of node-level changes on the network level as

well as similarities between change points in CoIn-TPC and NL-CoIn. Here a

network-level analysis describes a generic picture of underlying events in the

network.

(d) Validation based on real-world cyber events: In order to ascertain that the

changes identified are associated to real-world cyber events, CoIn-TPC and

NL-CoIn are evaluated using ground truth in order to determine if the changes
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are associated to existing cyber attacks [22]. The ground truth evaluation is

based on real-world events from Internet-security reports by Akamai Tech-

nologies [35, 36]. Specifically, findings in [22] show high accuracy, precision,

and recall levels in both node- and network-level changes associated to big

cyber attacks such as the Conficker worm particularly during December 2008,

January 2009, and February 2009.

5.5 Key Applications

The process of change detection to characterize network behavior can be potentially

useful in the cybersecurity domain as discussed in the following sections.

5.5.1 Network-Intrusion Detection

Network-based intrusion detection attempts to identify unauthorized, illicit, and

anomalous behavior based solely on network traffic. A network intrusion detection

system (NIDS) is used to monitor traffic on a network looking for suspicious

activity, which could be an attack or unauthorized activity. Change detection can

be used to maintain a map of network activity by identifying and creating critical

points on the network. For example, a large NIDS server can be set up on a

backbone network, to monitor and audit all traffic; or smaller systems can be set

up to monitor traffic and define a threshold on the behavior of central network

elements, which can be a particular server, switch, gateway, or router. Specifically,

a NIDS server can also detect changes in the connectivity levels of such central

nodes on a network based on the number of connections at a particular time by

looking for suspicious traffic or usage patterns that match a typical network

compromise or threat. Such a server can also play a proactive role to identify

potential exploits or for scanning live traffic to see what is actually going on within

the network. The process of change detection can be used to develop a comprehen-

sive list of network activity and structural organization in order to establish normal

versus abnormal network activities.

5.5.2 Threat Mitigation

Security and technology teams must be ready for cyber attacks against critical

infrastructure. With destructive cyber attacks on the rise, there is a need to practice

troubleshooting processes for critical system restorations before outages occur

[34]. Hence, it is important to know a system so well in order to quickly determine
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what process caused the outage by identifying what went wrong and why. The

motivation behind computer crime can be anything: financial gain, curiosity,

revenge, boredom, “street cred,” delusions of grandeur, and more. But what if it

is a cyber attack? Change detection can be used to reduce on the complexity

surrounding network analysis by identifying vulnerable points on the network.

Here, an attack profile can be developed to control and minimize the impact of an

attack on the network. For example, taking down a highly connected node such as a

server could put network communications on a halt. This essentially affects the

connectivity on the network which is determined by density on the network, as well

as the distance from one network point to another which is determined by the

diameter. Hence, change detection can be used to identify the potential source of the

problem and use it to trace any changes in network behavior.

5.5.3 Network Design

Computer attacks have been graphically modeled since the late 1980s by the US

DoD [33]. With the support of advanced tools, network risks can be modeled based

on an attack graph where each node in the graph represents an attack state and the

edges represented a transition or a change of state caused by an action of the

attacker. Such models can be used for network security evaluation. Preventing

cyber attacks poses several challenges considering the complexities surrounding

large evolving network structures. In order to alleviate such challenges, a wide

range of strategies may require testing to identify network vulnerabilities and

determine resource allocation on the network. Particularly, change detection can

be used to ensure risk management on the network during network design. Similar

to threat detection, it can be utilized in identifying vulnerable points such as central

nodes that can be targeted to cripple the network. Based on this, network redun-

dancy can be created where such central nodes are duplicated to maintain consistent

network activity by redirecting communications in case of an attack.

5.6 Future Directions

This chapter has reviewed state-of-the-art techniques in change detection and

network characterization utilizing essential graph-based knowledge. The future

directions for this work include addressing challenges associated with sampling

big data contained in large graphs by predicting the samples from a given range data

in large evolving graphs while at the same time preserving the fundamental network

properties. On the other hand, the process of change detection can be extended into

predictive network modeling where change points detected as well as non-change

points can be used as feature vectors for prediction of network behavior in order to

determine if a persistent pattern exists in the micro- and macro-level changes.
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Furthermore, given that change detection has been mainly explored in the context

of time, it creates an interesting opportunity to adapt such techniques into the

spatio-temporal paradigm particularly by identifying spatial regions associated

with network changes as well as potential cyber threats.
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Chapter 6

Cybercrime: Concerns, Challenges
and Opportunities

George S. Oreku and Fredrick J. Mtenzi

Abstract It is widely accepted that technology is an agent of change in the society.

If used properly, it can increase productivity and improve our quality of life.

However, the current rate of change in technology leaves room for it to be exploited

and be used for things it was not meant to do. This includes criminal activities

which are carried using technology on the cyberspace that can be classified as

cybercrime. Cybercrime or computer crime can be defined as a criminal activity in

which computers or computer networks are a tool, a target or a place of criminal

activity. Cybercrime can also be defined as the leveraging of information systems

and technology to commit larceny, extortion, identity theft, fraud and, in some

cases, corporate espionage.

In this chapter, we explore the challenges of combating cybercrime given its

dynamic, pervasive and international nature. We examine in detail the technical,

social and legal factors that are continually shaping the landscape of cybercrime.

Further, the chapter consolidates research and practical work in the area of

cybercrime, emerging perspectives, paradigms and trends. A deliberate effort is

made in making sure that the role of underground economy is clearly spelled out

and its contribution to cybercrime is analysed. The impact of new laws which are

being quickly enacted without much thought, discussion on the regulatory frame-

work for combating cybercrime and ethical dimension of cybercrime given its

global nature are examined. This chapter is expected to stimulate constructive

discussions on novel ways of mitigating and promoting research in cybercrime.
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6.1 Introduction to Cybercrime

In the last few years, we have witnessed major changes in terms of our usage of

information and communications technology (ICT) facilities. ICT has now become

an integral part of our lives and Internet usage is growing fast. Internet usage is

becoming irrepressible in our daily life. We are using ICT and especially the

Internet in nearly all walks of our lives such as controlling traffic lights and financial

and emergency services. The benefits of using ICT in this information age are

enormous. However, any attack to ICT infrastructure would potentially have

disastrous consequences for individuals and for the society.

There have been justifiable mounting concerns about the vulnerability of the ICT

infrastructure and especially the Internet; this has been heightened by the prolifer-

ation in crime committed using ICT. The nature of the Internet has made commit-

ting crime easy and opened other avenues for carrying out crime with impunity.

This state of affair has led end users, policymakers and law enforcement agencies to

become increasingly concerned that adversaries backed by reasonable resources

will attempt to exploit the cyber-vulnerabilities in the critical infrastructure, thereby

inflicting substantial damage.

The Internet is a world of people, not technology, and no human society has

endured without law and order. Therefore, the Internet being a human society has

very little laws governing its usage. The laws being enacted to protect and promote

secure usage of the Internet are lagging behind technology development,

fragmented and inadequate. The law is a powerful weapon but one that takes time

and care to aim and can only be moved with considerable difficulty. We have

limited ammunition and must ensure that it is well spent [1].

Cybercrime or computer crime is broadly defined as a criminal activity in which

computers or computer networks are a tool, a target or a place of criminal activity.

Cybercrime can also be defined as the leveraging of information systems and

technology to commit larceny, extortion, identity theft, fraud and, in some cases,

corporate espionage [2]. The National Institute of Justice defines cybercrime as

‘any illegal act for which knowledge of computer technology is used to commit the

offence’ [3]. Forester and Morrison define computer crime as ‘any criminal act that

has been committed using a computer as a principal tool’ [4]. For some other

analysts, computer crime refers to illegal activities in which a computer is involved

either as an object, subject or instrument of the criminal act. Herman Tavani

maintains that a criminal act is one that can be carried out only through the use of

computer technology [5]. Nevertheless, not all computer crimes involve a high

degree of technical skill and expertise. As H. Cornwall states, ‘most computer

crime is ordinary crime which at one stage happens to involve a computer’ [6]. And
the pervasive nature of cybercrime makes it even more difficult to have a concise

definition.

Cybercrime is not a new concept; it is as old as computers or computer networks,

but the Internet has given it a new twist and steered current practice, research and

debate in new directions. It is coming from the fact that as soon as computers were
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recognised to store something of value (information), criminals saw an opportunity.

This is realised in most cases when data begin to move from one computer to

another over the networks. Networks provide an entry point for the data stored in

computers to be accessed. The digital nature of information and its ability to move

seamless between and within networks open an infinite number of possibilities to

commit cybercrime.

Consequently cybercrime must be fought at personal, social and political fronts

as well as the electronics front. These are specific steps which must be taken to

achieve the goal of mitigating the threat from cybercrime which is a global

problem. Cybercrime is pervasive, non-discriminatory and dramatically on

increase. With minimal risk, bad people are turning to cybercrime in ever-

escalating numbers because of its low skill entry requirements and promise of

extremely high rates of financial return.

For example, despite all the dangers and warning signs of cybercrimes, it is

surprising to see that financial institutions continue to encourage customers to

embrace electronic commerce and banking to reduce their brick-and-mortar expen-

ditures. Most of these institutions are failing to make commensurate expenditure for

computer security; they provide their customers with static logins and passwords

for authentication, making keystroke-logging and packet-sniffing malware highly

effective against these victims. This penchant for convenience and ease of use

typically sacrifices security, thus providing cybercriminals with a bountiful harvest.

There are five features of the online world which create new security risks and

shape the kinds of user and criminal behaviour we find online‘. The first is

digitisation; common standards for data transmission that enables manipulation

and modification. The second is anonymity—the ability to act and spy on others

without disclosing one’s identity; it is one of the major attractions of users and

hackers to use the Internet, and removal of this sometimes leads to allegation of loss

of human rights. The third is interconnectivity—the fact that everyone on the

network is connected to everyone else. The fourth is decentralisation—the lack of

centralised control over digital networks. The fifth is interdependence—the shared

vulnerabilities that inevitably exist between and among all the people who use

digital networks. These features create an environment of dynamic changes of laws,

technology and policies and a redesign of digital architecture [7].

The digital environment is different from the offline world. In cyberspace, events

occur almost instantaneously across large distances, network boundaries do not

align with physical and political boundaries, and everyone on the network is your

neighbour. In the digital environment, copying is costless, the cost of data acqui-

sition approaches zero, and it is easier to retain information than to delete it

selectively. The new virtual environment will reshape legal concepts like jurisdic-

tion and ownership, it will require us to rethink doctrines for tort liability and duties

of care, and it will change the way we think about privacy [8].

When we examine the digital crime worldwide now, it seems to be littered with

new sophisticated crimes even though, on closer examination, many of these

supposedly novel forms of crime (such as phishing in order to perform identity

fraud) in fact share much in common with conventional and long-standing crimes
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and criminal techniques. They are the same old tradition crimes but more elaborate

scams conducted on the digital space. These crimes inherit nearly all characteristics

of the conventional crimes and then have extra dimensions coming from the

digitisation process. The extra dimension from the digital space adds considerable

complexities in terms of legal process and its politics.

6.1.1 State of the Art in Cybercrime

It is important to realise that how and when we touch software and how and when it

touches us are less of our choice everyday. Therefore, the quality of this software

matters greatly, because we have less control of it [9]. The level of protection this

software affords us from harm and exploitation matters even more. This level of

software intrusion in our lives coupled with its insecure nature opens innumerable

avenues for criminals to commit cybercrime.

Cyberattacks are successful because networked computers with exposed vulner-

abilities may be disrupted or taken over by a hacker or by automated malicious

code. And networked computers with vulnerabilities are everywhere because most

of the systems are built on insecure software base. Therefore, botnets scan the

Internet to find and infect computer systems that are poorly configured or lack

current software security patches. Compromised computers are taken over to

become slaves in a ‘botnet’ which is remotely controlled to collect sensitive

information from the victim’s PC or to collectively attack as a swarm against

other targeted computers [10]. Even computers that have updated software and

have the newest security patches may still be vulnerable to a type of cyberattack

called ‘zero-day exploit’. This may occur if a computer hacker discovers new

software vulnerability and launches a malicious attack before a security patch can

be created. Zero-day vulnerabilities in increasingly complex software are regularly

discovered by computer hackers. Recently, we have started to witness the zero-day

vulnerabilities available on online auctions; this allows newly discovered vulnera-

bilities to be sold quickly to the highest bidder [10].

Vulnerabilities persist largely as a result of poor security practices and pro-

cedures, inadequate training in computer security or technical errors in software

products. Inadequate resources devoted to staffing the security function may also

contribute to poor security practices. Home PC users have little or no training in

best practices for effectively securing home networks and equipment. Vendors of

commercial software are releasing products with errors that create the computer

system vulnerabilities. Many security experts agree that, regardless of investment

on developing secure software, vulnerabilities will continue to persist because

software is becoming complex and because of the rate of integration of different

software.

Cybercriminals of today have adapted to fit in the environment which they

operate and illustrate the philosophy of ‘think global, act local’ business strategy.
In their network, each individual is rewarded differently, depending on the country
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of origin of the infected computer. This structure is highly effective in avoiding the

chances of detection since multiple players are operating as stand-alone, having no

contact with their ‘colleagues’ [11]. The commodity that is being sold in the

cybercrime underworld by cybercriminals is stolen data. The data includes credit

card numbers, bank accounts, healthcare-related information, single sign-on login

credentials for organisations and email exchanges. The emerging trend towards

stealing healthcare-related information is a worrying one due to this information

being rich/multimedia and sensitive [11].

6.1.2 Current Challenges in Cybercrime

General technological developments have continually created new opportunities for

criminal activity which in turn have driven the development of new technologies. It

should be noted that just as technology is utilised by many people for legitimate

reasons, so it will be by those who intent on committing crime.

Available data on all forms of security threats, attacks and cybercrime is little

and unreliable. There is no incentive so far on reporting security threats, and

cybercrime is no different as the data available is obtained using unreliable

methods. For example, at any given time, it is hard to know if there are hackers

in your network or computer. The percentage of hackers caught may not show a true

portion of those who are involved in cybercrime. It is easy to get away having

committed a cybercrime, and the chances of getting caught are slim. Software

weaknesses and profit motives of attackers act as incentives, enticing attackers to

commit acts of crime and espionage. And the ease of hacking tools and explanation

on how to hack which is widely available online for those thinking of hacking

further lowers the entry point.

Information that web users generate when they visit the web is valuable for

companies involved in marketing. What we are witnessing now is companies

collecting this information without the knowledge of users [12]. The concerns

here are more on privacy as the identities of the users may be exposed leading to

identity theft. Many users are likely to object to the idea of web tracking which

makes privacy advocates queasy. Some even argue that selling the information to

advertisers is paving way for the police or intelligence agencies to view the

information without a warrant. There are a lot of companies involved in web

tracking such as Phorm, NebuAd and Front Porch [13]. Web tracking activities

are fairly widespread in Asia and the USA, and the data obtained is used for

targeting advertisements [12]. There is no reason to believe that such practice is

not being used by the intelligence community. Other web tracking data such as

when people are looking to buy a domain name and check to see if it is free by

typing the new name into a browser can cause a moral dilemma to DNS registers.

That is, if the URL does not exist, an error message comes back called NXD, for

non-existent domain. The NXD data can be valuable, as anyone can register the
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domain themselves, knowing that they are likely to be able to sell them to the

people who looked them up [12].

One of the major challenges in combating cybercrime is collaboration, where

multiple international law enforcement agencies working together share informa-

tion and techniques to gather evidence, identify the perpetrators and arrest them.

This level of collaboration is the exception rather than a rule, however. In far too

many instances, political or cultural impediments preclude the level of cooperation

and interaction. Breaking down these barriers to collaboration is essential to waging

a comprehensive campaign against cybercrime worldwide. The international col-

laboration should include laws, international relations, conventions, directives and

recommendations culminating in a set of international guidelines to fight

cybercrime. International collaboration is important because cybercriminals are

scattered in the world, and digital evidence relating to a single crime can be

dispersed across multiple regions.

6.1.3 Status Quo and Modern Crimes

With the research conducted recently, the definition of ‘cyber crime’ in Tanzanian

context varies across the industry as it covers a wide scope of overlapping crimes

committed with the aid of growing technology. These crimes are classified as how

majority of the people are involved to make use of the Internet and technologies to

exchange ideas, keep in touch with family and friends, buy and sell products

(including online transactions, M-Pesa) and access online services.

Cybercrime in Tanzania is mainly committed by two groups of people, namely,

those who perform the act without the knowledge that what they are doing is wrong

and those who know what they are doing but are determined to perform the act in

order to distract the country’s equilibrium in different angles from destabilising

peace in a country through misuse of social media and other communication media

to stealing money through online transactions.

Tanzania has a high rate of cybercrime, and hate speech was highlighted in [14]:

‘There is fear of high rate of individuals who made use of the Internet to threaten

national security (Tanzania) due to misuse of the blogs and social media along with

mobile phones to spread hate speech among communities in Tanzania and the

number of cyber criminals worldwide has now increased’. In the past, there were

a few cases where criminals made use of technology to tamper with ATMmachines

in Tanzania. Nowadays the act is growing faster, and the fear among the ATM users

has increased due to the fact that each day cybercriminals are coming up with new

techniques to steal money from ATMs.

Everyone seems to be surprised and shocked when the opposition leader spokes-

man for the Ministry of Communication, Science and Technology Mr. Joshua

Nassari announced that the country has lost 892.18 billion Tanzanian shillings on

cybercrimes as the official reports of the police said [15]. Some sophisticated

criminals have been stealing money from the banks directly; 250 million were
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reported in [16] being stolen from Uchumi Commercial Bank through the ATMs in

Moshi region in Tanzania. Cybercrime has become a global threat which needs an

urgent attention at national, regional and international level.

Cyber criminals are always ahead of us: this fact was backed up by the deputy

minister for home affairs, Mr. Pereira Silima, on an open conference which took

place in Tanzania [17]. ‘Many people are ignorant of cybercrimes while our police

force has low capacity’, he said in Arusha where IT specialists, lawyers, police

officers and others from the East African region had a meeting to devise ways to

tackle the problem. He added that currently there were more than 300 cybercrime

cases which are being investigated by the police in Tanzania but admitted that the

exercise was slow because the police and other agencies were ill equipped and not

conversant with such crimes.

The wave of hacking underscores the financial industry’s battle to thwart

cybercrime and comes as consumers and banks are reeling from several high-

profile data breaches at retailers that have exposed millions of credit cards and

debit cards to potential fraud.

From January to 9 April 2015, the number of attacks on debit cards used at

ATMs reached the highest level for that period in the last 20 years, according to

FICO, a credit-scoring and analytics firm. The company tracks such incidents

through its card-monitoring service for financial institutions that represent more

than 65% of all US debit cards [18].

Debit-card compromises at ATMs located on bank property jumped 174% from

January 1 to April 9, compared with the same period last year, while successful

attacks at nonbank machines soared by 317%, according to FICO [19]. The article

went further by clarifying that the incidents come as banks are racing to issue new

credit and debit cards with computer chips that make it more difficult for thieves to

create counterfeits. However, most ATMs don’t yet accept the new technology,

though the JPMorgan Chase & Co. and Bank of America Corp. have recently begun

to install the more advanced machines.

Criminals send phishing emails or text messages via mobile phones and trick the

victims by convincing them to provide their bank details and ATM pins. They use

different telephone numbers and pretend to be bank officials requesting some of the

client’s details for bank detail amendments.

Card skimming is also happening in the country whereby cybercriminals use and

record card details by using a device called a ‘card skimmer’ which is placed right

over the card slot or over the keypad of the ATM machine and captures card and

PIN information.

Another attack which is becoming more popular in Tanzania as well is web

attacks which occur when criminals hack websites which has turned out to be a

technique now commonly used in Tanzania. Cybercriminals hack the websites to

gain unauthorised access to the personal information of clients or web visitors. This

in Tanzania imitates how global hackers are now using the technique to destabilise

websites by performing attacks to deny and or destroy information, steal informa-

tion, manipulate information, alter the context in which the information is viewed

or change the perceptions of people towards the information.
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The findings also recognised that there is a woman in the Kilimanjaro region in

Tanzania who steals money from mobile money agents and is very good at it. She

apparently does so by approaching agents pretending to want to draw some money,

but after a while the agent will find all his money gone after she left the place. It is

hard to tell what she does, but most of the agents have confirmed that the criminal is

the same woman (Unknown, 2013). Such a report comes after a study that shows

that transactions through mobiles are growing rapidly in Tanzania.

The use of M-money in Tanzania started in 2005 when Airtel introduced phone-

to-phone airtime credit transfer. In 2008 Vodacom launched its M-money service

called M-Pesa. Zantel Tanzania also introduced its M-money service in the same

year, which was first called Z-Pesa (now called EasyPesa). In 2010, Tigo, the first

mobile network operator (MNO) in the country, launched its M-money service

called Tigo Pesa. Currently there are four M-money service brands in Tanzania:

M-Pesa, Tigo Pesa, Airtel Money and EasyPesa. Up to April 2013, the registered

customer base of mobile payment services was 28.8 million in Tanzania, 8.5

million being active users [20].

The weak link that can let a hacker clone the so-called ‘chip-and-pin’ credit and
bank cards stems from the fact that, as the Cambridge researchers showed, the EMV

scheme has, in too many cases, not been carried out as planned. The authentication

process, as originally envisioned, was supposed to depend on the issuing bank to

generate a random number for every unique transaction. In practice, where saving

money often trumps security, it was left to point-of-sale terminals or cash machines

to generate the number. In the study conducted in some of the banks, the researchers

discovered to their horror that in half of the machines they looked at, the supposedly

random numbers were generated by counters or timestamps and were, therefore, not

random at all. This makes it all too easy for a hacker. ‘If you can predict [the

number], you can record everything you need from momentary access to a chip card

and play it back and impersonate the card at a future date and location’ [21].
The mentioned attacks might seem outdated in the developed world but are the

most common and fast-growing techniques used by criminals in Tanzania as well,

and it is unfortunate that the majority of the populations are not aware of this. There

have been an increasing number of incidents where victims of credit card fraud had

their requests for refunds refused by the issuing banks on the grounds that there is

no way to explain the card having been authenticated without the cardholder’s
involvement.

News about hackers getting your information is everywhere. When breaches

happen on a large scale, they can cost hundreds of millions of dollars with millions

of people affected. In many cases, as with hacks at retail stores or healthcare

providers, you have little to no control over protecting your data, you have to

trust someone else in custody of your information who is taking precautions. But in

other cases, you’re able to take precautions to protect your information.

Hackers still aren’t quite as interested in hacking your cell phones, but it’s likely
only a matter of time until your desktop, iPhone and cloud are all at equal risk. As a

result, your purchases on Amazon, the photos of your kids and even your banking

information are at risk. About 32% of people prefer to bank online, and 12% of
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people prefer to use mobile banking instead of visiting a branch—increasing the

risk to have your personal financial data at a hacker’s fingertips. You can use

common sense to make sure you’re protecting yourself as much as possible, but

today there are easy steps to take to make sure you’re as private as you’d like to be.
The News of the World phone-hacking scandal in the early 2000s was perhaps

the first big wake-up call for the public that your cell phone activities can be hacked

and broadcast to anyone with the right skills and technology. In many cases, that

would mean hackers overhear your weekly calls to your mother and a conversation

with your spouse about what to have for dinner. But if you’re worried about people

listening into more sensitive conversations or want to have privacy for privacy’s
sake there are tools you can use to encrypt your phone. ‘If messages are intercepted,

they’ll be unreadable’, Snowden said [22].

One app Snowden recommends is Signal, created by OpenWhisper Systems. It’s
free for iOS and Android phones, and both the creator and Snowden call the app

‘low friction’, meaning it’s easy to use and won’t completely disrupt the way you

text or call now [23].

No matter what page you go to online, companies are invisibly collecting

information about your movements and your data. Being smart about what infor-

mation you provide is an easy way to make sure you’re not giving too much away.

All cybercrime scenes are unique and potentially present new challenges to the

investigators. Investigators face challenges of both understanding complex ICT

technologies and the principles and practices of criminal investigation, reconstruc-

tion of crime scenes, collection and preservation of admissible evidence, detection

and investigation [24].

A key issue for policymakers is how the government can effectively monitor

private networks for intrusions without infringing the privacy rights of the citizens

whose data flow through these networks. For example, it is important to note that a

lot of Internet traffic is passing through the USA; therefore can the US government

monitor the traffic without violating the privacy of users worldwide? This fact alone

gives the USA a competitive intelligence and espionage advantage [25]. It is hard at

this day and age for one country to be entrusted with managing the Internet traffic of

nearly the whole world.

6.2 Social and Economical Impact of Cybercrime

The economic and social impact of cybercrime is increasing every day. It is hard to

get the exact figures on the cost of cybercrime; however, even going by the

information, which is grossly underestimated, the cost is very high. For example,

in Ireland, some organisations are experiencing single cybercrime incidents which

cost over €250,000, and up to 14% of organisations are spending over ten working

weeks responding to individual issues [26].

It is worth pointing out that the incidents of some cybercrimes may increase due

the current credit crunch. When considering business changes such as redundancies
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or other business changes, organisations may be faced with increased intellectual

property theft, financial fraud and authorised access. These changes call for orga-

nisations to give equal priority to internal and external threats. We are witnessing

the increase in the role of the media in reporting cybercrime incidents.

6.2.1 Social and Cultural Dimension of Cybercrime

The reporting of cybercrimes to law enforcement agencies or the media is very low.

There are a number of reasons which hamper organisations, such as unfavourable

publicity, public embarrassment or loss of public confidence. However, the culture

of believing that the cyberspace is lawless and nothing good comes from pursuing

criminals online is misguided and misinformed. Organisations should open the

channels of communications for reporting incidents of cybercrime, and each mem-

ber of the organisation must be aware of it. They should also be willing and ready to

seek assistance in the case of cybercrime incidence.

It should be emphasised that our notions and perceptions of reasonable expec-

tations of privacy are determined by social norms, which in turn are shaped by our

interactions with the technology we see and use around us. Our privacy expectation

in the cyberspace is influenced by the rate of technology change and change in the

legal and regulatory environment and people. As the society becomes more con-

versant with the use of the Internet for everyday activities, the ethical security

culture may become a norm, and this will help in mitigating cybercrime.

6.3 Cybercrime Ethics and Legislation

6.3.1 Legislations to Combat Cybercrime

Most security experts believe that tough legislation against cybercrime may go a

long way in combating it. For example, there are very few federal laws enacted

against cybercrime such as the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act of 1986 and 2001

(threats to computers), National Information Infrastructure Protection Act of 1996

(criminal intent), Computer Security Act of 1987 (federal agency information

security), Federal Privacy Act of 1974 (privacy), Digital Millennium Copyright

Act (protection of technology copyrights) and USA PATRIOT Act of 2001 (ter-

rorism) that have been used to prosecute cybercriminals using spyware as a means

of getting identity of unsuspecting users. Other laws of the same nature include the

Internet Spyware Prevention Act (I-SPY) of 2005 and Securely Protect Yourself

Against Cyber Trespass Act (Spy Act) of 2005. Many companies that write anti-

spyware software want the government to protect them from frivolous lawsuit

brought against them by the spyware companies (case of Lavasoft v New.net) [27].
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The next major problem in the fight against cybercrime is the harmonisation of

international cyberlaws and securing of electronic evidence until the criminals are

brought to justice and other complex jurisdictional issues and procedures that arise

at each step. In this respect, the EU Convention on Cybercrime is a step in the right

direction, despite its weaknesses.

The role of the United Nations, the G-8 Subgroup on High-Tech Crime, the

OECD and the Europol and Interpol in combating cybercrime is crucial. However,

its effectiveness is hampered by countries not willing to collaborate. In order to

convict cybercriminals, they must have broken laws; it is interesting to note that for

the same offence, different countries may have different laws. Further, it is difficult

to harmonise procedures, guidelines and laws especially cyberlaws to combat and

prosecute cybercriminals. Countries with low penetration of ICT do not appreciate

the importance of it. Historically countries in the world do not agree on everything,

and disagreement in one area such as global warming may lead to disagreement in

cyberlaws.

Finally, we seem to have all the most important elements for reducing the

incidence of cybercrime. We have laws, tools and widespread awareness that is

sometimes the most difficult component of a crime prevention effort. The question

that we need to ask ourselves is ‘why, then, is cybercrime not only going away, but

steadily increasing’.

6.3.2 Ethical Considerations in Cybercrime

Users may imagine that the process of discovering vulnerabilities is easy. However,

as the software and hardware have become complex over years, discovering bugs

has turned out to be difficult. This has resulted in the emergence of rewarding

schemes for those who discover bugs [28]. There is currently a race to discover bugs

between white hat hackers and black hat hackers which may be won by black hat

hackers. The question of those who will discover bugs and find it ethical to sell them

is worth investigating. It is now known that the effort it takes to discover vulner-

abilities in software involving therefore any incentives which are skewed may lead

to unintended consequences in the fight towards cybercrime.

When it comes to cyberspace, the attackers and defenders use the same tools,

network, hardware and software, and there is a fundamental tension between

cyberattack and cyberdefence. The NSA defines the ‘equities issue’ as the moral

dilemma when a military discovers vulnerability in a common product; they can

either alert the manufacturer and fix the vulnerability or not tell anyone. It is not an

easy decision. This has an ethical dimension even to users when they discover

vulnerability.
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6.4 Cybercrime: A Borderless Crime

Warfare has changed forever; never again will we see a major warfare without

cyberwarfare being a crucial component. Some countries are advocating the use of

offensive cyberwarfare due to their increased dependence on the Internet. However,

before carrying out offensive action, a country or company must be able to

determine where the attack came from, and this is difficult using current technol-

ogy. And for the offensive to be effective/deterrent, it must be made public, and this

may be difficult for intelligence agencies where some of this information may be

classified.

We believe that militaries throughout the world have personnel developing tools

to wage cyberwarfare against other nations. They have collections of vulnerabilities

in common operating systems, generic and specialised applications or even custom

military software that their potential enemies are using and code to exploit those

vulnerabilities, and they are keeping these as secret to have a competitive edge

[29]. The best thing to do is to infiltrate the enemy’s computers and networks, spy

on them and surreptitiously disrupt select pieces of their communications when

appropriate. This can be achieved by carrying out passive eavesdropping and

performing traffic analysis.

For example, in mid-2007, Estonia, believed by many as ‘the most wired nation

in Europe’ because of its pervasive use of computer networks for a wide array of

private and public activities, had a significant portion of its national infrastructure

crippled for more than 2 weeks by cyberattacks launched from hundreds of thou-

sands of individual computers that had previously been hijacked by Russian

hackers. Estonia was so overwhelmed by the attacks that Estonia leaders literally

severed the country’s connection to the Internet, along with it the country’s eco-
nomic and communication lifeline to the rest of the world. The reason for the attack

was the Russian government’s objection to Estonia’s removal of a Soviet-era war

memorial from the centre of its capital, Tallinn, to a military cemetery. The success

of the Estonia attack was made possible in large part because of insecure software.

It should be noted that traditional defensive measures employed by users such as

firewalls, antivirus and software patches did little to help Estonia [9, 29].

The popular media belief is that there is a coordinated attempt by the Chinese

government to hack into US and other nation’s computers, military, government,

and corporate and steal secrets. The truth is a lot more complicated. Most of these

attacks seem to originate from China and are carried out by individuals who are

doing this for nationalistic reasons, against the big power and for monetary reasons.

The fact that they are not centrally coordinated makes them take more risks and act

stupidly. However, the Chinese government is aware of their existence and prob-

ably buys some military or trade secrets from them.

According to IDC (a global market intelligence firm), 75% of computers having

access to the Internet have been infected and are actively being used without the

owner’s knowledge to conduct cyberattacks, distribute spam and support criminal

activities. This deplorable state of affair cannot be blamed only on innocent
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computer users or hackers but on insecure software to a large extent. Insecure

software is a big problem than most people would imagine, and insecure software is

everywhere, from G-phone to laptops and from game consoles to public utilities.

Insecure software is interconnected and woven more tightly into the fabric of

civilisation with each passing day and with it comes an unprecedented level of

vulnerability. Insecure software is making us fragile, vulnerable and weak, and this

state of affairs is a fertile breeding ground for cybercrimes.

What is happening right now is that the worldwide interconnection of insecure

software gives social problems once limited by geography and a new destructive

range. Cybercriminals, terrorist and even nation-states are currently preying on

millions upon millions of computer systems (and their owners) and using the

proceeds to underwrite further crime, economic espionage, warfare and terror.

We are only now beginning to realise the enormity of the storm set upon us by

the tiny fluttering of software manufacturing mistakes and the economic and the

social costs such mistakes impose.

Anonymity and absence of frontiers make the Internet an efficient weapon in the

hands of criminals. In the virtual space, criminals usually act from sites in other

countries. They use this strategy to avoid detection and prosecution. The money

accrued from cybercrime had surpassed even that made from the global drug trade,

which is very difficult to conduct nowadays, and the penalties once caught are

heavy [30]. This means nations around the world should brace themselves for a

wave of cybercrime. The low barrier to entry in order to commit cybercrime is a

major incentive to cybercriminals; for example, a laptop or Internet connection

costs a lot less than a tank. The complex society dependency on computers and

networks provides another major opportunity to criminals because computer dis-

ruption has economic, logistical and emotional effect. Cybercrime is moving at

such a high speed that law enforcement cannot catch up with it.

6.4.1 International Collaborations

The EU Convention on Cybercrime is one treaty that will help foster and secure

international cooperation and easier assistance in combating cyberterrorism.

National borders cannot restrict cybercrime due to the nature of the Internet. This

means that a country will have great difficulty in addressing crime committed in a

country by an individual in a foreign country. The process of prosecuting criminals

is long. However, it is expected that the treaty will deny safe havens to

cybercriminals.

The type of the cooperation required for combating cybercrime must involve all

or nearly all countries in the world. The EU Convention on Cybercrime has few

countries that have ratified the treaty; this makes it hard to use the convention

effectively in combating crime. It is not easy to have global consensus in issues that

pertain to the whole world such as global warming or human rights. And

cybercrime is no different; there are countries who think that this is not a problem
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to them at their level of development, and we believe that there are those who are

hoping of making a fortune by assisting cybercriminals. Therefore, the issue of

international collaboration, while plausible, may not be achieved.

Countries need to cooperate because cybercriminals are not confined by national

boundaries, and digital evidence relating to a single crime can be dispersed across

multiple regions. While it is important for developing countries to have cybercrime

laws in place, it is equally necessary that countries have the legal authority to assist

foreign countries in an investigation, even if that country has not suffered any

damage itself and is merely the location of the intruder or a pass-through site

[31]. International measures to help these countries enact cybercrime laws are

crucial. Given that some of the viruses, such as the Love Bug, originated in

developing countries, the industrial world cannot solve cybercrimes without

their help.

6.5 Combating Cybercrime

Realising the importance of having a central point of coordinating efforts to combat

cybercrime, the USA established the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) for

assessing and evaluating the vulnerability of the nation’s critical infrastructure as a
whole and cyber security threats in particular and for synchronising its actions with

other federal, state, local and private entities to ensure the most effective response.

This level of awareness and organisation is supposed to be shown by other countries

and the same be demonstrated at the international level. We do not have any choice

if the society dependence on information and Internet will continue to increase.

6.5.1 Tools, Skills and Techniques

Malicious tools enable attackers to gain access to a variety of valuable resources

such as identities, credentials, hacked hosts and other goods and services. Some

malicious tools and services are designed to counter security measures such as

antivirus software to increase the lifespan of a malicious code sample in the wild.

The result is a cycle whereby malicious tools must be continuously developed and

used to produce other goods and services. The profits from these goods and services

may then be reinvested into the development of new malicious tools and services

[21, 32].

Tools for carrying out cybercrime range from kits that automatically scan and

exploit vulnerabilities to botnets. These tools may be used to provide services such

as denial of service (DoS) attacks, spamming and phishing campaigns and finding

exploitable websites and servers [32]. Botnets are becoming a major tool for

cybercrime, partly because they can be designed to effectively disrupt targeted

computer systems in different ways and because a malicious user, without
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possessing strong technical skills, can initiate these disruptive effects in cyberspace

by simply renting botnet services from cybercriminals. Botnets have been described

as the ‘Swiss army knives of the underground economy’ because they are so

versatile.

Exploits are another effective malicious tool. Exploits constitute vulnerability

information and exploit code. They differ from the other categories of attack tools

in that they are not automated by nature. When exploits are incorporated into

automated tools, they can then be classified as attack tools. The exploits available

in the underground economy are typically tailored to specific market demands. The

market for exploit code and vulnerability is geared towards attackers.

Spam and phishing tools and related goods and services are marketed on

underground economy servers. Products include spam software, spam relays,

compromised computers to host phishing scams and content such as phishing

scam pages and phishing scam letters. Spam is often used to advertise black-

market products, such as pharmaceutical drugs, to distribute malicious code and

launch phishing attacks that steal credentials, personal information and credit card

numbers [32].

Another set of tools which are becoming prevalent now is crimeware.

Crimeware is a software that performs illegal actions unanticipated by a user

running the software; these actions are intended to yield financial benefits to the

distributor of the software [33]. Crimeware software include keyloggers and

screenscrapers, redirectors, session hijackers, web Trojans, transaction generators,

system reconfigurators and data stealers.

Cybercriminals use an arsenal of highly effective crime tools, deploying sophis-

ticated criminal-to-criminal (c2c) business models for their operations and heavily

borrowing and copying from the legitimate business world. The Russian Business

Network is a prime example of the highly organised cybercrime gang, which at its

peak provided web hosting to online criminals and created fake anti-spyware and

virus removal tools. There are different categories of tools that are available for

committing cybercrimes such as ‘how-to’ software packages that instruct users step
by step on how to infect a system. ‘Do-it-yourself’ toolkits enable cybercriminals to

easily gain access to a wide array of sensitive and valuable information; crimeware

toolkit creators also deploy ‘crimeware as a service (CaaS)’; a classic example is

Neosploit toolkit [11].

6.6 Future of Cybercrime

The increase in collaboration among hackers in the design and implementation of

new attack vectors is a worrying trend as it is going to make future malware to be

more robust, reliable and resistant to computer security countermeasures [34]. This,

in turn, is expected to help increase the demand for malware services in the future.

Unless deliberate measures are taken, there is very little collaboration between

countries and among law enforcement agencies in combating cybercrime [18]. For
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example, cybercriminals have reportedly made alliances with drug traffickers in

countries such as Afghanistan, Columbia and elsewhere where profitable illegal

activities are used to support terrorist groups. While existing evidence seems to

suggest that cyberterrorism is not advanced enough to conduct well-coordinated

cyberattacks, it is well documented that cyberterrorism is heavily involved in

cybercrime [35].

It is estimated that only 5% of cybercriminals are ever arrested or convicted

because the anonymity associated with the web activity makes them hard to catch

and the trail of evidence needed to link them to a cybercrime is hard to unravel. The

challenge of identifying the source of attack is complicated by the unwillingness of

organisations to report attacks, owing to potential liability concerns.

Cybercrime requires less personal contact, less need for formal organisation and

no need for control over a geographical territory. Some security experts argue that

the classical hierarchical structures of organised crime groups may not be suitable

for organised crime on the Internet. Consequently, online criminal activity may

emphasise lateral, loose and dynamic relationships and networks instead of hierar-

chies [10]. Instead of assuming stable personal configurations that can persist for

years, online criminal organisations may incorporate the ‘swarming’ model, in

which individuals coalesce for a limited period of time in order to conduct a specific

task, or set of tasks, and afterwards go their separate ways [36]. It is widely accepted

now that, as opposed to the fixed, hierarchical organisational models found in the

‘real world’, criminal organisation in the cyberspace will be transient, lateral and

fluid, all of which can pose real challenges for law enforcement.

6.6.1 Laws, Standards and Ethics

The emerging system of online law enforcement is largely preventive and strongly

decentralised, involves a hybrid of public and private enforcement and is highly

automated. This new model is far more pervasive than the traditional offline law

enforcement by state actors; it tries to achieve ubiquitous policing of online

activities to monitor, control, deter, deflect, detect, prevent or pre-empt risky and

potentially malicious activities [7]. Very few law enforcement members are trained

to deal with digital evidence even at a basic level. Experience has identified the

need for stronger sharing of training material and common certification across

countries. Since this is a global problem, the training scheme should be adapted

worldwide. The training should include expertise on recovering, examining,

analysing and reporting digital evidence [24]. For example, cybercrime training

in the EU is inconsistent and fragmented, with no mutual recognition of training

standards and little or no academic recognition of qualifications and experience.

The EU Convention on Cybercrime was viewed as an attempt to ‘harmonise

laws against malicious hacking, virus writing, fraud and child pornography on the

net’. It also aims to ensure that police forces in separate countries gather the same

standard of evidence to help track and catch criminals across borders [37]. The
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treaty accomplishes three key goals. The first goal is the establishment of a specific

list of domestic criminal offences and conduct that are prohibited by the treaty. The

second goal is to adopt a set of procedural tools and powers to properly and

effectively investigate crimes. The third goal is to establish strong mechanisms

for fostering international cooperation [38]. The convention also allows for any

nation when signing or ratifying to state declarations or reservations towards any of

the obligations tied to the provisions of the convention. However, at the time of

writing this chapter, only 23 countries had signed and ratified the convention.

One of the core criticisms of the convention is that it lacks a ‘dual criminality’
provision. A dual criminality provision would require that for an offence to be

considered a crime under the convention, it would have to be a crime in all countries

it was committed and in the countries whose assistance is being ask for. This makes

cooperation among countries in combating cybercrime to be difficult. The main

concern from the EU Convention on Cybercrime is that it is left to the interpretation

of the member country. They can decide on which parts to ratify and which not

to. This makes the harmonisation efforts to face major difficulties. The regulatory

framework lags behind the state of the art in cybercrime. It is not strange to see

crimes being prosecuted using laws that are not related at all to cybercrime. In a lot

of cases, there are simply no laws to prosecute a specific crime. Cybercrime will

present the law enforcement community with new investigative challenges, partic-

ularly of technical nature.

6.6.2 Proposed Solutions

There are a number of countries and companies that are researching and developing

tools for a cyber offensive. The rationale for developing cyber offensive tools

comes from the difficulty in apprehending those involved in cyberattacks because

of the anonymity offered by the web and the ability offered by the tools they use in

disguising their tracks. The question in using offensive tools is how hard the victims

of these attacks should hit back. However, the ethical question is how sure the

victims can be that they are hitting the right attacker. This is a problem because a

machine of an unaware user may be compromised and used to attack another

machine.

New tools are available to public and private actors to detect, investigate and

prevent criminal behaviours. These tools can provide sophisticated means for

surveillance and powerful ways to analyse a vast amount of information. These

tools can deter illegal activities, investigate crime, collate personal information and

track criminals with increasing efficiency (with the ease with which these tools are

available, it is going to be hard to distinguish between criminals and normal users

[39]). In addition, advanced analysis software and intelligent data mining tools can

pre-empt crimes by identifying suspicious patterns of behaviour allowing law

enforcement agencies to neutralise threats before they are realised. At the same

time, these new tools can be a threat to our civil liberties, particularly personal
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privacy. When they fail to give correct analysis, the consequences are not worth

imagining. Some of these tools and methods have gone as far as claiming to be able

to predict crime or read criminal thoughts. While these are interesting research

agendas, their impact to our civil liberties and human rights must be thought long

and hard. For example, the fact that some of these tools are automated and can make

decisions without human interventions is a worrying trend [7].

Wiretapping of telephone conversations has been a common practice for a long

time; this practice is being extended to even VoIP, and security experts worry that

this will stifle innovation or move innovation to other countries with less stringent

measures [40]. Dictating the design of new technologies to facilitate law enforce-

ment has its own cost and may even be self-defeating.

In order to help improve the fight against cybercrime, there will also be a

criminalisation of hacking tools including possession, creation and distribution,

where the conduct is (1) intentional, (2) ‘without right’ and (3) done with the intent
to commit an offence of the type described in Articles 2–5 of the convention

[39, 41]. It is further said that Article 6 of the treaty is a cause for concern, due to

the fact that it makes production, distribution and use of ‘hacking tools’ and exploit
code illegal [42].

Software industry initiative such as the Software Assurance Forum for Excel-

lence in Code (SAFECode) [43] is a step in the right direction in improving the trust

in information and communications technology products and services through the

advancement of effective software assurance methods [44]. SAFECode leads the

effort to identify and promote best practices for developing and delivering more

secure and reliable software, hardware and services.

Digital evidence is an important part in nearly every modern cybercrime inves-

tigation, and proper handling of this evidence can mean the difference between a

conviction and a cybercriminal walking free [45]. The use of computer forensics in

cyberspace criminal investigation is crucial in solving cybercrime.

6.6.3 Paradigm Shift in Combating Cybercrime

The nature and characteristics of cyberattacks give attackers asymmetric advantage

because of the following reasons [46]:

1. Attackers do not have sufficient financial support to create or introduce new

technology. They use existing technology in innovative ways, finding flaws and

using them against the defenders.

2. Attackers operate alone or in small groups and are mobile and flexible in their

tactics.

3. Attackers mingle with the general population and have greater mobility and

speed than law enforcement and other forces. The absence of consistent inter-

national regulations and cooperation and coordination between law enforcement

agencies adds to the problem.
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4. Attackers strive to take the enemy by surprise, maintain the initiative and leave

before the defender is able to fight back.

5. Attackers seek support and cooperation from local population either by sympa-

thy or intimidation. Although one might question the validity of this premise in

cyber security, the low investment in security training and expertise and the

reluctance to communicate security incidents to law enforcement actually sup-

port the attackers’ actions.
6. Attackers are knowledgeable about the target environment prior to the encoun-

ter. This is especially true when elements within the defending organisation are

collaborating with or conducting the attack.

7. The attacker’s information service is better than the defender’s. In the current

environment of cyber security, the defending organisations typically respond in

isolation and rarely communicate the attack to law enforcement or other groups.

The only information services on the side of the defenders are public organisa-

tions and the media, which are shared with attackers.

8. Attackers maintain command of the situation during the whole engagement. The

defending organisations can rarely regain control during the attack—first, the

attack would need to be detected in real time, then near-perfect coordination of

incident response procedure would need to be in place, and the response team

would need to be fully alert, trained and supported in the decision-making

process. The cost of maintaining such capabilities is overwhelming for most

organisations.

The characteristics of the Internet give massive advantage to the attacker. The

advantage comes from the original design of the Internet in which security was not a

main concern. Then you have loopholes in the law, lack of collaboration and

sharing information at the international level and the pace of technological change.

All these strongly suggest the need for paradigm shift. Our current approach of

patching the Internet, whenever there is a security breach, will not work in the

long run.

6.6.4 Crime Convergence

The cost and convenience of carrying business online is bringing other illegal

businesses such as drug smuggling and robbery. The best way to solve many of

these crimes is to monitor network traffic or to examine the evidence stored within

computers. Investigators may need a higher level of technical knowledge. In the

end, all criminal activities will use the Internet in one shape or form; when that day

arrives, combating cybercrime must become a multifaceted affair incorporating

technical prowess, political will, economic muscle and social norms. It will take

more than research curiosity of a few organisations or nations. A global concerted

effort will be required then, given our inability to cooperate in solving cybercrime
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now. It is not worth even imagining the change and menace of the cybercrime in the

future, should we fail to realise the danger and start acting.

6.7 Discussion and Conclusions

One of the most significant challenges in cybercrime is the sharing of information

on cyberthreats or attacks among law enforcement agencies within and between

different jurisdictions. This is made even harder by the sensitivity of information on

the national security or firm competitive edge. Some of this information shared has

resulted in either no conviction because of the different laws in different countries

or has led to a country or company being a victim of espionage. The fight against

cybercrime will benefit a lot if all stakeholders (intelligence community, law

enforcements, government, regional bodies and victims) share information they

have on crimes. In some cases, this information can be de-identified in case it is

used for research or law/policy formulation

Cybercrime is highly organised nowadays as its motives have changed from

individual hacker for fame, seeking limelight, to professional hackers, deploying

sophisticated cybercrime models to maximise their profit while avoiding detection.

It should be noted that cybercrime is highly sensitive to location, language and

regional economic trends; these campaigns enable them to operate locally, focusing

their attacks on specific geographic locations and target selected business. The

organisational structure of cybercrime is loosely centralised with strong cells

distributed around the world specialising in specific tasks that contribute to the

overall network. These networks are amorphous making the effort to destroy them

difficult as they are loosely coupled. Catching a few criminals creates more gangs

which are reorganised differently. Therefore, as our effort to fighting cybercrime

intensifies, we are unknowingly creating more cybercriminals with potent ability to

fleece us and our financial institutions.

We have to be aware that security which is meant to mitigate the occurrence of

cybercrime is a part of a system which is always complex than the individual

components [29]. Therefore, when analysing the occurrence of cybercrime, we

should do so in the context of the broader system. And the complexity of today’s
systems does little in mitigating cybercrime. Sean Price [47] proposes a new

paradigm on how to win cyberwar which will be based on assurance and knowledge

of our complex IT systems. There are some security experts who believe that

complexity is one of the biggest threats in cyberspace, because complex systems

break in complex ways [48]. Cybercrime causes national security concerns espe-

cially when it comes to critical national infrastructure. The growing threat to

national security will occur due to more sophisticated web-based espionage. The

growing attacks are threatening online services and eroding public trust in Internet

services.

The rise of a sophisticated market of software flaws used to carry out attacks and

espionage on networked systems will lead to a black market (cybermarket of
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vulnerabilities) [19]. For example, the Microsoft’s stance on piracy together with

the implementation of the Windows Genuine Advantage (WGA) further makes all

the Windows systems vulnerable as those who have pirated copies of the Windows

operating system cannot patch their computers [49, 50].

The proliferation of broadband and advanced wireless technologies has made

more users always connected to the Internet and conduct their daily activities

electronically; as a result, computer users have become the target of an underground

economy that infects hosts with malware or adware for financial gain. Unfortu-

nately, even a single visit to an infected website enables the attacker to detect

vulnerabilities in the user’s applications and force to download a multitude of

malware binaries. Frequently, this malware allows the adversary to gain full control

of the compromised systems leading to the exfiltration of sensitive information or

installation of utilities that facilitate remote control of the host. This behaviour is

similar to the traditional understanding of botnets. However, the main difference is

that web-based malware infections are pull based and that the resulting command

feedback loop is looser. To characterise the nature of this rising threat, four

prevalent mechanisms used to inject malicious content on popular websites are

identified: web server security, user-contributed content, advertising and third-party

widgets [51].

Laws are written in a very general manner that they are no longer useful to users

and investigators. Therefore, when using or obeying the law, users and investigators

have to interpret what the law means in their particular situation. However, it is not

easy to write laws that will be prescriptive covering all situations in case of

violation.

The EU Convention on Cybercrime at its core was enacted to promote interna-

tional collaboration in combating cybercrime. The fact that crime laws are not

harmonised worldwide makes it impossible for the convention to achieve its initial

objectives. To date not all EU countries have ratified the treaty because of reser-

vations they have on certain articles of the treaty. We believe that with cybercrime

becoming an almost integral part of our cyberspace lives, more countries will ratify

the treaty. As the treaty does not provide a one-size-fits-all solution to all

cybercrime, it will serve as a framework for discussion and future treaties.

The challenges of cybercrime far outweigh any other challenge that we as

society have so far faced. Therefore, it is important that resources are mobilised

to combat this scourge. We believe that cybercriminals will continue to shift away

from relative visible web presence to private channels that are not easily monitored.

The web and other forums online are being targeted by undercover sting operations

[32]. Increasing awareness of the Internet users in the effort of combating

cybercrime may go a long way in mitigating the problem. For example, the National

Strategy to Secure Cyberspace details that user awareness is an important compo-

nent in the fight against cybercrime [52]. However, an innovative global strategy of

carrying out user awareness programmes is required, before Internet users’ trust
completely disappears. In the future, we would like to see metrics being developed

to assess how awareness reduces the effect of cybercrime. However, the search for
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ways to improve the security of the cyberspace must be increased and fully funded

by individuals, organisations and governments.

Countersurveillance in order to study and understand the motives of attackers

has not been very productive. Attackers now are mapping the resources (such as

sensor networks and honeypots) used by security vendors and research communi-

ties and poisoning them with false data. Consequently, the effectiveness and

response time of the information gathering resources may be eroded [46]. This

further complicates the fight against cybercrime.

The problem for many IT-based companies is that similar norms and under-

standings common in other industries simply have not emerged. While regular retail

security has had over 150 years to develop, web-based e-commerce is, at most,

8 years old and continues to evolve rapidly. IT-dependent companies need to

understand this: you cannot routinely expect the police to investigate crimes and

recover assets where you yourself have failed to take reasonable precautions. Each

player must know what is expected of them in terms of maintaining and achieving

individual, organisational and national security [53].

The Internet is also becoming a tool of running the political process as politi-

cians become technological savvy. Internet usage issues are getting more attention,

and this brings more unwanted attention from criminals who may be working to

sabotage the political process such as election [54]. Bringing the political process to

the Internet gives the opportunity of having security problems highlighted to a

wider audience. For example, when the email account of US Republican vice-

presidential candidate Sarah Palin was hacked, nearly the whole world knew as

news media spend hours covering the issue.

Alliances between the public sector and private enterprise are at an initial stage

of development with limited success. Public-private partnerships (with government

participation or sponsorship in some instances), such as the National Security

Telecommunications Advisory Council (NSTAC), the National Security Informa-

tion Exchange (NSIE) and the Cyber Security Industry Alliance (CSIA), have had

some measure of success in executing overarching policies and practices for

securing cyberspace in a critical sector. Other nations, such as the UK, have

instituted the NSIE model for their own public-private cooperative relationships.

Initial attempts at paralleling this collaborative structure in the international law

enforcement community are under way but as of yet lack sufficient resources and

skills to have substantial impact on the cybercrime juggernaut [2].

Flexibility, collaboration and responsiveness are paramount in combating

cybercrime. The miscreants are predisposed to being mobile and elusive, given

their freedom of movement within cyberspace. In such an environment, they can

operate with impunity and arrogance. Countless conversations in open and public

forums demonstrate their absolute lack of fear of law enforcement. Evidence

indicates that miscreants are paid to compromise networks, or write tools to

compromise networks, or just sell that which they have compromised [2]. In far

too many instances, political or cultural impediments preclude the level of cooper-

ation and interaction required to defeat cybercrime.
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No matter how hard you try, attackers will, in the long run, have the upper hand.

It’s a simple fact of life, not an excuse. Security is humans pitted against humans.

Therefore, it’s critical that you improve your code’s security posture at the design,

implementation and testing levels.

Inconsistency and fragmentation in laws and policies leave most of the critical

services vulnerable to cyberattack. For example, American industry and govern-

ment are spending billions of dollars to develop new products and technology that

are being stolen at little or no cost by adversaries [55]. Things that are being stolen

include pharmaceuticals, biotech, IT, engine design and weapons design.
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Chapter 7

Intrusion Prediction Systems

Mohamed Abdlhamed, Kashif Kifayat, Qi Shi, and William Hurst

Abstract In recent years, cyberattacks have increased rapidly in huge volumes and

diversity. Despite the existence of advanced cyber-defence systems, attacks and

intrusions still occur. Defence systems tried to block previously known attacks, stop

ongoing attacks and detect occurred attacks. However, often the damage caused by

an attack is catastrophic. Consequently, the need for improved intrusion detection

systems and proposed robust prediction system is more urgent these days. In this

chapter, we investigate the intrusion prediction systems to show the need for such

system, the insufficiency of the current intrusion detection systems and how

prediction will improve the security capabilities for defence systems. A survey of

intrusion prediction systems in cybersecurity, the concepts of work and methods

used in these systems is presented.

7.1 Introduction

Cyberattacks have the ability to disrupt or destroy computer systems and networks

or the information stored on them [1]. Using various degrees of sophistication, an

attacker can access a system remotely by the Internet to gain unauthorised privi-

leges or misuse its privileges. This is known as an intrusion and is the attempt to

manipulate the confidentiality, integrity or availability of security methods [2].

In recent years, cyberattacks have increased rapidly in huge volumes and

diversity. In 2013, for example, over 552 million customers’ identities and crucial

information were revealed through data breaches worldwide [3]. This growing

threat is further demonstrated in the 50,000 daily attacks on the London Stock

Exchange [4]. It is predicted that the economic impact of cyberattacks will cost the

global economy $3 trillion on aggregate by 2020 [5]. These immense effects and

implications have urged the United States Department of Defense to categorise

cyberattacks as an act of war, meriting physical military force in response [4]. Such
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a categorisation depicts the severe view countries around the globe now have of

cyberthreats.

The varieties of systems used to counter intrusions are operated in order to

detect, prevent and mitigate attacks and their consequences. Among the existing

traditional defence systems, intrusion detection systems (IDSs) are playing a major

role. Typically, they are composed of software or hardware that automatically

monitor the computer system or the network and perform an analysis function to

detect intrusions [2]. There are many types of IDSs as we discuss in this report.

However, IDSs are generally grouped into different classes: host-based intrusion

detection systems, network-based IDS and distributed intrusion detection systems.

All of these systems operate behind firewalls to increase the level of security.

Two of the main methodologies applied in IDS include signature-based and

anomaly detection. Signature detection functions by identifying intrusions through

correlating real-time data with a known malicious behaviour database. The

anomaly-based approach detects intrusions by comparing the current behaviour to

a profiled normal behaviour [6].

In cloud computing, for example, intrusion detection and prevention systems are

used in different levels and technologies, where each of these technologies has its

own limitations and issues [7]. Despite the advantages, like the possibility to use

resources remotely and huge volumes of storage, the growth in cloud computing has

further exacerbated the threat posed by cyberattacks, as critical infrastructures and

digital service providers now have multiple access points to protect [8]. Hence

intrusion detection systems in a cloud environment are in need of significant

research efforts to enhance performance and overcome the challenges and issues.

Regardless of the existence of advanced cyber-defence systems, attacks and

intrusions still occur. Defence systems try to block previously known attacks, stop

ongoing attacks and detect occurred attacks; however, often the damage caused by

an attack is catastrophic [1, 9]. Consequently, the need for improving intrusion

detection systems is more urgent these days. We argue that proposing robust

prediction system will help in improving the detection and prevention capabilities

of defence systems.

7.2 The Role of Intrusion Prediction

Prediction is used in many areas such as stock market, weather forecasting, health

sector and many others. Although plenty of research has been produced by acade-

mia, however, intrusion prediction systems are still not widely used in the cyber

industry. In this section we will clarify the importance of intrusion prediction from

related terms, namely, detection and prevention. Intrusion detection is ‘the process
of monitoring the events occurring in a computer system or network and analysing

them for signs of intrusions, defined as attempts to compromise the confidentiality,

integrity, availability, or to bypass the security mechanisms of a computer or

network’ [10]. Intrusion prevention is the process of detecting intrusions and trying
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to stop them [11]. Therefore, according to these definitions, prevention is depending

on detection, and both are relying on monitored and identified security incidents,

which imply that security incidents already happened or are in the course of

happening. It is important to notice that detection and prevention systems need

direct information to raise an alarm of security violation or prohibit known attacks.

Furthermore, these systems failed to identify multiple step attacks, because detec-

tion concept is to capture a single incident at a time, not the whole series. In this

context, the need for prediction systems appeared as a tool to support both detection

and prevention systems. The basic idea behind prediction concept is the attempt of

providing information of events that have not happened yet depending on historical

information and gained knowledge of similar events or same events happened in the

past. Figure 7.1 shows the relationship among the three concepts.

Prediction as a theory implies a lack of information about what might happen;

therefore, security systems use the little amount of information that is available for

processing and producing knowledge about potential futuristic incidents. The more

data available, the more accurate prediction can be produced, and the certainty of

futuristic incidents became more realistic. Prediction role stands where there is not

enough information to consider incidents as an attack. This is because detection

depends on the solid information to capture security violations; this information

might be signatures or noticeable anomaly in the status of the system or network

[11]. So the hierarchy of prediction, detection and prevention will be in the form in

Fig. 7.2.

Cyberattacks are normally identified as single and multistage attacks, according

to the number of steps that is required for achieving the attack successfully. In case

of multistage intrusions, prediction is playing a significant role, as the probability of

produced correct predictions is far higher than other attack vectors. This is because

multistage intrusions involve many steps and attacks in order to achieve the

intrusion goal, so there are more likely chances to predict the ultimate attack by

observing the initial steps or prior attacks before achieving the attack goals and

harms.

Fig. 7.1 The relationship

among prediction, detection

and prevention
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7.3 Prediction in Non-computer Science Areas

Prediction as a concept has been used in many aspects of life in order to get

knowledge about future. In some disciplines prediction played a vital role as

compared to others, especially when it concerns health or finance such as in medical

care or stock markets. As this chapter focuses on the methods of prediction systems,

we only present a glib of prediction methodologies used in other sectors. In

healthcare sector, many methods have been used such as statistical analysis [12],

probabilistic methods [13] and soft computing methods [14] to predict health

issues. Prediction is also used in software engineering in order to predict software

defects to estimate the number of faults in software before it is deployed in order to

measure software quality and decrease maintenance efforts [15]. Based on the fact

that states there is a logarithmic relationship between the number of faults and the

size of the software’s codes [16], most of the prediction models depend on arith-

metic formulas and probabilistic models. Arithmetic formulas predict defects in

software using size and complexity metrics, testing metrics and processing quality

data. The probabilistic models mostly used are multivariate approaches and Bayes-

ian belief networks [15]. In financial sector, the use of different prediction meth-

odologies is not very different from health sector. Many methods has been used to

predict stock markets such as time series analysis [17], machine learning algorithms

[18] and hidden Markov model [19]. These approaches and others aim to forecast

the prices of the stocks and the movement of the market. Failure prediction is

another use of prediction concept in financial sector, where models are proposed to

calculate the probability of bankruptcy of firms and companies by means of

mathematical formulas. These formulas vary from one model to another, but in

general, they apply functions and mathematical operations on the collected data and

facts to produce the probability [20]. Approaches like market-based models and Z-
score model are such examples of failure prediction models which transform over

time [21]. The most popular usage of prediction that relates to people’s day-to-day

use is the weather forecasting and its related rainfall and flood volumes. To predict

rainfall, many techniques have been used such as time series analysis, machine

learning methods and statistical methods [22].

Prediction
Detection
Prevention

Information Volume

Degree of CertaintyFig. 7.2 Information in

intrusion-related systems
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7.4 Intrusion Prediction Systems in Computer Security

Research on the prediction of cyberattacks and intrusion area has been enriched by

many solutions and models over the last few years. In this section, we will review

some of such solutions to draw a picture of the possible methods, which could be

exploited.

7.4.1 Prediction Methodologies

Prediction systems use different methodologies to infer futuristic potential threats.

Methodology means the main concept of work that the system built upon to achieve

prediction. Methodologies are varying according to the type of data and source of

data. Most of prediction methodologies can be classified as the following:

7.4.1.1 Alerts Correlation

This methodology can be defined as ‘interpretation of multiple alarms so as to

increase the semantic information content associated with a reduced set of mes-

sages’ [23]. The goal of alert correlation is to identify the casual relationships

between alerts [24]. Basically, alert correlation is achieved in the context of

grouping alerts from intrusion detection systems, processing them to be put in a

unified form and perform correlation to find a causal relationship between them. In

literature, alert correlation is used to build different types of models such as alert

optimisation [25], attack scenario [26, 27], attack strategies through finding con-

nection between causes and consequences of attack [28], attack track using a suffix

tree [29] and attack plan [27].

7.4.1.2 Sequence of Actions

In this methodology, security incidents are put into an ordered set to reflect the

casual or temporal relationship among them. The serial sort of the set will make

prediction relatively clear, as breaking the chain or emerging of malicious acts in

the series will be considered as intrusion. This concept is used in models that

are based on system call sequences [30, 31] and network packet sequences [32].

This methodology includes any set of things or actions that are sorted to accomplish

a specific task in the system and any anomaly in this sort will give a prediction of a

malicious activity. Alert correlation by concept can be classified under this cate-

gory. However, alerts are only notifications that hold information about security

incidents, which could produce a prediction upon the relationship nature among

their information whether it is a temporal, casual or any type of relationships.
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7.4.1.3 Statistical Methods

Literature showed that statistical methods are widely for the prediction and fore-

casting in computing and other areas. Statistical analysis tries to investigate and

present the collected data to reveal the underlying patterns and trends [33]. Although

statistical analysis might not be suitable for all cyber-related problems because

of the linear nature of statistical analysis [34], however, these methods have been

used effectively in many fields of cybersecurity such as in data mining [35].

The criteria for using statistical models are the data nature, attack mechanism and

system architecture. Upon these crireria, literature showed using different statistical

models to suit different solutions such as time series analysis, linear regression,

moving average, weighted moving average, exponential smoothing, reliability

analysis, etc. [36, 37].

7.4.1.4 Probabilistic Methods

This methodology is used when the amount or type of collected data is not sufficient

to produce direct predictions, so these methods used to assign initial probabilities

for system variables and then calculate initial outputs. This situation normally occur

in the absence of historical data. Another use of this method is to compound with

other models in the same system in order to improve the prediction result. Literature

showed that the hidden Markov model (HMM) and Bayesian network are the most

probabilistic method being used. HMM is ‘a tool for representing probability

distributions over sequences of observations’ [38] and has been used in many

solutions such as in [25, 39, 40], etc. Bayesian network is ‘a graphical model for

representing conditional independencies between a set of random variables’ [38]
and has been used in many solutions such as in [31, 41, 42].

7.4.1.5 Feature Extraction

This method is used when the system focuses on a specific piece of information out

of the gathered data. Feature extraction is ‘a set of techniques that transform and

simplify data so as to make data mining tasks easier’ [43]. Feature extraction can be
decomposed into two parts: feature construction that standardises, normalises,

filters and extracts local features from the data. The second part is the feature

selection that selects relevant and informative features [44]. Although this meth-

odology is embedded in all data mining-based solution, it has been used as a key

methodology such as to build the Cyber Attacker Model Profile (CAMP) [45] and

real-time intrusion prediction in [46].
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7.4.2 Prediction Systems in Computer Security

In this section, we will demonstrate the existing solutions and approaches proposed

to predict intrusions. We will arrange these solutions according to the methods

being used.

7.4.2.1 Hidden Markov Model

HMM is a probabilistic method that is widely used in many applications such as

voice recognition and medical diagnostics. HMM offers a solid mathematical

structure that could effectively shape a robust theoretical foundation for problem

modelling. In HMM, it is easy to translate theoretical ideas to mathematical model,

which is an advantageous point over other modelling methods such as neural

networks. This is reflected in practice through successful applications that uses

HHM [39].

In their research, Haslum et al. [47] propose a distributed intrusion prevention

system. This system is composed of many IPSs spread over networks, which

communicate through a central controller. The system uses an HMM to identify

intrusion and prepare for prediction process. In addition, a fuzzy inference system,

for online risk assessment, is employed. HMM functions by passing a set of system

states and probability indicators to the fuzzy inference system to assess the risk

simultaneously, whereas a fuzzy inference system analyses the risk using threat

level, vulnerability and asset values.

Continuing the investigation on prediction methodologies, specifically HMM,

we identify that Sendi et al. [25] propose a framework for intrusion prediction,

again using the HMM and alert correlation to predict distributed denial-of-service

(DDoS) attacks. In their research, HMM is used to derive the interactions between

the attacker and the network. The alert correlation is modified as an alert severity to

generate prediction alarms of the effective steps of the attack and to enhance the

accuracy. The results showed an accurate prediction of DDoSs and a capability to

detect other multistep attacks.

Lai-Cheng propose a technology which can predict an intrusion based on the

Markov chain [40]. Their research claims to function with high efficiency in real

time by using a load-balancing algorithm and statistical prediction model. The

heavy network traffic is divided into smaller segments using a balance-paralleling

architecture to overcome the problem of handling heavy traffic loads. When

considering the prediction, a series of states of the traffic is checked if it occurs in

the order of the Markov chain model, and the probability of this occurrence is

computed.

Zhengdao et al. investigate a host-based intrusion prediction system, in this case

using the hidden semi-Markov model (HsMM) [30]. Firstly, in their research, they

define the intrusion detection using the HsMM. Secondly, a case study using a
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prediction model using HsMM was put forward. This model depends on a differ-

entiation between the normal system call sequences and the intruder.

7.4.2.2 Bayesian Networks

Bayesian networks are powerful graphical methods for modelling and reasoning

under uncertainty and complexity of information. It is comprised of a directed

acyclic graph (DAG) enabling smooth representation of the domain knowledge as

an influence network and a conditional probability table (CPT) that allows to

specify the uncertainty related to the relationships among domain variables [48].

In their research, Wu et al. propose a model to predict cyberattacks using a

Bayesian network [41]. Specifically, an attack graph is used for vulnerability

representation, as well as for detecting possible attack paths. The main aim of

their research is to consider environmental factors that influence the probability of

an attack taking place in order to calculate the vulnerabilities. The factors, which

are considered in their research, include assets in the network, the attack history of

the network and the usage condition of the network. Using the attack probability

algorithms employed by a Bayesian network, Wu et al. claim to achieve accurate

results, although no experiments or results are put forward in their paper.

Continuing the investigation into the Bayesian network for IDS, Feng et.al.

propose a method to predict the abnormal events using the plan recognition

approach [31]. This approach uses the dynamic Bayesian network theory to predict

the intrusion by monitoring the system call sequences. The goal of the system call

sequences is to classify data into both normal and intrusion with a high level of

accuracy. By using this classification technique, system calls are represented by the

states of Bayesian network. The main challenge of their work is scalability; in a big

data environment, the performance and efficiency are questionable.

Ishida et.al. propose an algorithm which is able to forecast the increment or

decrement of attack levels using the Bayesian inference [42]. The idea behind this

research is to predict whether the attacks will increase or decrease based on patterns

of daily or weekly activities. Their research claims to achieve good prediction

results; however, their approach is fairly primitive and is unable to predict attack

type or time.

7.4.2.3 Genetic Algorithms

Genetic algorithms are mathematical procedures used in artificial intelligence

applications to learn the natural process of things. In this subsection, the focus of

our investigation is on the use of genetic algorithms for enhancing intrusion

detection. The aim, again, is to identify techniques that can influence our

methodology.

Sindhu et al. propose a framework for the intrusion prediction in networks using

an artificial neural network (ANN) and a genetic algorithm combination
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[49]. A genetic algorithm is used to train the ANN, where the ANN is structured

according to weight optimisation. The results showed that this technique can speed

up the learning process and perform better than traditional backpropagation

(BP) networks in prediction accuracy. However, the proposed system functions

by checking alarm rates rather than vulnerabilities, which is still a statistical

prediction and not an actual vulnerability testing. The framework itself is an

intrusion detection system that uses the neural network to classify network traffic

as a normal or abnormal behaviour. This approach could automatically improve the

detection ability. The neural network is trained using the KDDCup’99 data set

(which is a widely used data set for the experimental intrusion detection prepared

by MIT Lincoln Labs [50]), and the features used in training were selected by the

genetic algorithm. The genetic algorithm is used to select the most important

features of the network traffic for detection and to adjust the neural network

parameters. The results showed an effective outcome of detection.

7.4.2.4 Artificial Neural Networks

Artificial neural networks are defined as parallel and distributed processing systems

constructed of a huge number of simple and enormously connected processors

[51]. ANNs enhance the intrusion prediction system’s ability to generalise data

and classify it into normal or abnormal [7]. This means ANNs try to overcome the

uncertainty of data by attempting to identify multiple shapes of data.

Zhang and Sun [32] propose a novel network-based model to predict intrusions

using a fuzzy neural network and coefficient correlation. In their research, the focus

is on a backpropagation algorithm in the fuzzy neural network, to train the network

on KDD99 knowledge data set. The key focus of their work is on a solution to

predict the intrusion by analysing the network traffic information and forecasting

the following. In their research, they claim to produce acceptable levels of predic-

tion to detect different attacks such as DoS, probing, U2R and R2L. However, the

network traffic feature selection should be more specific, such that the selected

features might not be an indicator of an intrusion, and the prediction probability

could be accounted more specifically.

Continuing the case study, we focus on the work by Tang et al. [52], who

propose a method for predicting a network security situation based on

backpropagation neural with covariance. The aim of this research is depending on

training the neural network with situation sequences as inputs, and self-learning

parameters adjustments used in backpropagation training. The prediction process

was done by the use of a historic and current value situation of the services and host

fed to a BP neural network. This method succeeds in using the hyper-plan con-

struction for prediction, because of the prediction decision being based on high-

level information.
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7.4.2.5 Data Mining

Data mining is another approach to identify the data and relationships among them

to produce information for the prediction approach. Data mining is defined as a

method for investigating data from multiple perspectives and summarising it in a

useful information [53]. Li et al. [54] propose an approach for intrusion prediction

using attack graphs generated by data mining techniques. The data mining associ-

ation rule generates several scenarios for the attack graphs, depending on multistep

attack patterns that are built using previous intrusion alerts. This algorithm com-

putes the probability of attack incidence in each attack graph, which indicates all

potential attacks. Ranking the attack scenarios according to predictability scores

and correlating with real-time intrusion alerts can assess the future attack and

predict intrusions.

Kim and Park [26] propose a model to predict the network-based advanced

persistent threat (APT) attacks. This model depends on extracting intrusion detec-

tion events, analyses the correlation among events and then predicts the intrusion

according to the context. The first intrusion data is gathered and treated to extract

information about attacks threads and sessions. Subsequently, correlation analysis

was done by creating sequential rules of detected intrusion events. The correlation

is achieved by the use of a continuous association rule mining algorithm (CARMA).

At this point, the researchers suggest two equations to predict the attempted time of

intrusion and events occurring. By analysing and correlating intrusion detection

events, their research uncovered an association between some specific attacks.

Therefore, they could predict the ATPs according to the existence of some attacks.

The results showed the possibility of predicting ATP attacks depending on the

intrusion detection events.

Cheng-Bin [46] proposed a method for the intrusion prediction based on feature

extraction. The researcher’s method depends on a proposed algorithm that first

filters the relevant data; then a support vector machine (SVM) is used to classify the

data into normal or abnormal. The researcher claims that this method is able to

predict the intrusion online. The proposed method exploits a machine learning

method that is a point of power. However, this method is actually used to detect

already existing attacks rather than forecast potential attack, in addition to its

moderate accuracy.

Continuing the investigation, we identify that Onolaja et al. propose a concep-

tual framework for monitoring the trust dynamically and the prediction of the

behaviour of network nodes [55]. Their framework employs the paradigm of

Dynamic Data-Driven Application Systems (DDDAS) and a trust-based model.

The framework consists of two parts: a physical system representing the actual

network and its nodes and a controller representing a simulation of the entire

network. The controller contains components, which collect data relating to the

nodes’ behaviour within the network. In addition, it collects a trust value

(TV) calculation and performs a data mining and prediction service. A trust value

(TV) is attached to each node. Initially this value is neutral and is changed
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according to the node behaviour. Nodes are distributed according to the trust value

to conceptualise three levels of trust: high risk, medium risk and low risk in the

network. The prediction was achieved in the controller by comparing the actual

behaviour of the node with the previous behaviour stored in the controller, which

changes the trust value and detects the misbehaviour.

Jayasinghe et al. [56] proposed an approach to predict a drive-by download

attack in the web browser environment using a memory-friendly dynamic analysis.

The approach depends on the monitoring of the bytecode stream produced by the

web browser engine to render the web page. This is achieved by extracting the

features from the stream and then predicts the attack by a data-mining algorithm.

The process of capturing and analysing the data stream depends on extracting the

intermediate call trace by using opcode function (a java built-in function) into

n-gram keywords. These n-grams represent an individual feature and are fed into

the data-mining algorithm, which is a support vector machine (SVM), to predict the

attacks. The prediction is performed by the SVM to detect new traces that do not

exist in the vector space (hyperplane). Results showed this approach’s efficiency
and effectiveness. However, this approach is not a universal solution since it is

limited to a java library and is affected by the code complexity. In addition, the

time required to train the classifier may affect the efficiency of the solution against

new attacks.

7.4.2.6 Algorithmic Methods

In this subsection, the focus is on the use of algorithmic methodologies and various

research areas, which employ these techniques to enhance intrusion prediction

system methodologies.

For example, Kannadiga [57] propose an event-based system for predicting

network intrusion. This system depends on the idea that some attacks could lead

or be the start of a more severe intrusion attempt. The system they propose operates

by distributing the attacks into categories, each representing a penetration level of

the network. The proposed system collects information from databases about new

and previous attack events, hardware and software events information and other

attack reports based on the external network. An intrusion prediction engine is

employed to store information and predict future attacks by mapping the attack

events into relevant categories. A network penetration scenario from correlating

attack categories is also built up. The prediction engine calculates the probability of

future attacks that belong to the next category of attacks.

Another approach, which uses algorithmic methodologies, is proposed by Feng

et al. [31], who detail an approach to predict the abnormal events using the plan

recognition technique. This approach uses the dynamic Bayesian network theory to

predict the intrusion by monitoring the system call sequences. System call

sequences are classified into normal and intrusive, with a clear definition for both.

According to this classification, system calls are represented by the states of the

Bayesian network.
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Pontes et al. [28] proposed a two-stage system to forecast a cyberattack in

computer systems. The first stage is comprised of an event analysis system (EAS)

that performs a multi-correlation process by analysing and correlating alerts and

logs of operating system and intrusion detection and prevention system’s logs.

Researchers suggested a standard principle of causes and consequences within

PC-correlation method, such principle based on the connections between the factors

contributed in the attack (causes) and the effects of this attack. The second stage of

the proposed system is the forecasting stage, where researchers employed the

exponential weighted moving average (EWMA), which is a probabilistic technique

to forecast the attack according to the output of stage one. Researchers present a

definition for causes and consequences via the PC-correlation method.

Pontes and Guelfi proposed an architecture for forecasting intrusion using

collaborative architecture [58]. Researchers did not mention any forecasting

methods or techniques, but reference their other Portuguese written work. The

basic idea of this research is to divide the process of analysis into four levels,

each specialised in their specific part of the network: sensing, analysing and

forecasting all over the network and sharing the forecast results. Theoretically,

collaborating among different resources is an effective principle to improve the

prediction and detection of intrusion. However, doing analysis and forecasting on a

multilevel is computationally infeasible. In addition to the ambiguity of collabora-

tion process especially researchers produced different formats of analysed data in

different levels, and the variables of network should be sensed.

Grunske and Joyce [59] proposed a risk-based approach to forecast attacks on

components of the system. The idea of this method is to construct attack trees for all

system modules, so that each attack tree demonstrates all vulnerabilities in that

specific module. These attack trees are used to measure the probability of a

successful system security breach. Within each attack, three researchers defined

the constraints and metrics. The predefined metrics are attacker motivation and

ranks and attack risk and cost, and the information to calculate these metrics are

collected from the proxy. This approach is applied to the concept of attack profile,

where every possible attack is predefined along with the system status and envi-

ronment factors that enable the attack. Prediction is done by comparing the calcu-

lated probability with the attack profile to decide whether the risk of an attack is in

an accepted level or considered intrusive.

Park et al. [37] proposed a mechanism (FORE) for forecasting the cyber weather.

FORE predicts worm attacks by analysing the randomness in the incoming network

traffic. The basic idea behind this mechanism is the incremental nature of the worm

propagation that produces more randomness in the network traffic, which is intru-

sive if exceeding a threshold. Researchers showed that this mechanism is faster than

the previous method [60].

Fachkha et al. [36] proposed a model for forecasting the short-term future impact

of the current distributed denial of service attack and its features. This model aimed

to predict the intensity of the attack (number of packets) on the rate (period in

seconds) from the number of compromised machines (size of the attack). The basic

idea is collecting backscattered data and session flows from the darknet traffic [61],
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then applying DDoS detection parameters on collected data to anticipate the DDoS

attacks. The anticipation result determined if the DDoS data is predictable and

hence to apply the prediction methods. This research’s power of point is the

exploitation of the darknet traffic.

Abdlhamed et al. [62] proposed a system for intrusion prediction in cloud

computing. Researchers employed the concept of using multiple sources of data

to produce the prediction. They incorporate multiple powerful techniques that form

an efficient system such as game theory concepts, behaviour profiling, risk assess-

ment and statistical methods. These concepts are integrated in component-based

framework system to perform prediction. Each concept is represented in one or

more components in the framework; for example, components of data acquisition,

game-based behaviour builder, dynamic risk builder and historian (Table 7.1).

7.5 Discussions

As stated earlier, the modern system environments need to be equipped in advance

for attacks and intrusions, which have increased and become more sophisticated in

techniques. Intrusion prediction systems should be the solid base that any proactive

defence plan can rely on. This is because of the promising performance that predic-

tion systems achieved on both directions: the number of attacks that have been

predicted successfully and the false alarm rate that has been decreased [25, 48, 49].

The variety of methods used to implement the prediction process, as seen in the

literature, comprises of many factors; the variables of the system that the solution

exploits to make the prediction are crucial for selecting the appropriate method.

Another factor is the degree of certainty, where a high degree of certainty means

there is a lot of information available and a low degree of certainty means there is a

lack of information. In case of a low degree of certainty, we notice prediction

systems depend on hidden Markov models, whilst with a high degree of certainty,

they tend to use Bayesian networks. Furthermore the type of prediction is an

important factor to use a particular method rather than others. For example,

solutions dedicated to predict attacks normally use HHMs, whilst devoted for

forecasting, the intentions or the abnormal events mostly exploit the Bayesian

networks. Other factors might be the simplicity of the theoretical system and

HHM’s ease in translating the well-planned system into a mathematical model.

Performance is one important factor, where any defence system (including

prediction) should not decrease the performance of the protected system and the

usage of its resources. There is an efficiency trade-off dilemma; in other words, the

main prediction system should be as efficient as possible whilst preserving the high

level of performance. The intrusion system should preserve the availability and

performance of the protected system.

To enhance the predictability of prediction systems, these systems should be

able to recognise attacks in its multiple shapes and variations. At the same time,

these systems should have the ability to classify the data into normal and abnormal
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(intrusive). This takes the research interest into different areas of computer and

mathematical techniques and methods such as data mining and soft computing

techniques.

Prediction philosophy is based on work in the situation of uncertainty of

intrusion. This means there is a lack of information that the prediction system can

use and rely on. The basic idea behind the prediction concept is the attempt of

providing information of events that have not happened yet depending on historical

information and gained knowledge of similar events or same events that happened

in the past.

Artificial neural networks are used because of its various benefits for the

prediction process. ANNs have the ability to generalise data and identify multiple

shapes of data; the ability to produce more than a single output, which gives the

prediction system a wider space of choices; and finally the ability of ANN to train

and improve its performance over time. Data mining contributed to the prediction

systems by its ability of summarising data and finding relations among data to

produce new information that bridge the gap of information deficiency.

There are many contributions in the field of intrusion prediction and detection

systems, whether it was on the methodology level or technique level. However,

literature showed a very little solid solution for a holistic intrusion detection system

and hence prediction system. This is because of the limitations and shortcomings of

each model. Neural network suffers from the time required for training, data mining

and the issue of computational complexity and so forth. We discuss the intrusion

detection system because the vast majority proposed prediction systems are actually

dependent on IDSs. This is why any improvements achieved on IDSs are reflected

as a consequence on the prediction system.

Detection systems also pose problems such as the false alarm ratio, which

researchers work on to decrease it to a very little amount. Anomaly intrusion

detection systems adopted the threshold technique as the unique mechanism when

it comes to making decisions, which means that these systems are static, since it

relies on a fixed threshold. The process of defining threshold is ambiguous, and

most of researchers depend on experts to define and measure the threshold. On the

other hand, signature-based detection systems are not capable of detecting new or

unknown attacks; since attacks should be discovered and known, then a signature of

the attack details is then made to prevent future attacks of that signature.

7.6 Conclusions

The rising number of cyberattacks, the sophistication in techniques used to perform

those attacks and the various types of attackers that initiate attacks for different

purposes in a rapidly moving computer revolution are the major challenges not only

for security specialists but also for all computer environment-related parties. The

escalation of threats to cybersecurity also indicates the insufficiency of current

defence systems. This implies to improve the working systems and develop our
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ways to defend. Defeating cyber intrusions involves enormous efforts and planning.

The goal of prediction systems is to have sufficient knowledge of potential security

threats (and hence possible countermeasures) prior to attacks launching against the

target system. The challenge is to obtain this kind of information in advance to the

intrusion. One way to do that is the use of prediction.

This chapter presents an introduction to intrusion prediction systems and clar-

ifies the importance of such defence systems. As stated earlier, the need for gaining

information about potential attacks or hazards is becoming crucial for computer

systems. The limitations and shortcomings of intrusion detection systems (IDSs)

magnify the need for prediction systems. Many solutions have been proposed to

tackle this problem. Different methods have been used such as machine learning

and data mining and probabilistic, statistical and algorithmic methods. Prediction

systems use different types of data such as IDS alerts and notifications, system logs,

memory dumps, network traffic, historical data, system/user behaviour, etc.

Researchers claimed the ability to predict intrusions with a proportion of the false

alarm ratio.
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Chapter 8

Analytics for Network Security: A Survey
and Taxonomy

Kaj Grahn, Magnus Westerlund, and G€oran Pulkkis

Abstract IT operations produce data such as log files, events, packets, configura-

tion data, etc. Security attacks, for example, an intrusion, can be detected and

mitigated by analyzing and finding abnormal patterns from collected data. Intelli-

gent and effective algorithms are needed for analyzing the massive amount of

unstructured data created within computing networks. This has motivated research

on and development of information analytics like tools, solutions, and services for

network security.

Processing of the vast amount of monitoring data from agents and sensors in an

intrusion detection system (IDS), updating a database with this data, combining this

data with this rapidly growing database, and applying a decision support database

for real-time responses require the use of technologies for processing unstructured

big data in agents, sensors, and management servers. The best defense against

intrusion is prevention. Forensic information about intrusion attack sources can

be used for blacklisting corresponding network addresses and for reconfiguring

network firewalls to prevent communication from these sources. An IDS should

prevent malicious communication to a network. Anomaly-based intrusion detection

identifies deviations from normal and typical user activity, communication patterns,

application behavior, etc. Different users can have different profiles of normal

activity. Normal behavior in a network must be learned from a training dataset or

from monitoring communication and activity in a network. Anomaly identification

can therefore detect also previously unknown intrusion attempt types. Forensic

investigations after intrusion/intrusion attempts manage at least the same dataset

that was processed before an intrusion response. By capturing, recording, and

analyzing network events, the attack source can be found by using big data tools

and real-time analysis techniques.

An advanced persistent threat (APT) is a targeted attack with a low profile during

a long time. The purpose is to keep a target network unaware of the ongoing

intrusion. APT attackers often use stolen user credentials and/or zero-day exploits

to avoid triggering IDS responses. Big data analytics tools are particularly suitable

for APT detection. To detect APT attacks, collection and correlation of large
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quantities of diverse data including internal data sources and external shared

intelligence data is a necessity. Long-term historical correlation to incorporate a

posteriori attack information in the history of a network must be performed.

Network security analytics uses big data software technologies like Hadoop and
Apache Mahout which extend the MapReduce programming model. MapReduce
decomposes data into smaller pieces, which are processed on their own network

hosts instead of being moved to other network nodes for processing. Hadoop can

process stored big data but cannot process data streams. The open-source, distrib-

uted, scalable, and fault-tolerant real-time processing system Storm and some

commercial platforms can process big data streams. Apache Mahout, implemented

on the top of Hadoop, is a machine learning software library.

Taxonomies have been proposed for information analytics and for intrusion

detection/response systems. Our proposed security analytics taxonomy includes

descriptive analytics for identification of network security threats, diagnostic ana-
lytics for forensics, predictive analytics for proactive intrusion prevention, pre-
scriptive analytics for protection against malware, firewalls, protected network

communication, recovery after security incidents, and network security
visualization.

8.1 Introduction

Network and information security means the protection of networks and network

hosts against threats like intrusion, eavesdropping, phishing, malicious programs,

malicious communication, etc. The traditional network and information security

tools, solutions, and services scale insufficiently, when protection against such

threats requires management of very large unstructured datasets. As current net-

works are becoming rapidly more pervasive and ubiquitous, the amount of data to

be managed by security solutions is also growing. Verma et al. [1] motivate current

significance of data analytics for cyber security with:

• The lack of exact algorithmic solutions to security problems such as intrusion

detection and resilience to malware, phishing, and other threats.

• Design and development of much current security software before the Internet

age by developers unaware of Internet-related security threats.

• The noise and the necessity of good natural language understanding related to

text data in emails and in social media.

• The huge amount of source data in automatic network activity logs, from

network-connected sensors, and in processing traces of network-connected

processing devices.

Therefore, new data analytics like security tools, solutions, and services are

needed.
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In the near future, we will have self-securing networks. The Cloud Security

Alliance (CSA) describes the evolution of data analytics of security in three stages

in the following way [2]:

• First generation is intrusion detection systems—Work toward layered security

with reactive security and breach response is implemented because 100%

protective security is impossible.

• Second generation is security information and event management (SIEM) sys-

tems which aggregate and filter alarms from intrusion detection sensors and

apply rule-based responses to them.

• Third generation is adding big data tools to SIEM—Big data tools shorten

response time by combining in real-time various security data sources using

big data analytics, including historical data for forensic purposes. Network

forensics can provide evidence pointing to the source of a data breach and can

be valuable in highlighting anomalies and pointing to a data breach in process or

at least soon enough to trigger a response.

8.1.1 Role of Big Data in Network Security

Real-time processing of the vast amount of monitoring data from agents and sensors

in an IDS, combining new monitoring data with stored monitoring data in a history

database, updating this rapidly growing database with the new monitoring data, and

applying a decision support database for real-time responses and alerts require the

use of technologies for processing unstructured big data. The number of network

events to monitor explodes in large dynamic networks. The size of logged infor-

mation to be real-time analyzed can grow even exponentially.

Typical big data applications can be real-time fraud detection, complex com-

petitive analysis, call center optimization, consumer sentiment analysis, intelligent

traffic management, and management of smart power grids [3].

Big data is defined as datasets unsuitable to be processed using conventional

database methods. Big data has been characterized by the dimensions volume,

velocity, variety, veracity, variability, complexity, and value. Volume refers to

the size of the data; velocity refers to the speed at which data needs to be processed,

e.g., real time; variety refers to heterogeneity related to range and the types of

structured and unstructured data; veracity means that also data sources with some

inherent unreliability or uncertainty—for example, social media—can be treated as

credible and honest; variability refers to variations in dataflow rates; complexity

refers to a huge number of different sources from which data is generated; and value

is a data-related measure which increases in processing of large volumes of original

data [4].

When derived from trusted sources and with the right analytics, big data can

deliver richer insight, because multiple sources and transactions to uncover hidden

patterns and relationships are in use. Big data is ideal for information security.
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Identifying an unauthorized user from an unknown IP address and a denial of

service (DOS) attack are examples of data pattern recognition. The same techniques

allow you to analyze network traffic to reveal anomalies that point to a data breach.

8.2 Analytics Taxonomy

Amethodology for taxonomy development is proposed in [5] and applied in [6] to a

taxonomy for analytics on the cloud. Kim [7] proposes a minimal big data analytics

taxonomy. We extend the analytics taxonomy proposal in [8] with diagnostic and

visual analytics:

• Descriptive analytics or data mining uncovers from dataset patterns that offer

insight. For example, a company can assess credit risks and categorize customers

by their likely product preferences in the sales cycle [9]. Descriptive business

analytics can also be called business intelligence [8].

• Diagnostic analytics is used for discovery or to determine why something

happened. For example, for a marketing campaign in social media, a company

can assess the number of posts, mentions, followers, fans, page views, reviews,

pins, etc. The online mentions can be distilled into a single view to see what

worked in the past campaign and what didn’t work.
• Visual analytics is described by Thomas et al. [10] as “the science of analytical

reasoning facilitated by interactive visual interfaces.” It supports perception of

patterns, trends, structures, and exceptions also in very big and complex data

sources [11]. Visual analytics is particularly valuable in the abstraction of

multivariate temporal data [12]. Kleim et al. [13] describe formally the visual

analytics process:

– The visual analytics input consists of heterogeneous data sources such as the

Internet, newspapers, books, scientific experiments, expert systems, etc.

– Datasets are chosen from these rich sources.

– Each dataset consists of a set of attributes.

– The goal or output is an insight, which is either directly obtained from the set

of created visualizations or through confirmation of some hypotheses.

• Predictive analytics uses datasets to identify past patterns to predict the future.

Using past financial performance of a company to predict future financial

performance is a typical example. A company can use predictive analytics for

the entire sales process, analyzing lead source, number of communications,

types of communications, social media, documents, CRM data, etc. to support

sales, marketing, or other types of complex forecasts [3].

• Prescriptive analytics focuses to answer specific questions to propose the best

action alternative using optimization, simulation, and heuristics in modeling

decisions. For example, in the health-care industry, you can measure the number

of patients who are clinically obese, add filters for factors like diabetes and LDL,
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and determine where to focus treatment. The same procedure can be applied to

almost any industry target group or problem. Prescriptive analytics is not much

in use. Currently, 13% of organizations are using predictive analytics, but only

3% are using prescriptive analytics [3, 8].

8.3 Intrusion Prevention Analytics

The best defense against intrusion is prevention. Forensic information about

sources of intrusion attacks can be used for intrusion prevention, for example, by

blacklisting corresponding network addresses or by reconfiguring network firewalls

to deny access for further communication from these sources.

An intrusion prevention feature of an IDS is prevention of malicious data

communication from entering a network or a network host. This feature has

however the drawback that a false positive can prevent legitimate data communi-

cation from reaching a network or a network host [14]. Problems of knowledge

representation, environmental perception, and self-learning associated with a cog-

nitive intrusion prevention system are discussed in [15].

Implementation of intrusion prevention services for Infrastructure as a Service

clouds using hypervisor-based network traffic monitoring is surveyed in [16].

In [17], a reverse proxy is used to prevent SQL injection and other intrusion

attacks from reaching a web server.

In [18], a web server intrusion prevention system is designed consisting of a set

of secondary nodes connected to the web server and a primary node connected to

each secondary node. The primary node receives all requests to the web server and

applies load balancing to distribute them to the secondary nodes, which detect and

block malicious requests using rules created by a rule-based expert library.

8.4 Intrusion Detection Analytics

In the following section, we assess the main intrusion detection types that exist.

These detection types are signature-based detection, anomaly-based detection, and

stateful protocol analysis. Intrusion detection analytics can be considered sensitive

to a malicious adversary which misleads a classifier by “poisoning” its training data

with carefully designed attacks [19]. Therefore strict measures should be taken in

both design of models and use of datasets.
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8.4.1 Signature-Based Detection

Signature-based intrusion detection is based on the identification of known patterns

of data communication and network/network host activity in earlier recognized

intrusion incidents/attempts. This intrusion detection method is straightforward and

fast since it is based on matching of predefined patterns and on applying predefined

rules. However, earlier unknown intrusion attempts and slightly modified known

intrusion attempts cannot be detected with signature-based methods.

8.4.2 Detection of Anomalies

Anomaly-based intrusion detection identifies deviations from normal and typical

user activity, data communication patterns, application behavior, etc. Different

users can have different profiles of normal activity. Normal behavior in a network

or in a network host must be learned from a training dataset or from monitoring the

data communication and activity in a network or in a network host. The benefit of

anomaly-based detection is the ability to detect previously unknown intrusion

attempt types.

A botnet is a set of malware-infected network hosts called bots, which are

controlled by an attacker network host called the botmaster. The BotCloud research

project [20] has developed big data analytics tools for identification of malware-

infected hosts participating in a botnet. Botnet detection consists of the following

steps (see Fig. 8.1):

Fig. 8.1 Block scheme of BotCloud framework (Adapted from [20])
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• A collector host gathers NetFlow [21] records from routers.

• A dependency engine analyzes the interactions between network hosts and uses

the analysis results to create a dependency graph.

• The dependency graph is processed with the PageRank [22] algorithm in order to

find out network hosts interconnecting themselves as within a P2P network.

• The adjacency matrix of the dependency graph is distributed among all data

nodes of a Hadoop cluster for PageRank execution on Hadoop, in which

MapReduce tasks are executed in all Hadoop cluster nodes in order to create a

ranking of network hosts.

• A Detection Module analyzes the ranking and identifies bot nodes as highly

ranked.

Experimental evaluation of the BotCloud framework has been carried out on

NetFlow data delivered by a major ISP in Luxemburg. This NetFlow dataset

consisted of 760� 106 NetFlow records involving 16� 106 network hosts, alto-

gether a 77 GB dataset. The calculated dependency graph contained 57� 106 links.

The Hadoop cluster consisted of a master node and 11 slave nodes (5 Intel Core

2 Duo 2.13 GHz with 4 GB of memory and 6 Intel Pentium 4 3 GHz with 2 GB of

memory). PageRank used three different P2P protocols in creating a ranking of all

network hosts. In all evaluations a bot detection rate of nearly 100% was achieved

for a false-positive rate of less than 15% [20].

An anomaly related to security breaches of data communication or stored data

protected by encryption is unauthorized use of secret and private encryption keys.

For PKI-based encryption such as TLS/SSL encrypted data communication and

S/MIME and PGP, this anomaly can be detected by including certification checks in

security analytics applications.

8.4.3 Stateful Protocol Analysis

In stateful protocol analysis, the use of a network protocol is compared in each

protocol state to predefined specifications on how the protocol should/should not be

used. For example, the same protocol activity can be determined as benign for an

authenticated user and suspicious for an unauthenticated user. Stateful protocol

analysis is quite complex and therefore resource intensive. Another drawback of

this detection type is that intrusion attempts based on acceptable protocol behavior

are not detected [23].
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8.5 Management of Intrusion Events

Handling exceptional events plays a central role in network management. Alarms

indicate exceptional states or behaviors. Such events may include intrusion events,

congestion, errors, and component failures. A problem is often manifested through

a large number of alarms. A severe problem is an event storm (event burst). Fault

effects are simultaneously detected, and the management tries to notify symptoms

of the problem. The problem is addressed by event correlation tools. Event corre-

lators try to condense many events each with little information to few meaningful

events. They passively investigate events to perform a broad first-level localization

for a wide range of faults. Classical filtering based on filter patterns is widely used

but is not sophisticated enough.

A security event manager (SEM) handles collection, combination, and correla-

tion of logs (events) and data in real time. Essential parts of SEM are intrusion

detection system (IDS), intrusion prevention system (IPS), vulnerability scanning,

and network and application/user firewalls. A security information manager (SIM)

delivers more historical analysis and reports security event data. Event and data

collection/correlation, indexed repository for log data, and flexible query/reporting

capabilities are supported but not in real time. A combination of SEM and SIM is a

security information and event manager (SIEM) [24].

The functionality of a general SIEM can be expressed by the “five Cs” Collec-

tion, Consolidation, Correlation, Communication, and Control [25]:

• Collection. Log data is collected from a large amount of different kinds of

devices. Data communication from a log source to a SIEM needs to be confi-

dential, authenticated, and reliable.

• Consolidation. Different types of log formats make it desirable to normalize

data to a given format. Thereafter, the aggregation process starts. Different types

of events that are of the same type are put together.

• Correlation. Different log events are put together to form an attack. The process

is processing intensive since threat information from online databases must be

downloaded and analyzed to understand an attack.

• Communication. Administrators are informed by the SIEM in three ways. An

alert is set to the administrator when something is wrong, a report is sent at a

predetermined time, or the administrator is actively monitoring the SIEM.

• Control. During analysis data is normally stored online. When not in use, the

data can be stored in normalized, compressed, and/or encrypted form.

An abstract view of a SIEM is shown in Fig. 8.2.

The underlying principle of a SIEM system is that relevant data about an

enterprise’s security is produced in multiple locations. It is possible to look at all

the data from a single point of view. This approach makes it easier to spot trends

and see patterns that are out of the ordinary. The system centralizes the storage and

interpretation of logs and allows near real-time analysis. Security personnel may

then quickly take defensive actions. Data is collected into a central repository for
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trend analysis and provides automated reporting for compliance and centralized

reporting. SIEM systems provide quicker identification, analysis, and recovery of

security events. The system can also provide confirmation that an organization’s
legal compliance requirements are fulfilled.

A SIEM system collects logs and security-related documentation for analysis.

Multiple collection agents are deployed in a hierarchical manner to gather security-

related events from end user devices, servers, and network equipment. Also spe-

cialized security equipment like firewalls, antivirus, or intrusion prevention systems

are in use. Events are forwarded by the collectors to a centralized management

console, where inspections are performed. For the identification of anomalous

events, a profile of the system under normal event conditions must be created.

A basic SIEM system is rule-based or employs a statistical correlation engine to

establish relationships between event log entries. Preprocessing may happen at edge

collectors, with only certain events being passed. Thus, the volume of information

being communicated and stored is reduced, but relevant events may be filtered out

too soon.

A SIEM system is typically expensive and complex. The Payment Card Industry

Data Security Standard (PCI DSS) compliance has traditionally driven SIEM

adoption in large enterprises. A managed security service (MSS) provider can

offer smaller organizations a cost-efficient alternative to the implementation of an

own SIEM system.

An active intrusion response is automatically generated. In [26], intelligent

decision-making agents invoke response executables and scripts for some intrusion

attack types.

Attack Log source

Agent Collection
Context-Info

Alert

Report

Storage

CorrelationAggregationNormalisationFiltering

SIEM

Fig. 8.2 An abstract view of a typical SIEM (Reproduced from [25])
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In a guide to intrusion detection and prevention systems, active intrusion

responses are characterized by “can respond to a detected threat by attempting to

prevent it from succeeding.” Such intrusion responses can:

• Interrupt an intrusion attack by terminating the network connection or user

session being used by the attack or by blocking all access to the target of the

attack.

• Change the security environment of the target of the intrusion attack, for

example, by reconfiguration of a firewall or a router or by applying a patch to

a vulnerability exploited by the attack.

• Change the intrusion attack process from malicious to benign, for example, by

removing malicious file attachments from email messages [23].

An active intrusion response method called “booby trapping” against code reuse

intrusion attacks based on return-oriented programming (ROP) [27] is presented in

[28] and applied to active management of intrusion attacks against WordPress

websites in [29].

8.6 Forensic Analytics

Many automated tools are available for forensic investigation, but none of these

tools can deliver 100% reliable result information [30]. Forensic investigations

after intrusion/intrusion attempts must manage at least the same dataset that was

processed before an intrusion alert. Thus, information analytics tools are also

needed for forensics.

Network forensics is a subset of both information security and big data. By

capturing, recording, and analyzing network events, the source of an attack can be

found. Prevention of future attacks may be achieved. A Gartner analyst gives a

broader definition of forensics [31]:

• Full packet capture as part of digital evidence gathering.

• Data retention for a period of time.

• Access to captured data using search and other tools.

• Packet header analysis.

• Packet content analysis, including session viewing, application protocol analy-

sis, file extraction, etc.

Forensics may reveal network attacks by using big data tools and techniques for

real-time analysis. A faster identification of network threats will cause less damage.

A study by the Ponemon Institute has shown that a security incident detected within

60 s can reduce remediation costs by as much as 40%. Network forensics can be

treated as a big data application. The volume and variety dimensions of big data are

represented by the necessity to include all network traffic in forensic investigations.

The veracity dimension of big data is represented by the necessity to validate data

sources in forensic investigations. The velocity dimension of big data is represented
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by the necessity to carry out forensic investigations immediately to reveal potential

threat patterns when forensics is a part of a security analytics application. Network

forensics can be used to uncover security issues and as big data analytics to detect

security problems and automatically address them. Examples are isolating a server,

rerouting data traffic, or a host of other preprogrammed solutions [9].

Nigrini [32] describes thoroughly forensic analytics methods. Forensic capabil-

ities are also included in the commercial security analytics solutions FlowTraq [33],
RSA Security Analytics [34], and Security Intelligence with Big Data [35].

8.7 Recovery After Intrusion

The state of a network or a network host is corrupt after an occurred intrusion event.

The best possible state to restore is the state immediately before the time of an

occurred intrusion event. However, restoration usually uses the last backup before

the detected intrusion event. All data stored in the network/network host between

the time of this last backup and the time of its rollout is therefore lost. Moreover, a

backup is usually very large and recovery is therefore highly time consuming.

However, results from forensic investigations can be used for fast recovery after

detected intrusion.

Intrusion recovery research is presented in [36–44]. Since most of this research

focuses on a single layer of abstraction, operating system (OS) level, application

level, or business workflow level, an intrusion recovery framework combining

workflow- and OS-level recovery is proposed in Yoon et al. [45]. Bacs et al. [46]

present a recent network host disk memory recovery solution DiskDuster, which

restores a disk memory to a pre-intrusion state with a minimal loss of data stored

before the intrusion incident.

8.8 Analytical Methods for Network Security

The learning methods for alert decision support in anomaly-based intrusion detec-

tion must be scalable for unstructured datasets of arbitrary size. Learning methods

based on support vector machines (SVM) and on neural networks have previously

been used [47]. Recent neural network-based learning methods for intrusion detec-

tion are extreme learning machine (ELM) [48–50] and self-organizing feature map

(SOM)-based methods [51].
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8.9 Design of Data Analytics for Network Security

General security analytics software development requirements are:

• Developer skills to use.

• Programming paradigms such as object-oriented and/or functional programming

and distributed/local programming for clouds/local computers.

• Algorithms like Hadoop, neural networks, machine learning, etc.

• A real network such as the Internet, a separate test network, or a simulation

environment as a test environment.

• A suitable test dataset.

Available technologies which extend the MapReduce programming model [52]

are the open-source tools Hadoop [53], Hive [54], and Pig [55]. MapReduce

decomposes data into smaller pieces, which are processed on the network hosts in

which they reside, instead of moving the data pieces to other network nodes for

processing. Hadoop can process big volumes of stored data but is not designed to

stream out answers to continuous queries directed to incoming data streams. For

this purpose, a security information and event management (SIEM) solution has

traditionally been used [56]. However a SIEM solution is not suitable for aggre-

gating and correlating massive amounts of data [57, 58]. For big data stream

processing are available the open-source, distributed, scalable, and fault-tolerant

real-time processing system Storm [59], the commercial Splunk software [60], and

the commercial IBM Streams platform [61].

For massive data volumes, a scalable and commercially available solution for

anomaly detection is FlowTraq Behavioral Fingerprint Generator [62], which

learns normal user traffic profiles called “behavioral fingerprints” and creates alerts

on deviations from learned user profiles. Jubatus [63] is a scalable open-source

platform for online distributed machine learning on big data streams. Apache

Mahout [64] is a machine learning software library, which is implemented on the

top of Hadoop and uses the MapReduce programming model. Machine learning

with Mahout and Hadoop usually consists of the following steps:

• Store data in Hadoop.

• Run data preprocessing in order to vectorize input data (applying filters and/or

feature extraction methods).

• Start training jobs, learning at least one model per input vector (only applied

during the training phase).

• Execute models—a model classifies an input vector as a threat or not as a threat

(the decision is not necessarily a binary decision).

Most of the learning methods described above try to find a nonlinear mapping of

the input vector into a high-dimensional feature space. Connecting the high-

dimensional feature space to an output layer can then be performed through linear

mapping. The decision support system can be implemented as a recommender

system, either requiring manual interaction or as a fully automated expert

system [65].
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An overview of technologies for big data analytics is presented in [66].

The Cloud Security Alliance (CSA) started in 2012 a Big Data Working Group

consisting of representatives from industry and academia. This working group has

issued a report focusing on the role of big data in network and information security

[2]. The report presents examples on big data analytics for security and the

Worldwide Intelligence Network Environment (WINE) platform [67] for security

experimentation with big data analytics. The international network and information

security company RSA has introduced the concept of security analytics for describ-

ing the use of information analytics to manage network and information security

threats [34]. A similar concept is Security Intelligence with Big Data, introduced by

IBM [35, 68].

A recently designed open-source malware analytics tool BinaryPig, based on

Hadoop and Pig, is available for malware identification in huge datasets [69]. In

[70], BinaryPig is characterized as:

. . . [hoping] to provide a solution to the scalability problem represented by this influx of
malware. It promotes rapid iteration and exploration through processing non trivial
amounts of malware at scale using easily developed scripts. It was also built to take
advantage of preexisting malware analysis scripts.

In a demo, BinaryPig has detected about 20 MB of malware samples inserted in a

9.5 TB binary dataset. This demo also showed that combining thousands of small

binary files into one or more large Hadoop SequenceFile enables Hadoop to

distribute processing more efficiently on many nodes. A SequenceFile in this case

is comprised of a key/value collection, the key representing the checksum of a

certain (malware) binary file and the value the content in raw bytes. Machine

learning techniques can then be applied to classify files from the recorded traffic

in order to identify potential files with the highest probability of being

malware [70].

A practical problem related to testing security analytics applications in a real

network like the Internet or in a separate test network is the difficulty to find or to

create a suitable test dataset [1]. The first real attempt to create a standardized

dataset for research on and development of intrusion detection systems is the

KDDcup99 dataset [71], which has been available since 1999. It has been used in

much research on network security and in development of several network security

solutions [72]. A more recent available dataset, NSL-KDD, consists of selected

records from the original KDDcup99 dataset in order to solve some inherent

problems of KDDcup99 [73]. The KDDcup99 dataset from 1999 can therefore

not be representative for all current types of network security attacks and threats.

More novel datasets for research on and solution development for network security

are available in [74, 75]. The up-to-date dataset consisting of hundreds of millions

of records in Symantec’s Worldwide Intelligence Network Environment (WINE)

includes occurrences of practically all known host- and network-based attacks from

network devices worldwide using Symantec’s anti-malware products, from mil-

lions of spamming and phishing email accounts, and from Symantec’s global

honeypot network. However, this dataset is available only for network security

researchers funded by the National Science Foundation (NSF) in the USA [76].
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Testing a security analytics application prototype in a real network like the

Internet is not always possible and is a security risk when testing is possible because

of deficiencies, which testing is expected to reveal. To deploy a sufficiently large

separate test network containing multiple networked computers, routers, and data

links is a very expensive solution even as an Infrastructure as a Service from a cloud

service provider. A network simulator can save a lot of money and time. Some

available network simulators are assessed in [77].

8.9.1 Detection of Advanced Persistent Threats (APTs)

An advanced persistent threat (APT) is a targeted attack, which operates with a low

profile during a long time. The purpose of this type of intrusion attack is to keep a

target network or network host unaware of the ongoing intrusion. APT attackers

often use stolen user credentials and/or zero-day exploits to avoid triggering IDS

alerts. The Verizon data breach investigation for 2010 reports that in 86% of the

cases, data breach evidence was registered in the log files, but no security alerts

were triggered by the installed IDS [78]. Big data analytics tools are particularly

suitable for APT detection. To detect APT attacks, collection and correlation of

large quantities of diverse data (including internal data sources and external shared

intelligence data) is a necessity, and long-term historical correlation to incorporate

a posteriori attack information in the history of a network or a network host must be

performed [2, 57].

8.10 Taxonomy for Network Security Analytics

Taxonomies have been proposed for intrusion detection systems [79] and intrusion

response systems [80]. Our proposal applied to network security analytics results in

the following taxonomy:

• Descriptive security analytics processes data such as network activity logs,

security information and events (SIEM), and anomalies in network behavior. It

is therefore closely related to security intelligence.

• Diagnostic security analytics identifies security attacks, detects anomalies in

network behavior of anomalies, and carries out forensic investigations.

• Visual security analytics uses data sources such as:

– Raw packets and data records in network activity traces.

– Security events in intrusion detection/prevention systems, firewalls, virtual

private networks, and anti-malware software.

– Output from vulnerability scanners.

– Network events in switches, routers, servers, and network hosts.

– Logs from network applications.
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Visualization techniques are node links, glyphs, scatter plots, histograms,

color maps, and tree maps. Visualization examples are communication pat-

terns such as node links between an internal network and external sources,

histograms showing port access activity in an internal network, and color

maps showing the spread of victim computers in a botnet [11].

• Predictive security analytics estimates targets, sources, and methods of possible

security attacks and events.

• Prescriptive security analytics makes use of diagnostic and predictive outputs to

compare and optimize solutions for achieving an improved posterior state.

Examples of such solutions are:

– Protection against malware.

– Firewall configuration.

– Protection of network communication.

– Recovery after security incidents.

8.11 Conclusions

Current networking is rapidly developing towards increased wireless connectivity

and mobility in a pervasive environment. A myriad of sensors, actuators, and other

smart devices are being connected to the Internet, and at the same time, the amount

of unstructured data collected in network log files, etc. is increasing rapidly.

Intelligent and effective methods for analyzing the data for finding security attacks

are needed, and therefore research on and development of network and information

security tools, solutions, and services with big data capacities is currently a hot

topic. A taxonomy is presented for network security analytics based on descriptive,

diagnostic, visual, predictive, and prescriptive techniques. The survey reveals

limited current research into prescriptive methods. Prescriptive methods may

offer great potential for dealing with network security threats in a holistic way

and warrant more research.
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Chapter 9

Security in Wireless Sensor Networks
(WSNs) and Their Applications

C.V. Anchugam and K. Thangadurai

Abstract As wireless sensor networks continue to grow, so does the need for

effective security mechanisms. Because sensor networks may interact with sensi-

tive data and/or operate in hostile unattended environments, it is imperative that

these security concerns be addressed from the beginning of the system design.

However, due to inherent resource and computing constraints, security in sensor

networks poses different challenges than traditional network/computer security.

There is currently enormous research potential in the field of wireless sensor

network security. Thus, familiarity with the current research in this field will benefit

researchers greatly. With this in mind, we survey the major topics in wireless sensor

network security, present the obstacles and the requirements in the sensor security,

classify many of the current attacks, and finally list their corresponding defensive

measures.

9.1 Introduction

Wireless sensor networks have now arrived into prominence because they hold the

potential to develop several segments of our economy and life, from environmental

observation and conservation, to production and business quality management, to

automation within the transportation and healthcare industries. The design, imple-

mentation, and operation of a sensor network need the confluence of the many

disciplines, together with signal process, networking and protocols, embedded

systems, data management, and distributed algorithms. Such networks are usually

deployed in resource-constrained environments, for example, with battery-operated

nodes running unbound. These constraints dictate that sensor network issues are

best approached in a very hostile manner, by collectively considering the physical,

networking, and application layers and creating main design trade-offs across the

layers.
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Advances in wireless networking, micro-fabrication and integration (e.g., sen-

sors and actuators manufactured using Micro Electro-Mechanical System (MEMS)

technology), and embedded microprocessors have enabled a new generation of

massive-scale sensor networks appropriate for a range of commercial and military

applications. The technology guarantees to revolutionize the method we have a

tendency to live, work, and interact with the physical environment. In a very typical

sensor network, each sensor node operates unbound and incorporates a microchip

and a little quantity of memory for signal process and task scheduling. Every node

is supplied with one or more sensing devices such as acoustic microphone arrays,

video or still cameras, and infrared (IR), seismic, or magnetic sensors. Every sensor

node communicates wirelessly with some different local nodes among its radio

communication that vary.

Sensor networks extend the existing Internet cavernous into the physical setting.

The resulting new network is orders of magnitude a lot of expansive and dynamic

than the present TCP/IP networks and is making entirely new types of traffic that

are quite totally different from what one finds on the Internet currently. Data

collected by and transmitted on a sensor network describes conditions of physical

environments, for example, temperature, humidity, or vibration, and requires

advanced query interfaces and search engines to effectively support user-level

functions. Sensor networks could inter-network with an IP core network via a

number of gateways. A gateway routes user queries or commands to acceptable

nodes in a sensor network. It also routes sensor data, sometimes collective and

reviewed, to users who have requested it or are expected to utilize the information.

A data repository or storage service may be present at the gateway, in addition to

data logging at each sensor. The repository may serve as an intermediary between

users and sensors, providing a relentless data storage. It is well known that com-

municating 1 bit over the wireless medium at short ranges consumes way more

energy than process that bit.

The information management and networking for sensor networks will require

more than just building faster routers, switchers, and browsers. A sensor network is

designed to collect information from a physical environment. In several applica-

tions, it’s a lot of acceptable to address nodes in a sensor network by physical

properties, like node locations or proximity, than by IP addresses. However and

wherever data is generated by sensors and consumed by users can have an effect on

the way data is compressed, routed, and collected. Because of the peer-to-peer

connectivity and therefore the lack of a worldwide infrastructure support, the

sensors ought to rely on discovery protocols to construct local models about the

network and environment.

Wireless sensor networks are a trend of the past few years and that they involve

deploying a large number of small nodes. The nodes then sense environmental

changes and report them to different nodes over flexible network architecture.

Sensor nodes are great for deployment in hostile environments or more outsized

geographical areas. The sensor nodes influence the strength of collaborative efforts

to provide higher-quality sensing in time and space as compared to traditional

stationary sensors, which are deployed within the following two ways:
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– Sensors can be positioned far from the actual phenomenon, i.e., something

known by sense perception. During this approach, large sensors that use some

complex techniques to distinguish the targets from environmental noise are

required.

– Several sensors that perform solely sensing are deployed. The position of the

sensors and communication topology is fastidiously designed. They transmit

time series of the sensed phenomenon to central nodes wherever computations

are performed and data are combined.

A wireless sensor network could be assortment of nodes organized into a

cooperative network. Every node consists of process capability (one or a lot of

microcontrollers, CPUs, or DSP chips), could contain multiple types of memory

(program, data, and flash memories), have an RF transceiver (usually with a single

omnidirectional antenna), have an influence supply (e.g., batteries and solar cells),

and accommodate various sensors and actuators. The nodes communicate wire-

lessly and sometimes self-organize when being deployed in an ad hoc fashion.

Currently, wireless sensor networks are getting down to be deployed at an acceler-

ated pace. It is not unreasonable to expect that in 10–15 years the world will be

covered with wireless sensor networks with access to them via the Internet. This

could be thought of because the Internet is turning into a physical network. Wireless

sensor network is widely used in electronics. This new technology is exciting with

unlimited potential for various application areas together with environmental,

medical, military, transportation, diversion, home automation and traffic control

crisis management, homeland defense, and smart spaces.

9.2 A Brief History of Sensor Networks

The wireless sensor network paradigm that has been introduced in the previous

section is not novel. In fact, there have been “sensor networks” before “wireless

sensor networks” came into being [1]. The first known deployment of a “sensor

network” occurred in the US military, during the Cold War. For example, a system

of acoustic sensors (hydrophones) was deployed at strategic locations on the ocean

bottom to detect and track quiet Soviet submarines. This system was called the

sound surveillance system (SOSUS) and has evolved into civil system that monitors

events in the ocean, such as seismic and animal activity [2]. Other “sensor network”

systems included networks of air defense radars that defended the continental

United States and Canada. This system has conjointly evolved over the years to

incorporate aerostats as sensors and airborne warning and control system

(AWACS) planes and is additionally used for drug interdiction. These sensor

networks generally adopted a hierarchical processing structure, and in many

cases, human operators played a key role in the system.

Modern analysis on sensor networks started on the late 1970s with the Distrib-

uted Sensor Network (DSN) program at the US Defense Advanced Research
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Projects Agency (DARPA). Technology components for a DSN were identified in a

Distributed Sensor Network workshop in 1978 [3]. These included sensor HW,

communication capabilities, processing algorithms including self-location, and

distributed software. Artificial intelligence was also being considered at the time,

in particular, for understanding signals and assessing situations, as well as various

distributed problem-solving techniques. The resulting DSN program had to address

distributed computing support, signal processing, tracking, and test beds.

There were various interesting results derived from the DSN program in the

1980s. Researchers at Carnegie Mellon University (CMU) developed an indoor test

bed with signal sources, acoustic sensors, and VAX computers. This test bed

focused on providing a network operating system that allowed flexible, transparent

access to distributed resources needed for a fault-tolerant DSN [4]. Researchers at

the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), Cambridge, targeted on

knowledge-based signal process techniques [5] for following low-flying aircrafts

and helicopters using a distributed array of acoustic microphones. Other applica-

tions included distributed vehicle monitoring using a functionally accurate, coop-

erative architecture [6] and tracking multiple targets in a distributed environment by

using multiple-hypothesis tracking algorithms [7]. Still, the size of the devices that

were part of these systems was significant, and also communication was done by

Ethernet and (in extreme cases) microwave radio.

It was the advances in microelectromechanical system (MEMS) technology,

wireless communications, and digital electronics that allowed the existence of

wireless sensor networks. While DARPA continued its military-oriented research

with the SensIT program (1999), whose goal was to form sensor networks to be

utilized in battlefield surveillance, reconnaissance, and targeting [8], new research

programs without military-oriented goals started to appear. For example, The
Disappearing Computer, a FET proactive initiative in the EU Fifth Framework

Programme influenced by the “pervasive computing” vision of Mark Weiser and

other visionaries, started funding sensor network-related projects, such as “Smart-

Its” [9]. Also, civil applications that took advantage of the sensing capabilities of

sensor networks, such as health applications and home applications, were

envisioned [10].

9.3 Wireless Sensor Network vs. Ad Hoc Network

A mobile ad hoc network (MANET), typically referred to as a mobile mesh

network, could be a self-configuring network of mobile devices connected by

wireless links. Every device in a MANET is liberal to move independently in any

direction and so can modify its links to different devices frequently. The distinction

between wireless sensor networks and ad hoc networks is outlined below:

– The number of sensor nodes in a sensor network can be several orders of

magnitude beyond the nodes in an ad hoc network.
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– Sensor nodes are heavily deployed.

– Sensor nodes are prone to failures.

– The topology of a sensor network changes terribly frequently.

– Sensor nodes mainly use broadcast communication paradigm, whereas most ad

hoc networks are supported by point-to-point communication.

– Sensor nodes are restricted in power, computational capacities, and memory.

– Sensor nodes might not have universal identification (ID) because of the large

quantity of overheads and huge number of sensors.

– Sensor networks are deployed with a selected sensing application in mind,

whereas ad hoc networks are regularly created for communication purpose.

9.4 Characteristics of WSN

Characteristics preventing the utilization of conventional security protocols in

WSNs and only belonging to WSN are summarized below. Taking into account

the mentioned characteristics throughout design and development of protocols will

increase the usability of them [6].

• Large Scale

General applications of WSNs need geographical coverage of large areas

[10]. The number of nodes in WSNs may exceed tens of thousands [11].

• Limited Resources

The requirement that WSNs must be with low installation and operation cost

necessitates that sensor node should have simple hardware. For this reason,

operation and communication resources in WSNs are limited. For example,

one in every of the generic sensor varieties, TelosB, has 16-bit 8 MHz processor,

48 KB main memory, and 1024 KB nonvolatile storage. Each protocol should be

designed taking into consideration limitations in processor capability, memory,

and radio communication [10].

• Redundancy

Because of node redundancy, each event is detected by the multiple sensor

nodes on the network and therefore increases the amount of data to be transferred

over it. In other words, redundancy will increase the number of data sent to the

base station and reduce the lifetime of the network [10]. To get rid of data

redundancy, clustering protocols are used.

• Security

WSN applications, like military systems and medical monitoring systems, are

terribly sensitive in terms of security. As a result of the restricted resources of the

sensor nodes, traditional security mechanisms can’t be utilized in WSNs. There-

fore, the security mechanisms of WSNs should be designed considering limited

resources and malicious sensors [10].
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9.5 Structure of a Wireless Sensor Network

The structure of a WSN includes different topologies for radio communication

networks. A short discussion of the network topologies that apply to wireless sensor

networks is outlined below.

9.5.1 Star Network (Single Point to Multipoint) [11]

A star network could be a communication topology wherever a single base station

will send and/or receive a message to a variety of remote nodes as shown in Fig. 9.1.

The remote nodes aren’t permissible to send messages to each other. The advantage

of this type of network for wireless sensor networks includes simplicity, ability to

stay the remote node’s power consumption to a minimum. It conjointly permits

low-latency communications between the remote node and therefore the base

station. The disadvantage of a network is that the base station should be among

radio transmissions which vary in all the individual nodes and it isn’t as strong as

other networks as a result of its dependency on a single node to manage the

network.

9.5.2 Mesh Network [11]

A mesh network permits transmitting data from one node to the other node within

the network that is among its radio transmission ranges as shown in Fig. 9.2. This

permits for what is known as multi-hop communications, that is, if a node desires to

send a message to a different node that is out of the radio communication range, it

will use an intermediate node to forward the message to the specified node. This

configuration has the advantage of redundancy and scalability. If an individual node

fails, a remote node still will communicate to the other node in its range that

successively will forward the message to the specified location. Additionally, the

range of the network isn’t essentially restricted by the range in between single

nodes; it will simply be extended by adding a lot of nodes to the system.

Fig. 9.1 A star network

topology
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The disadvantage of this type of network is in power consumption for the nodes

that implement the multi-hop communications that are typically beyond for the

nodes that don’t have this capability, often limiting the battery life. Additionally, as

the numbers of communication hops to a destination will increase, the time to

deliver the message also increases, particularly if low-power operation of the nodes

could be a demand.

9.5.3 Hybrid Star–Mesh Network [11]

A hybrid between the star and mesh network provides a robust and versatile

communication network while maintaining the flexibility to stay the wireless sensor

node’s power consumption to a minimum. During this configuration, the sensor

nodes with the lowest power aren’t enabled with the flexibility to forward messages.

This permits for token power consumption to be maintained. However, different

nodes on the network are enabled with multi-hop capability, permitting them to

forward messages from the low-power nodes to different nodes on the network.

Generally, the nodes with the multi-hop capability have higher power and, if

attainable, are usually blocked into the electrical main line. This is the topology

enforced by the up and returning mesh networking standard referred to as ZigBee.

Figure 9.3 shows the hybrid star–mesh network.

9.6 Structure of a Wireless Sensor Node

A sensor node is created from four basic elements, sensing unit, process unit,

transceiver unit, and power unit, which is shown in Fig. 9.4. It also has

application-dependent extra elements: a location finding system, an influence

generator, and a mobilizer. Sensing units are typically composed of two subunits:

sensors and analog-to-digital converters (ADCs) [12]. The analog signals made by

the sensors are converted to digital signals by the ADC and so fed into the process

Fig. 9.2 A mesh network

topology
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unit. The process unit is usually related to a little storage unit, and it will manage the

procedures that build the sensor node which collaborates with the other nodes to

hold out the assigned sensing tasks. A transceiver unit connects the node to the

network. One of the most important components of a sensor node is the power unit.

Fig. 9.3 A hybrid star–

mesh network topology
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Fig. 9.4 The components of a sensor node
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A power unit is supported by an influence of a scavenging unit like solar cells. The

other subunits of the node are application dependent.

A functional block diagram of a flexible wireless sensing node is provided in

Fig. 9.5. A modular design approach provides a flexible and versatile platform to

handle the requirements of a good sort of applications. For example, betting on the

sensors to be deployed, the signal acquisition block is reprogrammed or replaced.

This permits for a good sort of totally different sensors to be used with the wireless

sensing node. Similarly, the radio link is also swapped out as needed for a given

applications’ wireless demand varies and therefore the need for two-way

communications.

Using a nonvolatile storage, the remote nodes acquire data on command from a

base station or by an occasion detected by one or more inputs to the node.

Moreover, the embedded code upgraded through the wireless network within the

field. The microprocessor incorporates a number of functions including:

– Managing data assortment from the sensors.

– Performing power management functions.

– The sensor data can be interfacing to the physical radio layer.

– Managing the radio network protocol.

A key facet of any wireless sensing node is to reduce the power consumed by the

system. Usually, the radio subsystem needs the most important quantity of power.

Therefore, data is distributed over the radio network only if it’s needed. An

algorithm is to be loaded into the node to determine when to send data supported

the detected event. Moreover, it is vital to minimize the power consumed by the

sensor itself. Therefore, the hardware ought to be designed to permit the micropro-

cessor to judiciously manage power to the radio, sensor, and sensor signal

conditioner [10].

Sensor Inputs

Sensor Signal
Conditioning

Multiplexer, PG
instrumentation

amplifier
A/D converter (12

bit resolution)

8-bits, Low power,
Microcontroller

Lithium thiony
chloride battery

Flash EEPROM for
sensor logging

Radio Frequency
(RF) transceiver

Fig. 9.5 Functional block diagram of a sensor network
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9.7 Components of a Sensor Node (Hardware)

Figure 9.6 shows a schematic of a typical sensor node hardware hierarchy.

As seen in Fig. 9.6, there are several hardware components that make up a

typical sensor node:

• Low-power embedded processor: The computational tasks on a WSN device

represent the process of both locally sensed information and information com-

municated by other sensors. Currently, primarily as a result of economic reasons,

the embedded processors are usually well restricted in terms of computational

power (small MHz area). As a result of the constraints of such processors,

devices normally run specialized component-based embedded operating sys-

tems, such as TinyOS. They incorporate advanced low-power design techniques,

such as sleep modes and dynamic voltage scaling, to provide energy savings [3].

• Memory/storage: In the storage, both program memory (memory for the instruc-

tion set of the processor) and data memory (for storing measured data and other

local information, e.g., the location of the node) are included. The range of the

memory is usually restricted as a result of economic reasons. With the continu-

ing price reduction of memory devices, the quantities of storage and memory

used on sensor nodes increase over time.

• Radio transceiver: WSN devices contain a low-rate, short-range wireless radio

(10–100 kbps, <100 m). Whereas presently quite restricted in capability too,

these radios are likely to enhance in sophistication over time—together with

enhancements in the value, spectral potency, immunity to noise, fading, and

interference. Radio communication is usually the foremost power-intensive

operation in a very WSN device, and therefore the radio should incorporate

energy-efficient sleep and wake-up modes.

Fig. 9.6 Typical sensor node hardware hierarchy
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• Sensors with ADC unit: WSN devices typically support solely low-data-rate

sensing, owing to the constraints of energy and bandwidth. In several applica-

tions, multimodal sensing is important leading to the very fact that each device

may have multiple sensors implemented. Which specific sensors are used is

application based. The ADC unit interprets the analog signals, provided by the

sensors, to digital signals, which will be processed by the processor unit.

• Location finding system: To investigate the measured data, in several WSNs, it’s
vital to know in which location the data was monitored. However sadly, only a

few applications enable the designer to pre-configure the location of the sensor

nodes. Significantly, for random deployed WSNs that are used, for example, for

outdoor operations, location finding systems, normally based on satellite GPS,

have to be implemented [4].

• Power source: Typically, the power source could be a little battery. The finite

battery power is probably going to be the bottleneck in most WSN applications.

However, in some applications, a handful of nodes are also wired to continuous

power source, or energy harvest techniques could give a little quantity of

renewed energy.

9.8 Components of a Sensor Node (Software)

Figure 9.7 shows a schematic of a typical sensor node software hierarchy. The

software applications of typical sensor device nodes will generally be separated into

five subsystems [5]:

Fig. 9.7 Typical sensor node software hierarchy
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• Operating System Microcode: It is also known as middleware. It represents the

code that is utilized by the high-level software modules to support an assortment

of functions. The middleware also covers the software from the machine-level

functionality of the microprocessor. A celebrated example for a normally used

operating system for sensor networks is TinyOS.

• Sensor Drivers: The sensor drivers are software modules that manage basic

functions of the sensor transceivers. Depending on the kind of the sensor, they

handle to transfer the proper configuration and settings onto it.

• Communication Processors: The communication processors manage the com-

munication functions, including routing, packet buffering and forwarding, topol-

ogy maintenance, medium access control (e.g., contention mechanisms, direct-

sequence spread-spectrum mechanisms), and encryption.

• Communication Drivers: These software modules operate the details of the radio

channel transmission link, including clocking and synchronization, signal

encoding, bit recovery, bit counting, signal levels, and modulation.

• Data-Processing Mini-Applications: Basic applications, e.g., data processing,

signal-value storage and manipulations, etc. They are supported at the node level

for in-network processing.

9.9 Communication Structure of a Wireless Sensor
Network

The sensor nodes are usually scattered in a sensor field. Each of these scattered

sensor nodes has the capabilities to collect data and route data back to the sink and

the end users. Data are routed back to the end user by a multi-hop infrastructure-less

architecture through the sink. The sink may communicate with the task manager

node via the Internet or satellite.

The protocol stack utilized by the sink and the sensor nodes is given in Fig. 9.8.

This protocol stack combines power and routing awareness. It integrates data with

networking protocols, communicates power efficiently through the wireless

medium, and promotes cooperative efforts of sensor nodes. The protocol stack

consists of the application layer, transport layer, network layer, data link layer,

physical layer, power management plane, mobility management plane, and task

management plane [12]. Different kinds of application software can be built and

used on the application layer depending on the sensing tasks. This layer creates

hardware and software of the lowest layer transparent to the end user. The transport

layer helps to take care of the flow of data if the sensor network application requires

it. The network layer takes care of routing the data delivered by the transport layer,

specific multi-hop wireless routing protocols between sensor nodes and sink. The

data link layer is liable for multiplexing of data streams, frame detection, media

access control (MAC), and error control. Since the setting is very noisy and sensor

nodes are often mobile, the MAC protocol should be power aware and ready to
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reduce collision with neighbors’ broadcast. The physical layer addresses the

requirements of a straightforward however strong modulation, frequency selection,

data encryption, transmission and receiving techniques.

In addition, the power, mobility, and task management planes monitor the

power, movement, and task distribution among the sensor nodes. These planes

facilitate the sensor nodes which coordinate the sensing task and lower the overall

energy consumption.

Figure 9.8 depicts a generic protocol stack model that can be utilized to describe

the communication equipment (also see Table 9.1). Table 9.2 shows some typical

lower-layer protocols that are in principle applicable to WSNs; overall, a light-

weight protocol stack is sought for WSNs. The problems here relate to the

following:

9.10 Security Goals for Sensor Networks

The security goals are categorized as primary and secondary. The primary goals are

called as standard security goals such as confidentiality, integrity, authentication,

and availability (CIAA). The secondary goals are data freshness, self-organization,

time synchronization, and secure localization.
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Fig. 9.8 Wireless sensor network protocol stack
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• Data Confidentiality
Confidentiality is the ability to hide messages from a passive attacker in order

that any message communicated via the sensor network remains confidential.

This can be the most main problem in network security. A sensor node should

not reveal its data to the neighbors.

• Data Authentication
Authentication guarantees the consistency of the message by recognizing its

origin.

• Data Integrity
Data integrity in sensor networks is required to confirm the reliability of data

and refers to the ability to confirm that the message has not been tempered with,

altered, or modified. While the network has confidentiality measures, there is

still a clear stage that the data integrity has been cooperated by alterations. The

integrity of the network is going to be in trouble when:

– Any one node acts as malicious node in the network and also injects

false data.

– Unbalanced conditions due to wireless channel basis damage or loss of data.

Table 9.1 Possible WSN protocol stack

Upper

layer

In-network applications, including application processing, data aggregation,

external querying query processing, and external database

Layer 4 Transport, including data dissemination and accumulation, caching, and storage

Layer 3 Networking, including adaptive topology management and topological routing

Layer 2 Link layer (contention): channel sharing (MAC), timing, and locality

Layer 1 Physical medium: communication channel, sensing, actuation, and signal

processing

Table 9.2 Possible lower-layer WSN protocols

GPRS/GSM

1xRTT/CDMA IEEE 802.11b/g IEEE 802.15.1

IEEE

802.15.4

Market name

for standard

2.5G/3G Wi-Fi Bluetooth ZigBee

Network agent WAN/MAN WLAN and hotspot PAN and desk area

network (DAN)

WSN

Application

focus

Wide area voice

and data

Enterprise applica-

tions (data and

VoIP)

Cable replacement Monitoring

and control

Bandwidth

(mbps)

0.064–0.128þ 11–54 0.7 0.020–0.25

Transmission

range

3000þ 1–300þ 1–30þ 1–300þ

Design factors Range and

transmission

quality

Enterprise support,

scalability, and cost

Cost, ease of use Reliability,

power, and

cost
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• Data Availability
Availability determines whether a node has the ability to use the resources and

whether the network is available for the messages to communicate. However,

failure of the base station or cluster leader’s accessibility will finally threaten the
entire sensor network. Thus, availability is of main significance for maintaining

an operational network.

Secondary Goals

• Data Freshness
Even if data confidentiality and data integrity are assured, there’s a need to

confirm the freshness of every message. Informally, data freshness suggests that

the data is recent, and it ensures that no previous messages are replayed. To

resolve this issue, a nonce or another time-related counter is often extra into the

packet to confirm data freshness.

• Self-Organization
A wireless sensor network is usually an ad hoc network that requires every

sensor node to be autonomous and flexible and sufficient and to be self-healing

and self-organizing consistent with completely different situations. There is no

fixed infrastructure available for the aim of network management in a sensor

network. This inherent feature brings an excellent challenge to wireless sensor

network security. If self-organization is lacking in a sensor network, the injury

resulting from an attack or even the risky environment may be devastating.

• Time Synchronization
Most sensor network applications believe some kind of time synchronization.

Sensors might need to calculate the end-to-end delay of a packet as it travels

between two pairwise sensors. An additional collaborative sensor network might

need cluster synchronization for tracking applications.

• Secure Localization
Often, the utility of a sensor network can believe its ability to accurately

mechanically find every sensor within the network. A sensor network designed

to find faults can correct location information so as to pinpoint the location of a

fault. Regrettably, an attacker will simply manipulate nonsecured location

information by reporting false signal strengths, replaying signals.

• Security Mechanisms
In WSN the security mechanisms may literally want to observe, prevent, and

get over the security attacks. A large form of security schemes is often invented

to counter malicious attacks, and these are often classified as high level and low

level. Low-level security primitives for securing sensor networks include:

– Key Establishment and Trust Setup
The primary constraint of setting up the sensor network is the establish-

ment of cryptographic keys. Generally the sensor devices have restricted

process power, and also the public key cryptographic primitives are too

expensive to follow. Key establishment techniques need to scale to networks

with hundreds or thousands of nodes.
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– Secrecy and Authentication
Most of the sensor network applications need protection against

eavesdropping, injection, and modification of packets. The earliest sensor

networks are probably to use link-layer cryptography, as a result of this

approach that provides the greatest ease of deployment among currently

available network cryptographic approaches.

– Privacy
Like other traditional networks, the sensor networks have also force pri-

vacy consideration. At the start, the sensor networks are deployed for legit-

imate purpose which might subsequently be used in unforeseen ways.

Providing awareness of the presence of sensor nodes and data acquisition is

particularly important.

– Robustness to Communication Denial of Service
An adversary attempts to interrupt the network’s operation.

– Secure Routing
Routing and data forwarding may be a crucial service for enabling com-

munication in sensor networks. Unfortunately, current routing protocols

suffer from many security vulnerabilities.

9.11 Security Threats and Attacks in WSN

Attackers may devise different types of security threats to make the WSN system

unstable. Wireless networks are vulnerable to security attacks due to the broadcast

nature of the transmission medium.

9.11.1 Security Threats

According to the capability of attacker [13], threats in WSNs can be classified into

the following categories:

• External Versus Internal Attacks
External attacks return from nodes that don’t belong to a WSN. Outsider has

no access to most cryptographic materials in sensor network. External attacks

might cause passive eavesdropping on data transmissions moreover as it will

reach injected false data into the network to consume network resources and lift

denial-of-service (DoS) attack. On the contrary, the internal attacks occur once

legitimate nodes of a WSN behave in unplanned or unauthorized ways. An

internal attacker or insider is a licensed participant within the sensor network

who seeks to disrupt operations or exploit organizational assets.
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• Passive Versus Active Attacks
Passive attacks include eavesdropping or observing packets exchanged within

a WSN, whereas active attacks involve some modifications of the data stream or

the creation of a false stream.

• Mote-Class Versus Laptop-Class Attacks
In mote-class (sensor-class) attacks, an adversary attacks a WSN by using a

few nodes with related capabilities as that of network nodes. In laptop-class

attacks, an adversary can use more powerful devices like laptop, etc. and may do

far more damage to a network than a malicious sensor node. These devices have

a processing power, greater transmission range, and energy reserve than the

network nodes.

In a sensor network, sensors monitor the changes of specific parameters and

report back to the sink according to the need. Whereas sending the report, the

information in transit could also be attacked to supply wrong information to the

base stations or sinks. The weakness in a system security design, implementa-

tion, configuration, or limitations that would be exploited by attackers is thought

as vulnerability or flaw.

9.11.2 Security Attacks

Attacks on the computer system or network are often broadly classified as inter-

ruption, interception, modification, and fabrication [14].

• Interruption: Interruption is an attack on the availability of the network, for

example, insertion of malicious code, message corruption, physical capturing of

the nodes, etc. The main purpose is to launch DoS attacks.

• Interception: Interception is an attack on confidentiality. The sensor network can
be compromised by an adversary to achieve unauthorized access to sensor node

or data stored within it.

• Modification: Modification is an attack on integrity. Modification means an

unauthorized party not only accesses the data but also tampers it, for example,

by modifying the data packets being transmitted or causing a DoS attack such as

flooding the network with bogus data. The major purpose is to confuse or

mislead the parties concerned within the communication protocol. This can be

typically aimed toward the network layer and also the application layer, as a

result of the richer semantics of those layers.

• Fabrication: Fabrication is an attack on authentication. In fabrication, an adver-
sary injects false data and compromises the trustworthiness of the information

relayed. This threatens the message faithfulness. This operation also can facil-

itate DoS attacks by flooding the network.
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Attacks also can be classified as host-based and network-based attacks:

• Host-based attacks

It is further divided into three types: software compromise, hardware com-

promise, and user compromise:

– Software compromise involves breaking the software running on the sensor

nodes (buffer overflows).

– Hardware compromise involves tampering with the hardware to extract the

program code, data, and keys stored within a sensor node.

– User compromise involves compromising the users of a WSN, e.g., by

cheating the users into revealing information like passwords or keys

concerning the sensor nodes.

• Network-based attacks

It has two perspectives: layer-specific compromises and protocol-specific

compromises. This includes all the attacks on information in transit. Aside

from that it additionally includes deviating from protocols. Attacker gains an

unfair advantage for itself in the usage of the network. In addition, the attacker

manifests selfish behaviors, i.e., behaviors that deviate from the intended func-

tioning of the protocol.

9.11.3 Layering-Based Attacks

Though there is no such standard layered architecture of the communication

protocol for WSN, here, we have summarized possible attacks and their security

resolution approaches in different layers with respect to ISO–OSI layer in Table 9.3

[15, 16].

Most of the routing protocols proposed for ad hoc and sensor network don’t seem
to be designed to handle security connected problems. Therefore, there’s plenty of

scope for attacks on them. Completely different probable attacks on the flow of data

and control information are often classified as in [17]. Two types of attacks in

physical layer are (1) jamming and (2) tampering:

• Jamming: This is one of the DoS attacks in which the adversary attempts to

disrupt the operation of the network by distribution a high-energy signal. To

defense against this attack, use spread-spectrum techniques for radio

communication.

• Tampering: Sensor networks generally operate in outside environments.

Because of unattended and distributed nature, the nodes in an exceedingly

WSN are extremely at risk of physical attacks [18]. The physical attacks might

cause irreversible injury to the nodes. The challenger can extract cryptographic

keys from the captured node, tamper with its circuitry, change the program

codes, or even replace it with a malicious sensor.
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The link layer is responsible for MAC, data frame detection, error control, and

multiplexing of data streams [19]. Attacks at this layer include purposefully unfair-

ness in allocation, resource exhaustion, and created collisions:

• Continuous Channel Access (Exhaustion): A malicious node disrupts the MAC

protocol by always requesting or transmitting over the channel. This eventually

leads a starvation for other nodes in the network with respect to channel access.

One of the countermeasures to such an attack is rate limiting to the MAC

admission control such that the network can ignore excessive requests. The

second technique is to use time-division multiplexing.

• Collision: This is very much similar to the continuous channel attack. A collision

occurs when two nodes attempt to transmit on the same frequency simulta-

neously. When packets collide, a change will likely occur in the data portion,

causing a checksum mismatch at the receiving end. The packet will then be

discarded as invalid.

• Unfairness: Repeated application of these exhaustion- or collision-based MAC

layer attacks, or an abusive use of cooperative MAC layer priority mechanisms,

can lead into unfairness. This kind of attack is a partial DOS attack, but results in

marginal performance degradation. One major defensive measure against such

attacks is the usage of small frames, so that any individual node seizes the

channel for a smaller duration only.

• Denial of Service (DoS): Denial of service (DoS) [20, 21] is produced by the

unintentional failure of nodes or malicious action. This attack is a pervasive

Table 9.3 Layering-based attacks and possible security approach

Layer Attacks Security approach

Physical

layer

Jamming and tampering Use spread-spectrum techniques and Medium

Access Control (MAC) layer admission control

mechanism

Data link

layer

Jamming and collision Use error-correcting codes and spread-spectrum

techniques

Network

layer

Sinkhole Redundancy checking

Sybil Authentication, monitoring

Wormhole Authentication, probing

Hello flood Authentication, packet leashes by geographical and

temporal info.

ACK flooding Authentication, bidirectional link authentication,

verification

Transport

layer

Injects false messages and

energy drain attacks

Authentication

Application

layer

Flooding Client puzzles

Desynchronization Authentication

Attacks on reliability Cryptographic approach
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threat to most networks. Sensor networks being very energy sensitive and

resource limitations are very vulnerable to DoS attacks. Wood and Stankovic

[22] explored various DoS attacks that may happen in every network layer of

sensor networks. The simplest DoS attack tries to exhaust the resources available

to the victim node by sending extra unnecessary packets, thus preventing

legitimate network users from accessing services or resources to which they

are entitled. DoS attack is meant not only for the adversary’s attempt to subvert,

disrupt, or destroy a network but also for any event that diminishes a network’s
capability to provide a service. In WSNs, several types of DoS attacks in

different layers might be performed. At the physical layer, DoS attacks could

be jamming and tampering. At the link layer, DoS attacks are collision, exhaus-

tion, and unfairness, whereas at the network layer, attacks are neglect and greed,

homing, misdirection, and black holes. Moreover, at the transport layer, this

attack could be performed by malicious flooding and desynchronization.

The network layer of WSNs is vulnerable to the different types of attacks such

as: spoofed routing information, selective packet forwarding, sinkhole, Sybil,

wormhole, hello flood, acknowledgment spoofing, etc.:

• Spoofed, altered, or replayed routing information: This is the most common

direct attack against a routing protocol. This attack targets the routing informa-

tion exchanged between the nodes. Adversaries may be able to create routing

loops, attract or repel network traffic, extend or shorten source routes, generate

false error messages, partition the network, and increase end-to-end latency. The

standard solution for this attack is authentication, i.e., routers will only accept

routing information from valid routers.

• Selective forwarding: In a multi-hop network like a WSN, all the nodes need to

forward messages accurately. An attacker may compromise a node in such a way

that it selectively forwards some messages and drops others [23].

• Sybil attack: In this attack, a single node presents multiple identities to all other

nodes in the WSN. This may mislead other nodes. Hence, routes believed to be

used by disjoint nodes with respect to node that can have the same adversary

node. A countermeasure to Sybil attack is the use of a unique shared symmetric

key for each node with the base station. Sybil attack is defined as a malicious

device illegitimately taking on multiple identities. In Sybil attack [24], an

adversary can appear to be in multiple places at the same time. In other words,

a single node presents multiple identities to other nodes in the sensor network

either by fabricating or stealing the identities of legitimate nodes.

• Sinkhole attack: By sinkhole attack, the adversary tries to attract nearly all the

traffic from a particular area through a compromised node. A compromised node

which is placed at the center of some area creates a large “sphere of influence,”

attracting all traffic destined for a base station from the sensor nodes. The

attacker targets a place to create a sinkhole where it can attract the most traffic,

possibly closer to the base station so that the malicious node could be perceived

as a base station.
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• Hello flood attack: Many protocols require nodes to broadcast HELLO packets

for neighbor discovery, and a node receiving such a packet may assume that it is

within the (normal) radio range of the sender. A laptop-class attacker with large

transmission power could convince every node in the network that the adversary

is its neighbor, so that all the nodes will respond to the HELLO message and

waste their energy. We can prevent this attack by verifying the bidirectionality

of local. Another way to prevent the HELLO flood attack is the use of authen-

ticated broadcast protocols.

• Wormhole: A wormhole is a low-latency link between two portions of a network

over which an attacker replays network messages [23]. This link may be

established either by a single node forwarding messages between two adjacent

but otherwise non-neighboring nodes or by a pair of nodes in different parts of

the network communicating with each other. The latter case is closely related to

a sinkhole attack as an attacking node near the base station can provide a

one-hop link to that base station via the other attacking node in a distant part

of the network.

• Acknowledgment spoofing: Several sensor network routing algorithms rely on

implicit or explicit link-layer acknowledgments. Due to the inherent broadcast

medium, an adversary can spoof link-layer acknowledgments for “overheard”

packets addressed to neighboring nodes. Protocols that choose the next hop

based on reliability issues are susceptible to acknowledgment spoofing. This

results in packets being lost when traveling along such links.

• Sniffing attack: Sniffing attack is a good example of interception or listen-in

channel attack. In this attack an adversary node is placed in the proximity of the

sensor grid to capture data. The collected data is transferred to the intruder by

some means for further processing. Sniffing attacks can be prevented by using

proper encryption techniques for communication.

The attacks that can be launched on the transport layer in a WSN are flooding

attack and desynchronization attack:

• Flooding: An attacker may repeatedly make new connection requests until the

resources required by each connection are exhausted or reach a maximum limit.

It produces severe resource constraints for legitimate nodes. One proposed

solution to this problem is to require that each connecting client demonstrates

its commitment to the connection by solving a puzzle. As a defense against this

class of attack, a limit can be put on the number of connections from a

particular node.

• Desynchronization: Desynchronization refers to the disruption of an existing

connection [22]. An attacker may, for example, repeatedly spoof messages to an

end host causing the host to request the retransmission of missed frames.

There are also other attacks like energy drain attack, black hole attack, homing,

and node replication attacks:

• Energy-drain attacks: This is battery powered and dynamically organized. It is

difficult or impossible to replace/recharge sensor node batteries. Because there is
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a limited amount of energy available, attackers may use compromised nodes to

inject fabricated reports into the network or generate a large amount of traffic in

the network.

• Black hole attack: The black hole attack positions a node in range of the sink and
attracts the entire traffic to be routed through it by advertising itself as the

shortest route.

• Homing: Another interesting type of attack is homing. In a homing attack, the

attacker looks at the network traffic to deduce the geographic location of critical

nodes, such as cluster heads or neighbors of the base station. The attacker can

then physically disable these nodes.

• Node replication attacks: This is an attack where the attacker tries to mount

several nodes with the same identity at different places of the existing network.

There are two methods for mounting this attack. In the first method, the attacker

captures one node from the network, creates clones of a captured node, and

mounts in different places of the network. In the second method, an attacker may

generate a false identification of a node, then makes a clone out of this node, and

mounts in different places of the network.

Depending on the network architecture and information used while taking

routing decision, routing protocol in WSNs can be classified into flat-based routing,

hierarchical-based routing, location-based routing, and network flow or quality of

service (QoS)-aware routing.

9.12 Security Protocols

In this section, TinySec, MiniSec, IEEE 802.15.4, SPINS, LSec, LLSP, LISA, and

LISP are described.

9.12.1 TinySec

TinySec [25] developed by the University of Berkeley is a link-layer security

architecture that has been included in the TinyOS version. Its design is based on

ease of use and minimal load brought on sensor network. TinySec supports two

different security options: encryption with identity authentication and only authen-

tication. In identity authentication encryption, data is encrypted and an identity

authentication code (MAC) is added to the package. However, in only authentica-

tion method, data is not encrypted but only authentication of the package is realized

with a MAC. As it is understood from this, in TinySec, the identity authentication is

a must for each package, but encrypting the data is an option that can be decided

according to the application. In encryption of messages, Skipjack block encryption,

8-bit initialization vector (IV), and code block chaining (CBC) are used. There is no
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restriction on keying method; in practice, a single key pair (one for the encryption

of data and the other for the calculation of MACs) is selected for the whole network

according to the desired level of security. TinySec at the tightest security level

where identity authentication encryption is used brings 10% extra load on energy,

delay, and bandwidth. However, in cases where only authentication is used, this

ratio drops to 3%.

9.12.2 SPINS

SPINS [26], developed by Berkeley University, consists of μTESLA protocol used

in identity authentication broadcasting, SNEP protocol providing confidentiality,

identity authentication between two nodes and data freshness, and a routing proto-

col based on these. SNEP offers the below possibilities:

1. Semantic security: semantic security, meaning an attacker listening to the

network cannot obtain any information about the plain text even if more than

one encrypted copy of the same plain text is received, is realized by a counter

shared between the receiver and the sender and incremented in each message

exchange.

2. Identity authentication: the receiving node verifies the identity of the sender with

the MAC used.

3. Recursion protection: the counter in MAC prevents old messages to be sent

again.

4. Weak freshness: the counter used between the receiver and sender for semantic

security ensures the message received is sent after the previous one.

5. Low communication overhead: keeping the counter on the receiver and sender,

not placing it in the message, reduces communication overhead.

In conventional approaches, identity authentication is done by asymmetrical

methods. However, hardware restrictions of sensors are highly insufficient for the

quite expensive asymmetrical methods. μTESLA gives the logic of asymmetry to

identity authentication with symmetric methods. The sender creates a MAC for the

message packages to be broadcasted by using a key known by only itself and by

using a one-way function. It broadcasts the key of the message a certain time after

the message is sent. Thus, the possibility of changing the contents of the package is

removed. At the receiver end, the package kept in a buffer memory is authenticated

by using this key. RC5 is used in encryption. For all this identity authentication

process, μTESLA needs synchronization between the receiver and the sender even

if it is loose.
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9.12.3 LISP

LISP aims security solutions in large-scale wireless networks consisting of a large

number of nodes with limited resources. To scale networks consisting of a large

number of nodes, Park and Shin divide them into clusters, select a head for each

cluster, and create a key server. LISP [27] (lightweight security protocol) has a new

switching mechanism. It uses switching mechanism by using head cluster and key

servers. The advantages are: (1) it uses an effective key broadcast which does not

need ACKs to be sent, (2) it uses check bits created without adding them to the data

message, (3) it might recover the lost keys, (4) it refreshes key without data

encryption or decryption.

The benefits of LISP in protecting critical information against attacks can be

summarized as follows: (1) data integrity prevents tampering of data that is sent.

(2) Access control is achieved by controlling the inputs to the network. (3) Key

refreshing provides protection against nodes that may jeopardize the network.

LISP protocol may combine together with security the other services (routing,

data distribution, and location). LISP is a flexible and energy-sensitive protocol. In

addition, because it does not need ACK and other control packages, it is quite strong

against DoS [28] attacks.

9.12.4 IEEE 802.15.4

IEEE 802.15.4 [29, 30] defines medium access and physical layers for wireless

private area networks (WPANs). Although this protocol was not developed for

WSN, it is used in WSNs because of its low power consumption, low cost, and

flexibility. Currently, this protocol works on Micaz, TelosB nodes produced by the

company CrossBow. ZigBee strong encryption AES-128 is used. ZigBee provides

freshness. Controlling freshness prevents repeated attacks. Counter is reset when a

new key is created. ZigBee provides integrity and prevents an attacker from

changing the message. Integrity options are 0, 32, 64, and 128 bit, by default

64 bit. ZigBee provides authentication. Authentication tests whether the right

person is reached or not and prevents the attacker showing the device like another

one. Authentication is possible at the network and device levels. Authentication at

the network level is achieved by using a public network key. Authentication at

device level is achieved by using the unique link key between devices. ZigBee

provides encryption and prevents an attacker from intercepting and listening.

ZigBee uses 128-bit AES encryption. Encryption security is provided at the net-

work, and at the device level, a public key is used at the network-level encryption. It

prevents attacks because of a very low memory usage. The device-level encryption

uses a common link key. ZigBee uses three types of keys. The master key provides

long-term security between two devices. The link key provides security between

two devices. The network key provides security on the network.
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9.12.5 LSec

LSec [31] provides authentication and authorization with simple key exchange

scheme. Furthermore, it has protection mechanisms against data confidentiality,

breaches, and illegal events. There is a variety of security attacks on sensor

networks. As examples of DoS, eavesdropping, replay attacks, tempering the

message, and malicious nodes can be mentioned. To defend against these types of

attacks, LSec uses data confidentiality, identity authentication, data integrity,

defense against intruders, and some security mechanisms. These problems can be

solved partially when the communication among the nodes is encrypted, but a

complete solution requires a strong key exchange and distribution scheme. LSec

provides identity authentication and authorization, simple secure key exchange,

defense mechanism against breaches, data privacy, and usage of asymmetrical and

symmetrical encryption together. LSec protocol is simulated on sensor network

simulator and emulator (SENSE). There is no application of it.

9.12.6 LISA

LISA [32] includes security solutions listed below:

1. Semantic security: the same data is encrypted in different ways by increasing the

value of the counter after each data.

2. Identity authentication: it ensures that the data is from the right node.

3. Protection against replay attacks: it prevents old messages from being repeated.

4. Weak freshness: base station verifies that the message generated is after the

previous one.

9.12.7 MiniSec

MiniSec [33] is implemented on Telos platform. While TinySec provides low

security at low power consumption, ZigBee [34] provides high security at high

power consumption. According to the authors, MiniSec provides high security at

low power consumption. Three techniques are used to achieve this. First, block

encryption method is used to provide privacy and authentication. But there is only

one pass over the data. Second, initialization vector (IV) is used as a very few bits.

Third, basic gaps are used during unicast and broadcast communication. In the

unicast mode, the power consumption of the radio is reduced by making extra

computations and using synchronized counters. In the broadcast mode, bloom filter

mechanism is used. Skipjack is used as the encryption algorithm and OCB as the

encryption mode. It is defenseless against DoS attacks.
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9.12.8 LLSP

LLSP [35] provides minimum cost identity authentication, data integrity, and

semantic security by using only symmetric security algorithms. The key mecha-

nism determines key management issues in WSNs. It includes the questions of how

the cryptograph keys are distributed, shared, and updated. An appropriate keying

mechanism depends on the factors such as the target hazard model, the network

communication in practice, security requirements, and ease of use.

9.13 Security Mechanism

The security mechanisms are actually used to detect, prevent, and recover from the

security attacks. A wide variety of security schemes can be invented to counter

malicious attacks, and these can be categorized as high level and low level.

Figure 9.9 shows the order of security mechanisms.

9.13.1 Low-Level Mechanism

Low-level security primitives for securing sensor networks include:

Fig. 9.9 Security mechanism
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1. Key establishment and trust setup

2. Secrecy and authentication

3. Privacy

4. Robustness to communication denial of service

5. Secure routing

6. Resilience to node capture

1. Key establishment and trust setup

The primary requirement of setting up the sensor network is the establishment of

cryptographic keys. Generally the sensor devices have limited computational

power, and the public key cryptographic primitives are too expensive to follow.

Key establishment techniques need to scale to networks with hundreds or

thousands of nodes. In addition, the communication patterns of sensor networks

differ from traditional networks; sensor nodes may need to set up keys with their

neighbors and with data aggregation nodes. The disadvantage of this approach is

that attackers who compromised sufficiently and many nodes could also recon-

struct the complete key pool and break the scheme [36].

2. Secrecy and authentication

Most of the sensor network applications require protection against

eavesdropping, injection, and modification of packets. Cryptography is the

standard defense. Remarkable system trade-offs arise when incorporating cryp-

tography into sensor networks. For point-to-point communication [37], end-to-

end cryptography achieves a high level of security but requires that keys be set

up among all end points and be incompatible with passive participation and local

broadcast. Link-layer cryptography with a network-wide shared key simplifies

key setup and supports passive participation and local broadcast, but intermedi-

ate nodes might eavesdrop or alter messages. The earliest sensor networks are

likely to use link-layer cryptography, because this approach provides the greatest

ease of deployment among currently available network cryptographic

approaches [38].

3. Privacy

Like other traditional networks, the sensor networks have also force privacy

concerns. Initially the sensor networks are deployed for legitimate purpose

which might subsequently be used in unanticipated ways. Providing awareness

of the presence of sensor nodes and data acquisition is particularly

important [36].

4. Robustness to communication denial of service

An adversary attempts to disrupt the network’s operation by broadcasting a high-
energy signal. If the transmission is powerful enough, the entire system’s
communication could be jammed. More sophisticated attacks are also possible;

the adversary might inhibit communication by violating the 802.11 medium

access control (MAC) protocol by, say, transmitting while a neighbor is also

transmitting or by continuously requesting channel access with a request-to-send

signal [36].
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5. Secure routing

Routing and data forwarding is a crucial service for enabling communication in

sensor networks. Unfortunately, current routing protocols suffer from many

security vulnerabilities. For example, an attacker might launch denial-of-service

attacks on the routing protocol, preventing communication. The simplest attacks

involve injecting malicious routing information into the network, resulting in

routing inconsistencies. Simple authentication might guard against injection

attacks, but some routing protocols are susceptible to replay by the attacker of

legitimate routing messages [38].

6. Resilience to node capture

One of the most challenging issues in sensor networks is resiliency against node

capture attacks. In most applications, sensor nodes are likely to be placed in

locations easily accessible to attackers. Such exposure raises the possibility that

an attacker might capture sensor nodes, extract cryptographic secrets, modify

their programming, or replace them with malicious nodes under the control of

the attacker. Tamper-resistant packaging may be one defense, but it’s expensive,
since current technology does not provide a high level of security. Algorithmic

solutions to the problem of node capture are preferable [36].

9.13.2 High-Level Mechanism

High-level security mechanisms for securing sensor networks include secure group

management, intrusion detection, and secure data aggregation:

1. Secure group management

Each and every node in a wireless sensor network is limited in its computing and

communication capabilities. However, interesting in-network data aggregation

and analysis can be performed by groups of nodes. For example, a group of

nodes might be responsible for jointly tracking a vehicle through the network.

The actual nodes comprising the group may change continuously and quickly.

Many other key services in wireless sensor networks are also performed by

groups. Consequently, secure protocols for group management are required,

securely admitting new group members and supporting secure group communi-

cation. The outcome of the group key computation is normally transmitted to a

base station. The output must be authenticated to ensure it comes from a valid

group [36].

2. Intrusion detection

Wireless sensor networks are susceptible to many forms of intrusion. Wireless

sensor networks require a solution that is fully distributed and inexpensive in

terms of communication, energy, and memory requirements. The use of secure

groups may be a promising approach for decentralized intrusion detection [36].
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3. Secure data aggregation

One advantage of a wireless sensor network is the fine-grain sensing that large

and dense sets of nodes can provide. The sensed values must be aggregated to

avoid overwhelming amounts of traffic back to the base station. For example, the

system may average the temperature of a geographic region, combine sensor

values to compute the location and velocity of a moving object, or aggregate data

to avoid false alarms in real-world event detection. Depending on the architec-

ture of the wireless sensor network, aggregation may take place in many places

in the network. All aggregation locations must be secured [38].

9.14 Sensor Network Applications

The evolution of sensor networks into a generic wireless “sensing layer” for

computer systems has opened a wide range of application possibilities. These

kinds of networks cannot be considered as the “panacea” for all the sensing needs

of computer systems, since they are not specially suitable for very complex

applications (such as the Large Hadron Collider [39]) or applications with hard

quality of service (QoS) requirements. Nevertheless, because of their particular

characteristics, the benefits of using wireless sensor networks for sensing the real

world are numerous:

– The network can survive in its deployment area for long periods of time.

– The network can be able to run unattended.

– The overall cost of the network is low, due to the price of the nodes and the use

of a wireless interface.

– The network can be deployed by nonexperts and can be easy to maintain.

– The network can react to abnormal events, maintaining the availability of its

services.

There are many types of applications that can take advantage of all these

benefits. According to Culler et al. [40], those applications can be classified into

the following categories:

1. Monitoring space: The sensor network simply monitors the physical features of a

certain environment. This category includes applications such as environmental

and habitat monitoring, precision agriculture, indoor climate control, surveil-

lance, treaty verification, and intelligent alarms.

2. Monitoring things: The sensor network controls the status of a physical entity.

This category includes applications such as structural monitoring, ecophysiol-

ogy, condition-based equipment maintenance, medical diagnostics, and urban

terrain mapping.

3. Monitoring interactions: The sensor network monitors the interactions of things

(both inanimate and animate) with each other and the encompassing space. This

category includes applications such as wildlife habitats, disaster management,
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critical (information) infrastructure systems, emergency response, asset track-

ing, healthcare, and manufacturing process flow.

While all the application areas presented in the previous classification are mere

ideas of where wireless sensor networks could be applied, the research communities

have already proven the usefulness of wireless sensor networks in real-world

settings. Some examples of prototypes and research areas include: monitoring of

aging infrastructures [41], critical (information) infrastructures [42], surveillance

[43], detecting equipment vibration [44], control of vineyards [45], water quality

analysis [46], control of glacier behavior [47], monitoring of an active volcano [48],

habitat monitoring [49], firefighter’s assistance [50], monitoring of assisted-living

residents [51–53], healthcare [54], smart environments [55], checking availability

of washing machines [56], and optimization of HVAC systems [57]. In fact,

wireless sensor networks have already jumped from the research laboratories to

the commercial world, with applications such as precision agriculture [58], pipeline

and freighter monitoring [44], and many others.

Not only wireless sensor networks are useful for providing services to specific

applications but also are an important part of the “pervasive computing” paradigm

and the “Internet of Things” paradigm due to their “sensing layer” nature.

Envisioned by Mark Weiser in 1991 [59] and continued by other visionaries such

as Satyanarayanan [60], the major idea behind pervasive computing is that “com-

puters will disappear into the background, weaving themselves into the fabric of

everyday life until they are indistinguishable from it.” In other words, the environ-

ment itself will be saturated with computing and communication capabilities, yet

gracefully integrated with human users. The elements of that augmented environ-

ment (e.g., urban spaces [61]) will collaborate to process information coming from

both the real world (e.g., traffic conditions, room temperatures) and the virtual

world (e.g., internal state of traffic lights and air conditioner), providing context-

adapted services to themselves, other machines, and humans.

On the other hand, the vision of the “Internet of Things” [62] considers that all

the elements of these pervasive environments will be connected to the Internet;

thus, objects and locations in the real world (e.g., restaurants, roads) will be linked

to information on the web. As a result, it will be possible to convert real-world

events into meaningful information that could be analyzed anywhere, providing

real entities (e.g., humans) and virtual entities with the capability of making better

decisions. In both paradigms, the sensor networks play an important role either by

providing an intelligent environment the ability to understand its context or by

enhancing the capabilities of a single entity (e.g., a toy) with the ability to “sense.”

By using the wireless sensor network paradigm, we can be able to create a

heterogeneous set of applications linking the real world with the virtual world.

However, a specific configuration of a wireless sensor network may not work for

two different applications. In fact, different applications have different require-

ments, and these requirements will have a significant influence over the actual

structure, architecture, and protocols of a wireless sensor network. For example, we

can cite the transmission media used in the wireless communications. In underwater
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sensor networks (UWSN [63]), sensor nodes are deployed below the ocean surface,

and it is necessary to use underwater acoustic modems, which have low bandwidth

and are prone to communication errors. On the other hand, in underground sensor

networks (USN [64]), sensor nodes are deployed completely below the ground,

where it is necessary to cope with extra challenges such as path loss due to material

absorption. These differences in the transmission channel will influence the behav-

ior of the sensor nodes and the behavior of the sensor network as a whole.

9.15 Conclusion and Future Work

The aim of this chapter is to discuss few important issues of WSNs, from the

application, design, and technology points of view. For designing a WSN, we need

to consider different factors such as the flexibility, energy efficiency, fault toler-

ance, high sensing fidelity, low cost, and rapid deployment, above all the applica-

tion requirements. However, realization of sensor networks needs to satisfy several

constraints such as scalability, cost, hardware, topology change, environment, and

power consumption. Since these constraints are highly tight and specific for sensor

networks, new wireless ad hoc networking protocols are required. To meet the

requirements, many researchers are engaged in developing the technologies needed

for different layers of the sensor network protocol stack.

Future research on WSN will be directed toward maximizing area throughput in

clustered wireless sensor networks designed for temporal or spatial random process

estimation; accounting for radio channel, PHY, MAC, and NET protocol layers and

data aggregation techniques; simulation and experimental verification of lifetime-

aware routing and sensing spatial coverage; and the enhancement of the desired

sensing spatial coverage evaluation methods with practical sensor model.

The advances of wireless networking and sensor technology open up an inter-

esting opportunity to manage human activities in a smart home environment. Real-

life activities are often more complex than the case studies for both single user and

multiuser. Investigating such complex cases can be very challenging while we

consider both single and multiuser activities at the same time.

Future work will focus on the fundamental problem of recognizing activities of

multiple users using a wireless body sensor network. Wireless sensor networks hold

the promise of delivering a smart communication paradigm which enables setting

up an intelligent network capable of handling applications that evolve from user

requirements. We believe that in the near future, WSN research will put a great

impact on our daily life. For example, it will create a system for continual obser-

vation of physiological signals while the patients are at their homes. It will lower

the cost involved with monitoring patients and increase the efficient exploitation of

physiological data, and the patients will have accessWireless sensor networks

(WSNs): to the highest-quality medical care in their own homes. Thus, it will

avoid the distress and disruption caused by a lengthy inpatient stay.
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Chapter 10

Emerging Trends in Security System Design
Using the Concept of Social Behavioural
Biometrics

M.L. Gavrilova, F. Ahmed, S. Azam, P.P. Paul, W. Rahman, M. Sultana,
and F.T. Zohra

Abstract This chapter investigates how existing biometric research can be

advanced by integrating it with the social behavioural information. Analytical

discussions on how social behavioural biometrics can be extracted and applied in

various security, and authentication applications will be presented. This chapter

also provides some insights onto current and emerging research in the multimodal

biometric domain, formulates open questions and investigates future directions.

Answers to those questions will assist not only in establishment of the new methods

in the biometric security domain but also provide insights into the future emerging

topics in the big data analytics and social networking research.

10.1 Introduction

We live in a deeply interconnected society, where aspects of someone’s personal
and social life, professional affiliations, shopping profiles, hobbies and interests

become more and more intervened. One special place where various facets of life

become even more prominent is our cyberworld profiles, or so-called online

identities. Not surprising, such areas as big data analytics, decision-making, deci-

sion fusion, artificial intelligence, pattern recognition and biometrics now have a

permanent presence in the online domain. For instance, there is an extensive

interest in research based on users of social networks (Facebook, Twitter, etc.)

into user preferences and interactions based on the spheres of their interests or their

affiliation [1]. Many human-computer interaction studies now include such aspects

as computational aesthetics—understanding someone’s preferences and interests

with the goal of building aesthetic profiles [2]. In big data analytics domain, web

browsing histories and social network activity patterns of millions of users are

being collected and analysed on a daily basis. On the other hand, in security
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research, social behavioural biometric authentication as well as artificial biometrics

emerged as powerful research tools, based on the multitude of features exhibited by

users in their online interactions [3, 4].

Traditional definition of biometric research scope usually includes recognising

someone’s identity from collected biometric data [5], which now includes physio-

logical, behavioural, soft and recently introduced social traits [6]. Physiological

features (facial, ear, iris, fingerprint) can be often collected through some

specialised image or video-capturing devices, such as infrared sensors, remote

temperature-measuring devices, Kinect and so on. Behavioural characteristics,

which traditionally include the way a person walks (gait), the way a person talks

(voice), the way a person writes (typing patterns, keystroke pressure) or the way a

person authenticates documents (signature), can be obtained from variety of sen-

sors. Soft biometrics include easily collected but not as unique as the previous two

biometric data, i.e. age, gender, height, weight, eye colour or hair colour of a

person. Even the way a person socially interacts or expressed their preferences

can become a rich source of authentication information. Very recently, a social

behavioural biometrics (or social biometrics) was proposed as a new way to obtain

supplementary but sometimes crucial for authentication information. Under this

umbrella, the social behavioural features are extracted from the way users interact

through various social online and offline networks. This includes user’s online

presence patterns (time, day, month), the nature of interaction (tweets, blogs,

chats), the content of interaction (topics, likes, opinions), online game-playing

strategies, virtual world avatar preferences, etc. [3, 7]. One of the main features,

which is crucial for research on the social behavioural biometrics, is the commu-

nication patterns in the networks of users and the composition of such networks

themselves. It is generating a lot of interest and getting traction in biometric

research, as well as in related fields looking into human interaction, physiological

studies, user profiling, pattern recognition, authorship identification and collective

intelligence [3, 8]. The idea can be transferred to the real world as well. For

instance, in a given social context, some social behavioural patterns such as friends

and acquaintances, daily routine, psychological states, style of conversation, ges-

tures and emotions during conversations, preferences, spatial information and

activity logs can play important role in recognising a person. Such patterns can

also provide a unique set of tools to promote better understanding of collaborative

processes, workflow dynamics and risk analysis in collaborative/social environ-

ments in real and virtual worlds.

This chapter investigates how existing biometric multimodal systems can be

advanced by integrating social behavioural information. Analytical discussions on

how social behavioural biometrics can be extracted and applied in various security

and authentication applications will be presented. This chapter also provides some

insights onto current and emerging research in biometric domain, formulates open

questions and investigates future directions in this vibrant research field. The

answers to those questions will assist not only in the establishment of new methods

in the biometric security domain but also provide insights into the future emerging

research topics in our deeply interconnected world.
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10.2 Literature Review

The realm of biometric research is experiencing advancement in both breadth and

depth directions. The depth advancement includes enhancing the performances of

well-established biometrics such as fingerprint, signature, face, etc., by proposing

new feature extraction, fusion and classification algorithms. We observe that the

most exciting developments are occurring in the breadth direction, where a wide

range of physiological and behavioural traits is emerging as new biometrics. In

order to take this ongoing advancement one step further, we propose to mine the

emerging social behavioural traits from human behaviour such as online networks,

aesthetic preference, facial expression/emotions/social signals, brain signals, gait,

activities, etc. Although some of these candidates such as expressions, brain signals

and activities are being studied in different domains including biometrics, they have

not been studied in collaborative/social environment as social behavioural bio-

metrics. In the following sections, we present analytical discussions on the existing

works on the proposed social behavioural biometric candidates, i.e. aesthetic pref-

erence, emotions/social signals, brain signals and gait and activities.

Social behavioural pattern analysis is the new emerging domain in biometric

recognition, led by the team of researchers in the Biometric Technologies Labora-

tory at the University of Calgary. The idea behind this is to infer behavioural

patterns from the day-to-day social interaction. In this domain, the investigation

of facial expression or collaborative activity as a social biometrics remains

unexplored. Similar to facial expressions, gait- and activity-related soft biometrics

have great potential for continuous and unobtrusive authentication. Gait recognition

involves identifying a person by analysing his/her walking pattern, which is partic-

ularly useful in scenarios where explicit user interaction is not desired.

Activity-related biometric authentication provides an unobtrusive and natural

alternative for physiological biometrics that can exploit everyday life activities

involving interaction with objects or people for extracting biometric signature. For

example, Drosoua et al. [9] proposed a novel activity biometrics based on the

motion patterns of prehension movement. Later, Bazazian and Gavrilova [10]

utilised behavioural and social contextual metadata to increase the recognition

performance of gait recognition based on multimodal fusion. Their proposed

method exploited the daily routine activities of users to extract important

behavioural patterns and contextual information using a context extractor and

matcher.

In recent years, the mass growth of online social networks has introduced a

completely new platform of analysing human behaviour. Recent studies showed

that behavioural footprints exist in online interactions of users via online social

media [3, 6, 11]. Another recent research showed that editing behaviour of users in

collaborative environment such as Wikipedia can help to predict the identity of

authors [12]. In these works, analysis of social data over a period of time explores

underlying behavioural pattern and demonstrated encouraging performance in user

identification. The authors identified online social behavioural interactions as the
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potential candidates of behavioural biometrics. The applications of the proposed

social behavioural biometric features are as diverse as person authentication, access

control, anomaly detection, customer profiling, behaviour analysis, situation aware-

ness, risk analysis, friend recommendation systems and so on.

10.3 Social Interactions as Biometric Features

Social interactions and behaviour have been the focus of interest for researchers’
spanning domains of social science, psychology, neuroscience, organisational

behaviour and targeted marketing for many years. However, analysis of social

behaviour has not been carried over from the perspective of user authentication.

Research in this direction can assist finding the answers to the following open

questions:

1. Are there some features extracted from social behavioural information that are

permanent and unique enough to be used for individual authentication?

2. What benefits the combination of social behavioural biometrics with traditional

biometrics (physiological/behavioural/soft) can provide?

3. Is it possible to use social behavioural activities for risk assessment and security

threat prevention?

Recent research in this domain partially addressed the above questions. It

postulated that social network analysis can provide an additional insight on how

social behaviour of human beings can be utilised as identifying information for use

in security and access control systems [3, 7]. This is the first step towards a new

generation of biometric systems that are capable of understanding and interpreting

social actions/behaviours of humans and utilising them for authentication purposes.

This process is analogous to the recognition processes of human brain, where social

interactions, emotional responses and contextual information play significant role

along with visual perception during recognition of familiar faces [13]. The more

knowledge about a person is available, the better recognition results can be

achieved. For instance, if a person is very familiar (i.e. a family member, a close

friend), one can make a confident guess on his/her identity even in a less than ideal

conditions (distant location, insufficient light) based on a negligible amount of

information such as appearance, gesture, posture, voice tones, style, content or

context of conversation, etc. Thus, we envision the next-generation biometric

systems as intelligent machines capable of utilising all aspects of information

(physiological, behavioural and social) in order to make a confident human-like

decision in unfavourable conditions, where the traditional biometrics would per-

form poorly. In other words, the next-generation biometric systems should be

equipped with the mechanisms of extracting social features from the everyday

social interactions of individuals, adaptively expanding behavioural patterns as

well as learning new knowledge by analysing those features over time. Thus,
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those behavioural and social patterns will be utilised to authenticate individuals

with higher confidence even in the absence of other traditional biometric traits.

Knowledge extracted from social behaviour and contextual information can

improve accuracy of existing multimodal biometric decision-making systems. It

is possible to fuse such social information with existing physiological or

behavioural biometrics as part of a multimodal system to make a confident decision

on the person’s identity. Figure 10.1 presents a generalised framework of the

proposed social biometric system. The framework in Fig. 10.1 shows that auxiliary

features (e.g. social behavioural features, contextual information, etc.) and soft

biometrics (e.g. aesthetic preference, age, gender, profession, interest, community,

etc.) can be obtained by analysing everyday social activities of a person in a social

environment (e.g. meeting room, family gathering, office space, etc.). During an

enrolment phase, features are extracted from physiological and behavioural traits as

well as from social data in a given social space. All features are then stored in the

training database as biometric profiles of enrolled individuals. During an authenti-

cation phase, physiological, behavioural and social features can be extracted

depending upon the availability of data; then the test profile will be created using

available features. Finally, identification or verification decision is made based on

the matching score of the test and training profiles. The major advantage of the

proposed fusion of social data and soft biometrics is that a reliable authentication

decision can be obtained from the biometric systems regardless of the distortion or

missing features of the physiological or behavioural biometrics.

Fig. 10.1 A generalised flow diagram of the enrolment and authentication system, using fusion of

social, contextual, behavioural and physiological data
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Knowledge about individuals’ social behaviour can be discovered by mining

their social data in a particular social space [3, 7]. For instance, a person’s close
friend list can be obtained by keeping a record of his accompanying persons over

time. In this way, analysing social data may reveal valuable information about a

person including personal choice, preference, social acquaintances and contextual

and spatio-temporal information. This information can be directly exploited as soft

biometrics during biometric authentication. Alternately, unique social behavioural

patterns can be exploited as a modality of biometric trait and fused at feature, match

score, rank or decision levels. One of the intriguing phenomena is that social

behavioural biometrics can be extracted by observing the known behavioural bio-

metrics (e.g. expression, interactions, gestures, voice, activities, etc.) of individuals

in a specific social setting over a period. For instance, an idiosyncratic way of

starting a speech of a person can be revealed by analysing voice data acquired from

regular meetings, which can act as social behavioural biometrics during

authentication [3].

The following sections contain detailed discussions on how social data can be

used as biometric features in the next-generation biometric systems.

10.3.1 Online Communication as Social Biometrics

10.3.1.1 Overview

During this era of social media, many of everyday communications have been

extended into cyberworld. Social communications can be broadly classified into

two categories: online and offline [3]. Online interactions can take place as blogs,

posts, discussion forums, online games, virtual worlds or social networks. Nowa-

days, communication via online social networks such as Facebook, Twitter,

Myspace, LinkedIn, Flickr, Instagram, etc., has become an integral part of our

daily routine, which offers new opportunities of studying human social interactions

in cyber domain. Figure 10.2 shows some examples of online domains where social

communication occurs and social biometric features can be extracted from. Extrac-

tion of social biometrics from online communications and their subsequent uses in

biometric applications is a very promising new direction of research. Some of the

challenges and open issues are discussed in the following subsection.

10.3.1.2 Open Questions and Future Research

The security in cyberworld is as important as security in the real world [3, 6]. In

some cases, it is more crucial since breaching the security in cyberspace may

jeopardise our life beyond monetary loss. The application of online social bio-

metrics would open interesting possibilities to enhance person authentication,

access control, anomaly detection, customer profiling, behaviour analysis, situation
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awareness and risk analysis [3, 8]. For instance, the traditional way of online user

verification is to use username, password and security questions. Memorising

security questions and their answers is quite painstaking for users. Social biometrics

obtained from social media can aid auto-generation of security questions and

verification. This would increase the security to the users’ account in online domain

as well as lessen the pain of setting security questions and memorising the answers.

However, unlike other biometric traits, the social biometric features are not readily

available. Moreover, social data acquired from web is considered as big data, which

are not very informative in raw form. For such reasons, data sets are needed to be

crawled from social media for a longer period of time and require exhaustive

analysis to explore idiosyncratic behavioural features or demographic information.

In addition to this, online social biometrics for one application domain would be

very different from other domains. Therefore, each application domain needs to be

investigated individually to explore consistent domain-specific social biometrics.

All of those questions must be addressed in order to be able to integrate social

biometrics into the traditional authentication systems.

10.3.2 Aesthetic Preferences as Social Biometrics

10.3.2.1 Overview

Every human being has his own aesthetic preference or evaluation system that

guides him to choose his favourite item over a list of options. Different people have

different taste, favour, likeness and judgement of beauty, which can distinguish a

Fig. 10.2 Some online application domains of social biometrics [3, 6]
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person from others. However, person’s aesthetic preferences are not fully unique.

They depend on one’s life experience, social environment, race and influence of

their upbringing and personal relations. A group of people (such as members of a

family) may have similar aesthetic preferences, because they share similar social

environment and cultural and life experiences. The question is whether these

aspects can make aesthetic preference or “personal taste” into a social soft biomet-

ric trait. While social behavioural biometrics typically yield higher error rates than

the well-established physiological biometrics, they can be successfully used in

combination with other traits in a multimodal biometric system. The unique

behavioural perspective that social traits bring allows to reduce instances of incor-

rect user authentication, in the cases where physiological biometric data is noisy,

erroneous or compromised. Moreover, patterns of social communication and aes-

thetic preferences could be harder to imitate or spoof.

Over the recent years, people interaction with friends and family increasingly

involves a variety of online social networks (such as Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest,

Flickr, YouTube and many more). People tend to share their feelings, thoughts,

judgments as well as aesthetic preferences in the form of texts, emoticons, images

and videos. In Flickr (“Flickr”), a person can share his personal photographs and

favourite images to everyone or to a specific community [14]. Figure 10.3 shows

several examples of images which are collected from a Flickr user’s favourite

image tab. Images are taken from the Flickr data set used in aesthetic preferences

research [15] at the University of Verona, Italy, in collaboration with some other

institutions. This research bridges the gap between artistic preferences and human’s
intrinsic behaviour and poses a question whether visual aesthetic preferences can be

used as behavioural biometric features [2, 15]. To answer that question, a bag of

heterogeneous image features is analysed to find the visual preference model of a

person that can distinguish them from others in a unique way (Csurka [16]). A

similar image-based online social network is [17] (“Pinterest”), where a person can

attach (or “Pin”) images that look interesting to him during web browsing. Through

these online social networks, people’s visual preferences are now available to a

Fig. 10.3 Examples of images from the Flickr social network (“Flickr”)
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broad community. The most challenging part of using this data as a biometric trait is

that aesthetic preference (such as visual preference) of a person is highly subjective.

There is no comprehensive scientific explanation on what dictates one’s visual

preferences in an objective way [18]. A majority of research have been done to find

the good features of images for the purpose of automatic aesthetic evaluation of

photographic images [19, 20], for aesthetic image classification [21, 22] and for

finding the answer of what makes an image memorable and popular [23, 24].

10.3.2.2 Social Aesthetic Biometric System Concept

Similarly to visual aesthetic images, we postulate now that the same idea can be

applied to other types of data, visual or audio or textile. We call this concept a social

aesthetic biometrics (SAB). For instance, favourite movies, cartoons and anima-

tions can be used as a new type of biometrics. Similarly, audio preferences, such as

favourite type of music, video clips or instruments, can be another soft social

biometrics. Moreover, even favourite fabrics or spaces can be used as spatial textile

soft biometrics. Figure 10.4 illustrates the concept of generating N person’s bio-
metric templates using SAB features of their favourite visual or audio preferences.

Fig. 10.4 A block diagram that illustrates the concept of generating N person’s biometric

templates using aesthetic features of their favourite images/audios/videos/fabrics/emoticons
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An important factor for successful utilisation of audio or visual aesthetics is the

sufficient number of samples (such as images or sounds) used during template

generation and matching. Typically, a high recognition rate can be achieved with

the increased number of samples.

10.3.2.3 Open Problems and Future Work

There are a number of open research problems related to this newly introduced

social aesthetic biometrics trait. A difficult part of this research is the translation of

human’s aesthetic preferences into a set of computable rules that can characterise a

person in a distinct way. Scientific modelling of someone’s distinct personal taste is
not a trivial task. Frequently, it is impossible for a human to provide reasons behind

his/her aesthetic preferences. Extensive psychological research is needed to find the

answer of what features can model the aesthetic preference of an individual that can

distinguish one person from another in a group.

Only very recently, researchers consider only the image aesthetic preference as a

biometrics [15]. Other multimedia contents like videos, emoticons and audios are

not explored yet. Recently, these types of multimedia data become popular and

easily accessible through different online social networks. Finding distinct prefer-

ence model for identification of a person using this type of data can be a new

research direction in the field of social behavioural biometrics.

We can use a person’s aesthetic preference of personal association and friends in
online social networks (such as Facebook, Twitter) as another novel social

behavioural biometrics. Again, we need to design a friend preference model of an

individual by analysing profiles of his friends. Here, the challenging part is finding

the appropriate feature set of a profile that can contribute significantly to the

person’s friend preference model.

In addition to the exciting new research directions outlined above, another

promising research would be the fusion of multiple preference models. We can

combine a person’s visual preferences and friend preferences together to learn a

multimodal preference model [25] as a social biometrics. Also, good investigation

and analysis are needed to find the appropriate machine learning algorithm for

training the multimodal aesthetic preference model.

We can extract other soft biometrics, such as gender, age and ethnicity, from the

aesthetic preference of a person. The intuition is that different age groups and ethnic

groups of people have different aesthetic preferences. Even socially, male–female

have different aesthetic preferences. For example, colour preferences are usually

different between male and female (“Digital Synopsis”). So, predicting gender, age

and ethnic information from person’s aesthetic preference can be a new area of

research.

A person’s aesthetic preference is a recent addition to the social biometric traits.

The intuition is that a person can be characterised in a distinct way using his

personal taste, preferences and likes. However, this social biometric trait needs to

be investigated thoroughly to consider its uniqueness, stability over time and
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differentiating features. Computational interpretation of such trait may be very

complex. As a future work, it is important to address the aforementioned open

problems. More specifically, we can introduce new distinctive image features based

on image’s contextual meaning to improve the recognition performance. Deep

learning algorithms can be applied to learn the visual preference model and to

generate the template. Also, we need to conduct investigation to find potential

features or psychological aspects that can distinguish gender, different age groups

and ethnic groups from visual preferences. Finally, we need to consider the issues of

usability and practicability during designing and prototyping of a biometric system

which includes social aesthetic trends.

10.3.2.4 Application Domain

One of the main application domains of social aesthetic biometrics is the forensic

area. As traditional soft biometrics, such as gender, age, ethnicity and body

geometry, forensic experts can use the aesthetic preference to identify the suspects

or the criminals. Users of various online social networks continuously leave behind

their behavioural footprints in a form of text, blogs, photographs, images, videos

and emoticons. So it is possible for the forensic experts to collect samples of

someone’s aesthetic preferences. Another application domain is the multimodal

biometric system where a social biometrics can provide support to other primary

biometric traits to improve the recognition rate of the system.

Aside from security and forensic applications, image aesthetic preference model

can be used inside an image view recommender system [15]. Marketers may apply

the preference model to identify a list of customers (from online social network)

and thus target only certain customers during publishing images. Another applica-

tion can be a customised desktop with images sorted according to viewer’s visual
preferences. Finally, political campaigns can benefit from understanding aesthetic

principles of the general population in their geographical locale.

10.3.3 Facial Expression Analysis as a Social Biometrics

10.3.3.1 Overview

Humans are social beings by nature. We develop and learn about the world around

us through social referencing which enables us to interact with appropriate emo-

tions and social actions. Research on social behavioural patterns aims at identifying

physical actions and observable emotions associated with individuals and environ-

ment and finding a way to incorporate those emotions and actions to bridge the gap

between social human beings and “unsocial machines”, i.e. computers [26]. Human

psychology, interpersonal impression, community, culture and the environment

around individuals define the way of their social interactions. Facial expression is
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a fundamental component in social interaction. Although basic facial expression

and emotions are fairly similar across people, certain behavioural expressions,

intensity of emotions, signs used in interaction and response to a specific action

vary person to person. Thus, similarly to the physical world, it may be possible to

identify a person from the facial expression or action patterns at the time of social

interactions. Over the past decade, facial actions are extensively studied to extract

the emotions behind the expressions [27–33]; however, the investigation of facial

expressions as social biometrics remains unexplored. A tremendous progress in

modern technologies made it possible to start investigation of the nonverbal

communications in a workplace, a classroom, a meeting room or any other collab-

orative environment. People act deliberately or unconsciously in these scenarios,

which may reflect different personalities, emotions, intentions and attitude. This

information, if properly utilised, can be useful in extracting characterising features

of individuals, which can be considered as social biometric traits.

10.3.3.2 Social Biometric Feature Detection from Facial Expression

Automated facial expression recognition in the context of social biometrics can be

broken down into typical components: data acquisition, registration, feature extrac-

tion, recognition and extraction of behavioural pattern.

The first step for any automated biometric recognition is the data acquisition. It

can be captured in different environment or settings, and various acquisition

devices can be used to capture the data. Nowadays, not only specialised image-

capturing devices but also webcams, video recorders, surveillance cameras, wear-

able devices and fully equipped smart meeting rooms can be used to acquire the

data. For effective expression recognition, face registration is very important. The

registration process is used to reduce the head pose variation and model spontane-

ous interaction. Face registration can be categorised as the whole face registration,

the partial registration and the point registration [34]. The next step is feature

extraction. The geometric or appearance-based information can be extracted from

the facial image, such as facial points, colour, texture information, etc., and can be

consequently used to extract the facial actions or cues. The facial action sets can be

classified in different categories. One of the most popular categorisations is the

Facial Action Coding System (FACS) [35], which uses action units (AUs) concept

to categorise facial expressions in the human face. The facial expressions can be

recognised by detecting the action units (AUs) and by incorporating the temporal

phase of the action units, as well as the combination of AUs. The last step is

extraction of behavioural patterns. The detected facial expressions can be used to

extract person-specific social behavioural traits and typical emotional states. They

can be also used to model the time-dependent facial actions, analyse the social

attitude, personality and its effect and recognise the role a person plays in the

conversation or in the meeting. Figure 10.5 shows the block diagram of a proposed

system for detecting social biometric features from the facial expressions.
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10.3.3.3 Open Problems and Future Research

Despite decades of research on facial expression authentication, there are still some

issues and open problems which are considered only partially in the literature.

(a) In order to extract features from the facial expressions for behaviour analysis,

data must be analysed over a long period of time. Also, the situation and

environment that produce the key emotions may vary from person to person.

Thus, interpretation of the context of actions should be considered while

extracting the behavioural patterns from the social interactions.

(b) Expressions are not always associated with the same emotions. Most of the

existing systems do not consider different emotions for similarly looking

expressions. Again, for spontaneous social interaction, it is very important to

consider the head pose variations because it can be part of the individual social

behaviour. Moreover, depending on the culture and context, the same facial

action can be interpreted as a different social behaviour.

(c) Research on facial expressions lacks study of micro-expressions. Micro-

expressions can be defined as very brief facial expressions which last only

for a fraction of a second. They occur when a person either intentionally or

instinctively try to hide an emotion which can also be counted as a behavioural

feature.

(d) Most of the existing systems for facial expression recognition use posed

expression data set for their validation which is different from natural expres-

sions and gestures. Social behaviours are part of the unconscious cognition

which reflects the true identity of a person. The lack of well-annotated

databases of unposed facial behaviour needs to be addressed so that it would

not hinder the way of detecting individual personality.

Data Acquisition
Facial points

Detection

Extraction of 
Behavioral patterns

Registration

Feature Extraction

Recognition

Fig. 10.5 Proposed architecture of a social biometric system based on facial expressions
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In addition to establishing emotion recognition as social behavioural biometrics

and investigating its features, and corresponding open problems identified above,

there are a few highly interesting complimentary research directions. The rapid

growth of depth imaging technology makes it possible to analyse the 3D model of

faces [34]. Depth information can also address the illumination and pose invariance

facial actions recognition. Sometimes, it is possible to identify certain facial affects

in a 3D face model which would be hardly noticeable in the 2D imaging. Incorpo-

rating the high-dimensional information will help to identify more distinguishing

features.

In the learning process of social behaviours, infants take cues from other people

in the environment and learn which action or behaviour is appropriate towards

environmental object, person and situations. A similar learning process can be

introduced to a robot or any intelligent interface through synthetic social behaviour

[36]. Social robot can respond against the social interaction if it is possible to

provide information regarding the environment, emotional states and the outcome

of the behaviour. Statistical model can be created from the behavioural patterns

extracted from human facial expression, and this synthetic behavioural pattern can

be integrated with the artificial agents.

Finally, facial expressions can be interpreted as the behavioural traits in the

context of the events that caused that behaviour or expression to occur. For

example, long-term observation of the facial expression, gesture and pattern of

voice can be applicable in the identification of interpersonal relations and long-term

effects of isolation on a space station [37]. Location of occurrence of the emotional

events and intensity of such events can also be used as one of the psycho-emotional

features of social behavioural biometric research.

10.3.4 Collaborative Environment Activity Recognition
as a Social Behavioural Biometrics

10.3.4.1 Overview

While facial expressions can be one way to study emotions, behaviour or actions of

an individual in a collaborative environment, similarly, individual’s pose, gait and
hand gestures can be equally well qualified to provide clues on the emotional states

or develop dynamics in a group during social interaction. Recently, gait and gesture

analysis has been considered for virtual and augmented reality, motion and video

retrieval, 3D human body modelling and animation and healthcare applications

[38–41]. However, activity-related behavioural biometrics has been rarely studied

from a position of person authentication, especially in the context of collaborative

intelligent environment. Some emerging research in this direction focused on

activities that express individual physiology and style through multi-joint move-

ments [42], sensing seat-based anthropometric biometrics that models the user

weight distribution patterns during sitting action [43] and study movement-based
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biometrics that models grasping, reaching and object manipulation [9]. Another

recent study [10] on fusion of context metadata with gait recognition has shown a

significant improvement over gait-only biometric recognition, where user contex-

tual and behavioural patterns are modelled based on his/her daily routine.

10.3.4.2 Gait and Activity-Related Biometric Signature Extraction
Using Kinect

While vision-based biometric gait recognition has been a topic of interest for the

past 20 years, the recent popularisation of the Kinect sensor introduced by the

Microsoft has resulted in an affordable research tool for investigation of gait

recognition. Due to the various features of the Kinect data acquisition and

processing, it has been a popular addition in various real-world applications, such

as home monitoring (Stone and [44]), healthcare [45] and surveillance [46]. Ball

et al. [47] were some of the first researchers to conduct initial study on Kinect-based

gait recognition, utilising an unsupervised clustering. Another approach proposed

in Preis et al. [48] used 13 biometric features, including height, leg lengths, torso

length, upper arms, forearms, step length and speed. In 2015, another study [49]

presented a feature fusion-based gait recognition method where the raw skeletal

data is transformed into scale and view independent feature representations,

namely, joint relative distance and joint relative angle. Then, a dynamic time

warping (DTW)-based kernel was utilised for a rank level fusion (Fig. 10.6).

Gait- and activity-related features are typically sensitive to changes in clothing

and carrying conditions. This affects gait- and activity-related biometric authenti-

cation in dynamic environment [49]. Hence, recent gait recognition methods [9–10]

incorporate complementary modalities to increase the robustness of the developed

system. In this context, activity-related soft biometric signatures and context

metadata can be used to increase the overall performance of a gait recognition

system. For example, in a typical meeting room set-up, a meeting starts with

participants entering the room and sitting on the chair. In this scenario, we can

Fig. 10.6 Different data streams that can be obtained from Kinect [49]
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couple the sensing seat-based authentication with Kinect-based skeleton data,

which can boost the recognition performance.

Different types of behavioural and social context metadata can be also used to

boost gait recognition. In the previous study [10], it was found that user information

related to the daily routine such as being at a specific location during a specific time

(e.g. being in some workplace during the morning) and specific conditions related

to the location (e.g. working on a desk in an office, attending a meeting, etc.)

provide valuable context metadata that can be used to improve the biometric

recognition performance. This information can be treated as social behavioural

gait-based biometrics and sued to enhance authentication. Similarly, social

behavioural information can be extracted from a collaborative environment [50]

where user behaviour related to the manner of communication, situational

responses, temporal patterns of user activity, preference of spatial location and

interaction among group members and project organiser can be utilised as

metadata.

10.3.5 EEG as a Social Biometrics

10.3.5.1 Overview

Many traditional physiological biometrics discussed above have vulnerability—

they can be easily replicated or spoofed. On the other hand, bioelectric signals such

as EEG (electroencephalography) and ECG (electrocardiography) start to play a

vital role as they are non-vulnerable in the case of a spoof attack. ECG is studied in

cardiology and relates to the heart as a vital organ of a human body. In a biometric

research, we are mostly interested in behavioural patterns, such as human neuro-

logical activity, represented by ECG as a brain signal. Brain signal has a certain

frequency band [51], such as alpha, beta, theta and gamma, with each band

associated with a particular frequency range and activity.

The activity of each band of brain signal is different. They are summarised in

Table 10.1. These could be an important feature for establishing brain signal as

behavioural biometrics. We can record the brain activity of a person when he/she

spends time on his/her social network or community—such as browsing in social

Table 10.1 EEG signal frequency band (compiled from [52, 53], types of brainwave online

article)

Band Bandwidth Description

Alpha [8, 12] Hz Most dominant feature for the subject at resting state with eye close

Beta [12, 19] Hz Indicates the alert state specially when the subject is in dynamic

thinking, concentration state

Theta [4, 8] Hz Indicates the subject is in depression, inattentiveness

Gamma [19, 21] Hz Indicates the anxiety, stress, and meditation

Delta [0.5, 4] Hz Appears at brain injuries, learning problems, and inability to think
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network, reaction of a person when he/she gives or sees comment or like in the post

in social network, excitement and stress state of the brain when a person plays game

on virtual network, activity of the brain in an official meeting, exam hall and social

cultural functions, etc.

There are various types of techniques to extract the features from the EEG signal

[54, 55]. These can be classified into three categories: time domain feature extrac-

tion, frequency domain feature extraction and time-frequency domain feature

extraction. The statistical features are known as time domain features and include

mean absolute value, median, variance, zero crossing, slop sign changes and

waveform length. Fourier transform is typically used to analyse the frequency

domain features. Wavelet transform is used to represent the signal in a time-

frequency domain. The capability of a time-frequency domain analysis of a wavelet

transform can be useful to separate the alpha, beta and theta band and consequently

to extract important features. For considering EEG as biometric identification, it

requires four main characteristics, such as universality, uniqueness, collectability

and permanence. Recent research shows that EEG signal has those

characteristics [56].

10.3.5.2 Open Problems

As EEG is a relatively new type of biometrics, there are many open problems

related to using EEG as biometric identifier. The brain activity of a person varies

time to time. It also depends on the social environment of a person who is living or

doing his/her activity. In the morning, a person can be in a jolly mood, at afternoon

in stressful condition. These states will vary person to person. Moreover, it is

difficult to control the person’s social environment. So, whether a person’s brain
signals can be used as social biometrics, extensive research is needed to find some

particular features that can be utilised for using EEG for person identification.

EEG can provide some unique information which can be considered in a context

of social behaviour biometrics. Table 10.1 shows that each band of EEG provides

some specific characteristics. EEG can be collected during various social settings,

such as conversation, problem solving, physical activity, group presentation, pho-

tograph observation, etc. Similar to other social biometrics, EEG can be fused with

other biometric characteristics as part of a multimodal system. Moreover, EEG

signal has genetic characteristics. It can be used to identify the genetic history of

population group—such as birth defects, diseases, etc. Some of the challenges

originate from the fact that EEG signal is difficult to collect, is subject to incorrect

electrode placement and is highly dependent on the mood and emotional state of a

subject. EEG-based biometric system is an emerging research topic and may open

new research directions and applications in the future. It is impossible to control the

person’s social environment or network. But some of the possible future develop-

ments may include by utilising the EEG signal people under same mental condition

such as when they are solving a particular math problem that will increase EEG

acceptability as biometric identifier. Moreover, some of the possible future
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developments may include by minimising the other factors for using brain signal as

person identification. A system should be designed so that we can minimise the

noise effect in recording EEG signal. So, for using brain signal as social biometrics,

firstly ensuring the quality of EEG data by developing a proper system of EEG

recording and, then, other soft biometric identifiers such as age and gender can be

combined with the EEG signal that will increase the acceptability of EEG signal as

social biometric identifier as social networking activity varies age to age and gender

to gender. Young generation social networking area will not be the same as the old

generation.

10.3.5.3 Conclusion as Future Direction

Brain signal as social biometrics is one of the new research directions. However, for

using brain signal as social biometric identifier needs to be analysed perfectly to

consider its acceptability, uniqueness and stability over time. As a future work, it is

essential to address the mentioned open problem. For that, some of the possible

future developments may include by developing a system model which will be

noise sensitive during EEG recording, recording the EEG signal at a long period of

time, finding the particular features which can be used in various mental state and

higher level algorithm to combine the EEG signal with other soft biometrics that

will increase the system stability, usability and acceptability.

10.4 Social Behavioural Biometric Application Domains

The social behavioural biometrics listed above can be utilised in a wide variety of

application domains. The list below provides some examples of emerging technol-

ogies and application domains where social biometric traits can play a vital role.

• Efficient person recognition: Despite extensive research in the field of individual
biometrics, wide variety of distortions during data acquisition and variable

quality samples make use of single biometrics almost obsolete in a current

world. The rise of multimodal biometrics and numerous studies demonstrated

benefits of incorporating more than one biometric type. In this chapter, we argue

that inclusion of social behavioural biometrics in a multimodal system provides

unique advantages over traditional biometrics. For example, addition of social

biometric features extracted from the facial expression with the partial physio-

logical features extracted from the face can improve the performance of the face-

based biometric system. Features extracted from facial actions, such as inter-

personal impressions and emotional states, can be integrated with other nonver-

bal communications such as patterns of rhythm and sound, gait, gesture and

posture to filter the dominant characteristic of a person [10].
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• Automated measurement of engagement in collaborative environment: Student
engagement in the class, active meeting involvement and detecting group activ-

ity, all these can be automatically extracted from the environment by processing

nonverbal activities of the participant [57]. For launching effective education

system, finding the student engagement can help in certain ways, such as

improving grade, involving in educational games and introducing intellectual

tutoring system and online-based courses. In the workplace, identifying the

rising leaders, meeting room activities and hiring candidate for specific job

requirement can be achieved by analysing nonverbal behaviours [50]. Also

group happiness or dissatisfaction can be identified through the analysis of social

interactions, activities and/or facial expressions.

• Healthcare: Facial image or expression can be analysed for detecting the

presence of pain, depression and other psycho-emotional patterns [26, 58]. For

example, researchers observed some facial actions, such as brow lowering,

cheek raising, eyes closure and nose wrinkling, can indicate the intensity of

pain. A depressed person seems to be less communicative, more reserved and

responds slower which can be reflected in their facial expressions, actions and

other nonverbal communications. Automatic detection of these kinds of

behavioural patterns can be used in the treatment of psychological disorder as

well as in general healthcare.

• Security and forensic: Early detection of certain physiological patterns, such as

anxiety and nervousness, can prevent certain situations from occurring. This

type of situation awareness system can be used in security for the preliminary

screening or in surveillance areas [59]. In interviewing and interrogation of

criminal activities, analysis of facial expressions can indicate some behavioural

pattern, such as eye movement and facial muscle tightening, which can detect

mal-intent and deception.

• Prediction of ad liking: With the progress of the Internet and telecommunication,

it became much easy and cheaper to promote new products. Many business

organisation place their advertisement on the web or various social networks. It

is not only cost-effective but also allows to attract specific consumer group.

Emotional responses towards an advertisement can determine the acceptance of

the new product among the people [60]. Thus, automated methods for capturing

the emotional responses to measure the effectiveness of the advertisement and

purchase intension among the viewers can be beneficial for both the consumers

and producers. In addition, aesthetical preferences of individuals can play an

important role in targeted advertisement or in political campaign.

• Social media interaction: Facial expression and gestures are widely used for

interpreting emotional or psychological traits. It also reveals personality traits or

interpersonal impression. In the social media, specifically in social video sites,

people upload different types of videos. This type of videos reflects interpersonal

impression of the person or speaker because most of the media content contains

the upper body part of the speaker where the face appearance is clearly visible.

Facial expressions and nonverbal feedback extracted from these videos can

reflect emotional states, as well as various personality traits which can be used
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to judge the interpersonal characteristics of a person. Moreover, blogging activ-

ities such as Twitter or social network associations can provide significant

information about user preferences, likes and intentions [3, 6, 7, 12].

• Interaction with virtual world: In the virtual world, avatar or virtual agents are

graphical representation of a person. They mimic the social behavioural traits of

the corresponding person [4, 8]. Avatar or virtual agents are used in gaming

environment and also as a counsellor or coach in the virtual world. Virtual agents

are expected to generate different emotions through facial expressions, such as

smiles, sighs or expressive attitude, during interaction to make it more realistic

[26]. This kind of social action needs mutual engagement, use of space and

perception of the context and most importantly identifying the behavioural traits

of the relevant person. Through detecting behavioural traits from facial expres-

sion of the user, such dynamic virtual environment can be constructed. The same

ideas can be also applied to other social agents and humanoid robots.

10.5 Conclusions

This chapter introduced a new concept of biometric fusion using physiological,

behavioural and social characteristics of humans and avatars. We identified some

behavioural biometrics as the potential candidates of the newly emerging social

biometrics. We also introduced social aesthetic biometrics as a new subarea of

social biometrics. Methodologies on how biometric information can be extracted

from social, contextual, temporal and behavioural data of individuals are also

presented. This chapter also presents methodical classification of the open prob-

lems, challenges, application domains and future research. The discussion

presented in this chapter will assist in further establishment of the next generation

of intelligent multimodal biometric system. Our future research includes studying

human behaviour in a broad range of social environments from biometric

perspective.
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Chapter 11

Empirical Evidences in Software-Defined
Network Security: A Systematic Literature
Review

Izzat M. Alsmadi and Mohammad Zarour

Abstract Nowadays, the term software-defined networking (SDN) becomes very

popular. It is an approach that decouples the “control plane” and the “data plane” in

switches to allow more programmable control of network traffic flows. Currently,

several efforts are under way to thoroughly study and deploy SDN, as well as create

standards that regulate the use of SDN. Since SDN is considered relatively a new

discipline, a very little empirical literature has been aggregated in this field. The

objective of this study is to aggregate and synthesize the empirical evidence from

literature of SDN security to report the trends, patterns, and current status of the

field. A systematic literature review (SLR) has been conducted to synthesize the

empirical work in SDN.

11.1 Introduction

Software-defined networking (SDN) is a new evolving networking architecture.

The main aspects that can characterize SDN include the following:

• Separation of control from data: SDN switches include only forwarding data

with no control as in traditional switches. Control is taken from all switches and

is centrally allocated in a software-based program called the controller. Com-

munication between the controller and its switches is defined through the

OpenFlow protocol.

• Centralization: One of the main characteristics of SDN that is getting a lot of

concerns is the centralization of control. While this clearly has some advantages,
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it has also some serious concerns. From a reliability perspective, a centralized

controller can be a single point of failure where the complete network will fail if

the controller fails. From a performance perspective, it can be also a bottleneck

especially where the controller needs to receive all new packet headers to make

decisions about and write those as flow rules in switches. Finally, from security

perspective, having control centralized in one place may seduce attackers to

focus their attacks on the controller.

• Programmable: SDN or OpenFlow networks can be classified as programmable

networks as control and management are handled by software programs. This

may also introduce a tremendous amount of new opportunities (e.g., automating

security services, on-demand security services, etc.), while at the same time it

may pose some serious security concerns. The general claims that hardware can

be more reliable and secure than software are not new claims from SDN only.

However, the flexibility that the software has over the hardware can be also used

to continuously and easily test and update this software to improve its security

and quality aspects.

• Dynamic: Based on programmability, many current services available in net-

works can be automated based on SDN. For example, access control lists (ACLs)

in current or traditional firewalls are added and maintained manually through

network administrators. In large complex networks, this is a very tedious task

especially when the network grows and changes. In such cases, some rules can

be obsolete and should be updated or removed. However, network administra-

tors hesitate to change such rules in fear of underestimating their corresponding

impact. It is envisioned through SDN that firewalls and all security controls or

services can be automatically or dynamically updated based on the network

topology and traffic. However, such ambitious goals are far from achievement

currently given that their practical implementations are complex.

Security in SDN networks can be seen from two different perspectives: new

security opportunities offered through SDN and security risks and vulnerabilities

in SDN.

In terms of security opportunities, it is believed that SDN may work as a

stimulator to many network-based applications such as security controls. SDN or

“programmable network” as a more generic term can change the way we develop

and use security controls. Many companies are recently using the term “next-

generation” firewalls, with some of the promises related to programmable net-

works. For different vendors, in many cases, this term has different meanings.

Dynamic and programmable firewalls are two key terms related to “next-genera-

tion” firewalls. Current firewalls can be classified as static for several different

reasons. Firewalls are static as rules in those firewalls are written manually by

network administrators. They write those rules based on their knowledge about the

network, its topology, possible threats, and business goals or policies. Classical

firewalls are also static as they have to be changed/deleted or updated also manu-

ally. If, for example, the network is changed, rules in the firewall should be adjusted

manually to accommodate those changes.
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As an alternative, SDN promises to build dynamic firewalls that can automati-

cally respond to network changes, threats, etc. It is also dynamic as rules themselves

in those firewalls can be written or modified dynamically or programmatically

without human intervention. For example, if the firewall detects a new threat, it

will try to write new rules that can protect against such new threat. While SDN may

have the initial capabilities and promises to develop such dynamic firewalls,

however, the path to develop such firewalls will face several practical obstacles

or challenges.

In terms of security risks and vulnerabilities in SDN, several publications

investigated such issues. It is expected that such new architecture will face new

security challenges. One of the most issues that were discussed in relation to

vulnerabilities in SDN is the risk that a central network controller can be a serious

single point of failure and also target for attacks. Further, when such central

controller is a software, fear arises that it can be easier to target than hardware or

hybrid software-hardware controller. Initial use cases of SDN controllers targeted

several goals including the need for network protocols to be open and unified. This

will enable conducting research as an alternative to current closed and vendor-

specific network protocols. On the other hand, having those protocols to be open

with open-source controllers may facilitate the task of attacking such protocols and

controllers.

Another vulnerability issue related to SDN controller is related to the possibility

of attacking those networks through flooding or denial of service (DoS). A signif-

icant volume of traffic is exchanged between the controller and its switches. In real

medium-to-large networks, scalability can be a serious concern of such large

volume of traffic. Man-in-the middle (MiM) attacks may try to saturate or flood

the controller with traffic which may ultimately cause the connection between the

controller and its switches to fail. Attackers may ultimately claim the controller of

network switches. Similarly, switches include flow tables that have dynamic rules

added in real time based on traffic. Crafted attacks can aim at flooding those flow

tables with traffic that ensure all new rules added to the flow table. Those are

examples of possible attacks in SDN.

The rest of the chapter is organized as the following. The next section will focus

on related work to SDN surveys and systematic mappings. In Sect. 11.3, we showed

our research methodology to conduct a systematic mapping for SDN security. In

Sect. 11.5, we will elaborate on the results and discussions on collected informa-

tion. The paper is then concluded in Sect. 11.6.

11.2 Related Work

In this section, we will focus on papers related to SDN with two focuses: surveys or

systematic literature review (SLR) and mapping.

While to the best of our knowledge no SLR paper is published in SDN, there are

several published survey papers. Existing research conducted surveys in SDN in
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general or SDN security in particular (e.g., [1–13]). In this section, we will focus on

security aspects discussed in those papers.

Scott-Hayward et al. in 2013 surveyed issues related to SDN security. The paper

discussed some of the security challenges related to the new SDN architecture. The

paper surveyed also some of the approaches and technologies adopted in SDN to

deal with security issues and challenges. Authors focused on three major aspects:

security analysis, SDN security enhancements, and challenges. They classified

SDN security solutions based on SDN layers or interfaces: application, control,

data, or a mix between those three components. For example, data leakage, switch

flow table flooding, and data modification security problems fall within the data

layer. Frauds in rules insertion and policy enforcement can fall in application or

control layers. They focused on some of the security concerns that those are

expected to be higher in SDN if compared with classical networking. Most of

those mentioned are related to the idea of control centralization. For example,

denial of service (DoS) and flow table intrusion can have a very serious impact if

conducted on SDN. Mechanisms to secure the controller are yet to be thoroughly

investigated. The second main security challenge exists due to the nature of SDN

that is related to its open architecture. While such open architecture was one of the

major goals to make the architecture vendor independent and open source, how-

ever, at the same time, it can attract hacking and security threats.

There are other security issues authors pointed to in OpenFlow protocol. For

example, the communication between switches and the controller uses an option of

transport layer security (TLS) protocol, while such security standard is not tested,

adopted by vendors, or even enforced to be used in the communication between the

controller and its switches. Security concerns related to SSL/TLS are described also

in several other papers. Several investigations showed that it is adopted only by

open virtual switch. Most other virtual switches and also physical switches that

support OpenFlow have not included TLS.

Middleboxes are applications that are added or developed on top of OpenFlow

networks. Middleboxes are used to provide network security functions. Traffic can

be redirected, original, or a copy of the original, for those applications to perform

security investigations upon. Those middleboxes communicate with the controller

back and forth for the necessary information. They can also provide their advice or

recommendation to the controller related to security, load balancing, etc. Those can

work on the upper, northbound section of the controller. While those middleboxes

can provide the important security services and information, they can be also used

to attack the controller and illegally access its internal modules. Once a middlebox

is compromised, it can be used as a botnet to access or attack the controller.

Hu et al. in 2014 presented a survey paper on SDN. We will point to some

security-related issues in the paper. The first issue is related to virtualization and

slices’ isolation. Authors showed some of the most recent progresses in achieving

secure and robust isolation. Those can be different in terms of performance,

robustness, and flexibility. In addition, the dynamic allocation of resources

among the different slices is a compelling SDN advantage. However, such dynamic

allocation should be orchestrated well so that no insiders’ threats may occur
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between the different VMs or slices. Efficient and secure management in the

controller is another important security challenge in SDN. Most middleboxes or

applications are planned to be developed on the northbound section of the control-

ler. Those applications need to interact with the controller and exchange informa-

tion with. On the other hand, those can be serious vulnerable points especially as

those applications are typically developed by third parties, operate on vulnerable

environments, etc.

Conflicts may also occur when different middleboxes try to acquire different

information. For example, Jarraya et al. [11] described one example where there

may be a case where two middleboxes are requesting flows or information about

flows that contradict with each other. In other cases, such requested information

itself may cause security exploits. The open architecture of the OpenFlow model is

considered an important advantage where the network or its protocols are not tied to

a certain vendor. However, from security perspectives, such openness can pose new

types of exploits or vulnerabilities.

The SDN controller can be a significant target for security attacks, in addition to

traditional networking elements such as routers and switches. Once the controller is

attacked, all switches can be out of control and maybe easily attacked or

compromised.

Flow loops may occur in some cases in SDN where decisions cannot be made on

some flows. The mechanism to detect and prevent occurrences of such loops should

be developed and tested. Safety and failure recovery are important subjects in SDN

security. The singleton state of the controller can be very risky from those perspec-

tives where the network is relying completely on one component. In addition to

techniques such as controller distribution or failure recovery, methods should be put

in place to make sure that if failures occur, they will be very short and recoverable.

Jarraya et al. [11] described an SDN research architecture that can be composed

based on the different layers (i.e., infrastructure, control, application). They further

divided those into sublayers. In the security section, authors included a list of papers

discussing security issues in OpenFlow, their goals, and their approaches. Those

can be classified as flow table rules, conflicts, etc. Authors focused also on enu-

merating some of the open security threats in SDN architecture. For example, the

communication between the controller and components from the different sides

(e.g., south and north bounds) is shown to have some security problems. The

controller itself can be another central weak point susceptible to attacks such as

flooding, DoS, spoofing, MiM, etc. Switch specifications and many other aspects in

the technology are still evolving, and consequently it is normal for such new

evolving architecture to have possible bugs and vulnerabilities. The important

part is to keep evaluating such security vulnerability and enhance OpenFlow

protocol in the next version based on experimental recommendations.

In the new versions of OpenFlow (1.2 and above), flow attributes are increased

from 12 to 40 attributes. Many new attributes are covered to describe different

details about the traffic beyond the traditional (L2–L3) information. It is hoped in

future research that security appliances that require information about traffic from

higher layers can show and demonstrate whether added attributes can be very useful
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or not. In addition, few recent researches evaluated those extra flow attributes and

how they are going to impact the network from scalability, security, etc.

perspectives.

Kreutz et al. in 2013 and 2014 presented survey papers on security analysis of

SDN with challenges and open issues. They described several categories of threats

that may target SDN. Those can be either inherently similar to traditional networks

or can be unique based on the SDN architecture. They pointed to two major

characteristics in SDN that may trigger security threats. Those are first the fact

that software controls the network, and the second one is related to control central-

ization. They also proposed possible solutions to deal with discussed security

threats.

While one of the major SDN characteristics was to have an open architecture,

however, we think that this is not yet formalized or standardized specially on the

northbound communication with the controller. The OpenDayLight Controller

project is working on one standard northbound interface (i.e., REST API). There

are many serious questions to be handled once such protocol (i.e., northbound

protocol) is completed. For example, there are many occasions where implemented

northbound APIs have to give instructions and control decisions to the controller.

This can be referred to as “controlling the controller.” How can this be orchestrated

without contradicting the centrality of decision-making in SDN? A proper control

delegation method should be proposed to make sure that control delegation, if

requested, will be only within very specific boundaries. There are also some

security concerns that those applications communicating with the controller may

cause security problems, intentionally or unintentionally. Those middleboxes can

be seen as insiders to the controller or its network. This is especially true as

controller may delegate some control privileges to them. Those middleboxes run

in operating systems that can be securely vulnerable. Other applications in the same

host can be also botnets and used to access OpenFlow network.

Proposed several recommendations to reduce information disclosure in

OpenFlow networks. Authors evaluated the different SDN components and how

much they can be vulnerable to different attack types. Authors use the STRIDE

attack model (i.e., Spoofing, Tampering, Repudiation, Information disclosure,

Denial of service, Elevation of privilege). For example, intelligent rules for time-

out randomization can make it difficult for scanners or sniffers to understand

network patterns. The same thing can be mentioned about the response time

between the controller and switches. A monitoring tool can detect the difference

in response time between sending a new and previously sent flows. The existence of

such difference in response time is an indicator of an existing OpenFlow network.

Countering this type of information sniffing can take several scenarios. In one

option, using a fully proactive approach where all flow rules are installed by

network administrators is an option. Directed and intelligent countermeasure

methods can be also effective in making fake response time based on the nature

of the network attack.

Attack tree models proposed and several other researchers can be used to

automatically detect the type of network attack. However, such models still seem
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to be highly semantic and do not include information that can be directly interpreted

or related to flow- or packet-level information.

We believe that such attack trees should exist even if the size of the tree is going

to be large (assuming that the tree will include all types of network attacks

previously discovered with the exact flow- and packet-level information that can

identify it). In such types of attack models, attack types will be more specific than

the generic models. For example, if this is to implement a programmable firewall, it

is not enough to say that we have a DoS attack. We may need to specify the protocol

(e.g., ICMP) and the port in addition to all relevant flow and packet attributes. If we

want the attack tree model to be automatically interrogated and understood by

low-level switches, it should include attributes and metrics related to flows or

packets.

11.3 Research Method

Systematic literature review has been conducted to accumulate literature reporting

empirical work within the SDN discipline, mainly in security-related issues.

Figure 11.1 summarizes the adopted guidelines as reported in Kitchenham’s

guidelines.

Systematic literature review has three main phases: planning, conducting, and

documenting the review. Each one of these steps is described in details in the

following sections.

The need for the systematic review (Step 1) is motivated by the hot topic of

software-defined networks nowadays. Security in SDN is still an open issue that

many researches have been published in the past few years. Such publications

include empirical studies containing case studies, experience reports, and experi-

ments. The objective of this research work is to aggregate and synthesize the

empirical evidence from literature related to SDN security, trying to explore the

trends and categories of work in this field.

Defining research questions (Step 2) is essential to specify what we should

extract from the collected publications (Sect. 11.3.5). For instance, we need to

know how much research has been conducted since 2005, and then what are the

main issues related to SDN security that have been studied in the literature. We are

also curious to know who is leading the research in SDN security and which

publication channels are publishing SDN research the most. Once we know these

issues, we need to explore the possible measures that are used to quantify SDN

security. Moreover, we need to identify what factors can affect the SDN security

implementation both positively (success factors) and negatively (failure factors). A

summary of the research questions is given in Table 11.1

The following Sects. 11.3.1 and 11.3.2 define the review protocol (Step 3). The

protocol was evaluated (Step 4) by an independent researcher with experience in

conducting systematic reviews. According to his feedback and our own gathered

experiences during the process, we iteratively improved the design of the review.
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11.3.1 Search Process

We have used a general search string to identify all possible publications suitable to

answer our research questions. The search string is: "software-defined network and

security".

The data sources to be searched include IEEE Xplore, ACM Digital Library,

Wiley Online Library, ScienceDirect, and SpringerLink. We used the following

Plan the Review

1. Need of Systematic Review
2. Define Research Questions
3. Develop Review Protocol
4. Review the Protocol

Conduct the Review

5. Select Primary Studies
6. Extract Data
7. Study Quality Assessment
8. Data Synthesis

Document the Review

9. Draw Conclusions
10. Study Possible Threats
11. Disseminate Results 

Fig. 11.1 Systematic

literature review steps

Table 11.1 Research questions

ID Question

RQ1 RQ1: How chronically research trends in SDN security evolve?

RQ2 What are the main issues related to SDN security that have been studied in the literature?

RQ3 Who is leading the research in SDN security?

RQ4 Which publication channels are publishing the SDN research the most?

RQ5 What measures are used to quantify SDN security issues?

RQ6 What are the success and failure factors that affect the implementation of SDN security?
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string to search for candidate papers. The selected data sources are known to

publish empirical studies in different fields.

Searching has been conducted manually, and the search string brought 465 stud-

ies from all five databases. The search was applied on the databases searching for

publications in the period Jan 2005–Jan 2015. The distribution of studies among

publication channels is shown in Table 11.2. Each researcher is assigned half of the

data sources to conduct the search and apply the inclusion and exclusion criteria

(Sect. 11.3.2). Once completed, researchers swap the roles so that each researcher

checks the included and excluded papers decided by the other researcher. All

disagreements are collected and collated.

11.3.2 Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria

Papers that discuss researchers’ experience in SDN security based on empirical

evidences and published between Jan 2005 and Jan 2015 are included.

The excluded papers include duplicate publications of the same study where in

this case the most comprehensive version is included. We excluded editorials,

discussions, tutorials, summaries, theses, and any study that do not present empir-

ical studies.

The study selection criterion has two major phases. In the first phase, the study

inclusion/exclusion steps were applied on the title and abstract. In the second phase,

the study screening criterion was applied on a full text. In both of the phases, the

focus of the study on SDN and existence of empirical work was ensured. As a result

of the first screening phase (title and abstract screening), we obtained 465 studies.

These studies were screened for full-text inclusion/exclusion in the second phase.

11.4 General Statistics

11.4.1 ACM

A search in ACM retrieved 227 articles. Table 11.3 shows the top events and

proceeding series (i.e., workshop, conference).

Table 11.2 SDN security

identified literature
Resource No. of studies

IEEE Xplore 122

ACM digital library 64

Wiley online library 30

ScienceDirect 90

SpringerLink 159

Total 465
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11.4.2 SpringerLink

Search queries from the SpringerLink return 238 research articles and chapters:

155 chapters and 83 articles. Table 11.4 shows top disciplines and subdisciplines.

11.5 Results and Analysis

We synthesized the extracted data to answer the research questions. This section

presents the results obtained from SLR.

11.5.1 RQ1: How Chronically Research Trends in SDN
Security Evolve?

Although software-based or programmable networks as a general term for SDN

have been there in different contexts for a while, the specific term is coined recently

around the year 2007. Since then SDN evolved with focuses on different areas. By

looking at early statistical tables, we can see examples of some of the focus areas

such as communication networks, software engineering, database management, etc.

As we mentioned earlier, SDN security evolved into two directions. The first one is

related to security vulnerabilities and risks in SDN. The second one is related to the

evolution of security controls and mechanisms as a result of this new architecture.

Table 11.3 Top events and

proceeding series
SIGCOMM’14 (32) SIGCOMM (66)

CoNEXT ’14 (7) CONEXT (12)

HotNets-XIII (6) AICPS (10)

ANCS ’14 (3) ANCS (8)

CCS’14 (3) HotNets (8)

IMC ’14 (3) HPDC (6)

EuroSys ’15 (3) CoNEXT (6)

PLDI ’14 (2) HOTNETS-XII (6)

Table 11.4 Top in Springer by journal

Computer science 227 Communication networks 169

Engineering 102 SWE 76

Business and management 46 Database management and information retrieval 71

Materials 12 Signals 69

Mathematics 8 Information systems and applications 60
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Table 11.5 shows a very clearly continuous increase in publications in this focus

area (for 2015, as of May 2015). The table indicates that SDN security will be one

of the major research areas in SDN for the next few years.

11.5.2 RQ2: What Are the Main Issues Related to SDN
Security that Have Been Studied in the Literature?

Table 11.6 shows the ScienceDirect focus research areas related to SDN security.

Clearly, security in the cloud and data centers is the most important one.

Table 11.7 shows the Google Scholar five top-cited articles related to SDN

security

We used top-cited papers in our focused search as one indicator of its research

trends. The first paper (FRESCO) showed one of the contributions related to

SDN-based security controls. It is expected that future security services will be

more modular, customizable, and composable rather than the current generic types

of security controls.

Other examples of most cited papers in SDN security include papers that

discussed security issues (i.e., challenges and opportunities) in SDN in general

Table 11.5 SDN security

publication per year
ACM ScienceDirect

2015 (17) 2015 (27)

2014 (107) 2014 (80)

2013 (62) 2013 (24)

2012 (28) 2012 (4)

2011 (6) 2011 (1)

2010 (3)

Table 11.6 Main research

areas in SDN security
Datum center (18)

Future Internet (5)

Computer science (4)

Software (4)

Control plane (3)

Table 11.7 Top five Google Scholar: SDN security

FRESCO: Modular composable security services for software-defined networks

Are we ready for SDN? Implementation challenges for software-defined networks

Towards secure and dependable software-defined networks

OpenFlow random host mutation: transparent moving target defense using software-defined

networking

Revisiting traffic anomaly detection using software-defined networking
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without specific contribution or focus. Other papers discussed also some of the

vulnerabilities in SDN architecture and how to target such vulnerability. We also

identified two major domains in which SDN security publications are trending: the

cloud and wireless networks.

11.5.2.1 SDN Security for the Cloud

Both SDN and the cloud share the same security concern. On the other side, they

share also the ability to provide flexible and dynamic services. Publications in this

particular focus (i.e., SDN cloud security) are also split between security concerns

and opportunities.

11.5.2.2 SDN Security for Wireless

Extending SDN and programmable networks to mobile or wireless networks

continues to be one of the major research trends in networking and wireless in

general. Providing dynamic, customized, and flexible security services is a very

promising goal in this scope for researchers, wireless vendors, and service pro-

viders. However, the idea of making protocols unified and open still faces some

industrial- and business-related obstacles. Flexibility can always have conflicts with

security. Making wireless networks or smart device software enabled, controlled,

etc. may open new waves of security threats that were less popular in those

domains. On the other hand, research trends show that while there are always

security-related concerns when software is given more control roles, nonetheless,

this never stopped technologies to move toward such directions or trends.

11.5.3 Who Is Leading the Research in SDN Security?

In its current form, SDN started as a research project in Stanford University

[14, 15]. Early contributions were also from other popular universities such as the

Princeton University, Cornell University, Georgia Institute of Technology, and

University of California, Berkeley. Table 11.8 shows ACM-based top authors and

institutions.

11.6 Conclusion

Software-defined networking (SDN) is a recently evolving network architecture

that aims at enabling users and their application to have better control on the

network and traffic. It falls within the general definition of “programmable
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networks” in which software is taking more roles in network control and manage-

ment. This evolution in network architectures is seen as a driver that will change

how applications are developed on top of those networks. We focused in security

controls and activities in this paper and what impact SDN can cause to them. It is

highly likely that this area of network security is going to receive a lot of focus and

trends both in research and industry in the very near future.
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Chapter 12

SDN-Based Real-Time IDS/IPS Alerting
System

Izzat M. Alsmadi and Ahmed AlEroud

12.1 Introduction

Intrusion detection systems (IDSs) perform thorough network traffic analysis to

make intelligent detection of possible network attacks. Their methods to detect

network attacks or harmful traffic can vary from simple methods that can do that

based on direct flow-related information (e.g., port number, IP, MAC address).

They can also perform complex intelligent methods to conduct signature or pattern

analysis for some types of complex attacks. Intrusion protection systems (IPSs)

complement IDSs through taking countermeasures or responses to stop detected

network attacks. In most cases, systems perform IDS/IPS as dual modes especially

as IPS requires IDS tasks in all cases as part of their protection or countermeasure

process.

In comparison with firewalls, firewalls include access control lists (ACLs) that

network administrators added to control traffic flows. Those firewall rules are static,

written manually by network administrators, and require continuous monitoring or

updates, or most of those rules can be obsolete given the current complex and

dynamic networks. Further, firewall rules are written in direct traffic terminologies

including those attributes included on flow headers (e.g., port number, IP, MAC

address). That is typically considered as the most primitive task that IDS/IPS

perform.
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One of the features that SDN has which may support SDN tasks is the controller

global view and knowledge of the network. One or more IDS appliances connected

to the controller can receive overall global traffic and information related to the

network. This may facilitate some tasks that were much harder and complex to

accomplish in IDS/IPS given the traditional networking architecture. SDN archi-

tecture can contribute also to solving earlier problems or challenges related to

packets or traffic collection. This was related to the ability to collect all network

traffic and monitor the network without impacting its performance.

A report by Kerner [1] discussed Instate state experience with implementing an

SDN-based IDS. The author showed the utilization of SDN for the university IPS.

The major advantage was related to load balancing and the ability of the network to

handle and distribute traffic based on security controls.

Rather than including ACLs, IDS/IPS includes rule engines where those rules

study real-time traffic and judge whether that traffic can be classified as harmful or

not based on rules, signatures, and patterns included in IDS/IPS engines. Firewalls

act on L2–L3 level information, while IDS/IPS may work at all or most OSI layers’
information.

12.2 Challenges/Research Problem

The task of IDS/IPS to distinguish harmful traffic from normal traffic is very

complex and includes several challenges. The first challenge is related to the

compromise between security and performance. Having several complex rules to

investigate traffic thoroughly before allowing it to pass through the IDS/IPS can

pose significant overhead and performance concerns. For example, in IDS there are

two modes related to where to add the IDS/IPS in the network: On-path where every

packet is tested through the IDS before it is authorized to the system. While this

mode is better in terms of security, however, from a performance perspective, a

significant overhead can be used by this on-path IDS/IPS. On the other hand, an

of-path IDS/IPS may not have a significant performance overhead, while it may

miss some serious real-time threats.

The second challenge is related to false-positive and false-negative occurrences.

False positive occurs when IDS/IPS by mistake decides a normal traffic as harmful.

This is also called false alarms. False negative occurs when IDS/IPS falsely misses

harmful traffic and judges it as normal traffic. A good IDS/IPS is the one that can

have a high accuracy in both cases (i.e., permitting all normal to pass and denying

all harmful traffic to pass). Most IDS/IPS algorithms improve one of those two parts

on the account of the other one.

The third challenge is related to timing issues. This is not about performance

issue that is mentioned earlier; rather real-time detection of security threats or

attacks is very important to detect and prevent attacks as soon as they occur without

any delay. Some detection algorithms are very complex and may require long

processing times. In addition, some threat patterns are detected over a long
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sequence of flows or packets. While SDN or programmable networks may present

solutions to all three challenges, in this project, we will focus on the third challenge

and how could programmable networks improve real-time detection and response

of network attacks or threats.

12.3 Related Work

Existing research tried to integrate some popular IDSs such as Snort with SDN

(e.g., Ballard et al. [2] and Xing et al. [3]). In general, with SDN (and in particular

OpenFlow), a small subset of packets are actually handled by the controller. For

example, a common way to set things up is for the controller to receive the first

(or first few) packets of a given flow and once having received those, install rules in

the switches that will handle the rest of the packets in that flow. In reality, the rules

are set up with an “idle time-out” where if a rule is unused (i.e., matched no packet)

for a certain amount of time, it is automatically removed from the switch. A hard

time-out is also defined to remove the rule after the time-out value without the need

for any condition. This is done because typically sending each packet to the

controller is impractical. The challenge is then since Snort expects to see each

and every packet in a flow, we will not be able to put Snort inside the controller

effectively without vastly impacting the performance and the structure of

OpenFlow network. An alternative design would be to create a service in the

controller to manage a set of machines running Snort and to install rules that

redirect traffic to the machines running Snort. There are also some proposals to

include basic security mechanisms including IDS in switches. This however

requires intelligence and control in those switches which contradicts with basic

SDN architecture.

A Language for Arbitrary Route Management for Security (ALARMS) is pro-

posed in Ballard et al. [2] to steer traffic for monitoring and security purposes.

Is it scalable to have the controller to set up connections and push traffic policies

to switches and service nodes for layers above L2–L3 (e.g., L7 service)? Snort

while being a good open-source IPS/IDS (with a rule-based language combining

signature-, protocol-, and anomaly-based inspection) is still reliant on regular

signature updates. Snort has no way to detect higher-level exploits such as web

exploits (e.g., malicious JavaScript). Snort may not also help with attacks such as

advanced persistent threats (APTs).

In traditional networking, switched port analyzer (SPAN) ports are used to

reroute traffic for monitoring or security applications. In SDN, data can be extracted

from the controller through northbound APIs. Filters can be applied to extract

traffic based on certain criteria and command controller to rewrite traffic based

on those criteria. Several filters can be also applied for complex queries or traffic.

The work of IDS/IPS to detect and protect against network security attacks can

be considered large and complex. Several projects under SDN proposed more

focused or small-scale security controls or services. For example, Defense4All is
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an example of SDN-based security service that is focused on detecting DoS or

DDoS attacks. The project is implemented using the open-source controller

OpenDaylight. The project includes also methods for real-time mitigation of dis-

covered attacks.

There are some proposals on a small scale (e.g., Skowyra et al. [4]; Chung, Cui,

et al. [5]; Chung, Khatkar, et al. [6]) to implement SDN-based IDS where attacks

are detected and mitigated dynamically without human intervention. However, in

order to extend this to a large-scale, IDS/IPS that can handle a large spectrum of

different attacks is still a long pending research area. Chung, Cui, et al. [5] and

Chung, Khatkar, et al. [6] presented a system on NIDS/NIPS in the virtual networks

using OpenFlow-based programmable APIs. A graph-based analytical attack model

is proposed to prevent attacks on VMs. The attacker’s main goal is to find vulner-

abilities in VMs and attack them based on those vulnerabilities. The developed

system (NICE) periodically scans VMs and decides based on the severity of

detected vulnerability to put the VM in an inspection state or not. In the inspection

state, deep packet inspection (DPI) is conducted and decisions can be made based

on the results. The significant contribution of the paper is the utilization of SDN in

NIDS/NIPS. There are several distinguished differences in comparison with tradi-

tional approaches. First, traffic monitoring is accomplished easier by virtual

switches with least intervention or interruption with operational network services.

Further, the flexibility software solutions’ offer can help switching dynamically a

particular VM from one state to another in cases of suspicious attacks (e.g.,

quarantine state where the VM will be disabled from the rest of the network).

Xing et al. [3] investigated integrating Snort with OpenFlow networks.

SnortFlow is capable of reconfiguring the cloud system on the fly to detect and

counter intrusions. This work came as an extension or enhancement for the previ-

ously described one (i.e., NICE in Chung, Khatkar, et al. [6]). Several components

between the two systems are the same. An earlier system (i.e., NICE) was missing a

module that acts as Snort for sniffing and monitoring. Authors used Snort for

coordinated attacks’ detection which was not possible in early system. SnortFlow

module includes three components: a daemon to collect alerts data from Snort

agent, alert interpreter to parse alerts and decide which traffic to target, and finally

rules’ generator that will inject rules in OpenFlow switches. Changes caused by the

new rules are saved to allow possible rollback or restoration. Countermeasures to

take are classified based on cost and intrusiveness. Careful consideration should be

made on the proper countermeasure to take so that it will not interrupt normal

operations.

Previously surveyed papers focused on information related to (L2–L3) layers

without looking at the actual packets’ contents. Shirali-Shahreza and Ganjali [7, 8]

proposed an extension to current OpenFlow protocol to allow controller to have

access to packets’ contents. Current information exchanged between the controller

and switches is related to routing information only. The goal is to use such

information for security applications including NIDS/NIPS or anomaly detection

tools. In some cases, samples rather than the complete traffic are sent to the

controller. Different sampling methods (e.g., deterministic or stochastic sampling)
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can be requested by the controller based on the nature of the security application or

middle box. Full packets are only requested under certain conditions. The evolution

of OpenFlow protocol should take into consideration all quality factors and not only

security. This is since such addition of information to be exchanged with the

controller is expected to cause a significant overhead for an already exhausted

controller.

12.4 Approach/Leveraging SDN Infrastructure

SDN enables network administrators to control and program the network and its

flows. Programs can be developed on top of the SDN network to program and

control traffic to make very intelligent real-time queries for network traffic as it

goes through the network. SDN controller already includes responsive methods to

write flow rules in switches’ flow tables as a response to real-time traffic. We think

that this same task can be extended for SDN-based IDS/IPS. The controller takes

two actions based on incoming traffic. The first action is the actual decision on what

to do with the subject traffic (e.g., drop, forward, flood), and the second task is

writing a flow rule in the switch flow table as a response to the subject flow or

traffic. SDN-based IDS/IPS should perform similar tasks on a broader context. The

single or simple flow in the case of control flow tables should be extended to include

complex flow in the SDN-SDN inference engine.

Here are some design goals that should be fulfilled in the SDN-based IDS/IPS

system:

1. Openness and extensibility: While there are some open-source IDS such as

Snort, however, in most cases, those are not easy to extend. This is particularly

true as many constructs that are related to the development environment are

dependent or tied to the network. SDN open vendor programmable architecture

opens the possibility to develop programming languages to write programs and

APIs to interact with the network.

2. Flexibility: The developed IDS/IPS system should be flexible to use, configure,

and interact with. Users, network administrators, and programmers should be

able to access network functionalities that were used to be locked in in tradi-

tional networks (e.g., customizing or adding network flow and access protocols).

The system should be also flexible to allow adding new rules, datasets of known

vulnerabilities, malwares, etc.

3. Dynamic: This is one of the most ambitious goals of developing SDN-based

IDS/IPS. The security system should be able to interact with the network with

the least human intervention. The system should be able to automatically adjust

configuration based on network changes. The user interaction with the system

(e.g., to add rules, datasets, etc.) should be handled with well-defined interfaces

that can be easily used by both users and other systems. Dynamic can have

several other advanced interpretations. For example, the system can be dynamic
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to adjust its own inference rules in response to network changes or traffic. For

example, a new type of threat can be possibly detected by system traffic

monitoring sub-module. In response to this detection, some rules will be

adjusted to accommodate this new threat (e.g., add a new rule to inspect or

block traffic that math certain characteristics).

The figure below shows the high-level component diagram of the proposed

SDN-based IDS/IPS security control (Fig. 12.1).

An SDN IDS/IPS module as part of SDN controller should include two

sub-modules to perform the following tasks:

1. Traffic monitor: This module should be able to communicate in two ways with

OpenFlow switches to make customized traffic queries and receive customized

traffic that is requested from the network or the switches. This is largely a

customized traffic monitoring module. Hence, this task can be outsourced to

applications such as sFlow that can interact with SDN controllers for traffic

monitoring purposes.

There are different modes on how to pass traffic to the IDS/IPS system. In one

approach, the controller can be programmed to pass the traffic to the IDS/IPS in

addition to forwarding it to its destination. In another architecture, the special

ports in OpenFlow switches [dedicated for management and monitoring] can be

used. “Establishing a packet monitoring system is one of the use cases for

Software-Defined Networking (SDN)” [9]. This is as in particular, SDN allows

simple and dynamic programming of the packet monitoring system. Switched

port analyzer (SPAN) is used for monitoring in traditional networking compo-

nents. However, it has several problems and limitations.

For IDS/IPS, SDN-based customized real-time monitoring can be the most

significant contribution that SDN can bring to IDS/IPS. This can be categorized

by three major aspects: real time, customized, and beyond L2–L4 information.

We will describe each one of them shortly:

Fig. 12.1 High-level component diagram of the proposed SDN-based IDS/IPS security control
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• Real time: As described earlier, both on-path and of-path IDS/IPS traditional

solutions have strengths and limitations. The SDN controller can provide

monitoring system on-path or real-time traffic information without signifi-

cantly causing overhead in comparison with traditional approach. Many

IDS/IPS systems require to mirror network traffic to be investigated.

• Customized traffic monitoring or packet processing: SDN is largely labeled

as “control programmable networks” where the entire network can be

programmed in SDN. As part of this programmability, network administra-

tors and programmers can define monitoring programs to steer and interact

with traffic in real time rather than just pulling the whole traffic to the

monitoring system.

• Beyond L2–L4 information or intelligence: Current network requirements for

security controls, policy management, etc. showed clear needs to extend

traffic intelligence up to layer 7. This can in particular help develop smarter

control and security services and allow high-level user abstractions commu-

nicate with low-level network-dependent information. As a result, network

and traffic monitoring should evolve from being an embedded to a network

function that can be managed and programmed by users through the SDN

controller. One further advantage of changing the monitoring process from an

embedded to a network function in addition to those listed earlier is that the

same monitoring function can be used by different management or security

services differently or in different contexts. Due to the fact that control in

SDN is centralized, the controller can have a global view of the network and

its traffic in comparison with localized views in traditional networks.

Deep packet inspection (DPI) is a term used to refer to the process of

examining packets as they pass an inspection point. Security-related goals

can be specified behind this inspection process such as IDS, spam detection,

worms, viruses, etc. Rather than based on rules in the firewall case, in the DPI

the tool or the system decided whether to allow the packet to pass or not based

on its deep inspection outcome. Its inference engine may include rules,

datasets (of known malwares), algorithms, patterns, etc. to help in the inspec-

tion process.

2. Inference engine: This is the core module of the SDN IDS/IPS system. Rules can

vary in complexity between simple flow-related ones to more complex pattern

recognition algorithms. This module can be further divided into several

sub-modules in which each sub-module is dedicated to one way of detecting

security attacks (e.g., signature based, dictionary based, rule based). For exam-

ple, a dictionary-based module may include a large dataset of known threats in

terms of their known ports, IP addresses, etc.

OpenFlow daemon: This module is responsible for inserting and removing the

OpenFlow entries that will direct traffic from the outward-facing ports to the

necessary module hosts and processing modules and then back out.

Communication between detection and mitigation (i.e., traffic monitoring and

inference engine modules) is a two-way communication. Attack analysis may
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require those two modules to contact back and forth for more than one cycle. The

algorithm to detect the type of the attack and mitigate it by proposing a solution

should try to optimize time and accuracy. This can be classified as an NP-hard

problem or multiple-goal optimization process given those two competing goals

along with a matrix of possible variables that will be used and analyzed to come

up with a final decision. For mitigation, the system may come up with several

possible mitigations and should then weight which one of them to use or apply.

Machine learning algorithms can be used dynamically for classification and

prediction. The performance of each algorithm can be evaluated based on

ROC metrics to judge which one of them should be applied. The number of

algorithms to evaluate and the detail of the variables in each algorithm to assess

can depend on the time specially as decision on such traffic should be made in

real time. This can be a continuous learning process where if, for example, some

algorithms with certain setup are evaluated previously and showed good perfor-

mance metrics, they can be given priority or precedence in future evaluations.

For experimentation, there are some open datasets that can be used to evaluate

IDS/IPS systems and algorithms (e.g., DARPA [10], KDD CUP [11], NSL,

KDD [12].

Inputs to the inference engine are:

• IDS/IPS rules: This can be added and edited by users or security experts to

control the IDS/IPS system. Those can be written by natural language terms

or using semi-structured formats such as SDN policy languages (e.g., Frenetic

and Pyretic).

• Attack signatures: Network experts can find open datasets for known security

attacks and their signatures or how they typically access networks. This can

be used as one of the inputs for the inference engine. We should in general

then expect attacks for the inference engine to be either of known types or

signatures or unknown types and signatures. For known security attacks,

inference engine will use knowledge from attack signature module, and for

unknown types of attacks, inference engine will use knowledge from IDS/IPS

rule module.

There are several problems with traditional IDS/IPS inference engines. For

example, there is a need for fine-grained decisions beyond the (block/permit)

binary decisions. This is since the majority of IDS/IPS decisions may fall in

the gray area between those two binary decisions. This is why false-positive

and false-negative alarms are considered the most significant problems

related to those decisions. For example, QoS decision can be added to

allow further investigation of suspect packets, holding them aside while

allowing the next traffic to be investigated. The fact that SDN allows control

programmability helps in defining fine-grained decisions between block and

permit.

3. IDS/IPS rules. This is the IDS/IPS component that is accessed and updated by

network administrators. Network administrators should be able to add or modify

certain rules to override built-in or dynamic algorithms. In some other cases,
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those added rules can be used as low-level or default rules that will be applied if

no match of dynamic rules occurs.

The controller or any of its inner modules acts as an information flow

processor (IFP) to collect information on behalf of the security controls. The

concept of information flow processing presented pre-SDN to process IDS/IPS

continuous real-time requests. However, implementing such IFP based on tra-

ditional architectures requires extensive network resources. In one definition IFP

is defined as “A tool capable of timely processing large amount of information as

it flows from the peripheral to the center of the system” [13].

12.5 Impacts

A real-time, zero day IDS/IPS alerting system can help networks preventing many

security attacks that use new unknown vulnerabilities to attack those systems.

IDS/IPS systems are more intelligent and complex if compared with firewalls.

Their tasks include thorough traffic investigation and may require collecting infor-

mation from OSI layers beyond the typical L2–L3 in firewall case.

In the current very complex and dynamic networks, building IDS/IPS security

control and alerting systems with real-time response is very important and urgent.

Traditional networks are largely static in terms of the interaction between security

rules in firewalls, IDS/IPS or security controls in general, and real-time network

traffic. SDN programmable networks have the ability to enable network adminis-

trators to interact with the network and its traffic and program algorithms to enable

the network to dynamic response to network traffic or security threats. SDN

IDS/IPS area is largely new in both academia/research and industry, and the future

can show how much such new architectures can help in improving network

dynamics to automate security control activities.

Enhanced IDS/IPS and DPI systems can provide critical information about the

health and security of the network. Those new features are expected to change

significantly the work of several players in systems and networking including

network manufacturers, network security tools/software vendors, network admin-

istrators, programmers, and testers. The term or the role “network programmer” is

expected to extend significantly with the evolution of programmable networks.

Other new areas or roles may arise related to network information specialists,

analysts, etc.
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Chapter 13

Digital Forensics: Implementation
and Analysis for Google Android Framework

Harleen Kaur and Khairaj Ram Choudhary

Abstract Google Android forensics is a piece of digital forensics that offers many

opportunities and challenges. Taking at the volume of newer Android devices and

the abuse of these devices by criminals introduced challenges how to adequately

extract and examine the information for forensic purposes. An exceptionally item-

ized comprehension of both the stage and forensic tools is required for procurement

and examination of versatile information. There are various instruments on making

smartphone crime scene investigation simpler. This research venture assesses the

main instruments accessible in the market that back Android gadgets against its

capacity to remove and analyze the information on numerous parameters. Acquir-

ing data from a Google Android mobile is presently a critical issue in many criminal

investigations. Android mobile can contain a lot of data, which can be useful in an

investigation. These include typical Android device information such as SMS,

browser history and searches, call log data, and device accounts. This proposed

research focuses on the implementation, analysis, and performance of Google

Android mobile forensic software and results of the finding. We have presented

our research finding after execution of forensic procedures. However, during the

proposed study, the artifacts obtained are applicable to use as evidences in the court

of law against any criminal incident.

13.1 Introduction

Google Android forensics is a piece of digital forensics that offers many opportu-

nities and challenges. Taking at the volume of newer Android devices and the abuse

of these devices by criminals introduced challenges how to adequately extract and

examine the information for forensic purposes. An exceptionally itemized compre-

hension of both the stage and forensic tools is required for procurement and

examination of versatile information. There are various instruments on making

smartphone crime scene investigation simpler. This research venture assesses the
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main instruments accessible in the market that back Android gadgets against its

capacity to remove and analyze the information on numerous parameters. In such

cases, innovation helps us to investigate the matter or the true facts to bring digital

evidence acceptable in the court of law. Mobile forensics also includes the same

strategies for the normal forensic examination. Mobile forensics is the process of

collection identification, acquisition, preservation, and analyzing and presenting the

evidence, which is legally acceptable.

13.2 Google Android Operating System Framework

The Google Android architecture framework (Fig.13.1) describes the communica-

tion of basic Android device parts in four particular layers: applications, application

structure, libraries, and the Linux kernel. Every layer depends on the following

layer to work appropriately.

The fundamental layer is the Linux kernel. The entire Android OS is based on

top of the Linux kernel with some further building changes. It basically implies that

Android at its center is Linux. Be that as it may, you can’t run any Linux bundles on
Android. It is a very surprising OS. It is this Linux piece that cooperates with the

equipment, and it contains all the crucial equipment drivers. Drivers are projects

that control and speak with the equipment. For instance, consider the Bluetooth

capacity. Thusly, the portion must incorporate a Bluetooth driver to speak with the

Bluetooth equipment. The Linux bit additionally goes about as a reflection layer

between the equipment and other programming layers.

The libraries are written in C/Cþþ. The center force of Android stage is used

through the libraries like surface manager for making different drawing surfaces

onto the screen. The OpenGL/ES and SGL make the core of the 3D and 2D

graphics, and the media system constitutes different media packs like MPEG,

AAC, mp3, mp4, SQLite for the information storage, and WebKit for the open-

source browser engine [1].

Android RunTime comprises Dalvik virtual machine and core Java libraries. The

Dalvik virtual machine is a sort of JVM utilized as a part of Android device to run

applications and is advanced for low processing power and low memory environ-

ment. It is run dex files that are bytecode changed over from jar file. Dalvik

machines are customized version of Java suited in the little stage environment.

Dalvik uses highly optimized CPU, data shared to different applications in such a

way that there may be multiple instances of Dalvik virtual machines at a given time.

The center libraries are all the Java libraries for all the classes.

This is the toolkit for all application utilizations may it be the application written

by Google or the application written by the developers. Every one of the applica-

tions utilizes the same framework and same APIs making it easy to write applica-

tions. By looking every one of the segments, the activity manager manages the

application life cycle. Window administrator deals with the Windows

UI. Telephony manager utilizes APIs that used to build the telephone applications;
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the content provider is one of a kind that shares the data over every one of the

applications like contacts that are shared to every one of the applications. Location

manager and notification manager permit developers to develop new, energizing,

and innovative applications [2, 3].

These programs deal with the basic elements of phone like resource manage-

ment, voice call management, contacts, calendar, maps, SMS, Email client, and

browser. These applications are written in Java programming language. These

applications are multitasking. All applications run its own processes. Android

gives a feature-rich APIs to building imaginative applications. APIs like location

chief and XMPP services are given to developers to fabricate applications and

notification manager of APIs to construct the notification-related applications.

Fig. 13.1 Google Android architecture framework
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13.3 Database Schema of Google Android Device

13.3.1 Proposed Forensic Analysis of Database Schema
of Browser on Google Android Device

Browser artifacts such as history, bookmarks, and searches can be valuable to

analysis searching for recovering evidences during forensic investigation. The

key artifacts that should be found during investigating browser on Google Android

are SQLite databases browser2.db and webview.db. The browser2.db contains

details of bookmarks and search history [4]. The webview.db stores data user’s
ID and password. Figure 13.2 shows browser database schema containing

browser2.db. Both databases can be found in locations:

Browser2.db! data/data/com.android.browser/database/browser2.db
Webview.db! data/data/com.android.browser/database/webview.db

Browser stores a copy of browser2.db and webview.db on the memory (flash/SD

card) of Android device [5–7].

13.3.2 Proposed Forensic Analysis of Database Schema
of Contacts on Google Android Device

Contact artifacts such as calls, contacts, and group attachments can be valuable to

analysis looking for recovering evidences during forensic investigation. The key

artifacts that should be found during investigating contacts on Android are SQLite

databases contacts2.db and profile.db. The contacts2.db contains details of calls

and contact data. The webview.db stores data user’s accounts and activity

Fig. 13.2 Database

structure in SQLite browser
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[8, 9]. Figure 13.3 shows the contact database schema containing contact2.db. Both
databases can be found in locations:

contacts2.db! data/data/com.android.providers.contact/database/contacts2.db
profile.db! data/data/com.android.providers.contact/database/profile.db

13.3.3 Proposed Forensic Analysis of Database Schema
of Calendar on Google Android Device

Calendar artifacts such as reminders and event attachments can be valuable to

analysis looking for recovering evidences during forensic investigation. The key

Fig. 13.3 Database

structure in SQLite browser

of contacts
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artifacts that should be found during investigating calendar on Android are SQLite

databases calendar.db. The calendar.db contains details of events and reminder

data. Figure 13.4 shows contact database schema containing calendar.db. Data-
bases can be found in location (Table 13.1):

calendae.db! data/data/com.android.providers.calendar/database/calendar.db

13.3.4 Google Android Data Storage

Google Android device stores more information than any standard phone. Android

stores data in five strategies. Forensic expert analysts search for the data in five

formats. The five techniques in storing data are shared preference, internal storage,

external storage, SQLite, and network [10].

Shared preferences allow to store key-value pair of primitive data type in XML

format. These files can only be visible if a root access is gained (Table 13.2).

13.4 Testing Implementation of Forensic Procedures

The testing implementation has been conducted in this stage. Many different

extraction tools are tested on the Android device. The forensic artifacts within the

Android device were initially counted, and every tools was compared based on

Fig. 13.4 Database

structure in SQLite browser

of calendar
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Table 13.1 Application and artifact database location

Application Folder location

Folder

name

Browser history data/data/com.android.browser/database/
browser2.db

/database

Browser searches android.provider.Browser.SEARCHES /database

Calendar events data/data/com.android.providers.calendar/data-
base/calendar.db

/database

Call logs (incoming/outgoing/

missed)

android.provider.CallLog.Calls.CONTENT /database

Contacts data/data/com.android.providers.contact/data-
base/contacts2.db

/database

Device accounts N/A N/A

Device ID (e.g., IMEI, MEID,

ESN)

N/A N/A

MMS (incoming/outgoing) content://mms-sms/conversations /database

SMS (incoming/outgoing) content://sms /database

WhatsApp /data/data/com.whatsapp /database

Table 13.2 Google Android application data storage options

Shared

preference

Google Android application data storage options

Internal

storage

External

storage SQLite Network

File type Key-value pairs

of primitive data

stored in light-

weight XML

format

Files of dif-

ferent for-

mats. Devel-

oper based,

no restriction

Files of differ-

ent formats. No

restriction

SQLite for-

mat (.db).

Compact sin-

gle cross-

platform file

Config- and

network-based

files mainly.

No restriction

Data

type

Boolean, float,

int, long, strings

Complicated

data struc-

tures allowed

Complicated

data structures

allowed

SQLite-

supported

data types

Complicated

data structures

allowed

Location /data/data/com.
android.phon
e/shared_prefs

/data/data
subdirectory

/mnt/sdcard or

emulated SD

card on /mnt/
emmc

Internal stor-

age /data/
data/<
packageNa
me>/
databases

Depends on

network set-

tings, info

from log files

in data/data/
files

Access

level

Owner can

access

Developer

controlled

unless owner

has root

access

Owner can

access MS

FAT32 file sys-

tem, no security

mechanism

Encrypted

unless owner

has root

access

Network level

Forensic

use

Rich source of

forensic data

Rich source

of forensic

data if root

access

Rich source of

forensic data

Rich source

of forensic

data

Forensic data

from Java.net

and Android.

net
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what artifact could discover. A manual forensic extraction too was assessed along

with these tools. For investigation, we have taken a sample device Sony Live with

Walkman WT19i smartphone running Android 4.0.4 Ice Cream Sandwich OS as

acquired device. The required software and tools for forensic procedures are

arranged in Table 13.3.

13.4.1 Proposed Methodology on Google Android Device

Step 1: Android device is rooted using Android app Framaroot [11]. Table 13.4

indicates point by point techniques for rooting the Android device using

Framaroot apps.

Further, we can verify that Android device is successfully rooted or not by

installing Root Checker App and running it.

Step 2: Backup of messages using Titanium Backup apps. After rooting Android

device, backup of message is done using Titanium Backup apps. Manual setting

of Titanium Backup is done to corresponding each of application.

Step 3: Identify and find zipped folder within Titanium Backup folder on memory

card location of Android device. Copy the identified zipped folder from Tita-

nium Backup folder to the computer after connecting Android device to the

computer.

Step 4: Backup the extracted folder from the Titanium Backup application on the

computer [13].

After copying the zipped folder, we unzipped the required folder. Figure 13.5 shows

the required folder from com.android.browser (browser backup using Titanium

App), and Fig. 13.6 shows the required folder from com.android.providers.con-
tacts. In Fig. 13.5 shows browser2.db and webview.db files and in Fig. 13.6 shows

contacts2.db and profile.db database files for forensic analysis. Same procedure is

applicable for other application databases.

Table 13.3 List of software required for forensic procedures

Application Available at Paid/free

Titanium Backup Android

Application

Google Play Store Free

Framaroot www.framaroot.net Free

Root Checker Google Play Store Free

WhatsApp Viewer http://andreas-

mausch.github.io/whatsapp-viewer/

Free

Cerbero Profiler 2.4 http://cerbero.io/profiler/ Free (trial version)

SQLite Browser sqlitebrowser.org/ Free

MPEþ http://accessdata.com/ Free (trial version)

MOBILedit http://www.MOBiledit.com/forensic Free (trial version)

Andriller http://www.andriller.com/ Free (trial version)
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Table 13.4 Rooting Android device using Framaroot application

S. no. Methods Snapshots

1 Enable installation of third party

apps on Android device. To enable,

open Settings > Security > Device

Administration > Unknown

Sources (check to enable)

(continued)
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Table 13.4 (continued)

S. no. Methods Snapshots

2 Download and install Framaroot

App on Android device [12]

After installation, Framaroot icon

is displayed in the App Menu

(continued)
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Table 13.4 (continued)

S. no. Methods Snapshots

3 Run Framaroot by tapping on the

Framaroot App icon

(continued)
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Table 13.4 (continued)

S. no. Methods Snapshots

4 When Framaroot App is launched,

the image shown beside is visible

on the screen of mobile device

(continued)
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Table 13.4 (continued)

S. no. Methods Snapshots

5 In the earlier snapshot, two options

(Boromir and Faramir) are

available

Select any option to start the

rooting process (e.g., we select

Boromir). A success message will

be displayed and prompt to restart

the mobile device

(continued)
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Table 13.4 (continued)

S. no. Methods Snapshots

6 After restarting, the Android

device is rooted, and an additional

application SuperSU is available in

the App Menu confirming success-

ful rooting of the mobile device

Fig. 13.5 Unzipped com.android.browser folder directory
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13.4.1.1 Google Android Forensic Extraction of Phone ID Using MPEþ

A phone ID is a unique identifier that differentiates the Android device from

different telephones on an enterprise. The application uses an alarm that calls the

getDeviceId()method from the Android API’s Telephony Manager class to directly
get to a phone’s device ID [14].

1. International mobile equipment identity (IMEI)

2. Electronic serial number (ESN)

3. Mobile equipment identifier (MEID)

An IMEI is returned for Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM)

mobile phones, while an ESN or MEID is returned for Code Division Multiple

Access (CDMA) mobile phones.

The android.permission.READ_PHONE_STATE permission must be declared in

the AndroidManifest for an application to extract the phone ID. Figure 13.7 shows

snapshot of extracting device information.

Fig. 13.6 Unzipped com.android.providers.contents folder directory

Fig. 13.7 Device info and artifacts using MPEþ
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13.4.1.2 Google Android Forensic Analysis of Extracting SIM Data

Device details, including hardware information, SIM number, IMEI, and/or IMSI,

were recovered using MOBILedit. Figure 13.8 shows snapshot of extracting SIM

data [15].

13.4.1.3 Android Forensic Analysis of Extracting Wi-Fi Profiles

Android mobile phone storesWi-Fi profiles so they can automatically reconnect when

range of the Wi-Fi router or access point. Forensic investigator can recover the SSID,

network name, security mode, password, username, WEP key, and MAC adds of the

router. Forensic examiner can use this information to help find out where a suspect

may have been, since this information is stored indefinitely until the profile is erased or

the device is wiped. Figure 13.9 shows snapshot of extracting Wi-Fi artifacts [11].

13.4.1.4 Google Android Forensic Analysis of Extracting

Bluetooth Profile

Android phones keep a list of any saved Bluetooth phones that were connected to

the Android phones. Using MPEþ we will recover the MAC address, device name,

phone class, last seen date, and time stamp [16]. These profiles can be helpful if an

examiner is searching for evidence found on other connecting phones, such as

another PC or car. Figure 13.10 shows snapshot of extracting Bluetooth artifacts.

Fig. 13.8 Extracting SIM

data artifacts using

MOBILedit
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13.4.1.5 Google Android Forensics of Extracting SMS

Android stores your text messages in a SQLite database in the data/data/com.
android.providers.telephony/databases/mms-sms.db, and you can stack this file

into a SQLite database viewer to see the SMS. The Android applications, including

SMS and contacts, use SQLite databases to store information. The apps present

Fig. 13.9 Extracting Wi-Fi artifacts using MPEþ

Fig. 13.10 Extracting Bluetooth artifacts using MPEþ
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information in their own particular manners, such as SMS conversation; however,

you can view the raw data stored as it is stored in a SQLite database viewer. To

collect the SMS data in MOBILedit requires that the android.permission.
RECEIVE_SMS, android.permission.READ_SMS, and android.permission.
READ_CONTACTS permission be declared in the AndroidManifest. Figure 13.11

shows snapshot of extracting SMS artifacts [17].

13.4.1.6 Google Android Forensics of Extracting Calendar Events

Different applications store calendar information, which is then accessed by various

applications. The Calendar’s URI is accessed, and afterward the information is

extricated, to be specific on the begin date of the event. This information is then

stored in the database. A user can without much of a stretch know all the data on the

calendar database. The alarm is configured to filter the content://com.android.
calendar/event_entities content provided by URI.

Fig. 13.11 Extracting SMS using MOBILedit
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The access to perform these activities on the calendar information set requires

the android.permission.READ_CALENDAR permission be the Android Manifest.

Figure 13.12 shows snapshot of extracting calendar events.

13.4.1.7 Google Android Forensics of Extracting Call Logs

The call log data of the Android device are stored in call log. It contains details

about all the calls. This class is accessed to discover details about the call log, and

these details are put away in the database [18]. These details include the inbuilt ID

of every call; the cached number; the number stored in the mobile phone; the

cached name, i.e., the date and time when the call was made; and the cached

number sort related such as home, work, etc. Figure 13.13 shows snapshot of

extracting call logs [19].

13.4.1.8 Google Android Forensics of Extracting Installed Applications

Using MOBILedit, list the installed apps on Android device. Examiners can recover

package name and show name, platform, classification, and both the internal and

display version for the apps. Using MOBILedit, we can recover the installed apps,

and it gives you access to all app data, for example, Viber, Evernote, Skype,

WhatsApp, and so forth. We retrieve deleted data from these apps. Figure 13.14

shows snapshot of extracting installed apps.

Fig. 13.12 Extracting calendar events using MOBILedit
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13.4.1.9 Google Android Forensic Analysis of WhatsApp Conversation
and WhatsApp Calls

We concentrate on WhatsApp apps for forensic investigation to determine artifacts

from the Android device [20]. After taking backup of WhatsApp application

information, software applications like WhatsXtract, SQLite browser, WhatsApp

Viewer, and so on are required to determine artifacts. These software applications

present artifacts to the examiner in human readable and present format. WhatsApp

Viewer is a small tool to show chats from WhatsApp files such as msgstore.db.

crypt5, msgstore.db.crypt7, and msgstore.db.crypt8. Among all available tools,

WhatsApp Viewer is the most convenient and simple to use because of the

following features [21]:

– View WhatsApp chat on computer.

– Mobile phone backup.

– Conveniently read old conversation or “load older messages.”

– Search all messages.

– No need to install Python, SQLite, or extra libraries.

For investigation of WhatsApp artifacts, we have used WhatsApp Viewer.

Figure 13.15 shows snapshot of WhatsApp messages in WhatsApp Viewer. Analyst

Fig. 13.13 Extracting call logs using MOBILedit
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can browse through accessible contacts and read messages exchanged between the

user of phone and contacts. For the analysis of WhatsApp calls artifacts, we have

used Andriller [22]. Figure 13.16 shows snapshot of WhatsApp calls in Andriller

forensic tool [23].

Fig. 13.14 Extracting installed apps
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Fig. 13.15 WhatsApp artifacts using WhatsApp Viewer

Fig. 13.16 WhatsApp calls artifacts using Andriller
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13.5 Results of Research Findings of Forensic Evidence
for Google Android Device

In this section, we present our research findings of forensic evidence for Android

device based on investigation. Table 13.5 presents the examination evidence of

forensic investigation for SMS, browser history, contact logs, Email, etc. Listed in

this table are the different artifacts such as contact number, messages, SIM-stored

message, contacts, etc.

13.6 Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented forensic evidence for Android device. This

research paper has focused to extract information stored on Android device. The

different software tools are used for extracting the data in Android device. The aim

was to determine key artifacts present in the memory of Android device using

accessible devices and software. The research finding evidence include artifacts

that help forensic examiners and investigation agencies during any criminal occur-

rence and can be used as evidence in the court of law. In the future, the recovery of

artifacts of Android device residing on RAM of Android device can be a part of our

research scope.
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Table 13.5 Research findings of forensic analysis for android device

Test

Rooted android device

Found Not found

SMS SMS collected ✓

View deleted SMS ✓

SMS storage limits ✓

View SMS contact name

View SMS contact number ✓

View SMS body ✓

View SMS time stamp ✓

Call logs Call logs collected regularly

View deleted calls ✓

View call time stamp ✓

View call contact number ✓

View call contact name ✓

View call duration ✓

Gallery Images/pics collected ✓

View deleted images ✓

Apps View app installed ✓

View app package name ✓

Contacts Contacts collected regularly

View deleted contacts ✓

View contact name ✓

View contact number ✓

View contact date added ✓

SIM View SIM number ✓

View stored contacts ✓

View stored SMS/MMS ✓

View no. of contacts saved ✓

Bluetooth Number of other devices connected ✓

View MAC address ✓

Last seen date and time stamp ✓

Device name ✓

Phone class ✓

Wi-Fi View SSID ✓

Display network name ✓

Security mode WEP ✓

Show password ✓

MAC address of router ✓

Calendar Events and reminders ✓

Device account and ID Information about device ✓

Email ✓
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Chapter 14

A Systematic Literature Review
on Software-Defined Networking

Izzat M. Alsmadi, Iyad AlAzzam, and Mohammed Akour

Abstract Software-Defined Networking (SDN) is a recently evolving networking

architecture that focuses on the separation of control and data planes. Unlike

traditional switches, SDN switches include flow tables that are remotely controlled

by a separate software application, the controller. SDN is not completely new;

it formulates an architecture on top of several good practices. In this paper, we

examined the obtainable knowledge about SDN through conducting a systematic

literature review (SLR) to evaluate the current SDN state of the art in terms of

research tracks, publications, trends, etc. We systematically evaluate research in

SDN based on questions formulated for this purpose. The results present outline

information about the most active research areas, tools, security issues, obstacles,

limitations, strengths, and opportunities in SDN.

14.1 Introduction

The continuous growth of the Internet, smart applications, e-commerce, multimedia

applications, social networks, etc. poses a continuous challenge for networks on

keeping up with such evolution in terms of bandwidth, information overload,

complexity, etc. Enterprises such as Google, Facebook, Microsoft, eBay, and

Amazon use a very large number of data centers. A huge volume of data is

exchanged in those centers. Data centers include tenants or virtual machines

(VMs) to divide virtually or logically the network into different nodes, clusters,

or slices. New services based on user or customer demand may cause new VMs to

be created. For each newly created VM or tenant, resources, management, control,
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security, etc. are all should be allocated dynamically to accommodate that partic-

ular VM needs.

One of the serious challenges in cloud computing or the Internet traffic is that

demand varies widely from day to day or even from hour to hour. This fluctuation

makes it very hard to manage this process manually. On the other hand, traditional

switches are vendor specific and the administration and configuration/

reconfiguration of those switches are labor intensive. Similarly, the management

of security controls such as firewalls is labor intensive as the process to add, update,

or maintain access control lists (ACLs) in those firewalls is accomplished manually

by network administrators.

OpenFlow is an algorithm developed to define interaction between controller

and switches. Specifically, OpenFlow (OF) includes detailed specifications on how

the controller should communicate with its OF switches. OF switches are different

from traditional switches in that they are built to be very basic with no control

functions and include only data or forwarding elements. Most newly designed

switches start supporting both modes: traditional and OF. Controller is a software

program that acts as a networking operating system (NOS) for the control and

administration of OpenFlow switches.

SDN has several initiatives that came to solve specific problems in networks.

Switches, routers, or other network components are vendor specific. Networking

companies, for business not technical purposes, do not allow users to program

applications on top of those networking components. One of the main goals of SDN

is to have an open networking architecture that is not vendor locked-in or specific.

Further, this network architecture should also be developers or network adminis-

trators to interact with the switches and, for example, use or customize flow or

access control algorithms.

In this paper, we conducted an SLR on SDN. We followed SLR systematic

research investigation process. Key terms that can distinguish publications in SDN

are formulated. Key questions that can best extract recent research trends in SDN

are formulated. To the best of our knowledge, there is no research that discusses

SLR in SDN. The closest to the scope of SLR in SDN will be survey papers. There

are some papers that conducted surveys in SDN (e.g., [10, 48, 207–211, 280]).

14.2 SDN Road Map

While SDN is new as an architecture, no new networking technologies were

invented, and the architecture coined old concepts and combined some new prac-

tices. Most references considered the work of Casado, his PhD thesis, Nicira

networks’ establishment, SANE, and ethane papers [212, 214] as the starting

hype. However, existing research papers before that (e.g., [213]) discussed the

core idea in SDN which is to split the routing or the intelligence knowledge from

router and switches and include it in a separate control unit. What was interesting in

SDN story is that its advances accelerated almost in parallel in both the academia
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and the industry. Similar to Google story, researchers in SDN and graduate students

from Stanford established new startups, Casado: Nicira networks (2007) with his

two advisors, Nick McKeown and Scott Shenker and Kyle Forster and Guido

Appenzeller, BigSwitch networks (2010). In this road map, however, we will

focus only on the advance at the research and publications’ level. Members from

the University of California, Berkeley, such as Scott Shenker, were also early

contributors in SDN. OpenDaylight is currently an open source project to build

the controller and SDN architecture around in which most vendors come together to

support it.

Nicira later on introduced OpenFlow as an instance of SDN and a protocol to

regulate the communication between SDN controller and switches. Nicira (later

became part of VMware) contributes also to the development of the Open Virtual

Switch project (Open vs. Switch, 2008), an open source virtual switch that enables

software applications to interact with switches. While protocols other than

OpenFlow can be used in SDN, however, currently OpenFlow is associated with

SDN. We showed that in our string search, the two words that mostly define SDN in

literature related to SDN are the abbreviation SDN and OpenFlow. GENI is

established in the USA in 2009 as a national project to promote SDN research

through an SDN-based networking lab that is open for all researchers. Open

Networking Foundation (ONF), the company behind OpenFlow standards, is

established in 2010.

Tables 14.1 and 14.2 show the top 22 papers published in SDN based on citation.

In order to collect the top ten papers in terms of citation, we used the same two

terms that most distinguish research papers related to SDN: SDN and OpenFlow.

Table 14.1 Top 1–11 SDN/OpenFlow published papers (based on citation)

No. Authors/year General description

1 McKeown et al. (2008) [215] A very early paper in OpenFlow Stanford team about the

initial goal of OpenFlow to manage university campus

network

2 Gude et al. (2008) [216] Another early paper from Stanford team about SDN net-

work operating system or controller (NOX)

3 Benson et al. (2010) [217] Using OpenFlow architecture for cloud data centers

4 Casado et al. (2007) [214] Ethane: network access control based on OpenFlow, from

the first team of SDN, Casado, and advisors

5 Mysore et al. (2009) [218] PortLand, an SDN-based solution for scalable fault-

tolerant cloud data centers

6 Heller et al. (2010) [219] An SDN-based solution for cloud data centers, energy-

saving tree architecture

7 Koponen et al. (2010) [220] Onix, first SDN distributed controller

8 Dobrescu et al. (2009) [221] Distribution, parallelism, and scalability issues-routers

9 Han et al. (2010) [222] Distribution, parallelism, and scalability issues-routers

10 Curtis et al. (2011) [223] SDN-scalability issues, distribution

11 Farrington et al. (2010) [224] Optical switching/data centers
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Those two terms were selected after several trials of combinations between differ-

ent key terms. Results, in terms of the number of citations, vary from one website to

another. We focused on the most agreeable ones between the five research indexing

websites: IEEE Xplore, ACM Digital Library, Google Scholar, Microsoft Aca-

demic Search, ScienceDirect, and CiteSeerX.

The top cited papers can give us indication what are the top research trends in

SDN. We can see that the first 11 most cited papers can be classified into:

1. Early contributions by Stanford team [214–216].

2. Cloud data center-related issues (e.g., scalability, fault tolerance) [217–219].

3. SDN scalability and distribution issues [220, 223].

4. Other trends: optical/firmware [221, 222, 224].

One more notice is that there are some other trends that have been evolving more

recently. However, they are not getting yet the size of research as those earlier

subjects. The new most recent subjects shown in Table 14.2 include SDN security

issues, SDN testing and QA, SDN wireless, etc.

Table 14.2 shows the next 11 research papers in terms of citation count.

We think that while research focuses in Table 14.1 will continue to exist in the

future, we think that security and testing issues in particular will get more research

focus in the new future especially as those two areas include both most significant

SDN opportunities and challenges.

Table 14.2 Top 12–22 SDN published papers (based on citation)

No. Authors/year General description

12 Lantz et al. (2010) [225] An early contribution from Stanford research team about

using SDN for home or campus networks

13 Sherwood et al. (2009) [226] SDN-scalability issues, distribution

14 Guo et al. (2010) [227] SDN-based cloud data center virtualization

15 Sherwood et al. (2010a, b)

[228, 233]

An early paper contribution, allowing same production

network to be used for testing based on SDN

16 Ganjali et al. (2008) [229] SDN-scalability issues, distribution

17 Casado et al. (2006) [212] Early paper contribution. SDN-based security policy

implementation

18 Foster et al. (2011) [230] Network or policy programming language

19 Reitblatt et al. (2012) [231] Network configuration/reconfiguration/SDN design

enhancements

20 Kazemian et al. (2012) [232] SDN-based network testing and QA issues

21 Sherwood et al. (2010a, b)

[228, 233]

SDN distribution/testing and experimentations

22 Khurshid et al. (2013) [234] SDN-based network testing and QA issues
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14.3 Goals, Research Questions, and Metrics

In conducting this SLR about SDN, we aimed at achieving the following goals:

1. To classify the research papers published in SDN and be able to summarize

research trends in SDN.

2. To show the different challenges and opportunities that are posed or opened

based on this new networking paradigm.

3. To show how SDN evolves and how can new researchers find open research

areas in SDN.

4. To identify, for SDN, most active researchers, teams or groups, conferences,

workshops, and journals.

Based on the previously defined goals, we formulated the following questions

that our SLR investigated. We divided some research questions into further

sub-questions:

R1: What are the main SDN research areas investigated in published papers?

R2: What tools have been used or developed in SDN? How can those tools be

classified?

R3: What are the current investigated security issues in SDN?

R3.1: What are the security problems related to SDN architecture?

R3.2: What are the security opportunities SDN can bring to networking,

cloud computing, etc?

R4: What are the obstacles and limitations of SDN?

R5: What are the strengths and opportunities in SDN?

R6: Research dissemination and trend issues:

R6.1: What are the most cited papers, authors, popular conferences, and

journals publishing about SDN?

R6.2: Who are the top ten authors in terms of the number of publications?

R6.3: Who are the top ten authors in terms of citation counts?

R6.4: Where are the top ten most active teams located?

R6.5: What are the top ten conferences in terms of SDN publications?

R6.6: What are the top ten journals in terms of journal publications?

14.4 Article Selection

Selecting the right articles based on the research questions is a major step in SLR.

The following steps summarize article-selection stage.
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14.4.1 Step 1: Article Identification

We started the process by conducting several combinations of search for SDN key

terms in the following academic research libraries: IEEE Xplore, ACM Digital

Library, Google Scholar, Microsoft Academic Search, ScienceDirect, and

CiteSeerX. Initially we tried different combinations of the following SDN key

terms: SDNs, SDN, SDN, SDNs, OpenFlow, OpenFlow, and SDN. In each combi-

nation, we compared results in terms of the percentage of relevant papers to the total

number of papers. Finally, we noticed that the best combination that retrieved all

papers that are relevant to the subject is when using SDN as an abbreviation

together with OpenFlow as one term. Initial results retrieve (208 articles in IEEE

Xplore, 236 in ACM, 3030 in Google Scholar, 16 MS Academic Research, and

223 in CiteSeerX).

14.4.2 Step 2: Exclusion Criteria

We defined several exclusion criteria including:

1. An article paper published in a language other than English.

2. Our intention was to exclude articles published before 2006 with our assumption

that Casado et al. paper 2006 can be considered as the start of coining SDN

architecture. As we mentioned earlier, SDN is not new in terms of technology or

invention, it is rather a new way of designing network architecture. However, it

should be mentioned that there are some important papers before Casado

et al. paper in 2006 (e.g., [213]) that are considered significant in the road map

of SDN. In our search collection, OpenFlow protocol focused the search for the

most recent publications in SDN after adopting OpenFlow protocol (i.e., after

2010). We accepted this assumption to focus our search to the most relevant

research publications to the current SDN architecture. We will have a separate

section for SDN road map focusing on papers published between 2004 (Feamster

paper till 2011).

3. We excluded technical reports and selected only papers published in confer-

ences, journals, or workshops. We excluded also articles, presentations, etc.,

although some of those included significant information and contribution. SDN

has a unique research stand. This is since it is one of those few research fields

that is growing almost in parallel between the academia and the industry. Both

sides are trying to get a share in this new field.

4. Research papers indexing websites may include also indexed references to

editorial introductions or prefaces. We excluded those also from the retrieved

results.
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14.4.3 Step 3: Inclusion Criteria

In the selection of proper search terms we described earlier, we ended up with two

specific terms that we thought that they can best include the most current relevant

papers to SDN. Those were SDN and OpenFlow. We also noticed that since

OpenFlow protocol was proposed years after embracing SDN, there are publica-

tions between the years 2007 and 2011 that were discussing SDN without including

any reference to OpenFlow. Hence we decided manually to include those papers

after investigating them and their relevancy to our paper subject. The final number

of papers included in our literature survey ended up to be 237 papers. ACM and

IEEE included the largest percentage of relevant papers from the general retrieved

results. This is based on the inclusion/exclusion criteria we described earlier.

14.4.4 Step 4: Final Article Set

In evaluating the difference in publications and statistics between the different

websites, we noticed several issues. We tried to combine or aggregate results from

the different websites, for example, when considering top papers, authors, publica-

tions, etc. We noticed that websites are indexing different papers. Hence we

combined all articles from all different websites to get the top counts based on

the five indexing websites that we used. As described earlier, based on the inclu-

sion/exclusion process described earlier, many retrieved results were eliminated.

14.4.5 Iterative Development of Literature Mapping

The process of evaluating the different statistics is an iterative one. If we find a

problem in the selection in one website, we will modify it and repeat the new

process across all websites. Results published in this paper are according to the last

process of gathering data collected from the different websites before the submis-

sion of this paper for publication. We acknowledge, however, this is a very recent

evolving field where even a very short period such as a month can possibly change

the statistics related to this subject.

14.5 Mapping Research and Evaluation

In this section, we will answer research questions based on the collected data.

R1: What are the main SDN research areas investigated in published papers?

We made our own classification of the collected papers and their classification.

Table 14.3 shows examples of papers that discussed SDN and network security

attacks.
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Table 14.3 showed that there are some subjects such as DoS, flooding, or DNS

amplification that have a significant amount of publications. In those papers,

researchers showed challenges and opportunities that SDN can present in terms

of those attack detections and preventions. In comparison with traditional networks

that can be considered IP-based networks, SDN can be considered as flow-based

networks where programs can be developed on top of the network to customize

collecting flow-based statistics that can help detect and deal with those attacks at

finder details’ levels.

In terms of security applications, we classified those security controls into

firewalls, access controls, IDS/IPS, provisioning, load balancing, policy manage-

ment, traffic monitoring, wireless or mobile networks, and home orWi-Fi networks.

Some of those types can be classified as indirect security controls or security

controls supporting tasks. For visibility purposes, we divided those controls

among two tables: Table 14.4 and Table 14.5.

Our own classification of security controls shown in Tables 14.4 and 14.5 is

proposed based on SDN literature as well as predicting future security controls and

services with the evolution of SDN in particular and programmable networks in

general.

Table 14.6 shows research publications related to SDN-cloud-security issues.

We further classified this area into general, data centers and visualization, moni-

toring, orchestration, control, and migration.

R2: What tools have been used or developed in SDN? Table 14.7 shows the number

of papers about used proposed and implemented tools in the SDN area. We have

Table 14.3 Security attacks/vulnerabilities

Spoofing

DoS/flooding/DNS

amplification

Information disclosure,

worms/scanners/sniffers/

MIM/botnets

Yao et al. (2011), Li

et al. (2011), Li and Hong

(2011), Jafarian et al. (2012)

Jafarian et al. [260], Braga

et al. (2010), Zaalouk

et al. (2014)

Suh et al. (2010), Chu

et al. (2010), Koponen

et al. (2011), Choi

et al. (2010), Shin et al. (2013)

(2), Braga et al. (2010), Yu

et al. (2014) [262], YuHunag

et al. (2010), Benton

et al. (2013), Chung

et al. (2013), Shin and Gu

(2013), Popa et al. (2010),

Karame (2013), Kotani, Yasuo

Okabe (2012), Lu et al. (2012),

Schehlmann and Baier (2013),

Zaalouk et al. (2014)

Jafarian et al. (2012) [260],

Li et al. (2011), Li and Hong

(2011), Benton et al. (2013),

Mehdi et al. (2011),

Mendonca et al. (2012), Song

et al. (2014)

Tampering/dynamic flow

tunneling

Fingerprinting Insiders/security aware

routing

Shin and Gu (2013), Shalimov

et al. (2013)

Shin and Gu (2013) Popa et al. (2010), Shin and

Gu (2012)
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divided the tools into ten types (protocol, control architecture and platform, middle

box, simulation, testing, framework, programming and debugging, visualization,

security, and system). Programming and debugging seem to be the hottest area in

the SDNs’ tool. Control architecture and platform and framework can be ranked as

second as an attractive research area. Table 14.7 shows publications in SDN tools.

Cabral et al. [236] propose a protocol and technique to enhance the forwarding

plane called Protocol-Oblivious Forwarding (POF). This protocol assists in reduc-

ing the network cost through employing commodity forwarding element.

An experimentation tool is presented in Voellmy et al. [237] called Mini-CCNx

for the Named Data Networking (NDN). This tool is able to reproduce the exper-

iments on the test bed for NDN through using dynamic routing protocol and

multicast content delivery. SDN control architecture called Procera is expressed

and explained in Qazi et al. [238, 258].

Table 14.4 Security controls/applications (1)

Firewalls

Access control/VLAN/slicing/

virtualization IDS/IPS/NIDS/NIPS/SDP

Casado et al. (2006) [212] Nayak et al. (2009), Casado

et al. (2009), Yamasaki

et al. (2011), Sherwood

et al. (2009)(1) [226], Sher-

wood et al. (2009)(2) [226],

Sherwood et al. (2010a, b)

[228, 233], Tootoonchian and

Ganjali (2010)

Goodney et al. (2010)

Song et al. (2013a, b)

[83, 235], Hu et al. (2014)

(2) [211], Katta et al. (2012),

Hand et al. (2013), Jia and

Wang (2013), Suh

et al. (2014) [18], Zhu

et al. (2014), Fayaz and Sekar

(2014)

Dixit et al. (2013) [261],

Yazici et al. (2014), Banjar

et al. (2014), Dixit

et al. (2013) [261], Gutz

et al. (2012), Yong-Juan

et al. (2013), Kinoshita

et al. (2012), Hideki

et al. (2014), Dangovas and

Kuliesius (2014), Wen

et al. (2013)

Yu et al. (2014) [262], Kerner

(2012), Hand et al. (2013),

Skowyra et al. (2013)(1),

Chung et al. (2013)(1,2), Yi

and Zhigang (2013),

Heorhiadi et al. (2012),

Giotis et al. (2013)

NAT/privacy protection/

anonymity

Provisioning/migration/hybrid

networks

Distribution, load balancing/

scalability/fault tolerance

Mendonca et al. (2012),

Kopsel and Woesner (2011),

Kotronis et al. (2013), Su~né
et al. (2014), Paterson (2014),

Thuemmler et al. (2013)

Bari et al. (2013)(1) [76],

Levin et al. (2013), Vissicchio

et al. (2014), Vanbever and

Vissicchio (2014), Vanbever

et al. (2013) [256], Zhang

et al. (2014), Kang

et al. (2012) [204]

Sharma et al. (2011),

Handigol et al. (2009), Wang

et al. (2011), Dixon

et al. (2011), Schmid and

Suomela (2013), Heorhiadi

et al. (2012), Yeganeh

et al. (2013) [270], Laurent

et al. (2014), Reitblatt

et al. (2013) [251]
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Procera contains a declarative policy language derived from the information of

functional reactive programming. Fayazbakhsh et al. [239] introduce SIMPLE

which is an SDN-based strategy enforcement layer intended for enhancing the

middle box especially the traffic steering. In Monaco et al. [240] a new architecture

is developed in SDN called flow tags. This architecture improved middle box

export tags in order to supply the need and essential casual context.

Table 14.5 Security controls/applications (2)

Policy languages and management Traffic/BW monitoring, management/DPI

Feamster et al. (2010), Wang et al. (2012)

[179], Hinrichs et al. (2008), Voellmy

et al. (2012) [237], Son et al. (2013), Nayak

et al. (2009), Monsanto et al. (2013),

Fayazbakhsh et al. (2013) [239], Voellmy and

Hudak (2011), Foster et al. (2011) [230], Foster

et al. (2013) [98], Katta et al. (2012), Voellmy

et al. (2013) Voellmy et al. [246], Qazi

et al. (2013a, b) [238, 258], Ferguson

et al. (2012), Ferguson et al. (2013), Kazemian

et al. (2013), Yu et al. (2010) [272], Anderson

et al. (2014) [257], Bari et al. (2013)(2) [108],

Kim and Feamster (2013), Gibb et al. (2012)

Jain et al. (2013), Zaalouk et al. (2014), Wang

et al. (2013a, b) (Wang et al. [139, 141]),

Ballard et al. (2010), Nayak et al. (2009),

Curtis et al. (2011)(2) [223], Qazi

et al. (2013a, b) ([238, 258], Sun et al. (2014),

Choi et al. (2014)(1) [247], Choi et al. (2014)

(2) [247], Chowdhury et al. (2014) [59], Jose

et al. (2011), Yu et al. (2013), Shin

et al. (2012), Karame (2013), Shirali-Shahreza

and Ganjali (2013)(1,2) [67], Argyropoulos

et al. (2012), Giotis et al. (2013), Huang

et al. (2011), Rasley et al. (2014), Raumer

et al. (2014)

Wireless/mobile Wi-Fi, home networking

Ding et al. (2014), Baldini et al. (2012), Jin and

Wang (2013) [78], Hurel et al. (2014), Gember

et al. (2012)(2), Staessens et al. (2011), Basta

et al. (2013) [116], Namal et al. (2013) [168],

Katti and Li (2014), Moradi et al. (2014),

Liyanage et al. (2014), Hampel et al. (2013),

Skowyra et al. (2013)(1)

McKeown et al. (2008) [215], Yap

et al. (2011), Clark et al. (2009), Mehdi

et al. (2011), Feamster et al. (2010), Yap

et al. (2009)(1), Yap et al. (2009)(2), Schulz-

Zander et al. (2014)

Table 14.6 SDN-cloud security

General Data centers/virtualization Monitoring

Popa et al. (2010), Benson

et al. (2011), Pitt (2013), Miao

et al. (2014), Wailly et al. (2011),

Hurel et al. (2014), Vaughan-

Nichols (2011), Carrozza

et al. (2013), Tsugawa

et al. (2014)

Bates et al. (2014), Wang

et al. (2013a, b) (Wang

et al. [139, 141]), Casado and

Corn (2014), Tavakoli

et al. (2009), Heller et al. (2010)

[219], Curtis et al. (2011)

(2) [223], Erickson et al. (2011),

Moshref et al. (2013), Kang

et al. (2013) [111]

Shin and Gu (2012),

Wang et al. (2013a, b)

[139, 141], Shin

et al. (2012)

Orchestration Controls/access management Migration/mapping

Gember et al. (2013), Zaalouk

et al. (2014)

Chung et al. (2013),

Raghavendra et al. (2012),

Faraji et al. (2014), Kretzschmar

and Golling (2011)

Chryssa et al. (2014)
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In McGeer [241] a controller platform called Yanc is introduced for SDN; it

depicts the state and configuration of the network as a file system which allows and

permits system and user applications to cooperate and work together via standard

and typical file I/Os. In Gupta et al. [242] a protocol for the safe update for

OpenFlow network is explained. The protocol meets the weak flow and packet

consistency conditions. In Kuzniar et al. [243] a simulation tool called FS-SDN is

proposed in order to deal with the problem of evaluating and prototyping applica-

tions in SDN precisely and correctly at high level.

In Vishnoi et al. [244] a testing approach called SOFT is proposed to test the

interoperability of OpenFlow switches. The main thing about SOFT is to recognize

and create input test that makes the various OpenFlow implementation to act and

perform in an irregularity way. In Haw et al. [245] a smart flow management policy

in an OpenFlow controller system called SmartTime is introduced. It merges the

proactive eviction rule flow with adaptive time-out heuristic. A framework for SDN

is proposed in Voellmy et al. [246] to decrease the delivery time of the contents

through enhancing network control, network management, and content delivery in

Long-Term Evolution (LTE). A system called Maple is presented in Choi

et al. [247] that makes SDN programming simple through using a standard pro-

gramming language for determining the whole network behavior.

In Nelson et al. [248] a new architecture is proposed for SDN called software-

defined unified virtual monitoring (SuVMF). This framework is used to afford

and support the processes of monitoring and controlling management abstraction.

An SDN controller programming language is presented in Erickson [249] called

FlowLog. The main difference between FlowLog and other languages is that in

OpenFlow there is a unified abstraction for the control plane tier, controller state

Table 14.7 Software defined network tools

Tool categorization [References]

Protocol Cabral et al. (2013) [236], Gupta et al. (2013) [242]

Control architecture and

platform

Qazi et al. (2013a, b) [238, 258], Monaco et al. (2013) [240], McGeer

(2013) [241], Haw et al. (2014) [245], Nelson et al. (2014) [248],

Dixit et al. (2014), Yu et al. (2014) [262]

Middle box Fayazbakhsh et al. (2013) [239]

Simulation Kuzniar et al. (2012) [243]

Testing Voellmy et al. (2012) [237], Vishnoi et al. (2014) [244]

Framework Voellmy et al. (2013) [246], Handigol et al. (2012) [255], Khan

et al. (2014) [259], Jafarian et al. (2012) [260], Vestin et al. (2013)

[264], Hong et al. (2013a, b) [162, 265]

Programming and

debugging

Yegulalp (2013) [274], Erickson (2013) [249], Bozakov and

Papadimitriou (2012) [250], Porras et al. (2012) [252], Georgopoulos

et al. (2013) [254], Vanbever et al. (2013) Vanbever et al. [256], Qazi

et al. (2013a, b) [238, 258], Ghobadi et al. (2012) [267]

Visualization Reitblatt et al. (2013) [251]

Security Monsanto et al. (2012) [253]

System Anderson et al. (2014) [257]
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tier, and data plane tier. Beacon is a quick, open source Java-based OpenFlow

controller that assists threaded operation and event based together. It has been

produced in 2010 and used in research and teaching [250].

In Reitblatt et al. [251] a visualization layer called AutoSlice is presented which

computerizes the process of SDN slices and the deployment as well. In Porras

et al. [252] a programming language called FatTire is presented. This language is

used to write software for fault-tolerant network. FatTire allows programmers to

determine the paths through the network with the required level of fault tolerance.

Security software called FortNox is presented in Monsanto et al. [253]. This frame-

work offers constraint enforcement and role-based authorization intended for the

OpenFlow controller (NOX). In Georgopoulos et al. [254] declarative program-

ming language called NetCore is defined for articulating policies on SDN regarding

packet forwarding. This high-level language is compositional and communicative

and includes formal semantic.

A framework is presented in Handigol et al. [255] using OpenFlow to increase

the QoE fairness through increasing the technology efficiency in SDN. A debugger

in SDN is proposed in Vanbever et al. [256] called NDB which is stimulated and

encouraged by GDB. Two helpful primitives are implemented in NDB (backtraces

and breakpoints) for debugging SDN. Hotsawp is a system used to upgrade the SDN

controllers in correct manner and without disruption [257]. Hotswap preserves and

retains the network events history. NetKAT is a mathematical base programming

language for network presented in Qazi et al. [238, 258]. Atlas is a framework

which encompasses the application awareness in SDN. It permits precise and

scalable categorization of applications in SDN [259].

An SDN framework called iSDF is introduced in Jafarian et al. [260] to over-

come and assist the limitations of service delivery in ISP regarding deployment

flexibility, cost, operational ease, and scalability. OpenFlow Random Host Muta-

tion (OF-RHM) is a procedure to mutate the addresses of IP host with excessive

randomness and speed, while preserving the integrity of configuration and reducing

the overhead operation [261]. ElastiCon is a stretchy disseminated controller

architecture wherein the pool of controllers shrinks or expands dynamically

according to the traffic circumstances and the load that is moved across controllers

dynamically [262]. GatorCloud is an architecture for cloud resource management

which facilitates sharing resources among various service models dynamically.

It uses balloon abstraction to encapsulate the related resources of the services and

the execution context [263]. Snap is a packet processing framework that improves

packet processing in comparison with conventional software router through utiliz-

ing the available parallelism on modern GPU [264]. An SDN framework called

Odin has been introduced in order to present programmability in WLANS through

simplifying the client management procedures [162, 265]. In Nelson et al. [266]

SWAN system is presented to improve and increase the inter-data center network

utilization through directing and managing centrally the traffic of every service and

reconfiguring the data plane to accommodate the existing traffic demand frequently.

FlowLog is a declarative programming language for developing SDN controller

programs [267]:
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R3: What are the current investigated security issues in SDN?

Based on our investigation of SDN security subject in SDN, we noticed that this

subject should be further divided into two sub-questions:

R3.1. What are the security problems related to SDN architecture?

Several papers discussed security problems related to SDN architecture. As a new

architecture, it is expected that such architecture will pose both security challenges

and opportunities.

In research papers, there are some focused areas and concerns in this regard.

We can summarize them as the following:

1. Several papers showed concerns related to OpenFlow communication protocol

security and how much such protocol is secure or vulnerable for external

intrusion. In particular, many authors pointed out that encryption method offered

in OF protocol for the communication between the control and its switches

(TLS) is left optional, and in fact many developed controllers do not use it

(Namal et al. 2010; Kloeti et al. 2012; Benton et al. 2013; Meyer and Schwenk

2013). OF manual is further described that users can decide their own encryption

method. We think that this is a security concern mentioned in many research

papers and should be handled properly in the next OF versions.

2. The controller as a central security and control is another very serious security

concern described in many research papers. The concerns are not only from

security perspective but also from scalability and fault tolerance perspectives.

This is why distributed controllers and load balancing approaches are proposed

in many SDN research papers and as we saw in previous statistics where getting

a major focus.

There are some serious concerns that if controller is compromised, then the

whole network will be at risk as the controller in SDN contains the complete

network picture and intelligence. In addition to distributed controller architec-

ture proposals, there are other proposals to secure the controller and the com-

munication with the controller through much secured encrypted channels.

3. Upper level applications or middle boxes can communicate and interact with the

controller. This is another security concern where such applications can be used

intentionally or unintentionally to compromise the controller or its modules.

Another protocol in addition to OF should be proposed and made standard in this

region to regulate the communication between upper level applications and the

controller in such manner that prevent exposing controller resources.

4. SDN network includes a large number of traffic that is communicated between

the controller and its switches. There are some serious concerns that DoS or

flooding attacks can be made easy to flood SDN network with new flows from

new sources. This makes all traffic be forwarded to the controller to make

decision about which may eventually cause DoS. Effective methods are pro-

posed to allow controller to monitor the possible occurrence of such DoS

activities and be able to stop or counterattack it.

5. Middle man attacks or information leak problem is also another security concern

especially as the controller sends control messages to OF switches remotely.
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If this channel is compromised, controller or legitimate hosts can be imperson-

ated which may lead to serious information leakage.

Those are examples of security concerns listed in surveyed research papers

related to SDN architecture.

R3.2. What are the security opportunities SDN can bring to networking, cloud

computing, etc.

As we mentioned earlier, as a new architecture, SDN is posing both security

concerns and opportunities. In this section, we will focus on some of the opportu-

nities that were mentioned in surveyed research papers:

1. Existing research papers indicated that SDN can offer the ability to deal with

security controls in completely different manners in comparison with traditional

security controls (e.g., [211, 230, 252]; Clark et al. 2009; Naous et al. 2009;

Katta et al. 2012; Wen et al. 2013). For example, SDN programmability feature

may help build customized security services on demand. In other words, the

same security service can be provided to the different customers or clients

differently. Attributes related to this security control can be user defined. For

example, an ISP may give home users of the Internet service the ability to run

customized firewalls where users can decide bandwidth limitations, websites to

filter, number of users to allow, rate limit traffic in a day or a month, and many

other parameters that can be customized per user. This is largely possible since

SDN architecture is flow based and not IP based. Network administrators can

hence have more fine-grained control on traffic compared with traditional

security measures.

2. In relation to flow-based management in SDN rather than IP management, SDN

can allow network security measures to rely on more specific attributes other

than IP, MAC addresses, or ports typically permitted or denied in traditional

firewalls or IDSs. OpenFlow earlier versions allow 12 attributes in packet

headers, and new OpenFlow protocol versions (i.e., 1.2 and above) have up to

40 different attributes in which flows can be defined, categorized, or filtered.

Those extra attributes are related to the exact network protocol, dealing with IP

version 6 and many other new attributes that can give network administrators

more control on flow management.

3. Research papers indicated that most traditional security controls will need to be

revisited based on SDN to evaluate the required changes and how could those

security controls be modified to optimize the usage of SDN. SDN programma-

bility and the ability to give users more controls on switches and network traffic

seem to receive conflicting opinions from security perspectives. On one side,

such control is an important tool with network and security administrators to

have ultimate control and management in the network. On the other hand,

allowing such information to be exposed may risk such information to be

compromised by illegitimate users, and hence risk on the network can be far

more serious in comparison with traditional networks that hide control and

routing protocols in switches.
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4. Insider threats are also getting more focused in SDN security (Juba et al. 2013;

Popa et al. 2010). This is since an insider, intentionally or unintentionally, can

have more power and control under OpenFlow networks in comparison with

traditional networks. As we mentioned earlier, such power can play in both

sides, positive and negative impacts.

Those are few of the security concerns and opportunities that are discussed in

research papers of SDN security subject in particular.

R4: What are the challenges of SDN?

Although SDN provides evidences in facilitating, developing, maintaining, and

providing automation to network management, there are technical challenges that

can limit its operation and performance in cloud computing, information technol-

ogy organizations, and networking enterprises. The following are examples of the

barriers mentioned and described about SDN adoption:

– SDN supports both centralized and distributed controller’s models. Having both

models in SDN is considered as a challenge; several articles argued about the

pros and cons of the SDN centralized and distributed models, i.e., the centralized

control plane pledges the consistency of network status by offering only one

management point. This brings one main limitation; the controller should update

OpenFlow switches more than traditional routers, which might incur overload

[213, 279].

– Network visibility and management is another challenge that was addressed in

the selected papers. In spite of the powerful monitoring tools that are provided

by SDN, the debugging, troubleshooting, and enforcing security compliance are

still considered hard missions in distributed SDN [269].

– Many research articles explored the most important scalability concerns as a

challenge of SDN; they determine and discussed different metrics that can

potentially be affected as the network grows [220, 223, 270–272, 275,

277]. The centralized model can increase the cost of control plane scalability.

Pooling all the activities in one node requires more computation power, data

storage, and throughput to manage the traffic all that could increase the

response time.

– Deficiency of standards is another challenge that was addressed in the research

articles. Although OpenFlow protocol provides only one specification for each

version, still the variety of network hardware and software platforms drives

providers and users to implement and deploy compatible OpenFlow libraries for

each and every platform of OpenFlow implementation.

– Like any new technology SDN, enterprises’ economic and necessary technical

experts’ issues could be the main limitation of building and deploying

it. Robustness, resilience, and scalability are limiting the SDN deployment in

terms of logic centralization warrantees. Several articles showed that SDN could

reduce reliability. This is largely due to the centralization of control functions

into the controller.
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Table 14.8 shows most of the SDN challenges and limitation issue that were

addressed and discussed in several surveyed papers.

R5. New Possible Opportunities of SDN

Cloud computing takes an important role in the market. The opportunity of having

SDN to support cloud-based networks is investigated by several researches. The

papers showed how SDN can be considered as a new supplementary technology for

virtualization. In cellular network field, 35 articles out of 200 proposed SDN-based

architecture as a solution for several networking issues. SDN is expected to improve

how networks are developed, operated, and maintained. After scanning the selected

papers, we identified the following five profits which an enterprise can gain by

deploying SDN:

1. SDN provides Software-Defined Wireless Networking (SDWN) as a technology

to supplement the wireless networks. It offers radio resource and mobility

management, routing, and multi-home networking. Employing SDN function-

alities to the relay between the home network and edge networks could solve

multi-homing in wireless networks.

2. Realizing traffic offloading: Employing SDN architecture allows to aggregate

offloading data centers in the mobile network and triggers the chosen traffic to

these data centers without modifications to the functionality of network elements

in the core mobile network.

3. New services are provided quickly and flexibly: SDN allows creating several

VM instances, and the way SDNs can be set up is a far better complement to

VMs than plain old physical networks.

4. Flexibility and comprehensive network management: SDN offers network

experimentation tolerance. Even if one can exceed the limits forced by SNMP,

the experiment can be done along with the new network configurations without

being disabled by their consequences. Moreover, SDN divides the control plane

(which manages the traffic) from the data plane (which forwards traffic based

upon the decisions that the control plane takes).

5. Better and more granular security: VM’s management in dynamic and complex

environments is very tedious. SDNs can provide the kind of fine-grained security

for applications, endpoints, and BYOD devices that a conventional hard-wired

network cannot provide.

Table 14.8 Highlighted SDN challenges and obstacles

No. Authors/year Tackled SDN issues

1 Ashton et al. (2013) [298], Yazici et al. (2012), Macapuna

et al. (2010) [300]

SDN reliability

2 Marsan (2012) [301] SDN security

3 Yeganeh et al. (2013) [270], Voellmy et al. (2012) [237],

Ashton et al. (2013) [298]

SDN scalability

4 Cai et al. (2010) [302], Cai et al. (2011) [402] [303] Performance

5 Heller et al. (2012) [403] [304], Hu et al. (2012a, b) [404]

[175, 305]

Controller placement
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Table 14.9 shows most of the SDN strengths and opportunities. The table

demonstrates some published or preprint articles that addressed and discussed the

mentioned opportunities.

R6: What are the most popular conferences and journals publishing about SDN?

Table 14.10 shows publications in SDN in the last 3 years (based on our selection,

inclusion, and exclusion process).

Table 14.11 shows distribution of publications based on venues. Conferences get

the large percentage of publications. As a new field, researchers want to publish

their contribution early where, for example, publication in journals and magazines

typically takes much longer time in comparison with conferences, workshops, or

symposiums.

Table 14.9 SDN opportunities

No. Authors/year General description

1 Feamster et al. (2014) [278], Levin et al. (2012)

[279], Nunes et al. (2014) [289]

Pros and cons of SDN centralized

and distributed control models

2 Kreutz et al. (2013) [280] Secure and dependable SDN

3 Jammala et al. (2014) [281], Jin et al. (2014), and

Farhadi et al. (2014) [295]

The benefit of programmability of

SDN network

4 Young-Jin Kim et al. (2014), Yeganeh et al. (2013)

[270], Yu et al. (2010) [272], Jin et al. (2013) [277],

Jin et al. (2003) [277], Tootoonchian et al. (2012)

[271], Voellmy et al. (2012) [237], IBM (2012)

[284], Zdravko Bozakov et al. (2012)

SDN scalability issues

5 Lee et al. (2014) [60], aj Jain (2012)

Sun et al. (2012) [285], Pries et al. (2012) [286]

Mobile cloud computing

6 Haw et al. (2014) [245], Gember et al. (2012), Arijit

Banerjee (2013), Junguk Cho (2014)

Traffic offloading in wireless

network

7 HP (2012) [287], Brocade Communication (2012)

[288], Bozakov et al. (2012) [250], Scott

et al. (2014) [290], Kotronis et al. (2012) [291],

Heller et al. (2013) [292], Agarwal et al. (2014)

[293], Young-Jin Kim et al. (2014)

Device configuration and

troubleshooting

8 Na et al. (2014) [296], Sivaraman et al. (2013)

[297], Baker et al. (2012) [310]

SDN agility

Table 14.10 Number of

published articles in each year
Year No. of publications

2012 96

2013 207

2014 122
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14.6 Mapping Demographics

Because IEEE Computer Society staff will do the final formatting of your paper,

some figures may have to be moved from where they appeared in the original

submission. Figures and tables should be sized as they are to appear in print.

Figures or tables not correctly sized will be returned to the author for reformatting.

In demographic statistics, we aggregated results from the five indexing websites.

Table 14.12 shows top authors published in our specific surveyed area. In all

statistics, we did not include the complete counts in the tables, but on those in the

top according to a cut off we decided in each table separately.

Interestingly that while Rexford is listed as the top author in this specific area, he

is the first or the only author in only two papers out of the 17 included in our

collection. Table 14.13 shows the top institutions publishing in SDN area within the

list of papers that we collected.

Table 14.13 shows that SDN is getting focused from universities ranked as

top-ranked universities in the world. This is a typical trend for such universities

focusing on new research areas. Table 14.14 shows top conferences or journals

publishing in SDN. ACM SIGCOMM seems to be taking the lead in this category.

We noticed however that many conferences and workshops accept papers for work

in progress or for very short papers (1–2 pages). Possibly this is the trend given that

this is a very new emerging area. We noticed also that publication cycle is very

short and many conferences publish their papers before the time of the actual

conference or event.

Table 14.11 Number of

articles in each venue
Types of articles Number of articles

Journal 24

Conference 200

Magazine 2

Symposium 47

Workshop 131

Others 51

Table 14.12 Top authors in SDN by number of publications

Author Count Author Count Author Count

J. Rexford 17 R. Casellas 6 S. Shenker 5

N. McKeown 13 R. Martinez 6 J. Mogul 5

N. Foster 9 R. Munoz 6 A. Guha 5

A. Feldmann 8 N. Feamster 6 H. Zeng 5

B. Heller 7 D. Walker 6 V. Jeyakumar 5

M. Canini 7 M. Reitblatt 5 T. Koponen 5

M. Yu 5
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14.7 Conclusion

This systematic literature review (SLR) investigated SDN literature and research

dissemination. Five indexing agencies are surveyed for SDN research publications.

First, we presented different challenges and opportunities that are evolving as a

result of SDN emergence. Second, we highlighted active research areas in SDN

according to the collected dataset.

Finally, we provided current and future research tracks in SDN. The large

amount of publications in SDN given the relatively short amount of lifetime and

the extensive industrial support to SDN showed that this area will continue to

expand in both the academia and industry in the few coming years. SDN can act

as an enabler or a steroid where most applications built on top of networks (e.g.,

security services, monitoring, distribution services) will have to evolve in response

to the evolving architecture.

Table 14.13 Top institutions publishing in SDN

Institution Count Institution Count

Princeton University 23 University of Illinois at Urbana-

Champaign

7

Stanford University 20 University of Wisconsin Madison 7

Technical University of Berlin 14 Yale University 6

Cornell University 11 Tsinghua University 6

University of California, Berkeley 8 Carnegie Mellon University 5

Georgia Institute of Technology 8 Microsoft Research 5

University of California, San Diego 7 HP Labs 5

University of Southern California 7 Swiss Federal Institute of Technol-

ogy, Lausanne

5

IBM Thomas J. Watson Research

Center

7

Table 14.14 Top SDN conferences

Publication Count Publication Count

SIGCOMM HotSDN ’13 31 ACM CoNEXT ’13 10

EWSDN 22 SDN4FNS 10

SIGCOMM Computer
Communication Review 2014

21 CFI ’14 2014 9

SIGCOMM 2013 20 HotNets-XII 2013 9

ACM HotSDN ’12 17 IEEE Communications Surveys 8

NOMS 15 ICC 6
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